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CHAPTER 1

STIMULUS MEANING: THE ATTITUDE AND IMAGE CONSTRUCT

§ l.l.INTRODUCTION

There is widespread agreement among investigators of consumer behavior that
consumers' perceptions of choice alternatives in the market placeusually have.a
psychological aspect and cannot be reduced to the physical constitution of the

__ choice alternatives. The.Issue that naturally' d~riveslro_m ..!..hi~~ition is ho~_
consumers perceive or conceive the choice alternatives. Equivalent ways of
phrasing the issue are how consumers give meaning to the choice ·alternatives, how
they make sense of the choice alternatives or how they build their impressions of
the choice alternatives.

In the many publications on this issue, the meaning of choice alternatives has
been referred to as either the "attitude" consumers have toward the stimuli or the
"image" consumers have of those stimuli. Some authors use both terms
interchangeably (for example, see Abe & Tanaka, 1989; Alpert, 1971; Doyle &
Fenwick, 1974-1975; James, Durand & Dreves, 1976; Miller, 1975, 1976;
Wyckham, 1974). Others exclusively use one of these terms, even though the very
same conceptualization of stimulus meaning may be referred to as "attitude" in one
publication (Lutz, 1981) and as "image" in another (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988).
At first glance, the conclusion may be that some terminological arbitrariness bas
been introduced to the field. Those who do not care too much about synonomy
may feel free to use the terms "attitude" and "image" interchangeably; those in
need of terminological clarity may wish to use one to the exclusion of the other.

But things may not be as simple as they seem at first glance. Throughout the
years, various authors have drawn our attention to conceptual and operational
confusion in "image research" (Dobny & Zinkhan, 1990; Lilli, 1983; Peterson &
Kerin, 1983; Poiesz, 1990). According to Peterson & Kerin (1983), image
research is carried out on ad hoc basis without serious attempts to reach a
conceptual consensus. "Until a common definition can be agreed upon that can
unify research on this topic, there will be few substantive theoretical (... )
breakthroughs, Indeed, the absence of a common definition even retards attempts
to make comparisons across studies and synthesize research findings in a
systematic manner.' (p. 299) More recently, Dobni & Zinkhan (1990) have been
unable to reveal any conceptual and operational consensus in image research.
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Less frequently, investigators of consumer behavior have made alarming
observations concerning construct definition in "attitude research". The widespread
adoption of a multi-attribute perspective, in one form or another, has certainly
been a unifying force in this area of consumer behavior research and has probably
increased the confidence that investigators agree, at least implicitly, on what an
attitude is and what it is not. Already two decades ago, Wilkie & Pessemier (1973)
concluded a review of consumer behavior research on multi-attribute modeling of
attitudes with the observation that the "direction of cumulative research and
thought on this model is (... ) moving toward the sort of construct specifications
characteristic of mature theoretical disciplines" (p. 439). Although, after Olson &
Mitchell (1975), this must be regarded as an overly optimistic conclusion to the
Wilkie & Pessemier (1973) review, the multi-attribute perspective has tied together
many research efforts in tbe area; and although, after Zajonc (1980; see also
Zajonc & Markus, 1982), the multi-attribute perspective has come under severe
attack as a general conceptualization of attitude (for example, see Batra, 1986;
Cohea, 1982), it bas maintained its position at the core of scientific thought on
consumer attitudes.

It seems puzzling that two terms that are often treated as equivalents are yet
so different in the amount of confusion that they invoke. The present dissertation
is not going to solve this puzzle. It starts from the observation that the amount of
confusion existing in the image literature is largely reducible to the amount of
vacuous suggestions concerning the definition of •image • (examples of which are
given further on' in this chapter); without explaining why the term "image" is
particularly susceptible to such suggestions. What is going to be shown in the
present chapter is that, when focusing on substance, most conceptualizations of
image are highly similar to one or another proposal for conceptualizing attitude. 1)

If it is really so, then, that "image research" adds nothing but conceptual
redundancy and (for one or another reason) conceptual confusion, one may suggest
to do away with it altogether and to continue the study of stimulus meaning under
the heading of "attitude research". The present dissertation basically qualifies this
proposal in two major ways. The first ualification is that most ~h onJru
meaning of choice alternatives (no matter how this research is labeled_b
insufficiently dealt with the possibility that stimulus meaning is context-dependent
- - - -

1 Perhaps it is worth noting that no attention is payed to where the substance
comes from. That is, the background of the authors (for example, fundamental
versus applied) is disregarded.
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(cf. Abe & Tanaka, 1989; Cohen & Basu, 1987; Thompson, 1989). This seems
an important omission. On the one hand, a choice alternative is often truly
conceived as a choice alternative; that is, a good or a service is perceived in the
context of its competitors. On the other hand, choice alternatives are often
encountered in the context of promotional campaigns with selling propositions, Tne .
present dissertation deals extensively with the possibility that stimulus meaD.in is
context-dependent. Drawing on the first one, the second qualification of .the
proposal to retain only one field of study is that the theory developed within such
a research program might contain an attitude construct and an image construct as
demarcated in terms of context-independency versus context-dependency of

-----.Stimulusrib.ning~~what mighLbe referred.jo.as "research onthe.meaning.of ;
choice alternatives", then, attitudes and images constitute two general classes of
meaning responses to choice alternatives. In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, a
comprehensive theory of stimulus meaning is developed that, among other things.
supplies principles according to which either context-independent meaning
(referred to as attitude) or context-dependent meaning (referred to as image) is
appraised. In Chapter 3, the theoretical perspective is further developed within the
multi-attribute paradigm.

The present chapter has three objectives. The first is to familiarize the reader
with the various conceptualizations of attitude and image. The second objective is
to show that most conceptualizations of image are highly similar to one or another
proposal for conceptualizing attitude. The third and final objective is to undertake
preliminary attempts to demarcate the attitude and image construct. Although none
of these attempts directly yields a useful demarcation, the undertaking does
constitute a useful preparation for the theoretical developments in Chapter 2 and3. ~ I

c, 6 ...<. r{ K r-
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§ 1.2. CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF ATfITUDE

In this section, various conceptualizations of attitude are discussed. The
discussion is not exhaustive of the vast body of attitude literature but the missing
notions are largely those dealing with attitude change rather than with the
conceptual specification of attitude (see McGuire, 1969; Petty & Cacioppo, 1981).

§ 1.2.1. Learning theory

Two versions of the learning theory are discussed. Both versions are based on
the general principle that attitude formation is a resultant of concept formation,
where a concept is defined as any discriminable aspect of a person's world and
concept formation is defined as the process of forming an association between a
common response and a set of stimuli and other concepts. The versions are
basically different, however, with regard to the definition of attitude and with
regard to the question whether attitude formation is an unconditional or a
conditional resultant of concept formation.

Unconditional formation of attitudes: Fishbein
In one version of the learning theory (Fishbein, 1967b; see also Osgood, Suci

& Tannenbaum, 1957), an attitude is defined as an evaluative response that is
learned in conjunction with the formation of a concept; that is, attitude refers only

", --"""1& ttie'evaluative aspect of the -total meaning response.
Fishbein (1967b) reasons that, if concepts are formed in the way suggested by

the learning theory, it follows that a person's responses to the concept should be
some function of the learning process. Immediately after concept formation, the
concept (now viewed as a stimulus) should elicit the set of stimuli and concepts
(now viewed as responses) that have served to define it. The set of responses
associated with the concept are thought of as a belief system or "habit family
hierarchy". The higher a response in the hierarchy, the greater the probability that
the response is associated with the concept, that is, the greater the belief strength.
Each of these associated responses is itself a stimulus that elicits a learned
evaluative response. There is always an evaluative response even though this
response may be neutral (Fishbein, 1967a, 1967b; Osgood et al., 1957). These
evaluative responses are summative and the summated evaluative response is
associated with the concept. When presenting the concept as a stimulus, then, it
elicits the summated evaluative response, in other words, the learned attitude.
Finally, the higher the position of a response to the stimulus concept in the
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hierarchy (that is, the greater a belief strength), the greater is the amount of
evaluative response that is available for summation.

Two additional aspects of Fishbein's learning theory of attitudes are
noteworthy. First, concepts may be verbalizable or not. Following the definition
of a concept as any discriminable aspect of a person's world, Fishbein treats any
stimulus or response, "verbalizable or not" (p. 390), as a concept. Second, it is
assumed that the process of attitude formation is a nonverbalized process.
Following the theoretical notion that an attitude is automatically formed whenever
a new concept is learned, Fishbein assumes that attitude formation is an
"automatic, nonverbalized process that occurs in conjunction with concept

- learning" (p. ~91). -- - - - - - -- .

Fishbein (1961b) formalized the learning theory of attitudes by advancing the
following multi-attribute model:

n
l: (B", * ai).
i=l (1/1)

In this equation, A" is the attitude toward object 0 (the evaluation of object 0), Boi
is the probability that object 0 is associated with concept i (the strength of belief
that object 0 is associated with concept i), a, is the attitude toward concept i (the
evaluation of concept i) and n is the number of concepts in the system associated
with object o.

Importantly, Boi in equation (Ill) refers to the categorization of the
relationship between object 0 and concept i along a probability dimension as
judged by a person; that is, to the subjective probability of the relationship
between object 0 and concept i, Analogously, Ao and a, refer to the categorization
of object 0 and concept i along an evaluative dimension as judged by a person;
that is, to the subjective goodness-badness of object 0 and concept i. Despite the
potential nonverbalizsbility of concepts and the assumed nonverbalizability of the
attitude formation process, then, the multi-attribute model formalizing the learning
theory is confined to verbalized criteria. In other words, it is assumed that both
the probabilistic and the evaluative responses to a stimulus or concept can ~
accessed for verbalization even though this conscious processing assumption is
extraneous to the learning theory of attitudes.

According to Fishbein (1961a, 1967h; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1912, 1975; Ajzen
& Fishbein, 1980; K::pJa.'l & Fishbein, 1969), it is only the "salient beliefs" that
determine an individual's attitude !!.lward an object at a given moment. Fishbein
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suggests that the first five to nine beliefs spontaneously elicited by an individual
should be regarded as his "salient beliefs" about the object and should be included
into the model. If one would construct a modeJ for the entire sample (instead of
a unique model for each individual in the sample), one should include those beliefs
most frequently elicited across individuals (referred to as the "modal salient
beliefs").

Since the inception of the multi-attribute model, Fishbein has identified several
types of beliefs (B.,,) within two different taxonomies.

Within one taxonomy, Fishbein (1967a) identifies four types of cognitive
elements: (1) beliefs about the component parts of the object, (2) beliefs about the
attributes, characteristics or qualities of the object, (3) beliefs about the
relationship between the object and other objects or concepts and (4) beliefs about
whether the object leads to the attainment or blocks the attainment of certain
values.

Within the other taxonomy, Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) identify three types of
beliefs. First, there are descriptive beliefs. These beliefs are formed on the basis
of direct experience with the object (that is, via any of the sense modalities).
Second, there are the inferential beliefs. These beliefs-are formed by going beyond
directly observable attributes of the object. Following Bruner (1957a), two
principles of going beyond direct experiences are specified. The first principle is
classification. One learns the defining attributes of a class of functionally
equivalent objects and uses the presence of these defining attributes as a basis of
inferring that some object encountered is or is not an member of the class. Thus,
one goes beyond sense modalities to class identity of the object being encountered.
After the inference of identity (classification), one infers that the object has the
other attributes characteristic of class membership. The second principle is the
inference of missing information either based on knowledge about the information
redundancy in the environment (if it is perceived that object 0 has attribute x, it
is believed that object 0 also has attribute y) or based on knowledge about formal
coding schemes (if it is perceived that object 0 is larger than object p and object
p is larger than object q, it is believed that object 0 is larger than object q). The
third type of beliefs identified by Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) are the informational
beliefs. These beliefs are formed by accepting information about the object
provided by an outside source (for example, an advertisement).

According to Fishbein & Ajzen, the distinction between descriptive and
inferential beliefs is somewhat arbitrary. Many attributes of an object that appear
to be direct observations cannot be directly perceived. An attribute like "round"
is itself a concept based on experiences in the past. Once an attribute or concept
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like this has been learned, however, a person tends to perceive the attribute or
concept directly instead of perceiving a set of discrete stimuli. Thus, the person
perceives "roundness" and directly associates this attribute or concept in the
formation of what is referred to asa descriptive belief. "It is thus possible to view
beliefs as representing a continuum from descriptive to inferential. At the
descriptive end of the continuum, a person's beliefs are directly tied to the
stimulus situation, and at the inferential end, beliefs are formed on the basis of
these stimuli as well as residues of a person's past experiences; the continuum may
be seen as involving minimal to maximal use of such experiental residues." (p.
133)

---With regard--to the-distinctien-between-deseri ptive .and-infermational belief~.
Fishbein & Ajzen point out that formation of an inferential belief essentially
depends on acceptance of the information provided by an outside source and that,
whether or not an inferential belief is formed, exposure to information provided
by an outside source ordinarily leads to the formation of a descriptive belief. That
is, a person comes to belief that the source has provided information about the
relation between an object and some attribute.

The Fishbein model is only one of the many multi-attribute models that have
been advanced throughout the years (most of which are going to be encountered
in this dissertation), although it is perhaps the best known one in the general class
of multi-attribute models. Not surprisingly, then, the model has received
considerable attention of consumer behavior researchers (see Ahtola, 1975;
Bettman, Capon & Lutz, 1975a, 1975b; Mazis, Ahtola & Klippel, 1975; Nakanishi
& Bettman, 1974; Tuncalp & Sheth, 1975; see also Cohen, Fishbein & Ahtola,
1972; Holbrook & Hulbert, 1975; van Raaij, 1977).

Conditional formation of attitudes: Rhine
Rhine (1967) presents a version of the learning theory that differs from the

om, presented by Fishbein (1967b) in basically two ways. First, an attitude is
defined as a concept with an evaluative dimension; thus, attitude refers to the total
meaning response to a stimulus coneept provided that this response has an
evaluative aspect. Second, it is not assumed that ev";:;'!stimulus concept has an
evaluative response associated with it; an attitude is formed if and ~nly if at least
one of the concepts associated with the stimulus concept elicits an- eva[Uli~!ve
response. According to Rhine (1967), then, "attitudes are equivalent to that special
class of concepts which. is distinguished by the inclusion of an evaluative
dimension" (p. 384). In this version of the learning theory, attitude formation is
possibly rather than necessarily a resultant of concep; !0rmation.

7



§ 1.2.2. Functional theory

The functional theory focuses on the reasons for having attitudes, where the
reasons are sought 81 the level of psychological motivation and personality. Closely
following the discussion of the functional theory by Katz (1967), an attitude is a
predisposition to evaluate an object favorably or unfavorably that incorporates both
an affective element and cognitive elements describing the object (its
characteristics and its relationships to other objects). Attitudes comprise a value
system when organized into a hierarchical structure. Katz specifies five dimensions
of an attitude toward an object: (1) the intensity of an attitude. which refers to the
strength of the affective element, (2) the specificity or generality of an attitude,
which refers to the abstraction level of the cognitive elements describing the
object, (3) the differentiation of an attitude, which refers to the amount of
cognitive elements describing the object, (4) the isolation or integration of an
attitude. which refers to the amount and strengths of relationships between an
attitude and a value system and (5) the centrality of an attitude in case there is a
close relationship between a value system and one's personality or self-concept.

In the following, four major functions of an attitude are discussed. These
functions are different with regard to the psychological motivation underlying the
attitude.

The instnunental function
Attitudes with an instrumental function are means for approaching objects that

lead to desirable ends and block undesirable ones and for avoiding objects that lead
to undesirable ends and block desirable ones (Katz, 1967). Thus, favorable
attitudes are formed toward objects associated with satisfaction or dissociated from
dissatisfaction and unfavorable attitudes are formed toward objects associated with
dissatisfaction or dissociated from satisfaction.

Rosenberg (1956) formalized the instrumental function of attitudes by
advancing the following multi-attribute model:

n
A., = 1: (loO * Vi)'

i=1
(1/2)

In this equation, A.. is the attitude toward object 0, loi is the probability that object
o leads to the attainment or blocks the attainment of value i (object
instrumentality), Vi is the importance of value i as a source of satisfaction (value
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importance) and n is the number of values.
The definition of the VI component is a bit clumsy. It is unclear whether the

Vi component represents the "importance" of value i or the "satisfaction" given by
value i (that is, the evaluation of value i by a person). Rosenberg's
operationalization of the VI component, however, leaves no doubt about it. The
values are judged on a scale ranging from "gives me maximum satisfaction"
through "gives me neither satisfaction nor dissatisfaction" to "gives me maximum
dissatisfaction". This operationalization clearly indicates that the Vi component
should represent the positive or negative evaluation of value i by a person (Cohen
et al., 1972) or, in other words, the satisfaction or dissatisfaction the person would

--e~pe-netr~ough----attainment-of-value 1 (Fish1>ein&-AJzen, 1975; LutZ-&--
Bettman, 1977). .

According to Katz (1967), the principles of learning theory apply to the
formation of attitudes with an instrumental function. Nonetheless, the definition
of the loicomponent in equation (1/2) is more restrictive than the definition of the
Boicomponent in equation (111). With reference to Fishbein's (1967a) taxonomy,
the Rosenberg model accepts beliefs belonging to type (4) only (that is, beliefs
about whether the object leads to the attainment or blocks the attainment of certain
values); the Fishbein model, however, accepts beliefs belonging to any type. The
restrictive definition of the instrumentality component is, of course, a direct
consequence of adopting a "means to end" perspective (Mazis et al., 1975).

Assuming a "hierarchical structure" (Katz, 1967) of attitudes, the values
included in the Rosenberg model may be thought of as being more abstract than,
for example, the attributes included in the Fishbein model. This can be illustrated
with some model elements used by Mazis et al. (1975). Whereas Fishbein could
assess the associative strength between mouthwash and "lacks effectiveness",
between cigarettes and "has a distinctive flavor", between toothpaste and "has
strong mouth-freshening ingredients" and between automobiles and "lacks current
high styling", Rosenberg would assess the strength between either object and its·
functionality or dysfunctionality in "associating with the opposite sex". The point
is that the relatively concrete attributes are specific to each object, whereas the
relatively abstract value is regarded as descriptive of the four (and rather diverse)
objects in the set.

The Rosenberg model has enjoyed considerably less interest of researchers in
the field of consumer behavior than the Fishbein model (see Mazis et al., 1975;
Tuncalp & Sheth, 1975; see also Cohen et aI., 1972; Holbrook & Hulbert, 1975;
van Raaij, 1977). Mazis et al. (1975) found that the power of the Fishbein model.
(including beliefs belonging to type [2]) wac;significantly greater than that of the
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Rosenberg model (by definition including beliefs belonging to type [4]) in
predicting consumer attitudes toward products. Moreover. these investigators
found that the predictive power of a modified Rosenberg model (like the Fishbein
model. including beliefs belonging to type [2]) was significantly greater than that
of the original Rosenberg model. Finally, there was no significant difference in
predictive power between the Fishbein model and the modified Rosenberg model.
These results suggest that the functionalist framework of the Rosenberg model
suppresses its power to predict consumer attitudes toward products.

Two explanations may be given for the relatively small predictive power of
the Rosenberg model. The first explanation is that this model may simply be
inappropriate for studying consumer attitudes toward products. According to Lutz
(1981), it may be "swatting a fly with a sledgehammer to delve so deeply into the
consumer's psyche to understand attitudes toward canned peas or hula hoops" (p.
199). The second explanation is that the values specified in the Rosenberg model
may be a determinant of consumer attitudes toward products indirectly through the
evaluation of product attributes (Lutz, 1981). That is. the evaluation of product
attributes may be a function of underlying values. Thus, the values would not be
directly related to the attitude toward the product itself but would be filtered
through the evaluative aspects of the product attributes instead. Following with this
suggestion, then,

n
A.. =, :t -- (BOi * ai)' '.

i=l

and

u
ai =:t (Iij * Vj).

j=l

In the former equation. A" is the attitude toward object 0, Boiis the probability
that object 0 is associated with attribute i, ai is the attitude toward attribute i and
n is the number of attributes associated with object o.

In the latter equation, ~ is the attitude toward attribute i, Iij is the probability
tha.t attribute i leads to the attainment or blocks the attainment of value j, Vj is the
satisfaction or dissatisfaction experienced through attainment of value j and u is the
number of values.
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Instead of assuming a layered structure of attitudes toward objects and thus
integrating the Rosenberg model with the Fishbein model, Mans et al. (1975)
modified the Rosenberg model by substituting beliefs belonging to type (2) for
those belonging type (4). More usual in consumer behavior research is, however,
to modify the Rosenberg model even further. 2)

One modification of the Rosenberg model is what may be referred to as the
adequacy-importance model. The object instrumentality component is replaced by
an "adequacy" component, representing the object's adequacy in being associated
with positively evaluated attributes and being dissociated from negatively evaluated
attributes (Cohen et al., 1972). The value importance component is replaced by
an "Importance" component, representmgan -attn6ute'Simportance to a person
(Cohen et al., 1972; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) or a person's "desire or need for
the presence of a particular attribute in a product" (Flaschner & Dawson, 1972,
p. 544; Schendel, Wilkie & McCann, 1971, p. 415). Thus, the following multi-
attribute model is obtained (see Bass & Talarzyk, 1972; Bass & Wilkie, 1973;
Bruno & Wildt, 1975; Hansen & Bolland, 1971; Mazis et al., 1975; Moinpour &
MacLachlan, 1971; Moinpour & Wiley, 1972; Sheth & Talarzyk, 1972; see also
Cohen et al., 1972; Holbrook & Hulbert, 1975):

n
A., = ~ (Wi * Soi) I

·i=l (1/3)

2 More appropriately phrased, consumer behavior researchers usually specify
multi-attribute models that can be regarded as further modifications of the
Rosenberg model. Multi-attribute research in the field of consumer behavior has
often been carried out without any theoretical orientation (Olson & Mitchell, 1975)
and the models being advanced or adopted have thus become virtually autonomous
from any theoretical justification (Calder, 1975). The failure to be concerned with
the conceptual and theoretical basis of multi-attribute models is, according to
Olson & Mitchell (1975), the main reason for the "numerous examples of
nonconsistent use of terminology, imprecise conceptualizations, and m!5Cellaneous
controversies and confusions" (p. 250) in the consumer behavior literature on this
topic. It should be recognized, then, that the following discussion of modifications
of the Rosenberg model offers a neat picture of a scruffy landscape. The ultimate
criterion for citing authors in relation to a certain model has been the
operationalization of model components.
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where Ao is the attitude toward object 0, Wi is the importance of attribute i to the
person, S.. is the extent to which object 0 is satisfactory or unsatisfactory with
regard to attribute i and n is the number of attributes associated with object o. The
Wi component may be regarded as highly related to the polarity of an attribute's
evaluation (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Thus, WI" IVI I . The S.. component
may be regarded as highly related to the multiplicative combination of the object's
instrumentality in leading to attainment or blocking attainment of the attribute and
the attribute's evaluation (Cohen et al., 1972). Thus, s.,; ... (I.,; ... VJ. Note that the
VI component (representing an attribute's evaluation) is implicitly incorporated
twice in the adequacy-importance model.

Another modification of the Rosenberg model is one in which an object's
adequacy derives from a multidimensional, rather than a multi-attribute, structure.
Given a set of dimensions along which the objects in some domain are
characterized, the model assumes that an individual associates a specific amount
of each dimension with an object and that there is an amount of each dimension
which he associates with his ideal object in the object domain. The object's
adequacy along each dimension derives from the discrepancy between the amount
associated with the object and the amount associated with the individual's ideal
object. Given the additional assumption that the dimensions may be of differential
importance to the individual, the model may be referred to as the distance-based
adequacy-importance model (see Bass, Pessemier & Lehmann, 1972; Beckwith &
Lehmann, 1973; Dubois, 1975; Lehmann, 1971; Miller, 1975, 1976; Werbel,

·".... 1978; Wiley, MacLachlan &. Moinpour, 1977; see also Day, 1972; van Raaij,
1977):

n
Ao = (1: (Wi * IB .. - Brilt) Jilt,

i=l (1/4)

where A., is the attitude toward object 0, Wi is the importance of dimension i to
the person, B.,; is the amount of dimension i that is associated with object 0, Bri is
the amount of dimension j that is associated with the person's ideal object r, n is
the number of dimensions along which the objects in some domain are
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characterized and k is the constant defining the distance measure. J) The distance-
based adequacy-importance model in equation (1/4) is conceptually akin to the
weighted unfolding model of preferences (see Carroll, 1972).

A special case of the distance-based adequacy-importance model is one
according to which the amount of dimension i that is associated with the person's
ideal object r (represented by the Br\ component) is the largest amount attainable
along the dimension (Beckwith & Lehmann, 1973; Lehmann, 1971).'Fhe
assumption implies that an object's adequacy increases with increasing amounts!
attained along the various dimensions ("the more, the better"). In this special case,
the distance-based adequacy-importance model is conceptually akin to the vector

_ model o(preferences ~_Cl!rroU, 1972).-.lJsl,lilli)',~e followjpg_foonulati~~~f_
the "more is better" model is adopted in consumer behavior research (see Abe &
Tanaka, 1989; Bettman et al., 1975a, 1975b; Cohen & Ahtola, 1971; Dubois,
1975; Heeler, Kearney & Mehaffey, 1973; Miller, 1976; Perreault & Russ, 1977";
Wahlers, 1982; Wilkie & Weinreich, 1972; see also Calder, 1975; Day, 1972;
Holbrook & Hulbert, 1975; Wilkie & Pessemier, 1973):

n
A.. = 1: (Wi * Boi),

i=l
(1/5)

where Ao is the attitude toward object 0, Wi is the importance of dimension i to
the person, Boi is the amount of dimension i that is associated with object 0 and
n is the number of dimensions.

Frequently, consumer behavior researchers have considered the possibility of
dropping the Wi component (that is, the functionalist aspect) from their multi-
attribute model. A "beliefs-only" version has been advanced or adopted for the
adequacy-importance model (Bass & Wilkie, 1973; Bruno & Wildt, 1975; Hansen

3 A somewhat different formulation is known as the St. James model (see
Burdus, 1972; see also van Raaij, 1977):

n
Ao = 1 / [1: (Wi * Ia, - Bri I) + 1 J ,

i=l

where all model components are defined as in equation (114).
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& Bolland, 1911; Mazis et al., 1915; Moinpour & MacLachlan, 1971; Sheth &
Talarzyk, 1912), the distance-based adequacy-importance model (Beckwith &
Lehmann, 1973; Dubois, 1975; Lehmann, 1911; Werbel, 1918) and the "more is
better" model (Cohen & Ahtola, 1911; Dubois, 1915; Perreault & Russ. 1911;
Wahlers, 1982).

Less frequently, consumer behavior researchers have considered the possibility
that dimensions may not only be weighted according to their importance to the
person but also according to their relevance in discriminating between the objects
in some domain. The 'more is better" model, for example, thus obtains the
following form (see Perreault & Russ, 1917; Wahlers, 1982; Wilkie & Weinreich,
1972):

n
A" = 1: (Vi * Wi * Boi),

i=l
(1/6)

where Vi is the variability of the objects in some domain along dimension i and
all other components are defmed as in equation (115). With the incorporation of
the Vi component, the model in equation (116) assumes that the attitude toward an
object derives from a person's perception of the object on various dimensions and
the person's perception of alternative objects on those dimensions. Consumer
behavior models usually deal with the relationship between a person and a single

,..object althe expense of considering the structural context in which this relationship
exists (Cohen & Basu, 1987). Unlike the attitude models encountered previously,
however, the model in equation (1/6) assumes that an object is perceived in the
structural context of its alternatives.

Occasionally, the possibility has been considered that object evaluation may
change with changing situations. The evaluation of beverages, for example, may
be different for situations like "at breakfast" and "at a party", Miller (1976) has
advanced the following model of situation-bound object evaluation:

n
A.. = [ 1: (Wit * IB... - Brio I11:) } Ilk ,

i=l
(1/7)

where A.. is the attitude toward object 0 in situation s, Wit is the importance of
dimension i to the person in situation s, Bowis the amount of dimension i that is
associated with object 0 in situation s, Brio is the amount of dimension i that is
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associated with the person's ideal object r in situation s, n is the number of
dimensions and k is the constant defining the distance measure. The attitude model
in equation (117), then, deals with the important issue of changing object
evaluation with changing situations. According to Miller, "Examination of brand
images along the specific situations considered in the research will give insight into
the situational variation in attitudes for the brands" (p. 462). The Will component
of the attitude model (that is, its functionalist aspect), however, awaits further
explication. It remains unclear whether the component represents the importance
of dimension i to the person in situation s or the combination of a dimension's
importance to the person (Wi) and a dimension's relevance in a situation (RJ. If

-the fermer, it-must be-assumed that-the functional.status of.a dimension.changes.L,
with changing situations. If the latter, it may be assumed that W;. = (Wi * R;.).

Although the Rosenberg model has not enjoyed much interest of consumer
behavior researchers, many models advanced or adopted by these researchers can
be regarded as modifications of it. The Rosenberg model incorporates personal
values and a component representing the probability that an object leads to the
attainment or blocks the attainment of those personal values; however, the model
does not explicitly incorporate the attributes through which the object may have
the particular relationships with personal values. The consumer behavior models
incorporate attributes or dimensions and a component representing the importance
of those attributes or dimensions to the person; however, these models do not
explicitly incorporate the personal values due to which attributes or dimensions
may have a particular importance to the person.

The value-expressive function
Attitudes with a value-expressive function are means for giving expression to

one's personality or self-concept (Katz, 1967). Satisfaction is gained by expressing
central values, thus reinforcing one's self-concept. To illustrate, a person's attitude
toward the latest Mazda may be an extemalization of a self-concept centered on
fast cars and latest trends (Wrightsman & Deaux, 1981). In addition to this,
attitudes may be functional in forming and transforming the self-concept (Katz,
1967).

The value-expressive function of attitudes, however, is controversial (Lutz,
1978, 1981; Wrightsman & Deaux, 1981): the critical question is whether
expression of the self-concept is a psychologically real motive (thus making it
legitimate to suggest that attitudes are functional to this end) or merely a by-
product of expressing attitudes.
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The ego-defensive function
Attitudes with an ego-defensive function are means for protecting oneself from

fundamental truths about oneself or from harsh realities in one's environment
(Katz, 1967). If a person is insecure about his or her attractiveness to the opposite
sex, ego-defensive (negative) attitudes may be formed toward products with sex
appeal (for example. sleeveless shirts or miniskirts), which increase the salience
of that insecurity; if a person is anxious about his or her life-expectancy, ego--
defensive (negative) attitudes may formed toward products with fear appeal (for
example, life insurances), which increase the salience of that anxiety. Most
products, however. would not seem to touch upon the deepest, darkest aspects of
the consumer's personality in order to elicit ego-defensive attitudes (Lutz, 1991).

The appraisal function
Attitudes with an appraisal function are the means for organizing and

structuring a rather chaotic universe of objects (Fazio, 1986; Katz, 1967).4) A
person needs frames of reference for understanding the world and attitudes supply
these frames (Katz, 1967). Thus, attitudes are a ready aid in 'sizing up' objects
in the environment (Fazio, 1986).

Fazio (1986) suggests that an attitude, once accessed, serves as a "filter"
through which the attitude object is perceived. This process of selective perception
consequently biases or "colors" the immediate perceptions of the attitude object.
If a person has a positive attitude toward an object, the person processes primarily

".the positive qualities of the object. Similarly, a negative attitude prompts a
perceptual emphasis on the negative qualities of the object.

According to Fazio, activation of the attitude is essential. Unless the attitude
is accessed from memory, it cannot produce selective perception of the object in
the immediate situation. The person would never consider the attitude object in
evaluative terms. If the attitude is not accessed, the immediate perceptions are
determined by whatever features of the object that are sufficiently salient. "

Adopting the working definition of an attitude as a categorization of an "object
along an evaluative dimension, Fazio regards an attitude essentially' as an
association between a given object and a given evaluation. Like any construct
based on associative learning, the strength of an attitude can vary; that is, the
strength of association between between object and evaluation can vary. The

4 Katz (1967) refers to this function of attitudes as the "knowledge function".
It is Fazio's (1986) terminology, however, that is adopted here.
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stronger the association, the greater the probability that the attitude is
spontaneously activated or, in other words, that it spontaneously "comes to mind",
In case there is no association between an object and an evaluation, an attitude that
would be relevant for the immediate situation could be accessed after some
cognitive activity. This preliminary activity would involve the identifation of the
object as a member of some category for which an attitude does exist. Thus,
according to Fazio, an affective reaction to an object in the immediate situation
could be preceeded by activation of organized knowledge of the world (schema's).
This two-stage process is called "category-based" or "schema-triggered" affect
(Fiske, 1982; Sujan, 1985; Fiske & Pavelchak, 1986; Meyers-Levy & Tybout,
1989; see also C~Jl, 1982; Cohen & Basu,_ 1987). The tw.9-sta~ocess 5ee.1!lS_
most applicable to cases in which the person has an attitude toward a given
category of objects but has no attitude toward a specific object, possibly because
it is novel (Fazio, 1986).

Inview of the multidimensional conceptualization of attitude advanced by Katz
(1967), the affective element of an attitude is functional in reaching a "good"
organization of its cognitive elements. Katz refers to Gestalt psychology for a
specification of organizational principles (see also Lutz, 1981, 1991). This cross-
reference, however, raises a theoretical problem. Gestalt psychology tried to
account for the formation of impressions strictly at a cognitive level and explicitly
contrasted the Gestalt account with the halo account Oiccui"diiig tc ~~.::~ ~ :eneral
evaluative force would shift the impression of cognitive elements In iis ~ii~!!on
(Asch, 1946, i9.52). H, therefore, appears thai Gestalt psychology fails to specify
principles that fit in with the functional theory of attitudes.

However. the Gestalt principles do fit in with the two-stage model of affect
generation provided that no attitudes are activated in the preliminary stage
involving categorization of iil! object. Asch, a prominent psychologist in the
Gestalt discipline, actually put forward it !W~-~!a~e notion on the formation of
affective impressions by claiming that something sh!:,uld first be conceived of
before it could be subject to an affective response. Moreover, Asch noted that the
Gestalt principles were applicable to the first stage.

According to Fiske & Pavelchak (1986), an evaluation is associated with e.;;~!!
attribute of a category and with the category itself. The evaluative response to the
category may be the sum of the evaluative responses to the attributes of the
categ0I?" as suggested by the learning theory of attitudes. Alternatively, the
evaluative response to the category may be learned directly. Regardless of how the
attitude toward the category is learned, however, its activation after learning is
independent of the activation of evaluative responses to the attributes of the
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category. In the strong version of the two-stage model, as it is advanced by Fiske
& Pavelchak, the evaluations of the attributes are inactive in the preliminary stage
involving categorization of an object. Furthermore, Fiske & Pavelchak
conceptualize categorization as a configural process based on Gestalt principles
specified by Asch (1946). In the spirit of Gestalt psychology, Fiske & Pavelchak
(1986) heavily stress the distinction between the "configural" two-stage model and
the "elementaristic" multi-attribute model of affect generation.

A critical assessment of the controversy between elements and Gestalts is
provided in the final section of this chapter. Here it is sufficient to note that the
two-stage proposal essentially amounts to a hybrid conceptualization of attitude.
During concept formation, attitudes toward objects are assumed to be based on
associative learning. After concept formation, however, attitudes toward objects
are assumed to be based either on the processing of Gestalts (Fiske & Pavelchak,
1986) or on a mixture of prototype and exemplar processing (Sujan, 1985; Cohen
& Basu, 1987; see Chapter 2 for an explanation of these and other principles of
categorization). The present section is concluded with a discussion of an attitude
conceptualization in which a hybrid structure of attitudes is explicitly recognized.

§ 1.2.3. Learning theory and Gestalt psychology: the hybrid perspective

Batra (1986) suggests that an attitude consists of two components: an
elementaristic and a configural component. The elementaristic component is an

.. affect toward an object based on adequacy-importance computations (see equation
[113]). According to Batra, only "physical" attributes are involved in these
computations. The configural component is a primary affect toward the object as
a unified entity. It is essentially a feeling of friendliness-unfriendliness,
pleasantness-unpleasantness and so forth based on "a Gestalt, configural appraisal"
(p. 70) of the object. As an example, "IBM's Charlie Chaplin Tramp ad campaign
for its personal computers had the effect of giving the company, previously seen
as efficient and reliable but also cold and aloof, a human face, thus creating a
friendlier image for the company and its products" (p. 71). According to Batra,
the configural affect can, in an abstract sense, be regarded as a "psychological or
inferential" attribute.

§ 1.2.4. Conceptualizations of attitude: a preliminary conclusion

The preceding discussion of attitude conceptualizations suggests a distinction
between three views on attitude: a learning theoretical view, a functionalist view
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and a hybrid view (encompassing a learning theoretical and a Gestalt psychological
aspect). The functionalist view is itself a composite of several views on attitude,
each of which amounts. to the postulation of a particular function that is performed
by attitudes. When a utilitarian function is postulated, a close relationship with the
learning theoretical vi~w' on .attitude is apparent. Some theoretical notions under
the heading of the appraisal .function go into the direction of the hybrid view on
attitude. In the following section, it is shown that most of the proposals for
conceptualizing image can be captured in terms of the above distinction between
conceptualizations of attitude.
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§ 1.3. CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF IMAGE

Depending on the stimulus type under investigation, image researchers refer
to the following types of image: (1) brand image, (2) product image, (3) store
image and (4) corporate image. Whether or not one of these stimulus types is
involved in the appraisal of stimulus meaning has occasionally been adopted as a
criterion for demarcating the attitude and image construct. Morton-Williams
(1978). for example. proposes a distinction between (1) general "life-style"
attitudes and (2) specific brand, product, store and corporate attitudes, while
referring to the specific attitudes as images. Although such a convention may be
of value for investigators working in the applied field, it certainly is not for those
who are involved in a fundamental study of stimulus meaning. There is widespread
agreement that one can have attitudes toward any object, concept or issue (for
example, see Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Petty & Cacioppo, 1981) and there is no
reason why this should be otherwise for images. Lilli (1983), for example,
acknowledges that one can have images of any stimulus. Indeed, a psychological
theory should introduce constructs depending on what type of psychological
responses are being made, 1101 depending on what type of stimuli psychological
responses are being made to. In the following discussion of image
conceptualizations, then, I simply refer to "objects" or "stimuli" in general.

Many image conceptualizations are so broad that they convey barely anything
about what image is (cf. Dobni & Zinkhan, 1990). Examples are those according
to which the image of an' object is (1) everything a person associates with the
object (Newman, 1957), (2) the sum total of impressions (Herzog, 1963) or the
total impression (Dichter, 1985) of the object, (3) the sum of beliefs about,
attitudes toward and impressions of an object (Barich & Kotler, 1991) and (4) the
interaction of all experiences, beliefs, impressions, affective reactions and
SUbjective knowledge elicited by the object (Bevis, 1974; Worcester, 1978).5)
Confronted with conceptualizations as in these examples, Kroeber-Riel (1984) has
suggested to do away with the image construct altogether and to work with the

S See Johannsen (1971) for a highly eclectic conceptualization of image. His
conceptualization includes such constructs as Gestalt, expectation, evaluation,
emotion, involvement, motivation, cognition, conation, satisfaction. In short, then,
image according to Johannsen relates to every explanatory construct a psychologist
can possibly think of. See also Boulding (1956) for not knowing how to constrain
oneself.
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"similar", though more clearly specified. attitude construct instead. The question
is, however, how two constructs can be considered similar when one is barely
specified. Furthermore, Kroeber-Riel's suggestion seems premature in that there
certainly are more clearly specified conceptualizations of image than those in the
above examples. The main objective of the following discussion is to show that,
when focusing on substance, most conceptualizations of image are highly similar
to one or another proposal for conceptualizing attitude encountered in the
preceding section.

§ 1.3.1. Learning theory

According to Kunkel & Berry (1968), an image Is Ieamea through direct
experience with an object and may be defined as the reinforcement that a person
expects from direct experience with the object (see also Hirschman. Greenberg &
Robertson, 1978; Lilli, 1983; Lindquist, 1974-1975; Mazursky & Jacoby, 1986).
Thus, intrapersonal processes are regarded as irrelevant for the conceptualization
of image (Lilli, 1983). In contrast, any other conceptualization of image discussed
hereafter suggests that intrapersonal processes are relevant.

Kotler (1980) defines an image as a set of beliefs that a person has about an
object. This author, however, adopts a more general definition of "beliefs" than
Fishbein (1967a, 1967b). With reference to the work of Osgood et a1. (1957) on
the measurement of meaning. Kotler (1980) suggests that an image incorporates
three fundamental dimensions: (1) evaluation or the good-bad qualities of the
image, (2) potency or the strong-weak qualities of the image and (3) activity or the
active-passive qualities of the image. Osgood et a1. (1957) define the meaning of
a concept as its allocation to a point in the multidimensional semantic space and
the attitude toward the concept as the projection of this point onto the evaluative
dimension. Implicitly, then, Kotler (1980) defines image as the total meaning of
an object and attitude as the evaluative aspect of this meaning. Consistent with this
interpretation. Kotler conceptualizes attitude according to the Fishbein model
formalizing the learning theory (see equation [111]).

Mazursky & Jacoby (1986) define the image of an object as: (1) a cognition
and/or affect (or a set of cognitions and/or affects) (2) which is (are) inferred (3)
either from a set of ongoing perceptions and/or memory inputs attaching to the
object and (4) which represent(s) what the object signifies to a person.

According to Mazursky & Jacoby, this definition highlights the dynamics of
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image formation. When directly experiencing an object or being exposed to
information about the object provided by an outside source (for example. an
advertisement). a person perceives certain features and forms cognitions ("beliefs")
andlor affects which are congruent with his or her idiosyncratic cognitive
configuration. The process of inferring various beliefs and affects from
perceptions. with a possible intervention of memory inputs. underlies the process
of image formation. When subsequently thinking about the object. several of the
most salient dimensions are retrieved from memory and represent what the object
signifies to the person.

Mazursky & Jacoby argue that the process of image formation is a sequential
process. First, a person perceives some of the cues in the environment. The
perceived cues are then interpreted in a relatively direct fashion. The person
begins to assimilate these interpretations under some broader category. These
impressions are further integrated under even broader categories. At their
broadest. these categories may be considered as the major dimensions of the
image. when integrated into "a single holistic gestalt" (p. 149), these dimensions
represent the object's image to the person. Mazursky & Jacoby note that an image
is often merely cognitive (for example. "the object is old-fashioned ") and does not
contain an affective component (for example, "I do not like it").

According to Mazursky & Jacoby, the present conceptualization of image
provides a demarcation of the image and attitude construct. Does it? It depends.
of course. on which conceptualization of attitude is adopted. Mazursky & Jacoby

.., ·do not adopt ·any. There is an obvious relation. however. between the image
conceptualization advanced by Mazursky & Jacoby and the attitude
conceptualization presented by Rhine (1967). Both conceptualizations imply that
the meaning of an object does not necessarily incorporate an evaluative aspect.
According to Rhine. an attitude is a total meaning response if and only if it has an
evaluative aspect (see § 1.2.1.). According to Mazursky & Jacoby (1986). an
image is a total meaning response regardless of whether it has an evaluative aspect
or not. Putting these perspectives together, then. attitudes are a specific type of
images. The inferential formation of beliefs underlying the formation of image, as
it is described by Mazursky & Jacoby. does not provide any further demarcation
of the attitude and image construct. Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) regard the distinction
between descriptive and inferential beliefs as somewhat arbitrary (see § 1.2.1.);
many "cues in the environment" that appear to be directly experienced are also a
function of belief formation. Concerning the perspectives adopted by Rhine (1967)
and Mazursky & Jacoby (1986). then. it may be suggested that both attitudes and
images are largely based on inferential and informational beliefs.
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Mazursky & Jacoby refer to an image as a "single holistic gestalt". This may
lead to unneccessary confusion. Following the discussion by Kohler (1969),
Gestalt psychology emphasizes that the representation of a whole does not involve
a combination of various elements; rather, it involves an initial organization of a
unitary object. This organizational activity involves both unification and separation
processes. Essentially, then, a Gestalt is not a holistic represention but a
representational organisation. The terminological confusion would be solved if
Mazursky .& Jacoby (1986) would refer to an image as a "whole" or a "Gestalt"
rather than a "holistic Gestalt" ..The conceptual confusion, however, would remain
unsolved. According to Gestalt psychologists, impression formation amounts to an

------initiaL-'l1"ganizatioD--Ofa unitary object.---Accordi1l8--:-«>-Mazutsq-LJacoby.-- _
however, impression formation amounts to a sequential process of integrating
elements into progressively broader categories until an overall category (an image)
is formed. And this is exactly the account that is rejected by Gestalt psychology!
Perhaps the best solution for Mazursky & Jacoby would be to refer to the overall
category at level x as the summative combination of inferential beliefs and affects
at level (x - 1). The total thus obtained could be regarded as a "single"
impression.")

§ 1.3.2. Functional theory

The instrumental function
According Reynolds & Gutman (1984), an image is a set of meanings and

associations serving to differentiate an object from its alternatives. When thinking
about an object, some feature of it typically comes to mind. This feature itself
brings another thought to mind, which in tum brings yet another thought to mind..
This sequential process of elicitation traces the network of associations in memory:
Linking concepts also implies that concepts may be elicited that do not relate
directly to the object under consideration. What happens is that concepts imply
other concepts, producing an implication network that reflects memory linkages.

Reynolds & Gutman specify two aspects of the advanced conceptualization of
image. First, the stored or elicited memory content provides the meanings that are
most basic to an image. Second, the memory structure determines which specific

6 In the spirit of Gamer's (1978) "simple whole", it may be suggested thata
person relies on parallel rather than serial processing when going from level (x -
1) to level x.
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meanings are elicited and connected. Furthermore, the authors stress that "the
network elements derive their meaning in terms of their connection to self, thus
serving to modify self" (p. 28-29).

Reynolds & Gutman advance a means-end chain model of image and define
the model as the connection between attributes (the "means"), consequences and
values (the "ends"). The attributes are the features or aspects of objects. The
consequences result from direct experience with the object and can be desirable
(benefits) or undesirable. Values are important beliefs individuals have about
themselves and about "their feelings concerning others' beliefs about them" (p.
29). The values determine the relative desirability of the consequences.

Embodied in the means-end chain model is the notion of levels of abstraction.
The levels refer to the categorization of associations elicited by an object set (for
example, a product class) by extending the "physical" aspects of objects (products)
to personal values. "The real key to understanding image lies in understanding
linkages or connections between the levels that define the perceptual lens through
which the consumer views the world and subsequently develops preferences for
products. " (p. 36) .

As also recognized by Reynolds & Gutman (1988), there is a close connection
between the means-end chain model of image and the multi-attribute
conceptualization of attitude developed within functional theory. Interestingly, the
means-end chain model materializes the suggestion by Lutz (1981; see § 1.2.2.)
that the values specified in the Rosenberg model may be a determinant of attitudes
toward objects indirectly through the evaluation (desirability-undesirability) of
object attributes.

James, Durand & Dreves (1976) define an image as "a set of attitudes" (p.
25;· see also Wyckham, 1974) based on the evaluation of those object attributes
that are regarded as important by a person. Since an attitude is a learned
predisposition, an image is dependent on the person's (direct and indirect)
experiences with the object. James et al. (1976) formalize this image
conceptualization by advancing the adequacy-importance model of attitudes (see
equation [113]).

Engel, Blackwell & Miniard (1986) define an image as a set of beliefs that a
person has about an object. These authors, however, adopt a more general
definition of "beliefs" than Fishbein (1967a, 1967b). "Beliefs are consumers'
SUbjective perceptions of how an alternative performs on important evaluative
criteria." (p. 104) Implicitly, then, Engel et al. (1986) also advance an adequacy-
importance conceptualization of image.
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Doyle &Fenwick (1974-1975) use image interchangeably with attitude to refer
to a person's overall impression of an object. Image formation is dependent on
"physical" attributes. An image is a person's evaluation of all salient aspects of an
object as perceived and weighted by that person. The assignment of weights to the
various aspects is dependent on the extent to which the aspects of the object are
congruent with the person's self-image. Doyle & Fenwick formalize this image
conceptualization with a hybrid of models, amounting to a representation of
individuals' perceptions along differentially weighted dimensions, a clustering of
individuals according to their weights for dimensional salience, a representation
of individuals' perceptions within each cluster or segment and a mapping of

- - ------preference vectors "into toe perceptual space (ilita\ne<i for eacllSegment.
Conceptually, this formalization is most akin to a distance-based adequacy-
importance model with the largest amount attainable along the dimension as ideal
point (see equation [115] and equation [1/6]).

The value-expressive function
According to Arons (1961), the image of an object is the "personality"

represented by the object; that is, a complex of meanings and relationships serving
to characterize the object to a person (see also Hirschman et al., 1978; Jain &
Etgar, 1976-1977; Lilli, 1983; Lindquist, 1974-1975; McDougall & Fry, 1974-
1975; Peterson & Kerin, 1983).

According to Martineau (1957), images are symbols. Objects are symbolized
along trait-type dimensions; that is, a person gives symbolic meaning to objects
in terms of personality characteristics. For example, a car is seen as
"adventurous", "fashionable" and so on. Furthermore, a person's self-concept is
defined along trait-type dimensions; that is, a person gives meaning to himself in.
terms of personality characteristics. Assuming that behavior is a form of self-
expression, consumers tend to like, prefer or choose those objects whose images
are congruent with their self-images and thus provide symbolic satisfaction of their
needs (see also Kassarjian & Sheffer, 1991). For example, consumers tend to like,
prefer or choose an "adventurous" car if they see themselves as adventurous or if
they try to be seen as adventurous by others. .

According to Lutz (1981), the ""gestalt" or image" (p. 205) of an object
refers to the efficacy of the object in defining the self-concept, possibly along trait-
type dimensions ("adventurous·, "fashionable" and so forth).

What we can say about these conceptualizations is that a phenomenological
view on image is adopted (Lilli, 1983) hut that a definition of image is missing
(Dobni & Zinkhan, 1990). Arons (1961) relabels image as personality, whereas
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Martineau (1951) relabels images as symbols. It is not enough to say that images
of objects may be congruent with self-images, as Martineau does, or that an object
may be efficacious in defining the self-concept, as Lutz (1981) does, without
specifying how the impressions in these relationships (one of the object and one
of the self) are fonned. It is relatively straightforward to suppose that impressions
of the self are formed along trait-type dimensions. However. it is considerably less
self-evident how these dimensions can be psychologically descriptive of objects.
And even if this "personification" or "symbolization" of objects were adequately
conceptualized. it would be rather likely that a dimension (for example,
"adventurous") would have a different meaning when describing an object than
when describing the self (Laird Landon. 1974). This would be a fundamental
problem in designing a theory that should account for the relationship between the
image of an object and self-image.

The appraisal function
Lilli (1983) conceptualizes image within a general framework of perception

and cognition. According to this author, an image has a perceptual aspect and a
cognitive aspect. The perceptual aspect involves sensorical contact between a
person and an object. whereby the person obtains information that resides. in the
object itself. The cognitive aspect involves appraisal processes and reasoning
processes, whereby the person completes and interpretes incoming information in
the context of previous experiences and previously acquired knowledge.

According to Lilli, -an 'image has three major functions. First, the appraisal
function is that an image aids inorganizing information about the environment and
affording a sense of familiarity in the immediate situation. Second, the expectancy
function is that an image aids in fast orientation. Identification of an object in the
immediate situation is largely dependent on expectancies, which in tum are
dependent on previous experiences and previously acquired knowledge.
Expectation involves both selective and inferential processes. Following Bruner
(1957a), Lilli (1983) specifies two principles of inferential processes:
categorization and inference of missing information based on knowledge about the
information redundancy in the environment (see § 1.2.1.). Third, the consistency
function is that an image aids in abstracting out regularities and thus constructing
or reconstructing a stable environment.

Although Lilli refers to categorization processes specifically in relation to the
expectancy function, it may be suggested that the three functions of image
(appraisal, expectancy and consistency) correspond to the "functions" (Lingle,
Altom & Medin, 1984) or "achievements" (Bruner, Goodnow & Austin, 1956) of
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categorization processes whatsoever.
Categorization processes involve rendering discriminable objects equivalent

or, in other words, responding to objects with regard to commonality rather than .
uniqueness (Bruner et al., 1956; Lingle et al., 1984; Medin, 1983, 1989). Thus, '
categorization affords a sense of stability in the environment (Bruner et al., 1956;
Lingle et al., 1984; Smith & Medin, 1981). This general function of categorization
corresponds to the consistency function of image proposed by Lilli (1983).
Furthermore, categorization affords comprehension of current events and
prediction of future events (Bruner et al., 1956; Lingle et a1., 1984). These
general 'functions of categorization may be closely related, in the sense that

-comprehensioll-of current.events mayIncreasa.confidence ilLPredi~tiflL futur~
events (Lingle et al., 1984). In any case, the functions correspond to the appraisal

. function and expectancy function (respectively) proposed by Lilli (1983).
In this perspective, the question arises whether the "perceptual" aspect is

relevant for conceptualizing image. It has been suggested that categorization
processes pervade all mental functioning: from elementary perception to elaborate
cognition (Bruner et a1., 1956; Lingle et al., 1984). Bruner (1957b) is particularly
rigorous in claiming that every perception is necessarily an end-product of a
categorization process. Neisser (1967), however, has rejected this claim with the
following argument. The nervous system has only a finite capacity to discriminate,
so very similar inputs must often give rise to the same output. In a sense, one
might say that the inputs are "categorized together". This use of "categorization"
is uninteresting, however, since even a photographic plate is categorial in the same
way. It is relatively uninformative to speak of "categorization" unless genuinely
dissimilar inputs lead to the same output. To Neisser, the fundamental problem in
the study of categorization processes is how one is capable of seeing an "a" in the
infinite variety of its manifestations; that is, how one is capable of seeing that any
manifestation of "a" embodies "a-ness". (See Hofstadter, 1985a, for an excellent
statement of the problem and Hofstadter, 1985b, for an account of choosing this
problem as the fundamental one.) Following the argument presented by Neisser
(1967), my position is that perceptual processes are irrelevant to the study of
image if conceptualized as a meaning response with the same functions as
categorization processes.

§ 1.3.3. Learning theory and Gestalt psychology: the hybrid perspective

According to Martineau (1958), an image is the way in which an object is
defined in a person's mind, partly by its functional and partly by its psychological
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attributes (see also Engel et al., 1986; James et al., 1976; Lindquist, 1974-1975;
Mazursky & Jacoby, 1986; Pessemier, 1980; Sirgy, 1983). Functional attributes
are "physical" attributes (Lindquist, 1974-1975; Mazursky & Jacoby, 1986) and
may be categorized along a good-bad dimension (Lindquist, 1974-1975).
Psychological or "emotional" (Lindquist, 1974-1975) attributes may be stereo typic
personality images along dimensions as friendly-formal, classy-folksy and so forth
(Sirgy, 1983) or feelings of, for example, friendliness and belongingness
(Lindquist, 1974-1975; Mazursky & Jacoby, 1986). .

The present conceptualization implicitly assumes that image consists of two
components. To the extent that image is based on an evaluation of "physical"
attributes, it has an elementaristic component. In absence of any further
specification, it seems straightforward to assume that the principles of learning
theory apply to the formation of images based on a multi-attribute evaluation
process. To the extent that image is based on a personification of the object, and
thus on a complex of meanings and relationships making up "the object" (Arons,
1961), it has a configural component.

§ 1.3.4. Gestalt psychology

According to Oxenfeldt (1974-1975), an image of an object is an affective
response based on an interactive combination of attributes into an overall picture
that is more than the sum of its parts. An image is "less like a photograph than

. '~"-' like a higtdy interpretive picture" (p. 9).
If an image has Gestalt qualities, as Oxenfeldt suggests it has, it is not very

accurate to refer to an image as a picture that is more than the sum of its parts.
The critical point made by Gestalt psychology is that an organized whole has
unique properties. A Gestalt is an organization of parts rather than a property
added to the parts. The point is, then. that the whole is something else than the
sum of its parts (Amheim, 1961).

Aaker & Myers (1987) conceptualize an image as a particular process of
impression formation. Various associations are elicited by an object and
subsequently combined into an image. Images vary from very complex (stable and
static), in which case many experiences and thus many associations are involved,
to very simple (unstable and dynamic).

An object is not perceived as a set of elements but as an organized whole or
a total configuration of attributes. The system of interattribute relationships has a
meaning of its own. At one extreme, a change of all attributes may not affect the
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total configuration if the interattribute relationships remain unchanged. At the other
extreme, a change of one single attribute may affect the total configuration -,In ~.
perceptual map, this maybe indicated by dimensional interactions; that is, it may,
be impossible to operate on one dimension independently of the others. If one
dimension is affected or a new dimension added, the impression of the object
among the others may change radically to a person, as may the relative importance
of the various dimensions (or object attributes).

Aaker & Myers illustrate this conceptualization of image with experimental
results published by Asch in 1946 and with the results of a replication study in the.
field of consumer behavior published by Haire in 1950. According to Aaker &
M~ers,.the results publ.ished-by-Asch-demonstrate-tha~rson-is perceived.by
others as an organized whole and that various personality attributes interact during
impression formation. The impressions others form of a person are drastically
changed by a change of one single personality attribute. The results published by
Haire demonstrated that a housewive with instant coffee written on her shopping
list elicited an impression of a lazy woman and a poor planner, whereas a
housewive with an identical shopping list except that she had regular coffee written
on it elicited a rather favorable impression.

The image conceptualization advanced by Aaker & Myers relies heavily on
the contribution of Gestalt psychology to the study of impression formation. A
critical evaluation of this contribution is postponed until the following, and final,
section of this chapter.

Poiesz {1990) defines the image of an object as a holistic perception or
impression of the rd:!tive position of the object among its perceived alternatives.
In this definition, "holistic; i!fers to both the limited number of dimensions used
for locating the object on its re:.'!tive position (that is, for identifying and
classifying the object) and to the ease 01 using of the dimensions in the object
identification and classification process. The :;~.tistic impression may have a
sensorical aspect, a cognitive aspect and an affective 1iS;~t. Any aspect or any
combination of aspects may be absent for a certain object. i';!, according to
Poiesz, "hclistic" does lW~ necessarily exclude the possibility of a halo e;-~::C:t.

The question may he raised why the image conceptualization advanced by
Poiesz (1990) is captured under the heading of "Gestalt psychology", In its explicit
formulation, "holistic" refers to the limited number of dimensions used and the
ease of using the dimensions during the formation of an impression rather than to
dimensional interactions during the formation of an ofg~nized whole. Confusion
arises, however, with the statement that "holistic" does not necessarily exclude the
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possibility of a halo effect. Given the definition of "holistic" that is adopted, this
possibility of course exists as long as there is at least one aspect (either a
sensorical aspect or a cognitive aspect) in addition to an affective aspect so that the
affective aspect can shift the impression of the other aspect in its direction. One
would particularly exclude the possibility of a halo effect if one would push the
Gestalt account to its extremes and thus accept interrelationships of cognitive
aspects as the only correct account of impression formation. If "holistic" implicitly
refers to an organized whole, Poiesz's view on image is legitimately captured
under the heading of "Gestalt psychology" until future specification of (1) what is
a "limited" number of dimensions, (2) what is "ease" of using dimensions during
impression formation and (3) when a Gestalt effect is partly or entirely overruled
by a halo effect yields substantive departures from Gestalt psychology. If "holistic"
is fully specified by its explicit definition, however, Poiesz's view on image is
readily formalized by a multidimensional scaling model that yields a perceptual
map in which an object has a certain position among its alternatives along certain
dimensions (see Fry & Claxton, 1971) until future specification of (1) what is a
"limited" number of dimensions and (2) what is "ease" of using dimensions during
impression formation puts further restrictions on such a model.

§ 1.3.S. Conceptualizations of image: a preliminary conclusion

The preceding discussion of image conceptualizations suggests a distinction
between-four views on image:- a learning theoretical view, a functionalist view, a
hybrid view (encompassing a learning theoretical and a Gestalt psychological
aspect) and a Gestalt view. Up to the addition of a "pure" Gestalt psychological
view, then, the proposals for conceptualizing image can readily be captured in
terms of the previously encountered distinction between conceptualizations of
attitude (see § 1.2.4.). At surface, the implication seems to be that "image
research" departs from "attitude research" largely with its relatively strong
emphasis on a Gestalt psychological view on stimulus meaning. The purpose of the
following, and final, section of this chapter is to scratch the surface and to figure
out whether it is useful or not to demarcate the attitude and image construct in
terms of elementaristic versus configural appraisal of stimulus meaning (a
distinction embodying a Iongstanding controversy in the study of impression
formation; see § 1.2.2.). In addition to this. more subtle differences in conceptual
emphasis between "attitude research" and "image research" are considered for
demarcating the attitude and image construct.
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§ 1.4. ATTITUDES VERSUS IMAGES

Perhaps needless to say, there is a wide variety of attitude conceptualizations
and an equally wide variety of proposals for conceptualizing image. Moreover, .it
is clear from the two preceding sections that most conceptualizations of image are
highly similar to one or another proposal for conceptualizing attitude (~ee also
Scholten, 1992). In view of any implicit or explicit insistence to distinguish
between "attitude research" and "image research", the question may arise whether
there is a way to slice through the whole spectrum of various conceptualizations
and thus to obtain a useful demarcation of the attitude and image construct. Fully

- IIckiiowledgmg tllat weare-face<iwitna situatiOntnvoIVtng-tetfi1S~msearchof a -
distinction rather than a distinction in search of a terminology (cf. McGuire,
1969), some subtle difference in conceptual emphasis between "attitude research"
and "image research" may lend itselffor fleshing out a fruitful demarcation of the
attitude and image construct. In this section, four attempts are undertaken.
Although none of the attempts directly yields a useful demarcation, the undertaking
does constitute a useful preparation for the theoretical developments in Chapter 2
and 3.

§ 1.4.1. Unidimensional attitudes versus multidimensional images?

Most conceptualizations of image suggest that both affective and cognitive
aspects constitute an image and some conceptualizations explicitly suggest that
affective aspects may be entirely absent. The conceptualizations of attitude
uniformly imply that an attitude is characterized by a predisposition to evaluate an
object positively or negatively, even though there is disagreement with regard to
the conceptual definition of attitude.

According to Fishbein (1967a, 1967b), for example, an attitude is the
evaluative aspect of the total meaning response to an object; this evaluative aspect
is assumed to be conditioned on the evaluative aspects of e.Hattributes associated
with the object. According to Rhine (1967), an attitude is the total meaning
response to an object provided that there is an evaluative aspect to this response;
if there is 911 evaluative aspect, it is assumed to be conditioned on the evaluative
aspect of an attribute (or on the evaluative aspects of several, though not
necessarily all, attributes) associated with the object. According to Katz (1967),
an attitude is a predisposition to evaluate an object favorably or unfavorably that
incorporates both an affective element and coglii~:'!e elements describing the
object; the affective element may represent an unconditioned response to the obj~t
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(cf. Fazio, 1986) or it may represent a response that is conditioned on the
evaluative aspects of the cognitive elements (cf. Rosenberg, 1956).

With regard to a demarcation of the image and attitude construct, it may be
suggested that an image is a total meaning response regardless of whether there
is an evaluative aspect to this response or not and that an attitude is the evaluative
aspect, if there is any, of a total meaning response. According to this proposal,
then, attitude is the evaluative aspect of image (see also § 1.3.1.).

The proposed demarcation is viable to the extent that the evaluative aspect of
a total meaning response can be separated out from the total meaning response;
that is, to the extent that attitude is unidimensional and image is multidimensional
by definition. The question may be raised, however, whether it is generally
appropriate to assume that the evaluative aspect of a total meaning response is
unidimensional. It may be appropriate if the evaluative aspect is an unconditioned
response to the object. But is it also appropriate if the evaluative aspect is
conditioned on the evaluative aspects of attributes associated with the object?

Fishbein (n67a) acknowledges that the cognitive aspects of an object may
influence the evaluative aspect of an object. "Other types of meaning which the
object may have for a person (... ) are excluded from the notion of attitude except
insofar as (the other types of meaning) may influence the placement which the
person gives the object on the evaluative dimension." (p. 258) With "the other
types of meaning- Fishbein refers to the attributes associated with an object. The
first point to make in response to this acknowledgement is that the attributes

..... " . associated with the object 110t(\~!ymay have an influence on the evaluation of the
object but that, following the learning theory and its formalization by the multi-
attribute model in equation (111), these attributes necessarily have an influence on
object evaluation. Strictly according to the multi-attribute formula, however, this
influence is due to the associative strengths between attributes and object, so one
may maintain that the attributes themselves can legitimately be excluded from the
notion of attitude toward the object. But the second point to make is that the
attitude toward the object cannot be accounted for without prior specification of
exactly those attributes that are characteristic of the object. Within the Fishbein
perspective, there is no object meaning (whether evaluative or not) without "the
other types of meaning".

Another way to make the second point is to acknowledge that the Fishbein
model is not only a model of object evaluation but also, implicitly, a model of
object identification. One step in Fishbein's (1967b) reasoning is that, immediately
after concept formation, the concept (now viewed as a stimulus) should elicit the
set of stimuli and concepts (now viewed as responses) that have served to define
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it (see § 1.2.1.). If this arbitrary step is not taken, however, it becomes more
apparent that object evaluation necessarily includes the object's attributes as
meaning elements. Consider the following argument.

Suppose one presents a person with attributes which one a priori assumes to
be those characteristic of some specific object or some specific set of objects. The
task of the person is to indicate the probability that any object can be characterized
by the attributes (object identification) and to indicate the characteristicness of the
attributes vis-a-vis every object that is identified (the associative strength between
attributes and object). The Fishbein theory predicts that the probability of object
identification is an increasing function of the associative strengths between

-- attributes and-ebject.-New-suppese,instead,that-One-presents the person-With-the
same set of attributes and, before proceeding, let the person indicate the evaluation
of the various attributes. Then the task of the person is to indicate the evaluation
of each object that can be characterized by the attributes (object evaluation) and
to indicate the characteristicness of the attributes vis-a-vis every object that is
identified (the associative strength between attributes and object). The Fishbein
theory predicts that object evaluation is an increasing function of the multiplicative
combination of attribute evaluations and associative strengths between attributes
and object. The point is that, at a conceptual level, the attitude toward the object
is a composite response: it is constituted of both an identification response and an
evaluative response.

If the evaluative aspect of a total meaning response to an object is assumed to
be conditioned on the evaluative aspects of attributes associated with the object,
it is only at the operational level that the attitude toward the object can be
regarded as unidimensional (the categorization of the object along a good-bad
dimension). Likewise, it is only at the operational level that the identification of
the object can be regarded as unidimensional (the categorization of the object along
a probability dimension). At the conceptual tevei, however, the attitude toward the
object is multidimensional if it is conditioned on the evaluative aspects of attributes
associated with the object. In terms of the definitions under consideration, then,
attitude turns into image.

It is only if the evaluative aspect of the object is an unconditioned response
to the object that the distinction between unidimensional attitude and
multidimensional image is a viable one. The implication is, then, that the current
proposal for demarcating the attitude and image construct would seriously reduce
the theoretical relevance of the attitude construct to those instances where object
evaluation amounts to a "purely" affective response to the object.
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§ 1.4.2. Evaluative attitudes versus nonevaluative images?

With regard to a demarcation of the image and attitude construct, it may
alternatively be suggested that an image is a total meaning response excluding an
evaluative aspect and that an attitude is a total meaning response including an
evaluative. aspect, 1 his proposal raises the question, however. whether exclusion
of an evaluative aspect would not seriously reduce the theoretical relevance of the
image construct.

The meaning that a person gives to a stimulus is often inferred from his
categorization behavior. Why does the person classify some stimulus as an "a"
rather than a "b"? The key premise underlying most research on this issue is that
the person has a concept that could be referred to as "a-ness" and a concept that
could be referred to as "b-ness" and that the stimulus has more meaning as an "a"
than as a "b" or, in other words, comes closer to "a-ness" than to "b-ness". This
premise is essentially based on the observation that genuinely different stimuli are
classified together as an "a" and, similarly, genuinely different stimuli are
classified together as a "b", This ability to render discriminable objects equivalent
affords a sense of stability in the environment (see § 1.3.2.). If concepts exist,
they are functional in this regard (Cohen, 1982; Medin, 1983). To the extent that
the psychological stability fosters accurate interaction with the environment, the
functional significance of concepts seems to imply that they are inherently
evaluative (Cohen, 1982). It seems reasonable to assume, then, that cognition and
evaluation are fundamentally intertwined as outcomes of concept formation
processes (Cohen, 1982; Cohen & Basu, 1987).

Evidence in support of this position may be found in a study reported by
Holyoak & Gordon (1983), providing a generalization of the well-known "mere
exposure" effect: a more frequent presentation of a stimulus induces a more
favorable evaluation of the stimulus (Zajonc, 1968; see also Poiesz, 1983). The
results presented by Holyoak & Gordon (1983) suggest that a more favorable
evaluation of stimuli can be generated both through direct stimulus exposure
(repetition of a standard) and through indirect stimulus exposure (distortions of a
standard that serves as a prototype). In the latter case, stimulus evaluation is a
monotone decreasing function of standard distortion. This corresponds to the
finding, often reported in concept formation research, that classification accuracy
is a monotone decreasing function of standard distortion. It is thus suggested that
mere exposure to a set of structured stimuli has a similar effect on evaluative and
cognitive (that is, classificatory) judgements. Apparently, then, a more favorable
evaluation of stimuli can be generated through abstracting out structural
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regularities or, in other words, through forming coherently structured concepts.
An important implication is that there may be other routes to the formation of

evaluative concepts than a transferral of attribute evaluations to the evaluative
aspect of a concept, as suggested by the learning theoretical notion that underlies
the numerous multi-attribute models in consumer behavior research. Merely by
affording a sense of stability in the environment, the concepts that areforrned
seem to include an evaluative aspect.

The conclusion is that a conceptual demarcation of attitude as evaluative
meaning and image as nonevaluative meaning would seriously reduce the
theoretical relevance of the image construct,

§ 1.4.3. Personally irrelevant attitudes versus personally relevant images?
-~ - ---

A tacit assumption underlying many writings on image and attitude is that an
impression is an "image" rather than an "attitude" whenever personality
characteristics are involved in its formation, In his Charlie Chaplin illustration of
the configural component of attitudes, Batra (1986) refers to the personification of
the IBM company as its image (see § 1.2.3.). Mazis et al. (1975) hypothesize that
the Rosenberg model may attain greater predictive power than multi-attribute
models excluding personal values to the extent that attitudes toward products are
based on "images rather than product characteristics" (p. 42). According to these
authors, this may particularly apply to cigarettes. The results, however, suggested
otherwise: model fit was worse for the cigarettes than for any other product under
investigation (mouthwash, toothpaste and automobiles; see § 1.2.2.). In sketching
out other routes to the formation of evaluative concepts than the one suggested by
the multi-attribute model of attitudes, Cohen & Basu (1987) refer to the
"consumers' desire to "see" certain products -cigarettes, beer, etc.- in a more
holistic fashion, possibly to the degree that they are linked to the self-concept" (p.
465). This phenomonological view on affect generation underlies many writings
on image (see § 1.3.2. and § 1.3.3.).

With regard to a demarcation of the image and attitude construct, it may be
suggested that image refers to personally relevant meaning and attitude refers to
personally irrelevant meaning. .

One may raise the objection that this proposal would seriously reduce the
theoretical relevance of the attitude construct: to the extent that the appraisal of
meaning is functional for an accurate interaction between person and environment,
personal relevance seems to be fundamental to meaning. Within the functional
theory, stressing the personal relevance of meaning, this is most clearly recognized
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by the postulation of the appraisal function. Although the learning theory is not
explicitly concerned with the personal relevance of meaning, Fishbein & Ajzen
(1975) subjoin to the leaming theoretical view that the "beliefs" a person has about
some discriminable aspect of his environment deal with "a person's understanding
of himself and his environment- (p. 131).

One may respond to the objection by claiming that it is possible to view
meaning as representing a continuum from personally irrelevant to personally
relevant. At the "irrelevant" end of the continuum, meaning is minimally
dependent on so-called psychographic factors (personality characteristics, personal
values and a person's self-concept); at the "relevant" end, meaning is maximally
dependent on these factors. The continuum may be seen as implying minimal to
maximal appropriateness of a functionalist view on meaning (see § 1.2.2. and §
1.3.2.). This view would be appropriate to the extent that it would significantly
add to the analytical power by adding psychographic factors to a theory of
meaning. Furthermore, the continuum may be seen as a sliding scale between
attitude and image.

The current proposal for demarcating the attitude and image construct may
seriously reduce the theoretical relevance of the image construct if the meaning of
choice alternatives is the object of study (see § 1.2.2.; see also Kassarjian &
Sheffet, 1991, for a general discussion of the often weak relationship between
personality and consumer behavior). But in search of a demarcation regardless of
the stimulus type under investigation (see § 1.3.), the conclusion may nonetheless
be that the job is done. We have a viable demarcation of the attitude and image
construct and one of its implications may be that the image construct is irrelevant
when some theory of meaning is applied to the field of consumer behavior. In
Chapter 2, however, the attitude and image construct are demarcated within a
theory of meaning that is not principally concerned with psychographic factors and
thus evades the criticism of delving too deeply into the consumer's psyche.
Moreover, the demarcation that is proposed in Chapter 2 may to a certain extent
subsume the demarcation along the continuum of personal relevance.

§ 1.4.4. Elements versus Gestalts?

There is a high density of (implicit or explicit) references to Gestalt
psychology in the image literature, whereas Gestalt notions are considerably less
numerous in the attitude literature. With regard to a demarcation of the image and
attitude construct, then, it may be suggested that image refers to the meaning of
an object when arising from an organized whole of attributes and that attitude
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refers to the meaning of an object when ansmg from attributes as meaning
elements. Thus conceptualized, image refers to a configural appraisal of meaning
and attitude refers to an elementaristic appraisal of meaning.

Before being able to say whether the current proposal is useful or not, it is
necessary to clearly specify what an "organized whole" is. Investigators of image
and attitude have failed to do this. Instead, meaning that arises from an organized
whole has merely been relabeled as "configural meaning" or as "meaning that
arises from an interaction of attributes". The trouble with this alternative
terminology is, furthermore, that it may lead to an incorrect interpretation of the
notions put forward by Gestalt psychology. Gestalt psychology was 1101 about
simple co-occurrences of attributes; tharis;-an-imercorrelatedness ohhrtinct-"-x1--

goes with Yl and Xo goes with Yo". The fundamental Gestalt notion was that
attributes should not be regarded as neat elements but, instead, as concepts that
determine each other's meaning and thus the entire impression formed of the
object. This notion is going to be discussed at length in the present subsection.

Conceptualization is one thing, operationalization is another. Specification of
an organized whole at a conceptual level is only useful if it also leads io
specification at an operational level and thus to the measurement of an organized
whole. As Marks (1976) correctly observes, the conceptual definitions of image
often aim at an "interaction" of dimensions or a "reduction" of several impressions
to form "one overall picture" but the operational definitions fail to capture this
simplification process (for example, see Hirschman et al., 1978; Jain & Etgar,
1976-1977; Johannsen, 1971; McDougall & Fry, 1974-1975). In short. many
image researchers do the talk but don't do the walk. Turning to other fields of
study, then, both Asch's (1946; see also § 1.2.2. and § 1.3.4.) and Fiske's (1982;
see also § 1.2.2.) attempt to measure configurality in impression formation are
going to be discussed in the present subsection.

Asch's Gestalt process of impression formation
How do several characteristics function together to produce an impression of

one person? What principles regulate this process? Asch (1946) considers four
theoretical accounts of the impression formation process.

- The additive combination account: (1) each characteristic yields its
independently formed impression and (2) the total impression of a person is the
sum of these independently formed impressions.

- The halo account: (1) each characteristic yields its independently formed
impression, (2) a general affective force ("general impression") interacts with each
characteristic, thus shifting the evaluation of each characteristic in its direction
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Chalo effect") and (3) the total impression of a person is the sum of the
evaluatively shifted impressions.

- The interactive combination account: (1) each characteristic yields its
independently formed impression, (2) there may be pairwise interactions between
characteristics, yielding interactively formed impressions and (3) the total
impression is the sum of the independently and interactively formed impressions.

- The Gestalt account: the impression formed of each characteristic is
dependent on the particular relationship among the various characteristics
constituting the entire impression. This account is different from the halo account
in that the "general impression" is not an independent factor interacting with the
characteristics but rather the conception of a particular relationship among the
various characteristics. Furthermore, the Gestalt account is different from the
interactive combination account in that (1) the impression of each characteristic is
dependent on its relationship with each of the other characteristics and (2) the
impression of each relationship is dependent itself on the structure of relationships
constituting "the person".

The process of relational determination during impression formation involves
not only the meaning but also the function of characteristics. With regard to the
function of characteristics, Asch introduces a distinction between central and
peripheral characteristics. Within the structural context of one another, the
characteristics that are central set the direction for the entire impression and for
the concretization of the characteristics that are peripheral. Thus, the relational
structure implies differential importance (signified by unequal weights) of the
characteristics in forming an impression.

Asch conducted experimental studies in which respondents were presented
with a stimulus list of semantic characteristics under the instruction to form an
impression of the person. Respondents were then asked to write a report on the
characterized person, to complete a check list and to rank the various
characteristics in the stimulus list for importance in determining the entire
impression. The check list contained other characteristics than those in the stimulus
list and each characteristic in the check list was accompanied by its antonym.

In one study, some respondents were presented with various characteristics
one of which was "warm" and some respondents were presented with the same
characteristics except that "cold" was substituted for "warm". The written reports
on the "warm" person were more positive than those on the "cold" person.
Furthermore, certain characteristics in the check list were largely assigned to the
"warm" person and the corresponding antonyms to the "cold" person. The
remaining dimensions in the check list were barely affected by the variation of the
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warm-cold dimension. Finally, relatively high weights were assigned to the
characteristics along the warm-cold dimension. Asch's conclusion is that warm-
cold functions as a central dimension: a change of one dimension produces a
fundamental change in the entire impression and, in contrast with the halo account,
the differentiating characteristic does not set an undiscriminating positive or
negative direction for the impression of the person.

In another study, the same stimulus lists were presented except that the warm-
cold dimension was replaced by a polite-blunt dimension. The assignment of the
various characteristics in the check list to the "polite" and "blunt" person was
considerably less differentiated than in the previous study and relatively low

-weights were -assigned to the-eheraeteristies-along the petite-blunt dimeasien,
Asch's conclusion is that polite-blunt functions as a peripheral dimension.

In yet another study, the warm-cold dimension was again varied but now
within other stimulus contexts. (Unfortunately, the stimulus list in which "warm"
appeared was now completely different from the one in which "cold" appeared.)
In comparison to the first study, the written reports on the "warm" person were
more negative, those on the "cold" person were more positive and relatively low
weights were assigned to the characteristics along the warm-cold dimension.
Asch's conclusion is that certain characteristics are nat constantly central or
peripheral but that the function of characteristics is dependent on the structural
context.

The major weakness of the Gestalt account is that is fails to produce
predictions as to Vit ..~ i~;~~~sions are going to be formed. Wishner (1960)
suggests that the impressions formed in the studies rep~:!o:'.dby Asch (1946) can
be predicted on the basis of the interactive combination account. Wishner \!~~0)
adopts a concept formation view for further specification of this account. The
essential question within this view is: what impression is going to be formed if an
object is known to have certain characteristics and what are its determinants? The
concept formation view implies that, in order to predict the effects of various
characteristics on the concept formed, one should know something about the
relationships among the various characteristics and between the chararacteristics
and the object about which the concept is formed. Wishner suggests that the
function of the various characteristics as central or periph~:-!.! ~iln he predicted for
any concept formation task.

Different groups of respondents rated different persons (familiar to the
respondents) on 6-point scales, each of which was bounded by a particular
characteristic and its antonym. The characteristics in the rating list were selected
from the studies reported by Asch (1946).
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With regard to the first study in which the warm-cold dimension was varied,
Wishner (1960) found that the warm-cold dimension was relatively uncorrelated
with the dimensions featuring the other characteristics in the stimulus list and that
the warm-cold dimension was most highly correlated with those dimensions in the
check list that best differentiated the "warm" and "cold" person. Wishner's
conclusion is that the centrality of a characteristic in forming an impression can
be predicted on the basis of the intercorrelations of the dimensions featuring the
characteristics in the stimulus list and the correlations between the dimensions
featuring the characteristics in the stimulus list and the dimensions in the check
list.

Wishner also found that the dimensions in the check list that were barely
affected by the variation of the warm-cold dimension were more highly correlated
with the dimensions featuring the other characteristics in the stimulus list than the
dimensions in the check list that were affected. Wishner's suggestion is that warm-
cold is not the only central dimension in the stimulus list but that any dimension
can be made central by appropriate manipulation of the check list, in contrast to
Asch's (1946) procedure of varying only the stimulus list. Wishner (1960) reports
several studies in which strong support for this suggestion is obtained. With regard
to Asch's (1960) study in which the polite-blunt dimension was varied, for
example, Wishner (1960) found that the polite-blunt dimension functioned as a
central dimension in the particular stimulus list after appropriate manipulation of
the check list .
.' -., .'The 'Obviousstrength of Wishnec''S investigation is that it bas predictive power
on the basis of a relatively simple hypothesis (involving interactive combinations),
whereas Asch's (1946) investigation has no predictive power on the basis of a
highly complex hypothesis (involving Gestalts). A weakness of Wishner's (1960)
investigation is, however, that it remains undecidable whether there are
interactively formed impressions or independently formed impressions in
interaction. That is, the question remains whether the meaning of the
characteristics changes in the course of the interactions or not. If so, one is forced
to reject the elementaristic assumption, according to which characteristics are neat
elements, and recognize, as Gestalt psychologists do, that characteristics are
concepts that determine each other's meaning and thus the entire impression
formed of the object. If not, one is free to maintain the elementaristic assumption
and treat the interaction as simple co-occurrence.

The difference between both interpretations of interactivity in impression
formation can be made more concrete with a study reported by Rosenberg, Nelson
& Vivekananthan (1968). These investigators sampled a large number of
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characteristics, including those used by both Asch (1946) and Wishner (1960). One
group of respondents was assigned to a sorting task; the respondents were asked
to categorize together those characteristics tending to go together in one person
while thinking of each category they formed as representing a familiar person. The
data obtained in this task were used for construction of a multidimensional space
displaying the relationships among the various characteristics. Another group of
respondents was assigned to a rating task; the respondents were asked to categorize
each characteristic along a "social desirability" dimension and an "intellectual
desirability" dimension. Specifically, the respondents were asked to rate each
characteristic on 7-point scales according to whether a person exhibiting that

_ _ _ characteristic.iwould; be good ~ _had in social and intellectual activit~,
respectively. The data obtained in this task were used for interpretation of the
relationships among the various characteristics in the multidimensional space.")

The findings were supportive of Wishner's (1960) conclusions. First, the
characteristics common to both stimulus lists were located at the positive end of
the intellectual desirability dimension and near the neutral point on the social
desirability dimension. In contrast, "warm" and "cold" were both located near the
neutral point on the intellectual desirability dimension while "warm" was located
at the positive end and "cold" was located at the negative end of the social
desirability dimension. Second, those characteristics in the check list least affected
by variation of the warm-cold dimension were located at the extremes of the
intellectual desirability dimension and near the neutral point on the social
desirability dimension. In contrast, those characteristics in the check list most
affected by variation of the warm-cold dimension were located near the neutral
point on the intellectual desirability dimension and at the extremes of the social
desirability dimension. Asch's (1946) findings, then, are predictable on the basis
of relationships among characteristics in a space spanned by only two dimensions.

Although Rosenberg et al. (1968) recognize that person characteristics are
multidimensional, these authors favor a co-occurrence interpretation of the
relationships among the various characteristics in twodimensional space.
Accordingly, the nearness of, for example, "warm" and "popular" suggests that
respondents tend to assign both characteristics as meaning elements to a person

1 The ratings of social and intellectual desirability were obtained after
inspection of the multidimensional space. It was also after projection of ~ "good-
bad", "hard-soft" and "active-passive" dimension (cf. Osgood et al., 1957) were
found suboptimal for interpretive purposes.
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that is good in social activities and to assign neither of these characteristics as
meaning elements to a person that is bad in social activities. According to a
meaning change interpretation, however, the nearness of "warm" and "popular"
suggests that these characteristics determine each other's meaning, thus produce
an optimal fit on the interactively formed impression of being "socially desirable"
and then largely function together to characterize a person as such or not. The
difference, then, between both interpretations amounts to the following question:
is it the meaning of the persons characterized by co-occurring meaning elements
or is it the meaning of the interacting characteristics assigned to the persons that
varies along the social desirability dimension? In view of the explicit requirement
for the respondents to sort the various characteristics according to co-occurrence
in familiar persons, Rosenberg et a1. favor the fanner option. But these authors
overlook one important aspect of this co-occurrence criterion: the process of
forming impressions of the familiar persons. Assuming that these impressions are
based on the various characteristics sampled by Rosenberg et al., it is perfectly
possible that the meaning change of characteristics occurs during impression
formation and that subsequent assignment of characteristics with highly similar
meaning to one person, and thus the apparrent co-occurrence of these
characteristics in that person, is simply a derivative of the meaning change
process. The conclusion should be, therefore, that it remains undecidable whether
there are interactively formed impressions or independently formed impressions
in interaction.

A similar conclusion can be reached on the basis of research testing a me-aning
change account versus a halo account of impression formation. This field of study
has focused on evaluative and associative aspects rather than the centrality or
peripherality of person characteristics.

According to the meaning change account, a characteristic has many meanings
and the context of characteristics determines which of those meanings (or
implicational associates) apply to a particular person; the evaluative response to
the characteristic is the average of the evaluative aspects of its implicational
associates (Ostrom, 1977). For example, "daring" may imply "courageous" within
a context of favorable characteristics and "reckless" within a context of
unfavorable characteristics; with only one implicational associate elicited in each
case, the evaluative response to "daring- is the evaluative aspect of "courageous"
when encountered in the favorable context and the evaluative aspect of "reckless"
when encountered in the unfavorable context (Hamilton & Zanna, 1974).

According to the halo account (Anderson, 1966; Anderson & Lampel, 1965;
see also Ostrom, 1977), however, the evaluative response to a characteristic is the
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average of the evaluative aspect of the characteristic and the evaluative impression
of the person:

where r, is the evaluative response to characteristic i, Wi is the relative weight of
characteristic i and a, is the evaluative aspect of characteristic i. The evaluative
impression of the person (A.,) is itself a function of an averaging process:

n n
A.. = « Wo * Clo) + ( 1: (Wj * aj») I (wo + 1: Wi) , ( 1/8)

- -- i=l- - - - i=l- ----

where Wo is the weight and 80 is the evaluative aspect of an initial impression.
According to the halo account, then, both the meaning and the evaluative aspect
of a characteristic remain unchanged but the evaluative response to the
characteristic confounds the evaluative aspect of the characteristic with the
evaluative aspect of the person (Kaplan, 1974). If, for example, the evaluative
aspect of "daring" is moderately favorable, it remains moderately favorable across
contexts but the evaluative response to "daring" confounds the (moderately
favorable) evaluative aspect of this characteristic with the (either favorable or
unfavorable) evaluative aspect of the person.

Although the associative responses to a characteristic undeniably change across
contexts (for example, see Asch, 1946; Hamilton & Zanna, 1974; Kaplan, 1975;
Wyer, 1974; Zanna & Hamilton, 1977), those favoring the halo account do deny
that these changes in associative responses reflect changes in meaning of the
characteristic. Just like the evaluati ....e responses, the associative responses are
regarded as confoundings of associative aspect; of the characteristic with
associative aspects of the person (Kaplan. 1974). The as~iative response
"courageous" to "daring" in an otherwise favorable context, for examp::-; means
that the person rather than the characteristic is seen as "courageous"; similarly, tne
associative response "reckless" to "daring" in an otherwise unfavorable context
means that the person rather than the characteristic is seen as "reckless", The
difference, then, between the halo account and the n:~aning change account of
impression formation amounts to the following question: is it ~he person
characterized by meaning elements or is it the characteristic assigned to the person
that receives different associative aspects across contexts? In the present state of
development of the halo account and the meaning ~!:;tnge account, it remains
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undecidable which is correct (Ostrom, 1977).
What are the implications of the previous discussion for a demarcation of the

image and attitude construct in terms of configural versus elementaristic appraisal
of meaning? In case configurality refers to a Gestalt or an organized whole, the
conclusion should be that greater specificity at the conceptual and operational level
is required before the Gestalt account of impression formation could proof valuable
as an analytic tool. As yet, an account assuming interactive combinations of
characteristics appears more manageable for analytic purposes. What the Gestalt
account and the interactive combination account have in common is the assumption
that the meaning of characteristics changes during impression formation. So in
case configurality refers to this type of meaning cbange process, the current
proposal for demarcating the image and attitude construct appears a viable one.
The trouble is, however, that the meaning change account is hard to differentiate
from elementaristic accounts (specifically, the co-occurrence account and the halo
account) at the empirical level. Moreover, the question may be raised whether it
is appropriate to sharply differentiate these accounts of impression formation at the
theoretical level.

Most investigators recognize that attributes may be concepts rather than neat
elements. In advancing a typically "elementaristic" multi-attribute model of
attitudes, for example, Fishbein (1967a, 1967b; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; see also
§ 1.2.1.) recognized this explicitly. The possible consequences for impression
formation, however, have largely been neglected. In Chapter 2 and 3 of this
dissertation, elementaristic 'principles are discussed according to which concepts
may interact in determining stimulus meaning. The recognition that attributes may
be concepts has the important implication that these principles may also be
operating at the "attribute" level (cf, Smith & Medin, 1981). Thus, the difference
between the meaning change account and an elementaristic account of impression
formation may simply amount to a difference in level of analysis: whereas an
elementaristic account assumes it is sufficient to start the analysis at the "attribute"
level (x), the meaning change account assumes it is necessary to start the analysis
at least at the "attribute-of-attribute" level (x - 1). The relative accuracy of these
accounts may be investigated by explicitly modeling either one or at least two
attribute levels. respectively, and compare the predictive power of the models tbus
obtained. In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, a comprise solution is sought: without
specifically modeling the interattribute relationships at level (x - 1), the effects of
certain interattribute relationships on "elementaristic" processes of impression
formation are investigated by specifying which elementaristic models should be
favored relative to other elementaristic models in predicting the impressions
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formed.

Fiske's two-stage process of affect generation
Fiske & Pavelchak (1986) heavily stress the distinction between

"elementaristic" models of affect generation (particularly those specified by
equation [1/1] and [1/8]) and the "configural" model assuming a two-stage process
of affect generation. The affective responses generated according to the
elementaristic models are "piecemeal"; evaluative impressions are based on the
weighted sum of affective responses to independent attributes. The affective
responses generated according to the two-stage model are "holistic"; evaluative
impressionsare-basecl fln theentlre configuratiOn of-atrriDm~- - - - - -

As noted in § 1.2.2., Fiske & Pavelchak conceptualize the first stage of affect
generation (the categorization stage) as a configural process based on the Gestalt
principles specified by Asch (1946). The configuration of the attributes constituting
a stimulus cues a coherent, integrated impression based on central attributes. The
configurality of attributes itself is based on the fit of the stimulus to the prototype
or the exemplars of a prior category. The central attributes, in effect, cue a
category that integrates the peripheral attributes. Fiske & Pavelchak (1986) refer
to Smith & Medin (1981) for a review of classification models specifying
processes of fitting stimuli to categories. For the development of the two-stage
model of affect generation, however, Fiske & Pavelchak (1986) do not consider
these processes of "primary concern" (p. 172). Unfortunately so, since primary
concern with the classification models in 'Chapter 2 of this dissertation reveals that,
without any exception, these models adopt an elementaristic perspective. And, as
should be clear from the previous discussion, this perspective is exactly the one
rejected by Asch (1946). The claim, put forward by Fiske & Pavelchak (1986),
that the configurality of attributes is based on elementaristic processes of stimulus
categorization amounts to the claim that the meaning relationships among the
attributes are based on an appraisal of stimulus meaning by processing the
attributes as meaning elements. This is, at the very least, a controversial position
that awaits clarification. In Chapter 2, the interaction between meaning change
processes and elementaristic processes in concept formation receives extensive
treatment.

What is the operational side of the story? According to Fiske (1982), a
"critical" test of the con figural effects involved in category-based or schema-
triggered affect should hold constant the evaluations of the independent attributes
and vary only the consistency of the configuration. In case overall evaluation
would vary with consistency 0f the configuration, in ways predicted by the
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schematic fit, then the piecemeal models would be weakened. Importantly, the
"configuration" Fiske deals with is Dotone of interattribute combinations but one
of attribute-to-category combinations. In an experimental study, Fiske combined
moderately unfavorable categories with moderately favorable attributes such that
the attributes were either consistent or inconsistent with the categories. It was
found that the consistent combinations were evaluated more unfavorably than the
inconsistentcombinations. According to Fiske, this finding demonstrates configural
effects of schematic processing and weakens the piecemeal models of affect
generation.

Why are the piecemeal models weakened by this finding? According to Fiske,
piecemeal models that change weights as a function of the attribute-to-category
combinations can assign high weights to the consistent attributes and low weights
to the inconsistent attributes. This, however, is an ad hoc solution, since the
models are unable to predict which attributes receive high weights and which
attributes receive low weights. Furthermore, as soon as the piecemeal models start
adjusting for the configuration of attributes, they admit that prior knowledge
structures (schemata) determine their weights. Fiske claims that the schematic
model predicts these effects.

Fiske's treatment of the piecemeal models is clearly inaccurate. What these
models do is specifying knowledge structures underlying evaluative impressions
by assigning weights to attributes for characteristicness of objects and providing
a schemeaccording to which evaluative aspects of differentially weighted attributes

."... 'are integrated into evaluative impressions of objects. The attributes that appear in
the models are often selected in a prestudy. For example, those attributes with a
probability of elicitation above some threshold are selected for further modeling
and those below the threshold are not. If attributes below the threshold are
nonetheless selected for further modeling, one should not be surprised that they
receive extremely low to zero weights. One can barely consider this an ad hoc
solution. Furthermore, Fiske also selected characteristic attributes in a prior
elicitation study. In the main study, she combined the attributes either with
categories for which they were elicited (the consistent combinations) or with
categories for which they were not elicited (the inconsistent combinations). What
Fiske fails to do, however, is offering some sort of schematic model that specifies
"schematic fit" and thus predicts the "configural effect" of this schematic fit on the
evaluative impressions fonned.

My claim in response to Fiske is that a piecemeal model can predict her
experimental finding. Specifically. a formalization of the halo account discussed
by Asch (1946) can do the job. According to the halo account of impression
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formation, a general evaluative factor interacts with the independently evaluated
attributes (thus shifting the evaluation of the characteristics in its direction) and the
evaluative impression of the object is the sum of the evaluatively shifted
impressions. This account may be formalized as follows:

n
A.. = iio + (t ((1 - Wi) * ad + (Wi * iio».

i=l
(1/9)

Assuming that, in Fiske's (1982) study, the evaluative aspect of a category
functions as the general evaluative factor (20), prediction is possible. The effect of
attribute-to-categoryconsistency caIlbe demonstrated most clearly by assuming
that a consistent combination implies Wi = 1 and that an inconsistent combination
implies Wi = O. For the consistent combinations, then, equation (1/9) reduces to

Ao = (n + 1) * iio. (1/10)
For the inconsistent combinations, equation (119) reduces to

n
A.. = iio + (t ail •

i=l (1/11)

If 20 is moderately unfavorable and a. is moderately favorable for all i(as in
Fiske's study), then the evaluation of consistent combinations becomes more
unfavorable with every attribute entered (see equation [1/10]) and the evaluation
of inconsistent combinations becomes more favorable with every attribute entered
(see equation [1111]). This leads to the correct prediction that the consistent
combinations are evaluated more unfavorably than the inconsistent combinations.

Fiske's operational analysis has brought her far away from the Gestalt
principles specified by Asch (1946). An elementaristic model excluding configural
effects (in the sense of changes in associative aspects of attributes) appears most
successful as an analytic tool. And even if there were changes in associative
aspects to which the halo model in equation (119) would be insensitive, Fiske's
(1982) analysis would yield another perspective on these changes than the one
adopted by Asch (1946). Within the Gestalt perspective, meaning change of the
attributes is a function of attribute-to-attribute relationships. Following Fiske's
(1982) analysis, however, meaning change of attributes would be a function of
attribute-to-category relationshi ps.
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Interaction effects in attribute-to-category relationships have been recognized
long ago by investigators adopting a learning theoretical perspective on concept
formation. Across factor analyses on semantic differential ratings of concepts,
Osgood et a1. (1957; see also Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) found that one and the
same attribute scale could load on different factors depending on the concepts that
were rated. The "hard-soft" scale, for example, would load heavily on the
evaluative dimension of the concept "woman", whereas it would load heavily on
the potency dimension of the concept "war". Findings of this sort have been
referred to by Osgood et al. (1957) as concept-scale interactions.

Analogous to previous discussions, it is possible to interpret this kind of
interactivity in impression formation in at least two different ways. According to
a co-occurrence interpretation, the hard-soft dimension is correlated with
dimensions like good-bad in constituting the evaluative aspect of the concept
"woman"; thus, "soft" goes with "good" in evaluating a woman favorably and
"hard" goes with "bad" in evaluating a woman unfavorably. In contrast, the hard-
soft dimension is correlated with dimensions like strong-weak in constituting the
potency aspect of the concept "war"; thus, "soft" goes with "weak" in
characterizing a war as impotent and "hard" goes with "strong" in characterizing
a war as potent. According to a meaning change interpretation, however, the
concepts "bard" and "soft" are not simply tagged to the concepts they characterize
but are changed in meaning by those concepts. That is, tbe concepts "woman" and
"war" exert a contextual effect on the meaning of attributes they are characterized
by. Depending on this process, interattribute relationships are further established.
In interaction with the concept "woman", "soft" and "good" thus obtain an optimal
fit on tbe impression of being "favorable" and then largely function together to
characterize "woman" as such or not. But in interaction with "war", "soft" and
"weak" obtain an optimal fit on the impression of being "impotent" and then
largely function together to characterize "war" as such or not.

It remains undecidable on the basis of the Osgood analyses whether the
elementaristic account or the meaning change account is correct. However, it may
be more useful to recognize that both accounts are to a certain extent correct (cf.
Ostrom, 1977). When recognizing that attributes are concepts, the meaning of
attributes may be changeable; when recognizing that attributes define or
characterize other concepts, attributes may function as meaning elements. This
dual perspective is developed in Chapter 2.
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§ 1.5. CONCLUSION

The meaning that consumers give to choice alternatives is usually referred to
as the "attitude" consumers have toward the stimuli in the market place or the
"image" they have of those stimuli.

In the present chapter, the wide variety of attitude and image
conceptualizations has been discussed and it has been shown that most image
conceptualizations are highly similar to one or another proposal for conceptualizing
attitude. Furthermore, four attempts have been undertaken to derive a useful
demarcation of the attitude and image construct on the basis of, more or less
subtle, differences in conceptual emphasis between "attitude research" and "image
research". - - -- --

It has been argued that a demarcation of unidimensional attitudes versus
multidimensional images would seriously reduce the theoretical relevance of the
attitude construct (see § 1.4.1.) and that a demarcation of evaluative attitudes
versus nonevaluative images or, alternatively, of personally irrelevant attitudes
versus personally relevant images would seriously reduce the theoretical relevance
of the image construct (see § 1.4.2. and § 1.4.3., respectively). It has also been
argued that a demarcation in terms of elementaristic appraisal of meaning (attitude)
versus configural appraisal of meaning (image) would amount to an artificial
distinction between psychological processes. According to the argument put
forward in § 1.4.4., the appraisal of stimulus meaning may be configural when
recognizing that attributes are concepts and may at the same lime be elementaristic
when recognizing that attributes define or characterize other concepts. This dual
perspective is developed in Chapter 2 and the attitude and image construct are
defined within this perspective.
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CHAPTER 2

THE APPRAISAL OF ATTITUDE AND IMAGE:

THREE EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

This chapter has three central objectives. The first is to develop a general
theory of stimulus meaning. The second is to define the attitude and image
construct within this theory. The third is to test specific implications of the theory
in a laboratory setting.

Adopting the elementaristic perspective, four general types of stimulus
meaning are formalized. The taxonomy is obtained by considering two aspects of
meaning: context-dependency and configurality.') The first aspect refers to the
dependency of the meaning of a choice alternative (for example, Mitsubishi) on
the context of its perceived competitors in the market place (Mustang, Opel,
Porsche, etcetera) or on a more general context (for example, "polution policy"),
The attitude and image construct are demarcated in terms of the independency
versus dependency of stimulus meaning on context. The second aspect refers to
the dependency of the meaning of a choice alternative on configurations of
meaning elements (for example, "small size goes together with nonautomatic
doorlocks and large size goes together with automatic doorlocks across car designs

-ef-Mitsubishi W): .
Recognizing the inherent limitations of the elementaristic perspective with

regard to a complete account of stimulus meaning, however, the theory is extended
beyond the taxonomy specifying the four general types of meaning.

Three experimental studies are reported in which specific implications of the
theory are tested.

I Within the elementaristic perspective, "configurality" refers, of course, to a
mere co-occurrence of meaning elements rather than a meaning change of
"elements" as suggested by the interactive combination account and Gestalt account
of impression formation (see § 1.4.4.).
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§ 2.1. INTRODUCTION TO STUDY 1

Many conceptualizations of attitude and image amount to a multi-attribute
perspective on stimulus meaning. Although multi-attribute conceptualizations are
generally based on the principles of learning theory, consumer behavior
researchers have rarely acknowledged this (Olson & Mitchell, 1975). The Fishbein
model (see equation [111]) is probably the clearest formalization of the learning
theoretical view on stimulus meaning. In Fishbein's (1967b) view, the evaluative
aspect of stimulus meaning is a function of (1) the probability that the stimulus is
associated with other concepts or attributes and (2) the evaluative aspects of those

-concepts or attributes associated-with the stimulus-<see_§L2.l.). _
Central to the present aim of developing a general theory of stimulus meaning

is the question to what extent stimulus meaning is dependent on a system of belief
strengths (a belief hierarchy). According to the argument put forward in this
Introduction, the Fishbein view on stimulus meaning is inadequate to the extent
that the meaning of a choice alternative is dependent on (1) the context in which
some choice alternative is perceived by the consumer, (2) the configurality of the
attributes characterizing the choice alternative and (3) the structural complexity of
the attributes themselves. The theoretical developments in this Introduction
eventually amount to a revision and generalization of Fishbein's view on attribute
"salience".

It is assumed in the learning theory that attitudes are learned in conjunction
with concept formation. Consequently, any theory which helps to explain concept
formation can also help to explain attitude formation (Rhine, 1967). The
introductory discussion in this section is going to demonstrate that the formation
of belief hierarchies is only one principle of concept formation. The Fishbein
paradigm may be evaluated, then, by contrasting the notion of belief hierarchies
with alternative views on concept formation.

A belief hierarchy as viewed by the learning theory of attitudes is a summary
description of an object by features, each of which is accompanied by the
probability of being associated with the object. Probabilities of association between
features and object may arise when the object is a category or class of other
discriminable objects encountered by a person as instances of the category.
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Consider the two categories in Figure 1 defined by four binary dimensions,")

Figyre I stimulus structure.
LEARNING STIMULI

Category A Category B
01 02 03 04 01 02 03 04

Al 0 I 1 I B1 0 0 0 0A2 1 0 1 0 B2 0 0 0 1A3 1 0 1 I B3 0 1 1 0
A4 1 1 0 I B4 I 1 0 0AS 1 1 1 0

TRANSFER STIMULI
Tl 0 0 I 0
T2 0 0 1 1
T3 0 1 0 0
T4 0 1 0 1
TS 1 0 0 0
T6 1 0 0 I
T7 1 1 1 1

Suppose that these categories in Figure 1 represent two car brands. Car brand A
is a category offive car designs encountered by a person as instances of car brand
A, car brand B is a category of four car designs encountered by a person as.
instances of car brand B. Every car design is defined by four features, each of
which is a realization of a dimensional value 1 or 0, respectively: small or large
size (01), presence or absence of a catalyser (D2), five or four doors (D3) and
two side mirrors or one side mirror (D4). It follows from the learning theory of
attitudes, that, after formation of the brand concepts, each feature would be
associated with either brand with a particular probability. For example, the belief

2 At this stage, onJy the categories in Figure 1 are at issue. Further on in this
Introduction, the distinction between learning stimuli and transfer stimuli is
discussed.
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hierarchy would represent the conceptual knowledge that cars of brand A are small
with 80% probability and large with 20% probability, whereas cars of brand Bare
small with 25% probability and large with 75% probability. The meaning of any
car design encountered after formation of the brand concepts would be appraised
on the basis of such associative strengths between brands and features. Hereafter,
it is argued that the adequacy of the Fishbein view on stimulus meaning can be
questioned on three general grounds.

§ 2.1.1. Classification: independent cue models

What is at issue is how peopllLgiYe~eaning .to stimuli.jn some stimulus
structure. For present purposes, stimulus structure is defined after Gamer (1974).
In a total set of stimuli, all possible features occur independently of all other
features. In the structure of a total set, then, feature combinations are equiprobable
(that is, occur with equal probability). With regard to the stimulus structure in
Figure 1, four dimensions with two levels or features each generate a total set of
sixteen stimuli. Any selection of a subset of stimuli from the total set, however,
introduces redundancy or correlational structure. In the correlational structure of
a subset of stimuli, feature combinations are not equiprobable (that is, do not
occur with equal probability). In Figure 1, the total set is divided into learning
stimuli and transfer stimuli. Furthermore, the subset of learning stimuli is itself
divided into two sets (the categories). The psychological implications of this
stimulus structure can, therefore, be assessed within a classification paradigm (see
also Das-Smaal, 1986) typically involving a learning phase (classification of the
A and B stimuli) and a transfer phase (classification of the A, B and T stimull).')

Various classification models predict the relative accuracy with which stimuli
are classified, either in the learning phase or in the transfer phase. The models are
based on the general principle that classification accuracy (whether during learning
or during transfer) increases as the conceptual evidence increases (Medin &
Schaffer, 1978). More controversial, however, is the issue of what counts as
conceptual evidence: the various models are based on different principles of
conceptual representation and classification processing. That is, the various

3 The structure of learning and transfer stimuli in Figure 1was previously used
in a variety of classification studies by Medin and his associates (see Medin,
Altom & Murphy, 1984; Medin, Dewey & Murphy, ·1983; Medin & Schaffer,
1978; Medin & Smith, 1981).
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classification models provide different accounts of how people give meaning to
stimuli in some stimulus structure.

Simple frequency model (SFREQ)
This model assumes that a concept is a summary description of an object by

features, each of which is accompanied by the frequency of being associated with
the object (Franks & Bransford, 1971). In order to arrive at a classification
decision, sums of feature frequencies are computed (Reed, 1978). Consider, for
example, stimulus AS. This is a small car with a catalyser, five doors and one side
mirror, The features comprising the stimulus are associated with category A with
a frequency of 4, 3, 4 and 2, respectively, summing to 13. This is the evidence
in favor of the target category. The features comprising stimulus AS are associated
with category B with a frequency of I, 2, 1 and 3, respectively, summing to 7.
This is the evidence in favor of the contrasting category.

In the present framework, it is assumed that conceptual evidence is
summarized according to a ratio rule. Specifically, the summary of conceptual
evidence is given by the ratio of the evidence in favor of one category to the
evidence in favor of both categories. For some specific stimulus t, then, the
summary of conceptual evidence in favor of its target category X is equal to the
evidence in favor of the target category X divided by the evidence in favor of both
the target category X and the contrasting category Y. That is,

S(xlt) =~.
E(Xlt) +'E(Ylt)

(2/1)

In case S(X I t) is greater than 0.50, the conceptual evidence favors the stimulus
being assigned to the target category.

If it is assumed that subjective evidence maps directly onto objective evidence
with essentially no variability, then the response rule specified by equation (2/1)
is deterministic (Busemeyer, Dewey & Medin. 1984; Estes, 1986b). Given that for
some specific stimulus the objective evidence in favor of the target category is
greater than the evidence in favor of the contrasting category. the stimulus is
necessarily assigned to its target category.

If it is alternatively assumed. however. that subjective evidence has some
variability associated with it (possibly due to incorrect or incomplete computation
and summarization of conceptual evidence), then the response rule specified by
equation (2/1) is probabilistic (Busemeyer et al., 1984; Estes, 1986b). The
summary measure S(X I t) then represents the probability that the subjective
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evidence in favor of the target category is greater than the evidence in favor of the
contrasting category; that is, the measure represents the probability that a
classification response is accurately based on the conceptual evidence. '

It is assumed that the probability of assigning some specific stimulus to its
target category equals the evidence in favor-of-the target category-divided by the .
sum of the evidence in favor of both-the target and the contraSting category. For
example, the evidence of stimulus AS in favor of its target category equals the
total frequency (13) in support of-category A divided by the sum of this frequency
and the total frequency (7) in support of category B. Thus, the odds are 13 to 20
that stimulus AS is assigned to its target category. In other words, it is predicted
that- the stimulus-is-assigned-to .category-kin-65-percentof theobservations. --

Incase S(X I t) equals 0.50, the conceptual evidence does not favor a stimulus
being assigned to either one of the categories. In a deterministic sense, the
stimulus should be an unclear case. In a probabilistic sense, chance ievet
classification performance would be predicted. The evidence of stimulus Tl, for
example, sums to 9 in favor of both categories, yielding a proportion of 0.50.
According to the SFREQ model, then, chance level classification performance
should be observed for this stimulus. The same would be predicted for stimulus
T5.

In case S(X I t) is smaller than 0.50, the conceptual evidence favors a
stimulus being assigned to the contrasting category (Medin & Schaffer, 1978). in
a deterministic sense, perfect classification performance could not be predicted
without assuming auxiliary processes (cf. Medin & Schwanenflugel, 1981).
Stimulus memorization, for example, would be a feasible strategy (cf.
Wattenmaker, Nakamura & Medin, 1988). In a probabilistic sense, incorrect
classifications shouldbe more numerous than correct classifications. The evidence
of stimulus B~, for example, sums to 9 in favor of the target category and to 10
in favor of the contrasting category, yielding a proportion of 0.474. According to"
the SFREQ model, then, this stimulus should be assigned to category A in more
than SO percent of the observations. The same would be predicted for stimulus B4.

Simple frequency and family resemblance
The SFREQ model is closely related to a structural principle called family

resemblance (Rosch & Mervis, 1975; see also Mervis & Rosch, 1981). The family
resemblance principle states that every instance of a category has features in
common with other instances of the category but that no feature or se1 of features
is shared by all instances of the category while not being also shared by instances .0

of other categories.
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Assuming, as the SFREQ model does, that conceptual structure maps onto the
family resemblance in stimulus structures by means of feature frequencies, the
principle implies that concepts are not well-defined: no feature or set of features
is always present when instances of one category are encountered while it is never
present when instances of other categories are encountered. More formally,
concepts cannot be appropriately described by a set of singly necessary andjointly
sufficient features (Smith & Medin, 1981). For a feature to be singly necessary,
every instance of a category must have it; for a set of features to be jointly
sufficient, every stimulus that has it must be an instance of the category (Smith &
Medin, 1981). If a concept were well-defined, a set of features would be essential
for determining category membership and each instance would therefore be a
"good" member of the category. According to "thefamily resemblance principle,
however, a concept is ill-defined and can merely be described by a set of
characteristic or typical features. One instance may have more characteristic
features than another and this instance may therefore be a "better" member of the
category than the other. For example, a car is a better member of the vehicle
category than is a tractor (Barsalou, 1985; Rosch, 1975). According to the family
resemblance principle, then, the instances of a category are neither strictly tied to
each other by essential features nor are the instances arbitrarily associated with the
category (Medin, 1983; Rosch & Mervis, 1975).

The stimulus structure in Figure 1 has a family resemblance structure. First,
none of the features is singly necessary for category membership. Small size, for

."example;, does 'not correctly include stimulus Al as a member of the target
category and does not correctly exclude stimulus B4 as a nonmember; similarly,
presence of a catalyser does not correctly include stimulus A2 and A3 as members
of the target category and does not correctly exclude stimulus B3 and B4 as
nonmembers. Second, no set of features is jointly sufficient for category
membership. For example, small size and presence of a catalyser do not correctly
include stimulus AI, A2 and A3 as members of the target category and do not
correctly exclude stimulus B4 as a nonmember.

Simple probability model
This model assumes that a concept is a summary description of an object by

features, each of which is accompanied by the relative frequency or probability of
being associated with the object (Smith & Medin, 1981).

In one version of the model, sums of feature probabilities are computed in
order to arrive at a classification decision (Smith & Medin, 1981). Hereafter, this
version is referred to as the ASPROB model. According to this model, the
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probability of classifying a stimulus t as a member of category X is given by
equation (2/2).

P(X\t) = (2/2)
n n
I: p(t"IX) + I: p(tkly)
k=l k=l

where n is the number of dimensions and ~ is the value of stimulus t on dimension
k. Furthermore-Pit, I X) =-F(lt-I-X)--I Tx, where-F(tkl-X} is the-frequeney with
which value t" associated with category X and T x is the total number of instances
of category X. Consider stimulus AS. The features comprising this stimulus are
associated with category A with a probability of 0.80, 0.60, 0.80 and 0.40,
respectively, summing to 2.60. The features comprising stimulus ASare associated
with category B with a probability of 0.25, 0.50, 0.25 and 0.75, respectively,
summing to 1.75. Applying the ratio rule, the evidence of stimulus A5 in favor
of its target category is 0.598.

In another version of the model, products of feature probabilities are
computed in order to arrive at a classification decision (Smith & Medin, 1981;
Estes, 1986a, 1986b). Hereafter, this version is referred to as the MSPROB
model. According to this model, the probability of classifying a stimulus t as a
member of category X is given by equation (2/3).

n
11' P (t,,1 X)

p (X It) = =k=-'l"'-- _
n n
11' p (t" IX) + 11' p ( t" \y )
k=l k=l

(2/3)

According to the MSPROB model, then, the evidence in favor of a category is
itself a probability; that is, the probability that the feature combination of stimulus
t would arise from sampling a concept (Estes, 1986b). For example, the
probability that stimulus AS arises from sampling concept A is (0.80 ...0.60'" 0.80
... 0.40) = 0.154 and the probability that it arises from sampling concept B is
(0.25 ... 0.50 ... 0.25 ... 0.75) = 0.023. Applying the ratio rule, the evidence of
stimulus AS in favor of its target category is 0.870.
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Fishbein: simple probability
The conceptual representation that is assumed by either version of the simple

probability model is consistent with Fishbein'S notion of a belief hierarchy. The
ASPROB model and the MSPROB model, then, formalize Fishbein's learning
theory as an account of classification performance. Both models imply that the
appraisal of stimulus meaning exclusively relies on making inferences with regard
to the conceptual representation of a certain object. As is suggested by the
following discussion, however, stimulus meaning may also be appraised by making
additional inferences with regard to the conceptual representations of alternative
objects in a psychological domain.

Cue validity model (CVFREQ)
Like the SFREQ model, the CVFREQ model assumes that simple frequencies

are abstracted out on route to concept formation. Unlike the SFREQ model, the
current model assumes that these simple frequencies are converted into conditional
probabilities during classification.

Cue validity is defined as the probability that a stimulus belongs to a category
given a particular cue or feature (Beach, 1964; Medin, 1983; Murphy, 1982;
Reed, 1972; Reed & Fiedman, 1973; Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Smith & Medin,
1981). In the CVFREQ model, cue validity refers to the frequency with which a
cue is associated with a particular category relative to the frequency with which
it is associated with both categories. Consider, for example, the smallness of the
cars in tlte stimulus structure (value 1 of dimension 1). Cars of category A are
small with a frequency of 4, whereas cars of category B are small with a
frequency of 1. The cue validity of smallness is 0.80 (the odds are 4 to 5) for
category A and 0.20 (the odds are 1 to 5) for category B. These conditional
probabilities are effective during classification.

Analogous to the SFREQ model, one computes sums of cue validities during
classification. With regard to category A, the validity of the features comprising
stimulus A5 is 0,80, 0.60, 0.80 and 0.40, respectively, summing to 2.60. With
regard to category B, the validity of these features is 0.20, 0.40, 0.20 and 0.60,
respectively, summing to 1.40. By application of the ratio rule, the evidence of
stimulus AS in favor of its target category is 0.65.

Misconceptions of cue validity
According to Rosch & Mervis (1975), the family resemblance principle is

closely related to a' cue validity model of classification as proposed by Beach
(1964). Rosch & Mervis (1975) do not specify, however, in what sense there is
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a close relationship. Moreover. these authors adopt an operational definition of
family resemblance that is directly related to the computational processes assumed
by the SFREQ model. As is subsequently argued, Rosch & Mervis confuse cue
validity with stimulus validity.

Following the SFREQ model, the evidence of a stimulus in favor of its target
category is an increasing function of the frequency with which its features are
associated with the target category and a decreasing function of the frequency with
which its features are associated with the contrasting category. Accordingly. the
probability of classifying a stimulus t as a member of category X is given by
equation (2/4).

---------

n
1: F (t. IX)

p (X It) = ...£.k~=:..:!:l _
n n
1: F (t. IX) + 1: F (tk Iy )
k=l k=l

(2/4)

By analogy to the definition of cue validity. P(X I t) may be referred to as
stimulus validity; that is, the probability that a stimulus belongs to a category
given the set of cues or features comprising the stimulus.

According to the CVFREQ model, the probability of classifying a stimulus t
as a member of category X is given by equation (2/5).

p(Xlt) = (2/5)
n n
1: P (X It~J + 1: P (y Itk)

k=l k=l

where P(X I tJ = F(t. I X) 1 [F(t. I X) + F(t. I Y)]. Note that P(X I tJ is a cue
validity in that it refers to the frequency with which value tk is associated with
category X relative to the frequency with which this value is associated with both
category X and category Y. In contrast, a feature probability appearing in the
ASPROB and MSPROB model refers to the frequency with which value tk is
associated with category X relative to the total number of instances of category X.

Equation (2/5) is the cue validity model proposed by Beach (1964). As this
author further points out, the denominator in equation (2/5) can be simplified by
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virtue of the f~t that the validities of a cue across both categories sum to unity.
Thus, the denominator reduces to the number of dimensions comprising the
stimulus and equation (2/5) may be rewritten as

n
1: p(Xltk)

P (X It) = e,k=::;,.;l!:...- _ (2/6)
n

Equation (2/6) is the formulation of the cue validity model adopted by Reed (1972)
and Reed & Friedman (1973).

Rosch & Mervis (1975) maintain that family resemblance "can be restated"
(p. 575) in terms of cue validity but conceptualize and operationalize the structural
principle in terms of simple frequency. Possibly misled by this dual position,
Kellogg (1980) announces an empirical test of the "feature validity (family
resemblance) model" (p. 296) but generates predictions according to the ASPROB
model (see Kellogg, 1980, footnote 2). And the confusion is certainly more
widespread than this. Smith & Medin (1981) and Smith, Osherson, Rips & Keane
(1988), for example, disregard the difference between family resemblance
(stimulus validity based on feature frequency) and cue validity. Similarly, Estes
(1986b) disregards differences between the SFREQ, CVFREQ and MSPROB
model.

The difference between stimulus validity and cue validity is stressed here
because of its centrality to the difference between context-independent and context-
dependent stimulus meaning (discussed further on in this Introduction),")

Cue validity model (CVPROB)
The previous discussion of the CVFREQ model applies mutatis mutandis to

the CVPROB model, with the obvious adaptation that simple probabilities rather
than simple frequencies are converted into cue validities (cf. Smith & Medin,
1981). In equation (2/5), then, Poe I tJ = P(tt IX) I [P(tk IX) + P(tk IY»).

4 An empirical differentiation of simple frequency (SFREQ) and cue validity
(CVFREQ) as determinants of classification performance can be found in Das-
Smaal & De Swart (1984, 1986).
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Average distance model
This model assumes that a concept is a representation of the set of instances

encountered during learning. The model thus assumes a one-to-one relationship
between external stimuli (the instances) and internal representations of these
stimuli (referred to as exemplars). According to previous applications of the
model, classification would amount to assessing the average distance between a
stimulus and the exemplars stored for each category and assigning the stimulus to
the category whose exemplars are, on the average, most proximate (Nilsson, 1965;
Reed, 1972. 1978; Reed & Friedman, 1973; Sebestyen, 1962). In the present
application it is assumed, however, that distance is converted into similarity during
classification-(cf~EstesJ-1986b). - - -- - -

In one version of the model it is assumed that the dimensions are not
differentially weighted during the assessment of average distances. Hereafter, this
version is referred to as the UA VDIS model (see Appendix L). Interestingly, a
mere storage of exemplars in conjunction with nondifferential weighting of
dimensions during processing implies that abstraction processes do not occur (cf.
Medin et al., 1984; Medin et al., 1983). This nonabstraction view on conceptual
representation distinguishes the UAVDIS model from the previous models.

In another version of the model it is taken into account that, during assessment
of average distances, the dimensions may be differentially weighted for the
categories to become optimally discriminated (Reed, 1972; Reed & Friedman,
1973). Hereafter, this version is referred to as the WA VDIS model (see Appendix
1.). An optimal transformation of the psychological space would be one that
clusters stimuli belonging to the same category and simultaneously separates
stimuli belonging to contrasting categories (Sebestyen, 1962). The particular
transformation assumed to be operating during classification is one that establishes
a linear discrimination between stimuli of contrasting categories by use of a single
function; that is, a transformation separating the categories by use of a linear
discriminant function.

The transformation of the psychological space is singular, meaning that the
projection of the stimuli along the line of minimum within-category distance and
maximum between-category distance is the only information being used for
determining category membership (Sebestyen, 1962). It is important to note that
the advantage of using a linear discriminant function is its simplicity, whereas the
disadvantage is that it is an information destroying process (Sebestyen, 1962).
While the distribution of the stimuli occupies a volume of four dimensions, the
linear discriminant function operates only on onedimensional information. Thus,
distributions in other directions are ignored.
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A major prerequisite for the optimal weighting of dimensions is, of course,
that the categories are in fact linearly separable. Categories are linearly separable
when there is some, weighted or unweighted, additive combination of dimensional
values (or features) according to which each stimulus is assigned to the appropriate
category (Medin, 1983, 1989; Medin & Reynolds,·1985; Medin & Schaffer, 1978;
Medin & Schwanenflugel, 1981; Medin & Smith, 1981).

The categories in Figure 1 are linearly separable by using a weighted
combination of dimensional values. The linear separability of these categories can
be verified by an analytic rule, according to which one would focus on the first,
third and fourth dimension (that is, give zero weight to the second dimension and
give equal weights to the remaining dimensions) and classify a stimulus to the
category with which it has at least two out of three characteristic features in
common (cf. Medin & Schaffer, 1978). In absence of this analytic rule, however,
classification performance in response to linearly separable categories may be
mediated by the assessment of average distances to exemplars after psychological
space has been submitted to an optimal transformation as discussed previously.
(See Appendix 1.2. for a technical description of the procedure for finding the
dimensional weights.)

The optimal weights indicate the diagnosticity of the stimulus dimensions.
Diagnosticity may be defined as the classificatory significance of the dimensions
or, equivalently, the relevance of the dimensions in discriminating instances of a
category from instances of the contrasting categories (Ortony, 1979; Ortony,
VoiidtusICa;FOss & Jones, 1985; Smith et al., 1988; Tversky, 1977).

Prototype model
This model assumes that an impression is formed of the commonality or

central tendency of a category (Franks & Bransford, 1971; Goldman & Homa,
1977; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Posner & Keele, 1968). Commonality may be
defined either by the mean values or by the modal values of the dimensions
(Goldman & Homa, 1977; Homa, 1984; Medin & Schaffer, 1978). A prothetic
dimension changes from one level to another by adding to or substracting from
whatever is already present (Lindsay & Norman, 1977). An example is the length
of cars. Thus, commonality may be defined by the mean values (Homa, 1984;
Medin & Schaffer, 1978). When presented with two cars of 2 meters' and three
cars of 2.5 meters, a person would abstract out the value 2.3 (the-mean) as a
central tendency. A metathetic dimension changes from one level to another by
substituting what was already present with something else (Lindsay & Norman,
1977). An example is the number of doors in cars. Thus, commonality may be
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defined by the modal values (Homa, 1984; Medin & Schaffer, 1978). When
presented with two cars having four doors and three cars having five doors, a
person would abstract out the value S (the mode) rather than 4.6 (the mean) as a
central tendency. The modal prototype for category A in Figure 1 corresponds to
stimulus T7, which is a small car with a catalyser, five doors and two side
mirrors. The modal prototype for category B corresponds to stimulus BI, which
is a large car without a catalyser, with four doors and one side mirror.')

According to previous applications of the model, classification would amount
to an assessment of the distance between a stimulus and the prototype of each
category and assignment of the stimulus to the category whose prototype is most
proximate (Reed.-1212.-19-'li!;~eed~ Eriedman,~73). In theJll'~sencapp1ication_
it is assumed, however, that distance is converted into similarity during
classification (cf. Estes, I986b).

In one version of the model it is assumed that the dimensions are not
differentially weighted during assessment of the distances to the prototypes.
Hereafter, this version is referred to as the UPROTO model (see Appendix 2.).
Consider stimulus AS. It has 3 features in common with the prototype of category
A and it has 1 feature in common with the prototype of category B. Applying the
ratio rule, the evidence of stimulus AS in favor of its target category is 0.7S.

The predictions made by the UPROTO model vary depending on whether
modal or mean prototypes are abstracted out (Goldman & Homa, 1977).
Abstraction of modal prototypes is a severely information destroying process,
whereas information loss is considerably less severe if mean prototypes are
abstracted out. Stimulus A2, for example, is an unclear case if modal prototypes
are abstracted out: it has two features in common with the prototype of category
A (it is a small car with five doors) and two features in common with the
prototype of category B (it is a car without a catalyser and with one side mirror).
However, this stimulus can be assigned to its target category if mean prototypes
are abstracted out; according to equation (A6) in Appendix 2.1., the distance to
the prototype of category A is 1.60 and the distance to the prototype of category
B is 2.25. Evidently, the prototype of category A is most proximate.

Abstraction of modal prototypes. thus appears to destroy a large amount of
stimulus information, although diagnosticity-weighting of dimensions can largely
recover the information. For example, the UPROTO model predicts no difference

.I!

, Note that the second dimension of category B has no objectively modal value.
It is assumed, however, that the particular value is abstracted out by exclusion.
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in classification performance in response to stimulus A3 and AS. Each stimulus
has three out of four typical features and one out of four atypical features. A
prototype model in which the dimensions are weighted according to diagnosticity,
however, predicts that the classification performance in response to stimulus A3
is more accurate than the performance in response to stimulus AS, since A3 has
an atypical feature on a nearly nondiscriminating dimension, whereas AS has its
atypical feature on a dimension that discriminates much better between both
categories.

Hereafter, the version of the prototype model in which the dimensions are
weighted according to their diagnosticity is referred to as the WPROTO model
(see Appendix 2.). The dimensional weights in this model are the same as those
in the WAVDIS model (Reed, 1972; Reed & Friedman, 1973).6)

Attitude and image: toward a general theory of stimulus meaning (1)
The previous discussion of classification models may be helpful in pointing out

a major problem with the Fishbein paradigm for the study of stimulus meaning.
Central to this paradigm (and, therefore, to my criticism of the paradigm) is the
issue of feature salience in the determination of stimulus meaning.

Feature salience in the determination of stimulus meaning
According to Fishbein (l967b), it is only the "salient" beliefs that determine

an individual's attitude toward an object at a given moment (see § 1.2.1.). As it
folrowsfrem the learning theory, one forms beliefs about an object by associating
it with various features; the set of features associated with the object is thought of
as a belief system or "habit family hierarchy". The higher a feature in the
hierarchy, the greater the probability that it is associated with the object, that is,
the greater the belief strength. Theoretically, the most salient beliefs are those
uppermost in an individual's hierarchy. Operationally, Fishbein (l967b) assumes
that the first five to nine beliefs spontaneously elicited by an individual are his
salient beliefs about the object.

But the "magical number seven, plus or minus two" may not be the final word
on the identification of salient beliefs. Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) are very clear on
this point. "It is possible (... ) that only the first two or three beliefs are salient for

6 Under specific conditions, classification models may produce identical
predictions concerning a stimulus structure; see Appendix 3. for a treatment of
identity relationships between the previously discussed models.
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a given individual and that additional beliefs elicited beyond this point are not
primary determinants of his attitude (i.e., are not salient). Unfortunately, it is
impossible to determine the point at which a person starts eliciting nonsalient
beliefs. Recommending the use of the first five to nine beliefs is therefore merely
a rule of thumb. W (p. 218; see also Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980, p. 64). But if salient
beliefs are to be identified with a rule of thumb, this means that we do not have
a substantive theory yet that specifies for us what beliefs determine an individual's
attitude toward an object.

If Fishbein's learning theory of attitudes were an adequate theory of stimulus
meaning, there should be a one-to-one correspondence between the position of a
feature in the hierarchy and the probability that it is associated with an object
(Hackman & Anderson, 1968). It follows that there should be a continuous scale- ---
of salience; features with a higher position in the hierarchy (as operationalized, for
example, by the ordinal position in a free elicitation task) and with a greater
probability of being associated with an object (as operationalized, for example, by
a numerical belief strength in a probability rating task) should be thought of as
more salient than features witha lower position in the hierarchy and with a smaller
probability of being associated with the object.

Fishbein (l967b), however, treats salience in an all-or-none way; features
above some elicitation threshold are in the hierarchy (salient) and those below the
threshold are not in the hierarchy (nonsalient). The problem here is that the
learning theory does not provide any rationale for treating salience in a
discontinuous way and, therefore, does not provide a nonarbitrary threshold.
Moreover, Kaplan & Fishbein (1969) suggest that a feature may have a great
probability of being associated with an object even though it is below the threshold
and, therefore, nonsalient. The problem here is, of course, that any
noncorrespondence between position in the hierarchy and probability of association
cannot be accounted for by the learning theory.

A proposal by Ortony and his associates (Ortony, 1979; Ortony et aI., 1985)
may be a straightforward solution to the above problems. According to this
proposal, salient features are simply those that are readily accessible and feature
salience may be determined by a variety offactors. Acceptance of the proposal and
a specification of factors determining feature salience may suggest several
shortcomings of Fishbein's learning theory of attitudes as a general theory of
stimulus meaning.

The classification models discussed previously already suggest two factors that
may determine feature salience. This may be pointed out with reference to the
ASPROB and CVPROB model.
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The ASPROB model assumes that the meaning of an object is entirely
dependent on the strengths of association between features and that object or, in
other words, the prominence of features in the representation of that object. For
example, the prominence of a catalyser in the representation of brand A is 0.60
and the prominence of two side mirrors in the representation of this brand is of
equal magnitude. Fishbein's learning theory exclusively deals with prominence as
a determinant of salience.

Given that the prominence of a catalyser and two side mirrors are of equal
magnitude in the representation of brand A, it is likely that an individual indicates
an equal strength of association with brand A for these features in a probability
rating task. Fishbein should be puzzled, however, if the- individual would have
made a notably earlier mention of "two side mirrors" in a free elicitation task (for
example, as the third feature) than of "catalyser" (for example, as the seventh
feature). This may be less puzzling if we take the prominence of these features -in
the representation of brand B into account.

The CVPROB model assumes that the meaning of an object depends not only
on the strengths of association between features and that object but also on the
strengths of association between features and alternative objects in the
psychological domain (hereafter referred to as the effective context of that object).
According to this model, a feature may be very prominent in the representation
of a brand and may, therefore, be potentially salient; but if it is also very
prominent in the representation of the other brand and the feature thus decreases

-,-"·-in reievrin«'for discriminating the 'brands, the salience of the feature decreases
(cf. Myers & Alpert, 1977). When acknowledging this principle, it is not that
puzzling to encounter "two side mirrors" considerably earlier on the elicitation list
than "catalyser": the former is less prominent in the representation of brand B than
the latter. Actually, it is widely acknowledged that the diagnosticity principle may
be active during feature elicitation (see Armstrong, Gleitman & Gleitman, 1983;
Hampton, 1987; Medin & Shoben, 1988; Medin & Wattenrnaker, 1987; Murphy
& Medin, 1985; Tversky & Hemenway, 1984).)

Adopting the elementaristic assumption that stimulus meaning is a function of
feature salience, the above identification of prominence and relevance as
determinants of feature salience amounts to a distinction between context-

7 In the present discussion, the diagnositicity principle may refer to the
determination of feature salience by the validity of features (cues) or by the
diagnosticity of the dimensions.
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independent and context-dependent stimulus meaning. The current proposal is to
use the context-independency versus context-dependency of stimulus meaning as
the criterion for demarcating the attitude and image construct. This proposal is
developed in what follows.

Feature salience in 'he determination of altitude and image
Within the theory developed in this Introduction, an attitude may be defined

as stimulus meaning appraised independent of context and an image may be
defined as stimulus meaning appraised dependent on context. The appraisal of
context-independent meaning may be defined as a meaning response to a stimulus
!hat is triggered Qnly by the focalion.celll- (that is. the concept with.reference to.,
which the meaning of the stimulus is being appraised), whereas the appraisal of
context-dependent meaning may be defined as a meaning response to a stimulus
that is also triggered by other (that is, non focal) concepts.

Consider the classification of some stimulus as an "a" or as a "b" (see also §
1.4.2.). The key assumption is that, in order to classify the stimulus, a person
appraises the meaning of the stimulus both with reference to "a-ness" (that is, his
concept of "a") and with reference to "b-ness" (that is, his concept of "b") and
that he classifies the stimulus as an "a" if it has more meaning as an "a" than as
a "b". In terms of equation (2/1), the person assesses both the evidence of
stimulus t in favor of category X, denoted by E(X I t), and the evidence of
stimulus t in favor of category Y, denoted by E(Y I t), and assigns t to X if
E(X I t) > E(Y I t). The key notion advanced here concerning context-
independency versus context-dependency of stimulus meaning (and thus concerning
attitude versus image) is that, in the former case, E(X I t) is triggered only by the
person's concept of X and E(Y I t) is triggered only by his concept of Y but that,
in the latter case, E(X I t) is triggered by the person's concepts of X and Y and
E(Y I t) is triggered by his concepts of X and Y. What distinguishes an image
from an attitude, then, is that the meaning of a stimulus with reference to the focal
concept is inherently appraised with reference to the nonfocal concept.

The notion that stimulus meaning may be dependent on effective context seems
particularly relevant in a consumer setting. A choice alternative is often truly
conceived as a choice alternative; that is, a good or service is perceived in the
context of its competitors. This may be due to external presentation of choice
alternatives or internal generation of a set of choice alternatives (thus constituting
the "evoked set"; see Howard & Sheth, 1969). The consumer has an attitude
toward any choice alternative if he appraises its meaning only with reference to
the conceptual knowledge about the choice alternative itself; the consumer has an
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image of the choice alternative if he appraises its meaning also with reference to
the conceptual knowledge about its competitors.

Given the above definition of attitude, the following attitude model may be
posited:

Au = f (p), (2/7)

where A.. is the attitude toward object 0 and p is the prominence vector associated
with the features in the representation of object o. The function f in equation (217)
may be any function that satisfies the criterion of context-independency. As an
account of classification performance, then, f may be the particular principle of
conceptual representation and classification processing according to which meaning
is related to feature prominence. The ASPROB model, for example, provides such
principle.

Given the definition of image, the following image model may be posited:

Io = f (p, r), (2/8)

where 10 is the image of object 0, p is the prominence vector and r is the relevance
vector associated with the features in the representation of o. The function f in
equation (2/8) may be any function that satisfies the criterion of context-
dependency. As an account of classification performance, then, f may be the

.• , ,,~> > v paaiculai-"principle of conceptual representation and classification processing
according to which meaning is related both to feature prominence and to feature
relevance. The CVPROB, WA VDIS and WPROTO model, for example, each
provide such principle.

With regard to feature prominence or characteristicness, the CVPROB model
assumes that information about the object in isolation is preserved by abstracting
out feature probabilities. The W AVDIS model assumes that information about the
object in isolation is preserved simply by storing each instance encountered during
learning. Finally, the WPROTO model assumes that the characteristic features of
the object are preserved but that specific information about feature
characteristicness (the frequency or probability with which the features are
associated with the object) is destroyed.

With regard to feature relevance, the CVPROB model assumes that the
relation between an object and its alternatives is specified by computing a
conditional probability for each feature in the system. In association with brand A.
the cue validity of two side mirrors is 0.706 and the cue validity of a catalyser is
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0.545. Clearly, the relevance of two side mirrors is greater than the relevance of
a catalyser. Both the WA VDIS model and the WPROTO model assume that the
relation between an object and its alternatives is specified by abstracting out the
classificatory significance for each dimension in the system. The diagnosticity of
the side mirror dimension is 0.225 and the diagnosticity of the catalyser dimension
is 0.065. Thus, irrespective as to whether the average distance between a stimulus
and the exemplars stored for brand A or the distance between the stimulus and the
prototype abstracted out for brand A is assessed, distances along the side mirror
dimension are more heavily weighted than distances along the catalyser dimension.

To summarize, a person has an attitude toward an object if he appraises its
_ meaning inde~dent of context and a person has an image of an object if he _

appraises its meaning dependent on context. An attitude is a meaning response to
an object that is triggered only by the focal concept. whereas an image is a
meaning response to an object that is also triggered by nonfocal concepts. To the
extent that meaning is a function of feature salience, attitude is a function of
feature prominence and image is a function of both feature prominence and feature
relevance.

Orthogonal to the contrast between classification models specifying context-
independent meaning and those specifying context-dependent meaning, there is
another contrast between classification models with regard to the type of stimulus
meaning that can emerge in response to an effective context.

A major assumption common to the previously discussed models is that
classification performance is mediated by an (unweighted or weigthed) additive
combination of information on the stimulus dimensions (e.g., Medin & Schaffer,
1978; Reed. 1973). That is, stimulus meaning arises from independent sources of
information. These models thus constitute a general class of independent cue
models (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978).

The classification models to be discussed shortly, however, assume that
classification performance is, largely or entirely, mediated by an lnteractive
combination of information on the stimulus dimensions. That is, stimulus meaning
arises largely or entirely from correspondent sources of information. These models
thus constitute a general class of correspondent cue models. .

To the extent that classification performance is mediated by correspondent cue
processes, the adequacy of independent cue models is impaired. This hinges on a
second inadequacy of the learning theory of attitudes as a general theory of
meaning.
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§ 2.1.2. Classification: correspondent cue models

A belief hierarchy as viewed by the learning theory of attitudes is a summary
description of an object by features. each of which is accompanied by the
probability of being associated with the Object. The theory implies that the
appraisal of stimulus meaning exclusively relies on drawing inferences from
independent cues. However. stimulus meaning may also be appraised by drawing
additional inferences from correspondent cues.

Relational frequency model (RFREQ)
This model is a natural extension of the SFREQ model. It assumes that. in

addition to frequencies with which features are associated with an object. one
abstracts out frequencies with which conjunctions of features are associated with
an object (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth. 1977; Neumann, 1974; Reitman & Bower.
1973). In addition to simple frequencies (with 01. 02, 03 and 04 as sources of
evidence). then. one represents relational frequencies (with 0102. 0103, 0104.
02D3, 0204, D304. 010203. 0102D4, 010304.020304, DI020304 as
sources of evidence). The conjunctions of features for which the relational
frequencies are abstracted out are referred to as feature compounds.

Relational probability model (RPROB)
The previous discussion of the RFREQ model applies mutatis mutandis to the

....."'RPROll"fDodel, with the obvious adaptation that probabilities rather than
frequencies are abstracted out.

Context model (CONTEXT)
The previous models assume that a conceptual representation is a summary

description of an object by features and conjunctions of features and that each
feature or conjunction of features is accompanied by the frequency or probability
with which it is associated with the object. The interactive combination of evidence
occurs by abstracting out conjunctions of features (compounding). The CONTEXT
model, in contrast, assumes that a concept is a set of exemplars. The interactive
combination of evidence occurs when the similarity of a stimulus to the exemplars
is assessed.

According to the CONTEXT model, when a stimulus (for example. a blue
tractor) is presented in some context and some event (for example. the
classification assignment) occurs. information concerning the stimulus. the context
and the event are stored together in memory. For retrieval of information
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concerning the event, then, both the stimulus and the context must be activated
simultaneously. A change in either the stimulus or the context can impair the
accessibility of information associated with both. Furthermore, a particular
component of a stimulus serves a cue function and acts as context for the other
cues. ') For example, blue is part of the context in which the tractor appears.
Thus, generalization along the vehicle dimension is not independent of color. This
nonindependence is an important constraint on the accessibility of stored
information. When a stimulus is presented to be classified, it acts as a retrieval cue
to access information concerning similar stimuli stored in memory. Information
on the dimensions comprising the stimuli in some context is assumed to be
J;ombinedjn_aILinteractiYe,JpecificaUy_a multiplicative.imanner jo assess.the, _
similarity of two stimuli.

According to the CONTEXT model, classification performance varies with the
number of stored stimuli that are highly similar to a particular stimulus (e.g.,
Medin & Schaffer, 1978). This density effect may be illustrated with reference to
Figure 1. Although it may be inappropriate to assume that the dimensions have
equal salience (Medin & Schwanenflugel, 1981; Medin & Smith, 1981), two
stimuli are defined as highly similar if they differ in value on only one dimension
(e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978). Figure 1 reveals that stimulus A2 is highly
similar to two other stimuli in the target category (A3 and AS), while it is not
highly similar to any stimulus in the contrasting category. Stimulus AS, however,
is highly similar to only one stimulus in the target category (A2), while it is highly
similar to two stimuli in the contrasting category (B3 and B4). The CONTEXT
model thus predicts that stimulus A2 is easier to classify than stimulus AS. This
prediction is consistent with the RFREQ and RPROB model.

Sensitivity to density effects characterizes the CONTEXT model in some sense
as a configural model (Medin, 1983; Medin et aI., 1984). Although the model
does not imply any compounding process (as the RFREQ and RPROB model do)
or any primary process of forming unitary impressions (as Gestalt theory would
do), the model does imply that the features in the entire classification context are
important for retrieval of associative information (Medin & Reynolds, 1985).
Since independent cue models are insensitive to such density effects (Medin, 1983;
Medin & Reynolds, 1985), these models arrive at an opposite prediction

8 The CONTEXT model derives its name from the notion that stimulus
components act as context for one another, not from the notion of context-
dependency as developed in this introduction.
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concerning stimulus A2 and AS. A rough and ready verification would be that,
whereas both stimuli share the same average number of features with the
exemplars stored for category B, stimulus AS shares an average of more than two
features with the exemplars stored for category A and stimulus A2 shares an
average of exactly two features with the exemplars stored for category A (Smith
& Medin, 1981).

In the CONTEXT model, the similarity of two cues on a dimension is
represented by a parameter whose value can range between 0 and 1, with 1
representing maximum similarity. For example, the similarity of a yellow car and
a blue tractor on the stimulus dimensions would be represented by a parameter c
for color similarity and a parameter v for vehicle similarity. Applying the
multiplicative rule, the overall similarity of the yellow car and the blue tractor
would be equal to cv. If the vehicle differences were very large (i.e., v .. 0), then
color differences would not affect classification performance, since cv "" 0
regardless of the value of c (Medin & Schaffer, 1978).

The similarity parameters in the CONTEXT model are assumed to be a
function of (1) the relevance of the stimulus dimensions in an effective context
(referred to as diagnosticity of the dimensions) and (2) the psychological difference
between the features on the respective dimensions (also referred to as the
discriminability of the features). The parameter c for color similarity, for example,
would be larger if the two colors were yellow and red than if the two colors were
yellow and blue, since yellow is presumably more similar to red than to blue

. - (Medili & Schaffer, 1978).
Assuming that the similarity parameters in the CONTEXT model are a

function of similarity relationships among the features basically amounts to
conceding that features are concepts rather than neat elements. If colors were neat
elements, yellow should be no more similar to red than to blue; anyone element
should simply be "different" from another. Since the similarity among colors does
depend on the colors being compared, features on a color dimension seem to be
decomposable into dimensions themselves (Medin & Shoben, 1988). To represent
any color, three psychological dimensions are actually required: hue, saturation
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and brightness.'} That is, any feature on the color dimension is itself a concept
and psychological theory is required to account for its formation. In the
CONTEXT model, however, the similarity among features (and thus among
colors) is a major unknown.

Rather than viewing it specifically as a determinant of the similarity
parameters in the CONTEXT model, the discriminability of features on stimulus
dimensions should in general be regarded as an alternative determinant of feature
salience.

Attitude and image: toward a general theory of stimulus meaning (2)
-The general.theory of stimulus meaning_de'lelopediD-JhisJntroouc.tion does _

not exclude correspondent cue processing from the notion of attitude by allowing
the function f in equation (217) to be any function that satisfies the criterion of
context-independency. Thus, the function f may be given by, for example, the
RPROB model. Fishbein's learning theory, however, does exclude correspondent
cue processes from the notion of attitude by assuming that the salience of a feature
in the determination of stimulus meaning is a function of the probability with
which it is associated with some object regardless of its relation with the other
features in the belief hierarchy. The independent cue assumption would clearly be
inadequate in order to account for successful classification performance in response
to the stimulus structure in Figure 2. In this structure, each feature is associated
with either object with a probability at chance level. Thus, independent cue
processing as described by, for example, the ASPROB or MSPROB model would
not make object A and object B discriminable aspects of a person's world.
However, discriminatory knowledge would be acquired by abstracting out the
probability with which feature compounds are associated with either object.

9 Hue changes primarily with wavelength (with the exception that the greys,
including black and white, depend on an appropriate mix of complementary colors
and do not change with the wavelengths of the constituents of these mixes),
saturation changes primarily with spectral location or composition (where grey
corresponds to zero saturation) and brightness changes primarily with intensity of
the physical wave (where black corresponds to zero brightness; see Lindsay &
Norman, 1977).
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Figure 2 Stimulus structure: configural evidence.
category A Category 8
D1 D2 D3 D4 Dl D2 D3 D4

Al a 0 0 1 81 0 0 0 0
A2 0 0 1 1 82 0 1 1 1
A3 0 1 1 0 83 1 0 1 1
A4 1 0 0 0 84 1 1 0 0
AS 1 1 0 1
A6 1 1 1 0

Suppose that the categories in Figure 2 represent two car brands. Car brand
A is a category of six designs and brand B is a category of four designs. Every
design is defined by four features, each of which is a realization of a dimensional
value 1 or 0, respectively: small or large size (Dl), presence or absence of a
drawing bracket (02), high or low maintenance costs (03) presence or absence of
head-rests (04).

In response to the stimulus structure in Figure 2, four two-feature compounds
(11, 10,01 and (0) may be formed out of each of six sources of evidence (DID2,

. DIDl,.D1D4-..D2D3, D2D4 and, D3D4.).. In the representation of object A, there
are two equiprobable feature compounds for each source of evidence or
dimensional combination: 10 and 01 (the odd compounds) and 11 and 00 (the even
compounds). These compounds are associated with object A with a probability of
either 113 or 116. The feature compounds are associated with object B with a
(chance level) probability of 114, except for those compounds formed by
combination of dimension 3 and 4. By combining these dimensions, the odd and
even compounds are associated with object B with a probability of 0 and 1/2,
respectively.

The two-feature compounds yield a good deal of discriminatory knowledge
about the objects. A simple probability process implies that, for example, the
salience of high maintenance costs in isolation is as salient with regard to object
A as it is with regard to object B and that the salience of head-rests in isolation is
as salient with regard to object A as it is with regard to object B. The probability
that either feature is associated with either object is 112. A relational probability
process implies that the combination of high maintenance costs and head-rests is
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less salient with regard to object A than it is with regard to object B. The
probability with which this feature compound is associated with object A is only
1/6, whereas the probability with which it is associated with object B is 112.
Evidently, compounding high maintenance costs and head-rests yields
discriminatory knowledge about the objects.

Exclusive reliance on simple probabilities would enforce chance level
classification performance in response to the stimulus structure in Figure 2.
Simultaneous reliance on relational probabilities for two-feature compounds would
enforce highly accurate performance, although perfect performance would yet be
unattainable. The reason is that the conceptual evidence obtained from two-feature
compounds wouldJaV'oc stimulus A2 and-A4--being-assigned to-category B. -When - - -
simultaneously relying on relational probabilities for higher-order compounds,
however, these stimuli could also be correctly classified.

By assuming exclusive reliance on the prominence of features and conjunctions
of features, the RFREQ and RPROB model represent conflgural altitudes. When
adjusting its similarity parameters according to dimensional relevance in effective
context, the CONTEXT model can also represent configural images.

Analogous to the CVFREQ and CVPROB model, alternative compounding
models may be proposed according to which cue validities are computed both for
features and for conjunctions of features (Das-Smaal & De Swart, 1986). The
trouble is, however, that the classification processes would become increasingly
(and unrealistically) complex. With four stimulus dimensions, there are four
sources of evidence if features are represented but no less than fifteen soutces of
evidence if both features and feature compounds are represented. Conversion of
strengths of association (whether frequencies or probabilities) into cue validities
would seem unfeasible as a processing strategy.

When exclusively relying on two-feature compounds, perfect classification
performance in response to the stimulus structure in Figure 2 can be attained only
by appraising configural images (rather than configural attitudes) and only
according to an analytic rule. Dimension 3 and 4 are perfectly correlated in
category B. Perfect classification performance cannot be mediated, however, by
exclusive attention to these dimensions; although every stimulus of category B
would be correctly included as a member of its target category, stimulus A2 and
A4 would not be correctly excluded as nonmembers. When relying on two-feature
compounds, perfect classification performance can only be mediated by
simultaneous attention to dimension 1 and 2. In either subcategory of category B,
these dimensions are perfectly correlated. When simultaneously relying on this
source of evidence, stimulus A2 and A4 would be correctly excluded as
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nonmembers from the respective subcategories.

In terms of independency versus dependency of stimulus meaning on effective
context. the CONTEXT model can represent both attitudes and images. The model
represents images rather than attitudes if its similarity parameters are adjusted
according to dimensional relevance in effective context. The parameters may also
be adjusted. however. according to the similarity among features on the respective
dimensions. As recognized previously. assuming that the similarity parameters are
a function of similarity relationships among the features basically amounts to
conceding that features are concepts rather than neat elements. Viewed in this
way. the CONTEXT model initially simplifies the analysis of stimulus meaning
by treating the features as meaning elements and eventually tries to undo this
simplification by modifying free parameters representing the salience of the
features. Obviously. this procedure is adequate to the extent that the implications
of conceptual relationships among features for stimulus meaning can be fully
captured by modifications of feature salience. Hereafter. it is argued that this may
not be true in general: the conceptual relationships among features may be a major
determinant of the way concepts are formed and the way concepts are used. Rather
than that the CONTEXT model adequately specifies the principle of conceptual
representation and classification processing up to modifications of feature salience
as a function of conceptual relationships among features. it may be that these
relationships determine whether or not the CONTEXT model adequately specifies

...•. ~·the"·const'raints- on classification performance to begin with.
In general. a complete account of stimulus meaning may be unattainable on

the basis of the elementaristic assumption that stimulus meaning is a function of
feature salience. In what follows. it is argued that the adequacy of independent and
correspondent cue models in specifying constraints on classification performance
is impaired to the extent that conceptual relationships among features determine
conceptual representation and classification processing. This hinges on a third
inadequacy of the learning theory of attitudes as a general theory of meaning.

§ 2.1.3. Beyond current models of classification

A belief hierarchy as viewed by the learning theory of attitudes is a summary
description of an object by features. each of which is accompanied by the
probability of being associated with the object. The theory implies that the
appraisal of stimulus meaning exclusively relies on features as meaning elements.
However, stimulus meaning may rather be a function of relationships tbat exist
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among features as concepts. Furthermore, relationships may be established due to
a more general context than the effective context constituted of perceived
alternatives to the object.

Interproperty relationships
The current models of classification share implicit assumptions that severely

limit their ability to specify general constraints on classification performance (see
Wattenmaker, Dewey, Murphy & Medin. 1986).

First. the models assume that instances of the categories can be analyzed in
terms of component features and that these components can be thought of as

- - ------IDdependenLoLone-.another.-Altbough-cor-respondent--eue-models-are-based-en-an- --
interactive combination of information from the component cue dimensions, these
models nonetheless assume that at one level of analysis the components can be
considered as independent. For example, the compounding models require a prior
decomposition into independent features before compounding.

Second, the models assume that the psychological dimensions map directly
onto the physical dimensions. A comparison between independent and
correspondent cue models, for example, is not about the psychological dimensions
that are relevant but rather about the particular combination of information that is
present on the physical dimensions.

Third, the models assume that conceptual representation and classification
processes do not depend on the particular realization of some stimulus structure.
For example, conceptual representation and classification processes are
characterized by strict independence in case of independent cue models and by
simple co-occurrence in case of correspondent cue models.

In a sense, prior assumptions are derivatives of a fourth assumption, which
is that features are the "primitives" of conceptual knowledge (e.g., Murphy &
Medin, 1985) or, similarly, the "atoms" of meaning (Armstrong et aI., 1983). The
models assume that features are neat elements without any internal and external
structure, whereas concepts are the complex structures holding these features
together.

The trouble with this assumption is that there are no a priori means for
distinguishing between a concept and Ii feature, for any feature can itself be treated
as a concept (Barsalou, 1987; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Murphy, 1988; Ortony,
1979; Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977; Smith & Medin, 1981). Furthermore, it is
doubtful whether features are psychologically more primitive than the concepts
they are assumed to compose. As succinctly stated by Armstrong et a1. (1983),
"concepts do not seem to decompose, except into each other" (p. 304). Although
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there must be elaborate and intricate relations within and between concepts, it is
not clear that some concepts are the building blocks of meaning and most other
concepts are not.

The present position is, then, (1) that features may be complex concepts with
both internal structure and external structure and (2) that conceptual relationships
among features (alternatively referred to as interproperty relationshlpsy may add
to the structure of an otherwise unorganized set of elements and thus add to the
well-structuredness or coherence of the concept the features serve to characterize
(cf. Medin & Wattenmaker, 1987; Medin, Wattenmaker & Hampson, 1987;
Murphy & Medin, 1985; Wattenmaker et al., 1988).

For present purposes, focus on dimension 1 and 2 of the stimulus structure in
Figure 2. Across the designs of brand A, a small size tends to go together with the
presence of a drawing bracket and a large size tends to go together with the
absence of a drawing bracket. Across the designs of brand B, however, small or
large size is unrelated to presence or absence of a drawing bracket. At the
elementaristic level, this is the configural evidence on Dl and D2 that may
mediate classification performance.

Beyond the elementaristic level, however, the features on these dimensions
may be functionally related to a "freight traffic" concept. Rather than a small car
with a drawing bracket, a person may perceive a passenger car that can be made
suitable for freight traffic by attaching a trailer to it; rather than a large car
without a drawing bracket, the person may perceive a delivery van that is suitable

- " ",0'" for frei'gbt'1raffic by design: Similarly; the 'features may be related to a "holiday
trip" concept. Rather than a small car with a drawing bracket, a person, may
perceive a passenger car that can be made suitable for a holiday trip by attaching
a caravan to it; rather than a large car without a drawing bracket. the person may
perceive a camper that is suitable for a holiday trip by design.

The point is that such interproperty relationships may determine to a
considerable extent how, in response to the stimulus structure in Figure 2,
concepts are formed and bow the concepts are used. It may be argued that, in both
the freight traffic and the holiday trip example, the interproperty relationships
would induce correspondent cue processing of relatively salient evidence on
dimension 1 and 2. Accordingly, the interproperty relationships should a priori
favor the general class of correspondent cue models in specifying the constraints
on classification performance.

Importantly, it may be counterargued that the general class of independent cue
models is not disfavored in the examples given. The interproperty relationships
may be represented by including "suitable for freight traffic" and "unsuitable for
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freight traffic" (or, analogously, "suitable for a holiday trip" and "unsuitable for
a holiday trip") as features into the models. The features would be associated with
category A with a probability of 2/3 and 113, respectively; both features would be
associated with category B with a (chance level) probability of 112. This
procedure, however, would undermine both the notion of primitive features and
the ability of elementaristic models to specify constraints on classification
performance in terms of features (cf. Roth & Shoben, 1983; Wattenmakeret aI.,
1986).

The conclusion is, then, that interproperty relationships may be major a
determinant of how concepts are formed and how the concepts are used. To the
extent that this is true, elementaristic models are adeAAate in specifrjng constraints __
on classification performance only by virtue of incorporating structural
isomorphisms to interpropetty relationships.

Interproperty relationships established due to general context
Rather than being incorporated in the concept that a person has of an object,

interproperty relationships may be established due to context.
Current models of classification identify the same constraints on classification

performance across contexts and, by implication, only one type of interproperty
relationship (Wattenmaker et al., 1986). Independent and correspondent cue
models, for example, are adequate to the extent that interproperty relationships are
compatible with strict independence and simple co-occurrence, respectively.
According to Wattenmaker et al., a context and the interproperty relationship
established due to the context may favor one general class of models in accounting
for classification performance vis-a-vis some stimulus structure.

In the present argument, "context" refers to a more general context than the
effective context constituted of perceived alternatives to the object. Assuming that
stimulus meaning is independent of effective context, then, it must be found out
whether stimulus meaning is also independent of general context before it can be
concluded, in the present terminology, that a person appraises an attitude toward
the stimulus rather than that he appraises an image of it. The person appraises an
attitude if the meaning response to the stimulus is triggered only by the focal
concept, whereas he appraises an image if the meaning response is also triggered
by nonfocal concepts extraneous to the effective domain.

General contexts, then, may induce images by establishing certain
interproperty relationships. Elementaristic models are adequate in representing this
type of meaning appraisal to the extent that interproperty relationships are
compatible with the structural characteristics of the models.
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Consider again the linearly separable categories in Figure I, representing
designs of two car brands. When the car designs are presented out of context,
many interproperty relationships are possible but none is particularly salient. But
what would happen if, for example, some general context would serve as a
common factor to every feature in the stimulus structure'? Suppose that a "city
traffic" concept would be presented as a general context to the stimulus structure.
The features on the different dimensions could be independently related to this
context and, according to Wattenmaker et al., this would induce a summing
strategy. In the present example, a person would sum the features of a car design
to assess its overall suitability for city traffic. A car that is typically suited for city
traffic is small and is equiped with a catalyser, five doors and two side mirrors;
a car that is typically unsuited for city traffic. has the opposite characteristics.
Thus, the relation that the features on different dimensions have to each other
would be deemphasized in favor of the relation that the features have to the
general context. The interproperty relationship would be established to the extent
that the features of the cars are conceived of as functional or dysfunctional for city
traffic.

Wattenmaker et al. argue that the summing strategy should favor the general
class of independent cue models. The present contention is, however, that it may
be possible to be more specific about the constraints on classification performance
under presence of a factor that is common to every feature in some stimulus
structure. It may be possible, then, to predict that the summing strategy favors a
subset df'independent cue models.

Suppose that the features are equally functional or dysfunctional for city
traffic; in other words, suppose that the features add to or subtract from a car's
suitability for city traffic equally much. It is thus reasonable to expect that, under
presence of the city traffic context, each car design is projected onto a single
dimension so that cars of brand A can readily be grouped on the positive
("suitable") side of psychological space and cars of brand B can be grouped on the
negative ("unsuitable") side. It can, in other words, be expected that the general
context induces a singular image of each car design, where singularity refers to
a summation of conceptual evidence on the dimensions spanning psychological
space weighted according to their diagnosticity (see also § 2.1.1.). Accordingly,
the general context should favor the W AVDIS and WPROTO model in specifying
the constraints on classification performance.

The preceding argument has implications for both the conceptual
representations and the classification processes to be expected under presence of
the general context.
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On the one hand, there are implications for the classification processes. For
example, both the W AVDIS model and the CONTEXT model assume an exemplar
representation of categories and, if appropriate adjustments of similarity
parameters are made, both models incorporate diagnosticity. The W A VDIS model,
however, assumes a summation of conceptual evidence, whereas the CONTEXT
model assumes a multiplication of evidence.

On the other hand, there are implications for the conceptual representations.
For example, both the WA VDIS model and the CVPROB model assume a
summation of conceptual evidence and an operation by which each piece of
evidence is weighted according to its relevance in effective context. The W A VDIS
QlQdel. however, assumes a spatial r~resentation of cate~ries._During
classification, the dimensions spanning the psychological space receive the weights.
As pointed out previously, there effectively remains a onedimensional space after
the weighting procedure. The CVPROB model assumes a nonspatial representation
of categories. During classification, the features appearing on the car dimensions
receive their unique weights. The conceptual evidence basically remains
multidimensional. To the extent that the city traffic context truly serves as a
common factor to every feature in the stimulus structure, it is reasonable to expect
that the WA VDIS model outperforms the CVPROB model; the W AVDIS model
is able to represent a "suitability for city traffic" dimension, whereas the CVPROB
model fails to represent onedimensional evidence. Despite the fairly great
specificity of prediction that is gained by the present considerations, the predicted
effect leaves one degree of freedom; the city traffic context may induce a 'spatial
representation of either exemplars C'N A VDIS) or prototypes f'NPROTO).

The conclusion is, then, that interproperty relationships may be established
due to the general context in which stimuli are encountered and that, accordingly,
the adequacy of elementaristic models in specifying constraints on classification
performance may be context-dependent.

Attitude and image: toward a general theory of stimulus meaning (3)
In the present subsection, the demarcation of the attitude and image construct

in terms of context-independency versus context-dependency of stimulus meaning
has been extended beyond a strictly elementaristic perspective.

First, it has been argued that interproperty relationships may be major a
determinant of how concepts are formed and how the concepts are used. To the
extent that this is true, elementaristic models are adequate in specifying the
constraints on stimulus meaning only by virtue of incorporating structural
isomorphisms to the interproperty relationships. The implication is that stimulus
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meaning may rather be a function of the salience of conceptual relationships
among features than of the salience of features per se.

Second, it has been argued that interproperty relationships may be established
due to the general context in which stimuli are encountered and that, accordingly,
the adequacy of elementaristic models in specifying constraints on classification
performance may be context-dependent. The implication is that the distinction
between attitude and image may not readily map onto a taxonomy of elementaristic
models in terms of context-independency versus context-dependency of stimulus
meaning. At the elementaristic level, it is rather straightforward to distinguish
between attitude models (representing independency of effective context; for
example, the UA VDIS and UPROTO model) and image models (representing
dependency on effective context; for example, the W AVDIS and WPROTO
model). Beyond the elementaristic level, however, any model may be an image
model if its structurally isomorphic to the interproperty relationships that are
established due to general context.

A situation in which all models are structurally isomorphic to the interproperty
relationships that are established due to general context is one in which the
implications of the interproperty relationships for stimulus meaning can be fully
captured by modifications of feature salience. Such a situation is likely to occur
when general context affects the relationship among features on only one stimulus
dimension. Out of context, it may be perceived as a merely technical aspect of a
car to be equiped with a catalyser or not. In a "polution policy" context, however,

." .. ,' the psychological difference between presence and absence of a catalyser may be
increased due to the environmental aspect that is established. In response to the car
designs represented by Figure I, only the catalyser dimension may be affected by
this general context. The implications for the appraisal of stimulus meaning can
be captured by uniquely selecting out the catalyser dimension and modifying the
salience of its features. Any model doing this would thus be structurally
isomorphic to the interproperty relationship that is established. The general context
would not favor any model or any subset of models (at least, in theory).
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At the elementaristic level, the relevance of dimensions for perceiving stimuli
in some general context (also referred to as selectivity; see Smith et aI., 1988)
should be recognized as an alternative determinant of feature salience. Throughout
the entire discussion, then, four determinants of feature salience have' been
identified. In order of appearance,

(1) PROMINENCE

------SALXENC~~---

(2) RELEVANCE IN EFFECTIVE CONTEXT
(DIAGNOSTICITY)

(3) DISCRIMINABILITY

(4) RELEVANCE IN GENERAL CONTEXT
(SELECTIVITY)

Stimulus meaning is referred to as attitude when neither (2) nor (4) determines its
appraisal; stimulus meaning is referred to as image otherwise.

The theoretical developments at the elementaristic level have yielded a
taxonomy of four general types of stimulus meaning. The taxonomy has been
obtained by considering two aspects of meaning: configurality and context-
dependency. In view of the elementaristic assumption that stimulus meaning is a
function of feature salience, the taxonomy basically contains four general classes
of principles for relating stimulus meaning to feature salience. With regard to the
aspect of configurality, the classes are different in assuming either that stimulus
meaning is a function of the salience of independent cues (features in isolation) or
that it is also a function of the salience of correspondent cues (features in
combination with one another). With regard to the aspect of context-dependency,
the classes are different in assuming either that the salience of cues is a function
of the prominence of the cues in the focal concept (the concept with reference to
which the meaning of the stimulus is being appraised) or that it is also a function
of the contextual relevance of the cues. The salience of cues may be a function of
relevance in effective context (diagnosticity) or of relevance in general context
(selectivity). Fishbein's learning theory belongs to the general class of principles
specifying nonconfigural and context-independent meaning. This general class of
principles is adequate to the extent that stimulus meaning is a function of the
prominence of independent cues in the representation of the focal concept.
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With determinant (4), it is recognized that stimulus meaning may be dependent
on general context, which seems particularly relevant in a consumer setting. A
choice alternative is often encountered in the context of a promotional campaign
with some selling proposition. The consumer has an attitude toward any choice
alternative if he appraises its meaning only with reference to the conceptual
knowledge about the choice alternative itself; the consumer has an image of the
choice alternative if he appraises its meaning also with reference to the conceptual
knowledge about the selling proposition.

With determinant (3), the elementaristic enterprise recognizes its potential
limitations in treating features as meaning elements. As concepts, features may
have relationships among each other that determine the appraisal of stimulus
meaning. In some cases, it may be possible to completely capture the implications
of interpropterty relationships for stimulus meaning by modifications of feature
salience. In other cases, however, it may be insufficient to assume quantitative
changes in feature salience and it may be necessary to assume qualitative changes
in conceptual representation and classification processing to fully capture the
implications of interpropterty relationships for stimulus meaning.

The central issue in the study to be reported shortly is whether a general
context serving as a common factor to every feature in some stimulus structure
induces a singular image of each stimulus in that structure. Specifically, the
question is whether the city traffic context favors the W AVDIS and WPROTO
model in specifying the constraints on classification performance in response to the

,,,-w"car'designs'represented by Figure'}: The adequacy of the classification models in
specifying constraints on classification performance is assessed in terms of the
power to predict the relative accuracy with which stimuli are classified, either in
the learning phase or in the transfer phase (see § 2.1.1.).

An additional issue is whether the induction of singular images facilitates the
appraisal of stimulus meaning. Facilitation can be expected because the appraisal
of singular images capitalizes on the linear separability of the categories in Figure
1. The question is, then, whether the city traffic context enhances the ease of
appraising the meaning of the car designs. In the study to be reported, the ease of
appraising stimulus meaning is assessed in terms of overall accuracy of
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classification performance, either in the learning phase or in the transfer phase. I~

§ 2.1.4. Fishbein: subjective prominence of features

It is conceivable that, due to the enhanced accuracy of classification
performance, the general context also enhances a person's accuracy in giving clues
concerning the probability that features are associated with the car brands. Strictly
according to Fishbein's learning theory, enhanced accuracy of probability ratings
should be directly mediated by quantitative changes in the belief hierarchies
representing the car brands. Following the present reasoning, however, the

----enllanGed----aGG\lt'aGy-of'---probability--ratings---wookl----be--inclffeetly-mediated-by----
qualitative changes in conceptual representation of the car brands and processing
of car designs during classification.

10 It may be argued that the appraisal of stimulus meaning would be facilitated
by any general context, regardless of whether it induces singular images of the car
designs or not. Just adding information may be critical. Although the forthcoming
study does not include control procedures for this possibility, it seems unlikely in
theory. If, for example, the "polution policy" concept would be added as a general
context to the car designs in Figure 1, it would probably boost the salience of the
catalyser dimension. Due to the low diagnosticity of the catalyser dimension.
however, the polution policy context would probably reduce the ease of appraising
the meaning of the car designs and thus reduce, rather than enhance, the accuracy
of classification performance. This would imply that inducing specific constraints
on the appraisal of stimulus meaning is critical.
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§ 2.2. STUDY 1

§ 2.2.1. Hypotheses

Central to Study 1 is the notion that the city traffic context induces a singular
image of the car designs. Hypothesis A specifies this effect of the general context
on the conceptual representation of the car brands and the processes involved in
classifying car designs that are encountered.

A. The city traffic context favors independent cue models incorporating
diagnosticity-weighting (the W A VDIS and WPROTO model) in specifying the
constraints on classification performance.

Of additional interest in Study 1 are three criteria (accuracy of learning
performance, accuracy of transfer performance and accuracy of probability rating)
that should vary with contextual condition (absence or presence of the city traffic
context) as specified by the following hypotheses.

B. Induction of a singular image of the car designs enhances the classification
accuracy during learning.

C. Induction of a singular image of the car designs enhances the classification
accuracy during transfer.

D. The accuracy of probability rating varies with the accuracy of classification
performance.

§ 2.2.2. Method

Respondents
Fourty undergraduate students participated in the experiment. The participants

were solicited through a short announcement of an experiment on product
classification before the coffee break of introductory economy and law courses.
During the break, those who wished to participate were enabled to sign up for the
experiment. Twenty volunteers were randomly assigned to lout of 2 contextual
conditions. A session lasted about 1 hour, including debriefing. The respondents
were paid 10 guilders for participating.
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Stimuli
The stimulus structure for both contextual conditions is shown in Figure 1.

The stimuli were semantic descriptions of cars, displayed on an approximately 18
cm x 24 cm screen of a personal computer. The features comprising a description
were presented underneath each other, justified to the left margin. The features
realizing dimensional value 1 and 0, respectively, were: small or large size (DI),
presence or absence of a catalyser (D2), five or four doors (D3) and two side
mirrors or one side mirror (D4). Fictional brand names corresponded with
category.A and category B. The brand names were displayed in the top left hand
and the top right hand comer of the screen throughout the learning and transfer

-------Ilphase-ot"--the-e'XpeFiment-(deseribed below). The nammg-of-the-categories-was- --
counterbalanced across respondents, so that cars that were named Adryl for half
of the respondents were named Boyda for the other half and vice versa.

Procedure
Individual sessions were administered by computer. A session consisted of 3

tasks, each of which is described in tum.

(1) Learning performance. At the beginning of the learning task, respondents
were informed that they would be presented with several descriptions of cars,
corresponding to several car designs, and that they should determine to which of
two fictional brands each of these designs belonged. It was emphasized that
classification should be based on the entire description of the cars and not only on
one feature, since no single feature would in all cases occur for a particular brand.
Respondents were guaranteed that they would not be fooled; whenever a particular
car were appropriately assigned to brand A, it would be appropriate to assign it
to brand A when presented another time. it was further pointed out that it would
initially be rather difficult to classify the cars and that classification would
probably amount to guessing. Eventually, however, it would become easier, since
corrective feedback would be given after each classification. Finally, respondents
were informed that this part of the experiment would be rather difficult and that
they should not be discouraged by poor performance in the early stages.

These were the instructions employed in both control condition and
experimental condition. The respondents in the experimental condition received
additional information. They were advised :hElt this part of the experiment might
be easier if they would bear in mind that cars of one oi:!...nd were more suitable for
city traffic than cars of the other brand.

The training procedure involved various runs through the nine ic.'!!"Ding
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stimuli, without any obvious break between the ending of one run and the
beginning of another. A respondent was presented with the car descriptions one
at a time. The order in which stimuli were presented was randomized across runs
and the order in which the dimensions were displayed on the screen was
randomized across trials. A respondent was asked to press the 'arrow-to-the-left'
(' <-') key in order to assign a car to brand A and to press the 'arrow-to-the-right'
('-> ') key in order to assign a car to brand B. Upon pressing a key, corrective
feedback immediately appeared on the screen. Both the car description and the
feedback remained on the screen during 2.5 seconds. Then the screen was cleared
and remained empty during 1 second. Training continued until a respondent had
either reached the maximum of 20 runs or met the learning criterion of 2
consecutive errorless runs.

(2) Transfer performance, Immediately after training, respondents were
informed that they would be presented again with several descriptions of cars,
some of which had not been involved in the first part of the experiment, and that
they should determine to which of the two brands each of these cars belonged. It
was noted that they should judge from what was learned about the brands in the
first part of the experiment and, furthermore, that no feedback would be given this
time. It was stressed that, after deciding to which brand a particular car belonged,
the appropriate key should be pressed as soon as possible:')

Respondents in the experimental condition again were advised to bear in mind
that cars of one brand were more suitable for city traffic than cars of the other
brand.

The procedure involved 1 run through the sixteen learning and transfer
stimuli. The order in which stimuli were presented was randomized across
respondents and the order in which the dimensions were displayed on the screen
was randomized across trials. Upon responding, the car description remained on
the screen during 1 second. Then the screen was cleared and remained empty
during another second. After this 2 second break, a text appeared on the screen:
'press <spacebar> to continue'. Upon pressing the spacebar, a dot was written
on the screen where, in the subsequent trial, the first character of the car

11 This direction was included to examine whether classification responses were
made faster under presence than under absence of the city traffic context. As it
turned out, the effects were unreliable. Latency of classification responses is,
therefore, not considered any further in this study.
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description would appear. After 2.5 seconds, the dot was replaced by the
following car description.

(3) Probability rating, The eight features comprising the stimuli are associated
with each brand with a particular probability, which is shown in Table 1. For
example, the entry at the crossing of V1 and D 1 in category A reveals that cars
of brand A are small size in 80% of the cases.

Table 1 Objective feature probabilities
(D = Dimension; V = Value) • --------

Category A Category B

D1 02 03 D4 01 02 03 D4
V1 O.SO 0.60 0.80 0.60 V1 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.25
VO 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.40 VO 0.75 0.50 0.75 0.75

Immediately after transfer, respondents were asked to rate features according to
probability of occurrence for either brand. It was stressed that, once the
appropriate judgement was arrived at, it should be expressed as soon as

•• - 12)possible. ,
For each brand separately, 4 features were rated for probability of association

on a scale ranging from 1 (very low) through 7 (very high). The features were
rated one at a time. The orckr in which the corresponding dimensions were
presented was randomized across tria;;. At the beginning of each trial, a flickering
'X' sign appeared on the fourth position !:II t!te rating scale.

12 This direction was included to examine whether probability ratings were
made faster under presence than under absence of the city traffic context. The
effects were unreliable. Latency of probability ratings is, therefore, not considered
any further in this study.
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x

The probability that feature (X] occurs for brand
(X or Y] is:

very
low

very
high

Respondents could move the flickering 'X' sign along the rating scale by pressing
the ' < -' and •- >' key and record an appropriate rating by pressing < enter> .
Upon recording, the 'X' sign stopped flickering and the screen remained
unchanged during 1 second. Then it was cleared and stayed empty during another
second. After this break of 2 seconds, a text appeared on the screen: 'press
<spacebar> to continue'. Upon pressing the spacebar, a dot was written on the
screen where, in the following trial, the first character of the scale would appear.
After 2.5 seconds, the dot was replaced by the following appearance of the scale.

A seven-point scale was used so that each feature probability objectively
present in the stimulus structure (see Table 1) could be uniquely located on the
scale. This is shown in Table 2, together with the (unequal) intervals between the
objective feature probabilities.

Table 2 Objective feature probabilities located on
a seven-point scale with unequal intervals.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7oJo ,--l ~ ~ ,--l ~ ~0.25 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.75 0.80I I I I L--.J I I I I I I
0.05 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.05

The order in which the brands were rated was counterbalanced across
respondents. Furthermore, the selection of features was constrained by the
requirement that a respondent should rate each brand for being associated with two
features realizing dimensional value 1 and two features realizing dimensional value
O. By this constraint, there are 6 schemes for feature selection. These are
summarized in Table 3. For each respondent and for each brand, a random
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number between 1 and 6 was generated and this number fixed feature selection.

Table 3 Schemes for feature selection.
01 02 03 04

1 1 1 0 0
2 1 0 1 03 1 0 0 1
4 0 1 1 0
5 0 1----0--1
6 0 0 1 1

§ 2.2.3. Results

The results are presented for each of the three tasks in turn. For each of the
two classification tasks. the results are presented in two separate parts. The first
part is reserved for investigating the accuracy of classification performance, thus
testing hypothesis B (pertaining to the learning performance) and hypothesis C
(pertaining to the transfer performance). The second part is reserved for
investigating the constraints on classification performance through model fitting.
thus testing hypothesis A. For the probability rating task, only the accuracy of
performance is investigated (thus testing hypothesis D). In testing the various
hypotheses, converging evidence is sought if possible.

Learning performance: accuracy
Consistent with hypothesis B, the overall tendency was that learning

performance was more accurate under presence than under absence of the city
traffic context.

Sixty percent of the respondents in the experimentai condition met the learning
criterion, compared to 40% of the respondents in the control cG:!tjition.

The mean number of runs was 15.25 in the experimental condition, compared
to 17.35 in the control condition. This difference in mean number of runs.
however. was insignificant (F (1, 38) = 2.00, MS. = 22.06, p > 0.10).
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Mean number of errors during are presented in Table 4, broken down by
learning condition (CON or EXP) and learning stimulus.

Table 4 Mean errors during learning.

Condition

Entire
Stimulus Sample CON EXP

Category A

Al 0111 4.825 5.050 4.6.00
A2 1010 5.825 5.800 5.850
A3 1011 3.975 5.650 2.300
A4 1101 4.900 7.550 2.250
A5 1110 3.875 4.650 3.100

23.400 2S.700 lS.100

Category B

B1 0000 3.075 4.600 1.550
B2 0001 4.750 5.800 3.700
B3 0110 5.S00 7.300 4.300
B4 1100 8.675 7.600 9.750

22.300 25.300 19.300

45.700 54.000 37.400

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that the main effect of the between-
subjects factor (contextual condition) on the number of errors during learning was
significant (F (1, 38) = 5.80, MS. = 52.75, p < 0.05), suggesting that learning
performance was more accurate under presence than under absence of the city
traffic context. The main effect of the within-subjects factor (learning stimulus)
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was highly significant (F (S.80, 220.24) = 9.28, MS. = 11.26, p < 0.001).Jl)
There was also a highly significant condition by stimulus interaction effect (F
(5.80, 220.24) = 4.29, P < 0.001), suggesting that the relative accuracy with
which the stimuli were classified varied with contextual condition. This finding
would imply that the constraints on learning performance varied with contextual
condition (see § 2.1.1.).

Learning performance: constraints
According to hypothesis A, a speci fie subset of independent cue models should

be favored in accounting for classification performance under presence of the city
traf.fic--cont~-.---As--a---f'~ugh-appro-ximation-;-then, it might-fiTSt-i>e-mvesttgatea -----
whether the city traffic context enforced an increased reliance on independent cue
processing rather than correspondent cue processing. The contrast between
stimulus A2 and AS in producing classification errors constitutes a critical test in
this regard (see § 2.1.2.). In the entire sample, stimulus AS was easier to learn
than stimulus A2. This main effect was highly significant (F (1, 38) = 12.61, MS

c= 6.03, P < 0.001). Furthermore, the means in Table 4 would suggest that
stimulus AS was easier to learn in the experimental condition than in the control
condition and that the reverse was true for stimulus A2.14) Nonetheless, this
interaction effect was insignificant (F (1,38) = 2.12, p > 0.10). Only directional
confirmation was obtained, then, of the general suggestion that the city traffic
context enforced an increased reliance on independent cue processing rather than
correspondent cue processing.

More specific suggestions concerning the principles of conceptual
representation and classification processing may be tested by fitting classification
models to the learning data (see § 2.1.1.). It should be acknowledged, however,
that the predictions derived from the classification models arc! based on

13 Here and hereafter, violations of the sphericity assumption are corrected for
by using the Huynh & Feldt test with a reduced number of degrees of freedom
(see Edwards, 1985).

I. It should be noted, however, that stimulus A2 was harder to learn in both
contextual conditions. In conflict with previous findings reported by Medin and his
associates (Medin et aI., 1984; Medin et aI., 1983; Medin & Schaffer, 1978),
then, stimulus A2 was 1101 easier to learn than stimulus AS under absence of the
city traffic context.
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representational assumptions, whereas learning performance should to a certain
extentbe seen as a manifestation of the process by which those representations are
formed. Even if it is assumed that the representations are formed rather early in
the learning process and that subsequent errors result from making incorrect or
incompletecomputations and summarizations of conceptual evidence, errors made
in the initial stages of the learning process would be more appropriately attributed
to guessing (Nosofsky, 1987; Shepard, 1958b).

Based on previous considerations, only those classification models
incorporating random classification responses (guessing) were fitted to the learning
data. The RAVDIS, RPROTO. RCONTEXT and RMIXED model.Isee.Appendix
1.6, 2.5., 4. and 5.) were fitted to the probabilities of correctclassification
responses during learning, for each respondentseparately, The parameters were
estimated with the STEPIT subroutine, developed by Chandler ,(1-969). The
STEPIT subroutine estimates the free parameters in a model by optimizing the fit
between the data and the model in a least squares sense. The Root of the Mean
Squared Deviations (RMSD) between the observed and predicted probabilities is
the measure of badness-of-fit to be minimized:

n
RMSD = v (1: (OJ - pj) 2 / nj ,

i=l

.whemn..is, the number-of stimuli, 0; is the observed probability of correctly
classifying stimulus i and Pi is the predicted probability of correctly classifying
stimulus i. The RMSD measure is bounded by 0 (maximum fit) and 1 (minimum
fit). Mean RMSD measures are presented in the first column of TableS.

Particularly useful for interpretive purposes is a measure of goodness-of-fit,
originally suggested by Shepard & Chang (1963), giving the fraction of the
variance of the observed probabilities that is accounted for by the predicted
probabilities:

n
PV = 1 - 1:

i=l

n
( (OJ - 0) - (Pi - p» 2 / 1: (OJ - 0) 2 ,

i=l

where 0 represents the average of the observed probabilities and p represents the
average of the predicted probabilities. Although the PV measure has no lower
bound of zero, it may, for practical purposes, be interpreted as the Proportion of
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Yariance (PY) in the classification data that is accounted for by a particular model
(cf. Shepard & Chang, 1963). In case the PY measure is negative, it is set to zero.
Mean PY measures are presented in the second column of Table 5.

Normalized, and averaged, weighting parameters (WI through W4) are
presented for each classification model tested here. Appendix 1.3. contains a
description of the procedure for normalizing the weighting parameters; the
s.milarity parameters in the RCONTEXT model, as estimated by the STEPIT
subroutine, have been submitted to a logarithmic transformation before being
normalized according to that procedure (see Nosofsky, 1984):

where Wi is a dimensional weight to be normalized and Si is a similarity parameter.
Also presented are the averaged processing parameters PE, PP and PG;these

parameters specify the relative reliance on exemplar processing, prototype
processing and guessing, respectively.

Table Sa Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates:
control condition (learning data).

Model RMSD PV W1 W2 W3 W4

RCONTEXT 0.136 0.408 0.254 0.219 0.296 0.231
RAVDlS 0.174 0.362 0.268 0.134 0.354 0.244
RPROTO 0.133 0.490 0.263 0.157 0.331 0.249
RMlXED 0.133 0.494 0.264 0.163 0.320 0.253

Model PE PP PG

RCONTEXT 0.783 - 0.217
RAVDlS 0.929 - 0.071
RPROTO 0.671 0.329
R."nXED 0.152 0.607 0.241
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Table 5b Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates:
experimental condition (learning data).

Model RMSD PV WI W2 W3 W4
RCONTEXT 0.135 0.585
axvors 0.201 0.449
RPROTO 0.124 0.685
RMIXED 0.124 0.685

Model PE PP PC

RCONTEXT 0.959 - 0.041
axvors 1.000 - 0.000
RPROTO 0.919 0.081
axvnrs 0.067 0.891 0.043

0.430 0.183 0.110 0.278
0.575 0.041 0.188 0.195
0.441 0.157 0.186 0.216
0.440 0.162 0.184 0.215

In both conditions. the RPROTO model produced the best fit to the learning
data. (The RMIXED model could not provide a quantitatively better account of the
learning data than the RPROTO model by incorporating assessment of average
distances to exemplars as a supplementary process to assessment of distances to
prototypes and guessing.) On the average. the RPROTO model accounted for 49 %
of the variance in the control condition against 69 % of the variance in the
experimental condition. The RAVDIS model. however. produced the poorest fit
to the learning data in both conditions. This is in conflict with hypothesis A,
according to which the RAVDIS model should outperform the RCONTEXT model
in the experimental condition. Apparently, then, the singular image of the car
designs implied by hypothesis A did not materialize.

The RMIXED model could not outperform the RPROTO model by strictly
assuming independent cue processes. However, a better fit might be obtained by
assuming that correspondent cue processes were supplementing the prototype
processes and guesses as formalized by the RPROTO model. Specifically, the
mixed model might incorporate exemplar processes as formalized by the
CONTEXT model. This model, however, would contain the unmanageable number
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of nine free parameters and was, for this reason, not fitted to the learning data. U)
In order to constrain the number of free parameters in a model that incorporates
both correspondent cue processes and prototype processes, it would be desirable
to furnish the component describing correspondent cue processing of exemplar
information with a distance function and then estimate the same weighting
parameters for each processing modality. Fortunately, this can be accomplished
by generalizing the CONTEXT model after Nosofsky (1984, 1986, 1987).

Like the other distance models discussed previously, the generalized context
model (GCONTEXT) is composed of (1) a distance function for computing
interstimulus distances in the psychological space, (2) a decay function for relating

---ps¥chologicaLdislance-to---stimulus~imilarit¥--and-(3}- a-response--tUle 16) The----
distance function is given by equation (2/9).

n
dij = C 1< (1: Wk * IXik - Xjk It) II. ,

k=l
(2/9)

where 0 S c < 00. In this equation, Xi. and xj• are the psychological values of
stimulus i and stimulus j on dimension k, Wk is the weight of dimension k, n is the
number of dimensions and c is a sensitivity parameter representing overall
discriminability in psychological space (Nosofsky, 1986, 1987; see also Getty, .
Swets, Swets & Green, 1979). In geometric terms, a weighting parameter acts to
stretch or shrink psychological space along its coordinate axis (Nososfky, 1986,
1987), whereas the sensitivity parameter acts to modulate overall distance in
psychological space (Nosofsky, 1987). It is assumed here that r = 1 (see
Appendix 1.1.).

15 The model would contain N free similarity parameters for the exemplar
component, (N - 1) free weighting parameters for the prototype component and (M
- 1) free processing parameters; where N is the number of dimensions and M is
the number of processes.

16 The GCONTEXT model derives its name from being a generalized version
of the CONTEXT model, not from the notion of dependency of stimulus meaning
on general context as developed in the introduction to this study.
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Unlike the distance models in previous analyses, the GCONTEXT model
assumes a nonlinear function for relating distance to similarity. The decay function
is given by equation (2/10).

(2/10 )

It is assumed here that p = 1, implying an exponential decay function or •gradient
of generalization- (Shepard, 1958a, 1958b. 1986). This functional relation is
generally favored when stimuli are readily discriminable and some form of
cognitive generalization is involved (see Nosofsky, 1987; Shepard, 1986).

Like any other model in the present framework, the GCONTEXT model
assumes that conceptual evidence is summarized according to a ratio rule (see §
2.1.1.) and that the ratio represents the probability of classifying stimulus t as a
member of category X. The response rule is given by equation (2/11).

p(Xlt) = E s(t,x)
xeX (2/11)

E
xeX

s(t,x) + E S(t,y)
yeY

Equation (2/9), (2/10) and (2/11) embody the GCONTEXT model. It is
important to recognize the theoretical relationship, originally established by
Nosofsky (1984), between the CONTEXT model proposed by Medin & Schaffer
(1978) and the GCONTEXT model specialized by assuming r = 1 and p = 1.
According to the CONTEXT model. the similarity between two stimuli is
computed by the following rule:

n
S(t,x) = 1r Sk'

k=l

where SJ< = Vt (0 S Vt S I), if tt < > X ..; and St = 1. if tk = XI<. Provided that
the stimuli in the present study are appropriately scaled according to the city-block
metric (r = 1), it can be shown that the multiplicative rule arises if and only if
similarity is an exponential decay function of distance (p = 1). That is,
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n -dk= 71' e
k=l

e

~k ~k

where 0 S; d, < 00; and since 0 ~ e ~ 1, we simply set s, = e . The case
of I tk - XI< I = 0 (identical values) maps onto ~ = 1 and I tk - x, I = 00 onto
St = O.

Thus, the multiplicative rule of computing stimulus similarity (CONTEXT
- - - -model)--arises-as aspeciatcaseof psychologicatalstance I:>etweenstimuli accordmg

to the city-block metric and of stimulus similarity being an exponential decay
function of psychological distance (GCONTEXT model). More generally, it can
be shown that the multiplicative rule arises whenever p = r (Nosofsky, 1986,
1987).

A .revised RMIXED model incorporating correspondent cue processes
(GCONTEXT), independent cue processes (PROTO) and guesses was fitted to the
learning data by estimation of six free parameters.") The measures of fit and
parameter estimates are presented in Table 6, broken down by contextual condition
(CON or EXP).

11 After Nosofsky (1984), it was assumed that

N
c = 1: Wk,

k=l

Thus, the model contained N weighting parameters and (M - 1) processing
parameters; where N is the number of dimensions and M is the number of
processes.
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Table 6 Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates
for the revised RMIXED model: learning data.

Condition RMSD PV WI W2 W3 W4
CON 0.121 0.529 0.225 0.226 0.277 0.272EXP 0.106 0.737 0.382 0.232 0.150 0.236
condition e PE PP PG
CON 2.047 0.459 0.349 0.191
EXP 2.246 0.478 0.505 0.017

The revised RMIXED model (see Table 6) outperformed the original
RMlXED model (see Table 5) by 4 % in the control condition against 5 % in the
experimental condition. It should be recognized, however, that the improvement
in fit is reached by permission of one more free parameter. Irrespective as to
whether the improvement is meaningful or not, the relative reliance on exemplar
information (PE) and prototype information (PP) is considerably more in balance
if correspondent cue processing (revised RMIXED model) rather than independent
cue processing (original RMIXED model) of exemplar information is assumed.

T.be...hea¥y, teliance. on prototype ,~r;ma,tion,might reappear if a nonlinear
(see equation [2110] and Appendix 2.4.) rather than a linear (see Appendix 2.4.)
relation between distance and similarity were also assumed for this processing
modality. That is, the exponential decay function may be necessary for succesful
prediction of classification performance (cf. Nosofsky, 1987) and the shift in
relative reliance on processing modality may be due to the fact that this function
is assumed for the exemplar component whereas a linear decay function is
assumed for the prototype component. Although it would be feasible to continue
revising the RMIXED model, an entirely generalized version of this model was
not fitted to the learning data for the following reason. As pointed out previously,
a city-block metric and an exponential decay function give rise to a multlpllaulve
rule for computing similarity. The model would thus blur a difference between
classification models thought to be of major importance to the present study: the
difference between correspondent and independent cue models. Although the
prototypes in the model would be formed, as in the canonical case, by seeking the
modal values for each dimension independently, the processing would be configural.
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Aside from the issue concerning the relative reliance on exemplar and
prototype information, the estimates of the processing parameters PE, PP and PG
for the original RMIXED model and those for the revised RMIXED model reveal
the same differences between learning conditions. First, the reliance on guessing
was considerably greater under absence than under presence of the city traffic
context. Second, guessing was superseded by prototype processing rather than
exemplar processing under presence of the general context.

Finally, it may be investigated whether the city traffic context enforced a
relatively close approximation of the optimal weigbts for discriminating the car
brands, as would be implied by hypothesis A. To this end. the empirical weights

- - -(the-mean-parameter-estimates-in--"Fable- 5-and---6)---may be compared-to the- ~--
theoretical weights (those optimizing discrimination of the car brands; see
Appendix 1.2. and Table 7).

Table 7 Theoretical weights.

WI W2 W3 W4

0.355 0.065 0.355 0.225

In order to facilitate comparison. the theoretical and empirical weights are
graphically displayed in Figure 3. for each condition separately.

The stimulus dimensions were weighted rougbly in accordance with their
diagnosticity under absence of the city traffic context (see Figure 3a), although the
approximation of the theoretical weights was SUboptimalfor dimension 1 and 2
(car size and presence or absence of catalyser, respectively). Furthermore, the
general context interfered with diagnosticity-weighting(see Figure 3b); the salience
of dimension 1 (car size) was disproportionately high, whereas the salience of
dimension 3 (number of doors) was relatively low.
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Figure 3a Theoretical and empirical weights:
.control condition (learning data).
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Figure 3b Theoretical and empirical weights:
experimental condition (learning data).
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It might be concluded that, in conflict with hypothesis A, the city traffic
context enforced a relatively great deviation from the optimal weights for
discriminating the car brands.
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Transrer perf'onnance: accuracy
The probabilities of assigning the stimuli inFigure 1 to either category during

transfer are presented in Table 8, broken down by contextual condition (CON or
EXP).

Table 8 Probabilities of assignment to the categories:
transfer data.

Condition
CON EXP

stimulus A 8 A 8
Al 0111 0.850 0.150 0.900 0.100
A2 1010 0.800 0.200 0.900 0.100
A3 1011 0.850 0.150 0.950 0.050
A4 1101 0.700 0.300 0.850 0.150
AS 1110 0.800 0.200 0.950 0.050
81 0000 0.200 0.800 0.000 1.000
82 0001 0.300 0.700 0.100 0.900
83 0110 0.300 0.700 0.050 0.950
84 1100 0.150 0.850 0.250 0.750
T1 0010 0.300 0.700 0.100 0.900
T2 0011 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
T3 0100 0.350 0.650 0.050 0.950
T4 0101 0.300 0.700 0.350 0.650
T5 1000 0.350 0.650 0.200 0.800
T6 1001 0.700 0.300 0.650 0.350
T7 1111 0.600 0.400 0.950 0.050

Consistent with hypothesis C, transfer performance was more accurate under
presence than under absence of the city traffic context.

For the learning stimuli, the probabilities of correct assignment were higher
in the experimental condition than in the control condition, except for stimulus B4.
This result would again !>uggest that the size dimension (1) was made excessively
salient by the city traffic context. Stimulus B4 has two out of four uonprototypical
features, one of which appears on the size dimension. Although stimulus A2 and
B3 also have two out of (our nonprototypical features. none of these features
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appears on the size dimension. Overall, classification of learning stimuli was more
accurate under presence than under absence of the city traffic context.

For transfer stimuli, the specification of 'correct' assignments is not model-
free. Although the directional predictions concerning the transfer stimuli in Figure
1 are consistent across the nonparametric models included in this study, the
nondirectional predictions do not consistently apply to the same stimuli.
Nondirectional predictions never apply, however, to stimulus T3 and T7 and the
specification of correct assignments for these stimuli may, in a practical sense, be
regarded model-free. Stimulus T3 has three out of four features prototypical for
category B and its nonprototypical feature appears on the least diagnostic
dimension. Stimulus T7 is the prototype of category A. As evidenced by Table 8,
the effect of context on classification accuracy is most dramatic for exactly these
stimuli. In the control condition, there was a tendency toward chance level
classification; in the experimental condition, however, classification was nearly
perfect. This effect was significant both for stimulus T3 (p < 0.05 by a Fisher
exact test) and for stimulus T7 (p < 0.01 by a Fisher exact test). Irrespective as
to whether independent or correspondent cue processing was involved, then,
classification of transfer stimuli was more accurate under presence than under
absence of the city traffic context.

Transfer perfonnance: constraints
The principles of conceptual representation and classification processing

. ·"··"·"mediating the transfer performance may be investigated by deriving the goodness-
of-fit between the data and the classification models.")

II Since the specification of 'correct' assignments would not be model-free for
the transfer stimuli, the models were fitted to the probabilities with which the
stimuli were assigned to category A (see Table 8). Of course, the same results
would be obtained by fitting the models to the probabilities with which the stimuli
were assigned to category B (see also Table 8).
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The goodness-of-fit between the transfer data and each nonparametric model
is presented in Table 9, broken down by contextual condition (CON or EXP).

Table 9 Goodness-of-fit (PV): transfer data.

Condition

Model CON EXP
SFREQ
ASPROB

0.506
0.509

MSPROB
CVFREQ
CVPROB
RFREQ
RPROB
UAVOIS
UPROTO
WAVOIS
WPROTO

0.558
0.510
0.513
0.685
0.691
0.509
0.375
0.570
0.508

0.433
0.437

-0.886
0.439
0.442
0.666
0.672
0.437
0.699
0.520
0.793

~~~~--~

The RPROB model produced the best fit to the transfer data under absence of
the city traffic context (accounting for 69% of the variance), whereas the
MSPROB model produced the best fit to the transfer data under presence of the
general context (accounting for 89 % of the variance). In the control condition,
then, transfer performance may be a function of assessing the probability with
which features and feature compounds are associated with the respective car
brands. In the experimental condition, transfer performance may be a function of
assessing the probability that feature combinations arise from sampling the
respective brand concepts. The critical point is, however, that the nonparametric
analysis fails to confirm hypothesis A in at least two ways.

First, the WPROTO and WAvms model (embodying independent cue
processing together with diagnosticity-weighting) do not constitute a superior
subset of classification models under presence of the city traffic context. Aithough
the WPROTO model is the second-best model, the WAVDIS model is also inferior
to the compounding models in accounting for transfer performance under presence
of the general context Second, the goodness-of-fit of the WAVDIS model is lower
under presence than under absence of the d~y traffic context. Although the
goodness-of-fitofthe WPROTO model is considerably higher under presence than
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under absence of the general context, this is also true for the UPROTO model.
(For each prototype model, the difference in goodness-of-fit between contextual
conditions is roughly as large as for the MSPROB model.)

Apparently, then, the singular image of the car designs implied by hypothesis
A did not materialize. Before concluding that it was not there. however. it should
be acknowledged that the nonparametric analysis is nondescriptive to the extent
that classificatory processes supplement each other. In view of hypothesis A, it
would be particularly worthwile to see how well a trade-off between assessment
of average distances to exemplars and assessment of distances to prototypes would
account for the transfer data. However. other limitations of the nonparametric
analysis may conceal even stronger evidence against hypothesis A. First, the
analysis is biased against assessment of independent cue processing to the extent
that the stimulus dimensions are weighted otherwise than according to
diagnosticity. Second. the analysis is biased against assessment of correspondent
cue processing to the extent that the stimulus dimensions are differentially
weighted whatsoever. The RFREQ and RPROB model do not incorporate any
mechanism for differentially weighting features and conjunctions of features (see
§ 2.1.2.; see also Medin & Schaffer, 1978). Converging evidence concerning the
classificatory processes, then, may be sought by performiog a parametric analysis
of the transfer data.

The results of the STEPIT analyses are presented in Table 10, together with
the goodness-of-fit between the transfer data and the parametric models. (See

-Appendix 1.6 .• 2.S., 4. and-So for a description of the models.)

Table lOa Measures of fit and parameter estimates:
control condition (transfer data).

Model RKSD PV W1 W2 W3 W4 PE PP

CONTEXT 0.125 0.761 0.293 0.108 0.280 0.319 -
AWlS 0.155 0.590 0.326 0.000 0.347 0.327 -
PROTO 0.165 0.532 0.313 0.087 0.325 0.275 -
MIXED 0.144 0.643 0.319 0.025 0.335 0.322 0.606 0.394
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Table lOb Measures of fit and parameter estimates:
experimental condition (transfer data).

Model RMSD PV W1 W2 W3 W4 PE PP

CONTEXT 0.087 0.957 0.340 0.203 0.275 0.182 -
AVDIS 0.249 0.553 0.505 0.000 0.322 0.173 -
PROTO 0.164 0.809 0.387 0.050 0.288 0.275 -
MIXED 0.;164 0.809 0.387 0.050 0.288 0.275 0.000 1.000

--- ----

Various outcomes of the parametric analyses are noteworthy. First, the
parameter search for the AVDIS model did not greatly increase the fit beyond the
one previously reported for the W AVDIS model; the fit was improved by 2 % in
the control condition against 3 % in the experimental condition. Second, the
parameter search for the PROTO model did not greatly increase the fit beyond the
one previously reported for the WPROTO model; the fit was improved by 2 % in
each condition. The improvements offered by the parametric versions of the
average distance model and the prototype model in the experimental condition are
not large enough to outperform the MSPROB model. Third, the MIXED model
outperformed the constituent models (A VDIS and PROTO) in the control
condition; in the experimental condition, however, the MIXED model reduced to
the PROTO model (the PE parameter was zero). According to this analysis, then,
there is no trade-off between assessment of average distances to exemplars and
assessment of distances to prototypes to outperform the MSPROB model in the
experimental condition. Fourth, the CONTEXT model was superior in each
condition; the parameter search for this model increased the fit beyond the one
previously reported for the RPROB model by 7 % in the control condition against
29 % in the experimental condition. The improvement offered by the CONTEXT
model in the experimental condition is clearly large enough to beat the MSPROB
model.

The supremacy of the CONTEXT model in the experimental condition is in
conflict with hypothesis A, according to which independent cue models
incorporating diagnosticity-weighting should be favored. Before concluding that
a singular image of the car designs was not there, however, a general weakness
of the previous analyses should be acknowledged: the tacit assumption that the
psychological dimensions match the physical dimensions comprising the stimuli
(see § 2.1.3.). This arbitrary assumption may, in general, lead to erroneous
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conclusions to the extent that there are discrepancies between psychological and
physical dimensions (Nosofsky, 1986). If onedimensionality is the psychological
phenomenon of interest, it would surely be beneficial to infer the psychological
dimensions from classification performance rather than to specify them a priori
and to see whether a model that incorporates a 'single dimension provides a
comparatively good account of classification performance in the experimental
condition.

As suggested by Coxon (1982), hierarchical clustering was used in conjunction
with multidimensional scaling. IdeaJly, the clustering analyses should identify two
major clusters, one related to category A and one related to category B. If the
contextual information really induced a singular image of the car designs, then
there should be smaller within-cluster and larger between-cluster proximities under
presence than under absence of the city traffic context. The liC81~ana.lyses should
identify the same sets of similar stimuli as the clustering analy.ses. Moreover, the
distances within and between the clusters should be better ....represented in a
onedimensicmal space under presence than under absence of the general context.

The clustering analyses (CLUSTER) were based on symmetric 16 x 16 data
matrices, providing the proximity between each pair of stimuli in the total set as
given by equation (2/12).

H
P, = (E ely",) / H,

k=l.
(2/12)

where p., is the probability with which stimuli i and j are assigned to different
categories, N is the number of respondents and ~jlt is a nominal dissimilarity
measure. The dvt measure was set to 1 if the stimuli i and j were assigned to
different categories by a respondent and it was set to 0 otherwise.

The process of hierarchical clustering amounts to forming clusters at
decreasing levels of compactness. The most significant association information is
contained in the initial stages, whereas the most significant dissociation
information is contained in the final stages of the process. In the present study, the
complete linkage procedure (Johnson, 1967) was used. Throughout the process of
clustering by complete linkage, the proximity between a cluster of stimuli and an
extraneous stimulus is set to the maximum of the proximities between the
extraneous stimulus and each of the stimuli in the cluster. The complete linkage
procedure seeks to minimize the diameter (largest proximity between the stimuli)
within a cluster and tends to produce a fairly small number of compact clusters.
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The results of the clustering analyses are presented in Table 11. The P
measures in the second column of each subtable are obtained by averaging the
proximity measures po. (see equation [2/12]) across the stimuli that have been
clustered up to each successive level. Of major interest, however, are the indices
at the bottom of each subtable. W denotes the average proximity Within the major
clusters. as given by equation (2/13). Note that W is identical to P at level 2.

c.
W = (E

x=l
c,

p& + E Py) / (C. + C;),
y=l

(2/13)

-------- - - - - -----

where C. is the number of proximities within cluster A and <; is the number of
proximities within cluster B. This index is inversely related to the compactness of
the major clusters. B denotes the average proximity Between the major clusters.
as given by equation (2114).

Cal.
B = E p& / (CaI.),

z=1
(2/14)

where Cal. is the number of proximities between cluster A and B. This index is
directly related to the discreteness of the major clusters. Finally. R denotes the
Ratio of the compactness (inversely indexed by W) to the discreteness (directly
indexed by B) of the major clusters. The R measure summarizes the internal and
external structure of the clusters along the psychological dimensions. This
summary index is inversely related to the obviousness of conceptual structure in
psychological space.

The icicle plots indicate that the same clusters are formed for the contextual
conditions :l,t level 2 of the clustering procedure, that is, before the stimuli are
merged into a single cluster. Consistent with the directional predictions made by
most nonparametric models; instances of category B and transfer stimuli TI. TI,
T4 and TS form a major cluster and instances of category A and transfer stimuli
TI, T6 and 17 form another one (in both contextual conditions)!'

19 I am deliberately referring to "most" nonparametric models. since the
SFREQ model and the CVFREQ model cannot predict correct classification for
patterns B3 and B4 without making additional assumptions (see § 2.1.1.).
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Table 11a Clustering by complete linkage:
control 'condition.

p

Stimulus

B4 B3 T3 Tl T5 T4 B2 Bl T7 T2 T6 A4 A5 A3 A2 A1

0.505
0.353
0.326
0.298
0.298
0.272
0.254
0.240
0.231
0.229
0.200
0.212
0.183
0.200
0.200

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxx x xxxxxxx
xxxx xxxx x xxxxxxx
xxxx xxxx x xxxxxxx
x x xxxx x xxxxxxx
x x xxxx x x xxxx
x x xxxx x x xxxx
x x xxxx x x xxxx
x x x x x x xxxx
x x x x x x xxxx

Indices. - W 0.353
B = 0.639
R 0'.'552

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxx xxxxxxx x
xxxx xxxx x xxxx x
xxxx xxxx x xxxx x
xxxx xxxx x xxxx x
xxxx xxxx x x x x
x x xxxx x x x x
x x xxxx x x x x
x x x x x x x x

Throughout the entire process of association with the major clusters (that is,
up to level 2), P is smaller under presence than under absence of the city traffic
context. But as soon as the dissociation of the major clusters completes the
clustering process (at level I), P is is larger under presence than urldbr absence of
the general context. Previous observations imply that both the compactness and the
discreteness of the clusters are greater under presence than under absence of
context (as evidenced by a smaller W index and a larger B index, respectively).
Altogether, then, the clusters are more obviously structured in the experimental
condition than in the control condition (as evidenced by a smaller R index).
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Table llb Clustering by complete linkage:
experimental condition.

p

stimulus
T4 T5 B4 Tl B2 T3 B3 B1 T6 T2 A4 T7 A5 A2 A3 A1

0.520
0.258
0.212
0.174
(}'164
0.144
0.131
0.130
0.121
0.112
0.092
0.070
0.075
0.100
0.100

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
x xxxx
x xxxx
x xxxx
x x x
x x x
x x x
x x x
x x x
x x x
x x x

xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx-xxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxxxxx
xxxx xxxxxxx
xxxx xxxxxxx
xxxx xxxxxxx
x x xxxxxxx
x x xxxxxxx
x x xxxx x
x x x x x

Indices. - W = 0.258
B = 0.750
R 0.344

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx--- ---
x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxx
x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxx
x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxx
x x x xxxx xxxxxxx
x x x xxxx x xxxx
x x x xxxx x xxxx
x x x xxxx x x x
x x x xxxx x x x
x x x xxxx x x x

The scaling analyses (MDSCAL) were based on lower-triangular and off-
diagonal data matrices, providing the proximity between each pair of stimuli in the
total set as given by equation (2/14). Kruskal's weak monotonicity criterion and
the primary (indeterminate) approach to tied proximities were used (see Coxon,
1982). The measure of badness-of-fit to be minimized was Kruskall's stress
formula 1 (STRESS1).

Table 12 presents the stress associated with a representation of the data in a
three-, two- and onedimensional space, assuming the city-block metric for
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computing interstimulus distances along these dimensions.P)

Table 12 Badness-of-fit (STRESSl): transfer data
represented in an n-dimensional space.

Condition

n CON EXP
3
2
1

0.049
0.098
0.174

0.027
0.057
0.082

In the control condition, stress increases rapidly when dimensionality
decreases: 0.125 is added to the STRESS. measure by moving from a three- to
onedimensional space; in the experimental condition, however, stress increases
rather slowly when dimensionality decreases: 0.055 is added to the STRESS.
measure by moving from a three- to onedimensional space. Ultimately. the stress
for a onedimensional configuration is 0.174 in the control condition and 0.082 in
the experimental condition. Altogether, then, a model that incorporates a single
dimension provides a comparatively good account of classification performance in
the experimental condition.

Tbejeiat application of clustering and scaling analyses seemed to confirm the
notion that the city traffic context induced a singular image of the car designs. The
question arises how the fit of a scaling model assuming one psychological
dimension after the fact compares to the fit of classification models assuming four
psychological dimensions before the fact. In view of the superiority of the

20 In order to assess the degree of correspondence between the physical and
psychological dimensions, it would be desirable to represent the proximity matrix
in a four-dimensional space. However, the degree of determinacy associated with
this configuration would be questionable. Roughly speaking, there should be at
least twice as many proximity measures as parameters needed to specify the
configuration, that is, p(P-l)/2 > 2pr, where p is the number of stimuli and r is
the number of dimensions (Coxon, 1985). Since the number of parameters to be
estimated for a four-dimensional solution would exceed the number of proximity
measures (128 > 120), a space beyond three dimensions is not considered here.
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CONTEXT model to the other models assuming prespecified dimensions, it may
be most appropriate to answer this question by applying some specialized version
of the GCONTEXT model (see equation [2/11], [2112]and [2/13]). As previously,
r = I and p = 1. Assuming a single dimension, however, there is no relative
weighting; therefore, wk = WI = 1. In the present application of the GCONTEXT
model, then, only c is left as a free parameter. It is reasonable to anticipate that
the general sensitivity in the onedimensional model is higher in under presence
than under absence of the general context.

The GCONTEXT model was fitted to the probabilities of assignments to
category A, by estimating only the sensitivity parameter. The results for are
[!resented in Table 13,~og~JhM wit~oodnes~f-flLm""ea",s ...ure, _

Table 13 Measures of fit and estimates of the sensitivity
parameter for the onedimensional GCONTEXT model:
transfer data.

Condition RMSD PV c

CON
EXP

0.081 0.899
0.067 0.969

0.568
1.019

Comparison of the PV measures for the CONTEXT model (see Table -10) to
those for the GCONTEXT model (see Table 13)would reveal that goodness-of-fit
increased by 14% in the control condition and by 1.2% in the experimental
condition as a result of specifying one psychological dimension after the fact.
Nonetheless, the onedimensional model produced a 90 % fit under absence and a
97 % fit under presence of context. And, as the estimates of the c parameter would
further reveal, the overall discriminability in the onedimensional space was
considerably higher under presence than under absence of context.

. In fact, if the similarity parameters in the CONTEXT model are not
nonnaliz.ed, they convey basically the same information concerning the overall
discriminability of stimuli. The nonnormalized parameter estimates for the
CONTEXT model are, therefore, presented in Table 14.
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Table 14 Similarity parameters in the CONTEXT model:
transfer data.

Condition 51 52 53 S4

CON
EXP

0.289 0.633 0.305 0.258
0.026 0.113 0.052 0.142

It appears that the similarity parameters are lower in the experimental
condition than in the control condition. This implies that the amount of
generalization along the stimulus dimensions is low or, alternatively, that the
overall discriminability of the stimuli is high in the experimental condition relative
to the control condition.

Probability rating
For an appropriate test of hypothesis 0, an appropriate measure of rating

accuracy is required. Measures ordinarily used in research on frequency estimation
are the number of exact correspondences between subjective and objective
frequency and the degree of correspondence between subjective and objective
frequency. Analogous measures cannot readily be used here, however, due to the
fact that the respondents were presented with integers ranging from 1 to 7 on a
rating scale rather than the probabilities related to these integers (see § 2.2.2.).
Thus. there was a double requirement to meet for the respondents: first computing
or accessing the probabilities and then transforming these probabilities into one of
the seven integers on the rating scale. For this reason. it is not appropriate to use
the above measures of rating accuracy.

In this study. rating accuracy may be assessed by computing a measure S that
simulates a two-alternative forced-choice procedure (cf, Alba. Chromiak, Hasher
& Attig, 1980). The measure represents the probability that a respondent chooses
the more probable feature given all possible two-alternative comparisons of
probability levels in a forced-choice procedure. A two-alternative comparison is
scored 0 if the lowest estimate is assigned to the most probable feature and it is
scored 1 if the highest estimate is (correctly) assigned to the most probable
feature. The comparison is scored 0.5 if identical estimates are assigned to the
features. thus assuming that the respondent would guess in a forced-choice
procedure. For each respondent separately, measure S is computed by averaging
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the scores across comparisons. In the experimental condition. measure S averaged
0.756; in the control condition. it averaged 0.706. . .

Hypothesis D suggests that accuracy of probability rating varies with accuracy
of classification performance. Recognizing that. according to hypothesis H,
classification accuracy varies with contextuaf condition, hypothesis D actually
suggests an indirect effect of contextual condition on rating accuracy as mediated
by classification accuracy. Also recognizing that contextual condition may have a
direct effect on rating accuracy, the following flow chart may be drawn.

Contextual Rating
- COrRtlt ion (XI ~ccura-cy---rzr- f----

Classification
Accuracy (Y)

Hypothesis D may be tested by executing a path analysis (see Kerlinger &
Pedbazur, 1973). Within this analytical framework. hypothesis D suggests a
significant coefficient for the path relating rating accuracy (Z) to classification
accuracy (Y).

With regard to the respondent's classification accuracy. the above flow chart
is an oversimplification in that classification performance can itself be broken
down into learning performance and transfer performance. For execution of the
path analysis, the working assumption is adopted that the effect of contextual
condition on accuracy of probability rating is mediated by accuracy of learning
performance. There are two interrelated arguments for adopting this assumption.
One is that the bulk Of the respondent's experience with the categories accumulates
during learning: the respondent proceeds through several runs of classifying 9
stimuli during learning but classifies 16stimuli only once during transfer. Another
argument 1 is that accuracy of transfer performance cannot be assessed at an
individual level.

A respondent's rating accuracy was assessed with the measure S, whereas his
learning accuracy was expressed in terms of the polar opposite of the errors made
during learning.

Based on the correlations between the three variables, the path coefficients
were computed. Contextual condition had no effect on rating accuracy: Pzx =
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fizx.y = -0.036 (F < 1). Contextual condition did have an effect, however, on
learning accuracy: PYx = Byx = 0.364 (F (1, 38) = S.80, MSo = 474.76, P <
0.05). In support of hypothesis D, learning accuracy had a strong effect on rating
accuracy: Pzr = Szv.x = 0.S62 (F (I, 37) = 31.33, MS. = 0.01, P < 0.(01).
The results obtained in this study, then, may be represented by the following flow
chart.

Contextual Rating
Condition (X) Accuracy (Z)

Classification
Accuracy (Y)

The total indirect effect (see Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973) of contextual condition
on rating accuracy is (rzx - Pzx) = 0.20S.

§ 2.2.4. Swnmary and Discussion

Learning perfonnance
.. Consistent with hypothesis B, learning performance was more accurate under

presence than under absence of the city traffic context; more respondents met the
learning criterion, fewer runs tended to be required for learning and fewer
classification errors were made during learning under presence than under absence
of the city traffic context.

The purpose of subsequent analyses was to identify the principles of
conceptual representation and classification processing mediating learning
performance.

It was first investigated whether the city traffic context enforced an increased
reliance on independent cue processing rather than correspondent cue processing.
The contrast between stimulus A2 and A5 in producing classification errors
constituted the critical test in this regard. Although stimulus AS was easier to learn
in the experimental condition than in the control condition and the reverse was true
for stimulus A2, this interaction effect was unreliable. Only directional
confirmation was obtained, then, of the general suggestion that the city traffic
context enforced an increased reliance on independent cue processing rather than
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correspondent cue processing.
The more specific notion concerning the principles of conceptual

representation and classification processing guiding this study was tested by fitting
classification models to the learning data. The reliance on guessing was
considerably greater under absence than under presence of context and guessing
was largely superseded by prototype processing under presence of context. The
reliance on exemplar information was more or less constant across contextual
conditions. In conflict with hypothesis A, however, it was more likely that
correspondent cue processing than that independent cue processing of exemplar
information was involved. Furthermore, the city traffic context enforced a
relati¥e1-y-great-de¥iat~on-from.--ratheF-than-a-relat-i¥ely- close-approximation -of,--- --
diagnosticity-weighting of dimensional information; the salience of the car size
dimension was disproportionately high, whereas the salience of the number of
doors dimension was relatively low.

The rationale underlying hypothesis A crucially depends on the assumption
that the features in the stimulus structure are perceived as being equally functional
or dysfunctional for city traffic (see § 2.1.3.). In a preliminary study, aimed at
selecting the stimulus material for the present study, it was found out that it would
be difficult, if not impossible, to satisfy this assumption. Size and manoeuvrability
seemed to, determine a car's suitability for city traffic more than any other
dimension. Moreover, only one of these dimensions could be selected, since they
seemed highly intercorrelated: small cars tend to be manoeuvrable, whereas large
cars tend to be unmanoeuvrable. This intercorrelatedness would run counter-to the
experimental purpose, which was induction of independent cue processing together
with diagnosticity-weighting. The failure to confirm hypothesis A might crucially
depend on the failure to find the right stimulus material.

Transfer performance
Consistent with hypothesis C, transfer performance was more accurate under

presence than under absence of the city traffic context. This was true both for
learning stimuli and for transfer stimuli.

Probability of correct assignment was the measure of classification accuracy.
This measure bas at least two shortcomings. First, the specification of 'correct'
assignments is not model-free for transfer stimuli. The practical solution of
selecting only those stimuli fo-r which predictions are consistent across
classification models is an information destroying strategy, if appropriate at all.
Second, transfer conditions can only be compared in case the stimulus sets are
structured in exactly the same way (as has been the case in the present study).
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There is no summary measure according to which transfer conditions can readily
be compared regardless of stimulus structure. In the following study, stimulus
structure is going to vary (in addition to general context) and it is, therefore,
desirable to derive some sort of summary measure. It is argued further on in this
subsection that the clustering and scaling analyses may provide appropriate
measures of transfer accuracy.

The purpose of subsequent analyses was to identify the principles of
conceptual representation and classification processing mediating transfer
performance.

Nonparametric analyses suggested that the general context enforced reliance
on (1) assessing the probability that feature combinations would arise from
sampling the respective brand concepts and (2) prototype processing together with
diagnosticity-weighting. In conflict with hypothesis A, then, no independent cue
processing of exemplar information together with diagnosticity-weighting seem to
be enforced. Under presence of the general context, account (1) was superior to
account (2). As is going to be demonstrated further on in this subsection, however,
the reverse is true if the prototype model assumes that similarity is an exponential
rather than a linear function of distance.

As pointed out previously, nonparametric analyses may conceal evidence in
support of hypothesis A to the extent that there is a trade-off between assessment
of average distances to exemplars and assessment of distances to prototypes;
however, these analyses may equally well conceal even stronger evidence against
hypothesis A to the extent that dimensional information is weighted otherwise than
is implied by hypothesis A or to the extent that there is correspondent cue
processing of differentially weighted information. Parametric analyses suggested
that the dimensions were weighted roughly in accordance with their diagnosticity.
In conflict with hypothesis A, however, transfer performance could best be
accounted for by assuming correspondent cue processing of exemplar information.
Both under presence and under absence of context, this account was clearly better
than one assuming a trade-off between assessment of average distances to
exemplars and assessment of distances to prototypes.

It may be misleading to assume, as current models of classification do (see §
2.1.3.), that psychological dimensions map directly onto physical dimensions. It
may be more accurate to infer the dimensions of psychological space from
classification performance rather than to specify them before the fact. For this
reason, clustering by complete linkage was used in conjunction with
multidimensional scaling. Both compactness and discreteness of the brand clusters
were greater under presence than under absence of context. Moreover, these
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associative and dissociative relations in the transfer data were more readily
projected onto a single dimension under presence than under absence of context.
The joint application of clustering and scaling analyses thus seemed to confirm the .
notion, central to Study 1, that the city traffic context induced a singular image of
the car designs. .,

It is of great importance to realize that the previous conclusion hangs on a'
dimensional, as opposed to a configurational, interpretation of the scaling
solutions. It is assumed that the onedimensional solution uncovers, for each and
every stimulus, the degree of suitability-for-city-traffic. This assumption may be .
incorrect. As Torgerson (1965) points out, there is a tendency to interpret the
dimensions-of-a--Space-as-continuGus-VaRables-and,as-the-spare-itself-is--nothingr.----
but a hole, this interpretation is tantamount to the assumption that the hole can be
filled. But when more and more obvious structure is added to a set of stimuli, the
final solution may have unfillable regions in it. Thus, the "dimensions" of a space
may be qualitative measures of class in addition to quantitative measures of degree
(see also Carroll & Wish, 1974; Degerman, 1970; Green & Carmone, 1972;
Shepard, 1974). If strong clustering occurs, then, the solution may best be
interpreted as a configurational-dimensional structure in which the larger interpoint
distances are between cluster centroids (embodying qualitative distinctions) and the
smaller distances are within these clusters (embodying quantitative variation).

The possibility of configurational structure leads to the consideration of the
extreme case in which the entire subject sample uses a specific, analytic rule for
an accurate assignment of each stimulus in the total set to one out of n categories ..
Insuch a case, multidimensional scaling models give a (degenerate) solution in n -
1 "dimensions" (cf. Torgerson, 1965). For two categories, then, there would be

only one dimension. In the present study, one would preferably ascribe the scaling
solution to the effective use of the analytic rule bearing out the linear separability
of the categories (see § 2.1.). Perhaps legitimately so, but that is not the point.
The point is rather that any appropriate rule would do the job. So whether the
analytic rule covers independent or correspondent cues, the "solution" of the
scaling models is simply two dots along one dimension. With regard to the less
extreme case in which appropriate assignment of stimuli is not that obvious, the
dots may tum into clusters with internal, quantitative variation. Thus, a
configurational-dimensional structure may arise and the extent to which this
structure is representable along only one dimension may be a measure of the
degree in which stimulus assignment is accurate. Viewed in this way, then,
representability in a onedimensional space is a measure of classification accuracy
rather than singularity as such.
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Inaddition to onedimensionality, the ratio of average within-duster proximity
to average between-cluster proximity (R) may be used as a measure of
classification accuracy. In the special case of two mutually exclusive response
categories, the R measure expresses the extent to which the total set of stimuli is
obviously divided into two subsets.

The data were scaled according to a nonweighted city-block metric.
Subsequently, the distances in psychological space were related to similarities by
assuming an exponential decay function and classification probabilities, based on
these similarities, were fitted to the data by estimating overall discriminability in
psychological space. Excellent accounts of both the control data and the
experimental data were obtained. Nonetheless, the experimental data were
considerably better accounted for than the control data by assuming a
onedimensional configuration. Further, overall discriminability in psychological
space was appreciably larger under presence than under absence of the city traffic
context.

In the procedure reported, generalization to exemplars was assumed. But what
if generalization to modal prototypes (stimulus T7 for category A and stimulus Bl
for category B) were assumed? Informal tests of such a GPROTO model revealed
that the account of the transfer data would suffer in the control condition but
would be unaffected in the experimental condition. Assuming a onedimensional
space, the GPROTO model produced a 82 % fit under absence and a 97 % fit under
presence of the city traffic context. Relative to the GCONTEXT model. then,
'goodness-of-fit drops by 7 % under absence and by 0 % under presence of the
general context. This suggests an increased reliance on prototype processing in the
experimental condition.

Importantly, both the GCONTEXT model and the GPROTO model assumed
an exponential decay function for relating these distances to similarities. According
to Nosofsky (1981), a nonlinear (for example, an exponential) decay function is
essential for successful prediction of classification performance. Motivated by this
claim, the nonparametric versions of the distance models were again fitted to the
transfer data, this time equiped with an exponential decay function (see Appendix
1.5. and 2.4.). The results are reported in Table 15.
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Table 15 Goodness-ot-tit (PV): distance models
assuming an exponential decay function:
transfer data.
Condition

Model CON EXP

UAVDIS 0.671 0.680
UPROTO 0.223 0.779
WAVDIS 0.621 0.725
WPReTe--Er.-56S --6~06-

Averaged across models and conditions, goodness-of-fit improved by 8.8 %
when the linear decay function was replaced by an exponential one. Moreover, the
WPROTO model incorporating an exponential decay function (see Table 15)
outperformed the MSPROB model (see Table 9) in the experimental condition.
However, there was merely a 2% difference in goodness-of-fit. Apparently, then,
the WPROTO model incorporating an exponential decay function and the
MSPROB model constitute a superior subset of classification models in the
experimental condition. A substantive interpretation of this finding is provided
further on in this subsection.

In the prototype models, a city-block metric and an exponential decay function
give rise to a multiplicative rule for computing similarity. It appears justifiable,
then, to sacrifice a common conceptualization of prototype processing (cf. Estes,
1986b) and incorporate correspondent cue processing into prototype theory. A
parametric version of the prototype model was again fitted to the transfer data, this
time equiped with similarity parameters and a multiplicative rule for computing
similarity (see Appendix 2.5.). The results are reported in Table 16.
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Table 16 Measures of fit and parameter estimates for
the PROTO model: transfer data.

Condition RM5D PV 51 S2 53 54
CON
EXP

0.132 0.702
0.088 0.946

0.530 0.967 0.518 0.573
0.167 0.589 0.239 0.239

A comparison of the PY measures for the CONTEXT model in Table 10 to
those for the PROTO model in Table 16 reveals that, in both conditions, goodness-
of-fit decreases by assuming abstraction of prototypes rather than representation
of exemplars. Importantly. however, model fit decreases by 5.9% in the control
condition against 1.1 % in the experimental condition. This may again indicate an
increased reliance on prototype processing under presence of the general context.

The findings for stimulus T7, the prototype of category A, may further
illustrate the increased reliance on prototype processing under presence of the
general context. In the experimental condition, this stimulus was as easy to classify
during transfer as was stimulus AS and both stimuli were easier to classify than
stimulus A2. In the control condition, however, stimulus T7 was considerably
more difficult to classify than stimulus A2 and AS. In addition, stimulus T7 and
AS clustered earliest during the diameter process in the experimental condition and
soon merged into a larger cluster almost without reducing compactness (see Table
Llb). In the control condition, however, stimulus T7 clustered with the less
prototypical stimulus T2 when the diameter procedure was well under way and
merged with the other stimuli of category A near the end of the procedure, thus
reducing compactness to a large extent (see Table l1a).

Although the difference is small, the CONTEXT model outperforms the
PROTO model in both conditions. The absolute superiority of the CONTEXT
model to the PROTO model does not necessarily imply, however, that respondents
rely exclusively on exemplar processing. The functional similarity of the
CONTEXT model to the PROTO model is much higher than vice versa. The
CONTEXT model accounts for a good deal of the prototype effects since
prototypes are likely to be highly similar to members of the target category and
are, at the same time, unlikely to be highly similar to members of the contrasting
category (Medin & Schaffer. 1978). For example, stimulus T7 is highly similar
to four out of five members of category A and to none of the members of category
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B. Conversely, the PROTO model has more difficulty in accounting for configural
effects, since prototypes are formed by abstracting out a modal or mean value for
each dimension independently and thus destroying a good deal of correlational
evidence (Nosofsky, 1987). In the present study, however, the PROTO model
correctly predicts the absence of the density effect involving stimulus A2 and
stimulus AS. Stimulus A2 was never easier to learn (see Table 4) or easier to
classify after learning (see Table 8) than stimulus AS, at least suggesting a mixture
of exemplar and prototype processes. A suggestion for a following study may be,
then, to see whether the city traffic context enforces reliance on prototypes rather
than on exemplars in a mixed process. The mixed model proposed by Medin et a1.

-(-l984)~ly-be--used-far-this- purpese. - - ---
In conflict with hypothesis A, the overall finding arising from previous

analyses and reanalyses is that a subset of multiplicative models (whether assuming
representation by exemplars, prototypes or feature probabilities) provides a
superior account of classification performance in the experimental condition. In
face with this finding, it would seem hard to maintain that the general context
induced a summing strategy (see § 2.1.3.). It would, therefore, seem appropriate
to reconsider the summing strategy proposal.

A reconsideration of the "summing strategy" proposal
Contrary to argument of Wattenrnaker et al. (1986), the general class of

independent cue models was not favored under presence of the city traffic context.
And contrary to the present argument, singularity did not grab the essence of
classification performance under presence of the city traffic context; the
independent cue models incorporating diagnosticity-weighting (the W Avms and
WPROTO model) did not constitute a superior subset of classification models. So
what principles mediated the increased accuracy of performance under presence
of the general context?

To begin with, the city traffic context enforced an increased reliance on
prototype processing. This probably indicates the establishment of (1) an
interproperty relationship where a general context serves as a common factor to
every feature in the stimulus structure and (2) a typicality relationship between
every feature and the correct category. In other words, the features that are typical
of category A are effectively seen as functional for city traffic and those that are
typical of category B are effectively seen as dysfunctional for city traffic.

Furthermore, the city traffic context enforced a multiplication of conceptual
evidence; a subset of multiplicative models (whether assuming representation by
exemplars, prototypes or feature probabilities) constituted a superior subset of
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classification models. This probably indicates an induction of a conjunctive
strategy. A car that is suited for city traffic is small and has a catalyser and has
five doors and has two side mirrors, whereas a car that is unsuited for city traffic
bas the opposite features. These conjunctions, however. do not work out for most
cars in Figure 1, since the features are merely typical of the brands. The exemplar
model deals with this complication by representing the learning stimuli, the feature
probability model by representing the probability of features being associated with
the brands. The prototype model, however, merely represents the typical features
while destroying any specific information about feature typicality. It deals with the
complication by weighting dimensional information according to diagnosticity (the
efficacy of which is evidenced by the difference in goodness-of-fit between the
UPROTO model and the WPROTO model; see Table 15). In view of the increased
reliance on prototype processing, the strategy for classifying the stimuli in Figure
1 that is enforced by the city traffic context is most probably one of finding a
conjunction of at least two out of three typical features while disregarding the
second dimension.

Probability rating
Rating accuracy varied with classification accuracy. Thus, hypothesis D was

supported. Even though classification accuracy was directly influenced by
contextual condition, rating accuracy was not.

, A methodolOgical limitation' of Study 1
A feasible objection to the present study is that enhanced accuracy of

classification (as suggested by hypotheses B and C) and probability rating (as
suggested by hypothesis D) may be due to the presence of any information rather
than information that induces some specific process (see also § 2.1.3.). There are
possibilities to deal with this objection.

The first possibility is to offer no context in one condition, the city traffic
context in another condition and, for example, a "polution policy" context in yet
another condition. As argued in § 2.1.3., the polution policy context would
probably boost the salience of the catalyser dimension. Due to the low
diagnosticity of the catalyser dimension (see Table 7). however. the presence of
the polution policy context would probably reduce rather than enhance accuracy
of task performance. This would imply that induction of some specific 'process is
necessary for enhancing the accuracy of task performance. If it would be found.
however. that the presence of the polution policy context did enhance accuracy of
task performance, this would not necessarily support the previous objection: one
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would never be sure that the other three dimensions did 1101 relate to the polution
policy context in a similar way as the catalyser dimension presumably did. (Of
course, one could rely on a posteriori estimation of parameters. The trouble with
this solution is, however, that the parameter estimates are model-specific and thus
already incorporate assumptions about the "specific process" that is induced.)

The second possibility to deal with the objection is to cross absence and
presence of context with type of stimulus structure. Assuming that the city traffic
context enforces reliance on prototypes rather than exemplars, stimulus structures
could be designed so that the specific process would enhance accuracy of task
performance in response to the one structure and reduce accuracy of task
peFfaFmallee--in-respense--to-the-o~heHtfUetur~Why--was- it,then-,that-the-eity----
traffic context did enhance accuracy of task performance in the present study if it
could have been otherwise? The correct answer would seem to be that the
psychological processes that were induced capitalized on the linear separability of
the categories in the stimulus structure. In the following study, then, the linear
separability of the categories is varied in addition to contextual condition.
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§ 2.3. INTRODUCTION TO STUDY 2

The central issue in Study 2 is whether the city traffic context enforces
reliance on prototypes rather than on exemplars in a mixed process (as suggested
in § 2.2.4.). The present study also deals with a feasible objection to Study 1.
according to which general context would facilitate any task no matter what
process is induced. It is argued that the greater reliance on prototype processing
may either enhance or reduce the accuracy of task performance. depending on
stimulus structure. The implications for the general theory of stimulus meaning (as
developed in § 2.1.) are also discussed.

§ 2.3.1. Prototypes and linearly separable categories

Two stimulus structures are shown in Figure 4. The categories in Figure 4a
are Linearly Separable (LS); there is a way in which a conjunction of
characteristic features can specify the correct assignment of each stimulus. When
giving equal weight to the four dimensions. attention to conjunctions of
characteristic features implies that stimulus A2. A3. Bl and B3 are identified as
unclear cases; when giving zero weight to the fourth dimension and equal weights
to the remaining dimensions, however. each stimulus is correctly assigned to the
category with which it has at least two out of three characteristic features in
common.
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Figure 4a Stimulus structure: LS categories.
LEARNING STIMULI

category A Category 8
01 02 03 04 01 02 03 04

Al 0 1 1 1 81 0 0 1 1
A2 1 0 1 0 82 0 1 0 0
A3 1 1 0 0 83 0 1 0 1
A4 1 l-----{}-----l- B-4----------1 0 o------e
AS 1 1 1 1
TRANSFER STIMULI
Tl 0 0 0 0
T2 0 0 0 1
T3 0 0 1 0
T4 0 1 1 0
TS 1 0 0 1
T6 1 0 1 1
T7 1 1 1 0

The categories in Figure 4b, however, are Not Linearly Separable (NLS); there
is no way in which a conjunction of characteristic features can specify the correct
assignment of each stimulus. When giving equal weight to the four dimensions,
attention to conjunctions of characteristic features implies that stimulus AI, A2,
B3 and B4 are identified as unclear cases. When giving zero weight to any of the
four dimensions and equal weights to the remaining dimensions, two of these
stimuli are classified incorrectly. Stimulus Al and B3 are classified incorrectly
when the fourth dimension receives are zero weight, stimulus A2 and B4 are
classified incorrectly when the third dimension receives a zero weight and so forth.
The categories are not linearly separable.
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Figure 4b Stimulus structure: NLS categories.
LEARNING STIMULI

Category A Category B
01 02 03 04 01 02 03 04

Al 0 1 0 1 Bl 0 0 0 1
A2 1 0 1 0 B2 0 1 0 0
A3 1 1 0 1 B3 0 1 1 0
A4 1 1 1 0 84 1 0 0 1
AS 1 1 1 1
TRANSFER STIMULI
Tl 0 0 0 0
T2 0 0 1 0
T3 0 0 1 1
T4 0 1 1 1
TS 1 0 0 0
T6 1 0 1 1
T7 1 1 0 0

Assuming that the city traffic context enforces reliance on prototypes rather
than on exemplars, the presence of the general context should enhance accuracy
of learning performance in the LS task and reduce accuracy of learning
performance in the NLS task. In the LS task, the enforced reliance on prototype
processing can readily establish accurate performance when counting characteristic
features on diagnostic dimensions. In the NLS task. however. a good deal of
configural processing is required for establishing .accurate learning performance.
A possible strategy is to rely on a disjunction ofeonjunctions: "whenever a car has
positive features on both the first and the third climension or on both the second
and the fourth dimension. then it is an instance of the positive category (A);
otherwise, the car is an instance of the negative category (BY. The major reason
why it should be relatively hard to detect this strategy, or to apply it after
detection, is that the reliance on prototype processing enforced by the city traffic
context implies an inrecoverable loss of configural evidence that specifies the
correct assignment of each stimulus in the NLS task. That is, the prototype
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processing interferes with the auxiliary processing required for establishing
accurate learning performance. In the mixed model advanced by Medin et al.
(1984), exemplar processes are assumed to supplement the prototype processes.

After Kemler Nelson (1984; experiment 3), Medin & Schwanenflugel (1981;
experiment 2), Nakamura (1987) and Wattenmaker et al. (1986; experiment 2, 3
and 4), structural condition (LS or NLS categories) may be crossed with
contextual condition (city traffic context present or absent) in a complete factorial
design. Regardless of structural condition, the city traffic context should enforce
reliance on prototypes rather than on exemplars. This should enhance the accuracy
of learning performance in the LS task and reduce the accuracy of learning
performance in the NTS task.-thuS-amounting-to-an-interaction--between-structuEal----
and contextual condition.

An additional issue in this study is the difference in accuracy of learning
performance between the LS task and the NLS task under absence of the general
context. When using the ratio of average within-category evidence to average
between-category evidence as a criterion, most independent cue models suggest
that neither task in Figure 4 is easier. This is due to the fact that the frequency
with which each feature is associated with either category is the same for the LS
task and the NLS task. When considering the ratio of within-category evidence to
between-category evidence for each stimulus separatel y, however, the same models
preclude perfect learning performance. in the NLS task: the ratio is smaller than
one (that is, within-category evidence is outweigh ted by between-category
evidence) for some stimuli. This is simply due to the fact that the categories are
not linearly separable. Capitalizing on the linear separability of categories, some
independent cue models do suggest that the ratio of average within-category
evidence to average between-category evidence is larger in the LS task than in the
NLS task and, therefore, that the LS task is easier than the NLS task. The reverse
is suggested, however, by the general class of correspondent cue models: the NLS
task should be easier than the LS task. This may be due to a variety of configural
effects, one of which is the density effect arising from exemplar processes (see §
2.1.2.).

The density principle implies .that learning performance varies with high
within- and between-category similarity of stimuli. Assuming equal salience of
stimulus dimensions, two stimuli are defined as highly similar if they differ in
value along only one dimension. The LS task involves four cases of high within-
category similarity (AlAS, A3A4, A4AS and B2B3) and six cases of high
between-category similarity (AIBI, AIB3, A2B4, A3B2, A3B4, and A4B3). The
reverse is true for the NLS task, which involves six cases of high within-category
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similarity (AIA3, A2A4, A3AS, A4A5, BIB4 and B2B3) and four cases of high
between-category similarity (AIB1, AIB2, A3B4 and A4B3). If density is a more
important constraint on classification performance than linear separability, the NLS
task should be easier 'io learn than the LS task (cf. Medin, 1983; Medin &
Schwanenflugel, 1981).

To date, the experimental findings fail to support the suggestion that linear
separability is an important constraint on performance in a standard-instruction
learning task (that is, free of general context or of any other instruction biasing
classification performance into a certain direction). The findings presented by
Medin & Scbwanenflugel (l981; experiment 1), Nakamura (1985) and
Wattenmaker et aI. (1986; experiment 1 and 2) do suggest that NLS tasks tend to
be easier to learn than LS tasks. (It is merely a tendency. Whenever reported, the
contrast is insignificant.) The problem is to figure out according to which principle
classification performance is constrained in these studies.

In the studies reported by Wattenmaker et 81. (1986), no care was taken that
the frequency with which each feature was associated with either category was the
same for the LS task and the NLS task. The result was that both the general class
of correspondent cue models and the general class of independent cue models
suggested an overall advantage for the NLS task over the LS task. To illustrate the
nonconfigural advantage, the average within-category similarity was the same for
the LS task and the NLS task while the average between-category similarity was
lower in the NLS task than in the LS task.

In the Study reported by Nakamura (1985) and the one reported by Medin &
Schwanenflugel (1981), the frequency with which each feature was associated with
either category was the same for the LS task and the NLS task. The result was
that independent cue models suggested either an advantage for the LS task over the
NLS task or no advantage for either task. Then what was the configura} principle
underlying the advantage for NLS tasks over the LS tasks? Whereas the density
principle did suggest an advantage for the NLS task over the LS task in the
Nakamura (1985) study, it suggested no advantage for either task in the Medin &
Schwanenflugel (1981) study. When defining density under the assumption of
equal salience of dimensions, then, this principle is insufficient to account for the
finding that NLS tasks tend to be easier to learn than LS tasks. Whether the
density principle would be sufficient under the assumption of differential salience
of dimensions remains an open issue. In none of the studies cited, classification
models were fitted to the learning data.

In the present study, the issue concerning the relative ease of LS and NLS
tasks (both under absence and under presence of general context) is generalized
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to classification performance during learning and during transfer.
Assuming that the city traffic context enforces reliance on prototypes rather

than on exemplars, the presence of the general context should enhance accuracy
of transfer performance in the LS task and reduce accuracy of transfer
performance in the NLS task. In the LS task, the general context reinforces the
strategy to attend to conjunctions of characteristic features on diagnostic
dimensions. Both the learning stimuli and the transfer stimuli are readily classified
according to this strategy. In the NLS task, however, the general context interferes
with configural strategies (one of-which is the strategy to rely on a disjunction of
conjunctions). Due to this interference, it is relatively hard to classify both the

-leamin~timuli-and-the-transfer stimul~hi.------
It is difficult to anticipate any difference in accuracy of transfer performance

between the LS task and the NLS task under absence of the general context. Given
that the studies cited earlier tend to support the notion that classification
performance in a standard-instruction learning task relies more heavily on
correspondent cue processing than on independent cue processing, we may adopt
the working assumption that both learning performance and transfer performance
under standard instructions relies more heavily on correspondent cue processing
than on independent cue processing. Assuming this, however, the advantage of the
NLS task over the LS task in terms of learning performance does not directly
generalize to an advantage of the NLS task over the LS task in terms of transfer
performance. The reason is that the general class of correspondent models suggests
an interaction effect between stimulus structure (LS versus NLS) and stimulus type
(learning versus transfer) in producing accuracy of transfer performance: whereas
the learning stimuli are easier to classify in the NLS task than in the LS task, the
transfer stimuli sre harder to classify in the NLS task than in the LS task. With
these tendencies going into opposite directions, it is difficult to anticipate any
difference in accuracy of transfer performance between the LS task and the NLS
task under absence of the general context.

---------'---- - - --

§ 2.3.2. Attitude versus image: density versus linear separability
When defining density under the assumption of equal salience of dimensions,

classification by density suggests that stimulus meaning is independent of effective
context. The triggering of exemplars stored for one category is independent of the
triggering of exemplars stored for the other category. Within the general theory
of stimulus meaning, such appraisal of stimulus meaning is referred to as attitude.
Classification by linear separability suggests that stimulus meaning is dependent
on effective context. The similarity of a stiiii~b" to the prototype of either
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category, for example, is dependent on the relevance of its features for
discriminating the categories. Within the general theory of stimulus meaning, such
appraisal of stimulus meaning is referred to as image.

§ 2.3.3. Attitude: linear separability of categories
According to Fishbein's learning theory of attitudes. belief hierarchies are the

representational basis for the appraisal of stimulus meaning. By implication, the
representation of category A and category B should be the same for the LS task
and the NLS task: the probability with which each feature is associated with either
category is the same for the LS task and the NLS task. Sharply stated, Fishbein
says: "I see no difference". The implication of the discussion in § 2.3.1. is,
however, that the representational basis for the appraisal of attitudes would most
probably be different for the LS task and the NLS task.

If learning performance were less accurate in the LS task than in the NLS
task, this would probably be due to the fact that attitudes were appraised according
to some correspondent cue process in both tasks. Assuming a relational probability
process as specified by the RPROB model, for example, the associative strengths
between feature compounds and either category would be different for the LS task
and the NLS task. Thus, the representation of category A and category B would
not be the same for the LS task and the NLS task. If learning performance were
as accurate in the LS task as in the NLS task, this would probably be due to the
fact that attitudes were appraised according to some independent cue process in the

.-, -·-15 task' (for example, a simple probability process as specified by the ASPROB
or MSPROB model) and according to some correspondent cue process in the NLS
task (for example. a relational probability process as specified by the RPROB
model). Again, the representation of category A and category B would not be the
same for the LS task and the NLS task.

The conclusion may be, then, that variations in the correlational structure of
a stimulus set (see § 2.1.1.) may enforce variations in conceptual knowledge about
the categories that cannot be represented in belief hierarchies.

§ 2.3.4. Fishbein: subjective prominence of features
Due to the changed accuracy of classification performance. a person's

accuracy in subjectively estimating the prominence of features may also change
with the interaction between general context and stimulus structure. The present
reasoning implies that the changed accuracy of probability ratings is indirectly
mediated by qualitative changes in constraints on classification performance rather
than quantitative changes in belief hierarchies (see also § 2.1.4.).
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§ 2.4. srUDY 2

§ 2.4.1. Hypotheses

A. The city traffic context induces prototype processing.")

B. The induction of prototype processing enhances the classification accuracy
during learning if the categories are linearly separable and reduces the
classification accuracy during learning if the categories are not linearly separable.

-----------C-'The induction.cf.protctype, processing-tmhances_tkclassificatiorulC.cutaC-}"1- _
during transfer if the categories are linearly separable and reduces the
classification accuracy during transfer if the categories are not linearly separable.

D. The accuracy of probability rating varies with accuracy of classification
performance.

§ 2.4.2. Method

The method was basically the same as in Study 1. Only the modifications are
reported here.

Respondents
Ninety-six undergraduate students participated in the experiment. Thus, 24

participants were randomly assigned to lout of 4 classification conditions.

Stimuli
The stimulus structures are shown in Figure 4. In each classification

condition, the features realizing value 1 and 0, respectively, were: two side
mirrors or one side mirror (Dl), small or large size (D2), presence or absence of
catalyser (03) and five or four doors (D4). In addition to the naming of the
categories, the positioning of the categories on the computer screen was
counterbalanced across respondents. So the category that was positioned on the left
for half of the respondents was positioned on the right for the other half and vice

21 Hereafter, "prototype processing" is shorthand for configura! prototype
processing; that is, reliance on conjunctions of characteristic features.
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versa.

Procedure
The eight features comprising the stimuli occur with a particular probability

in relation to each brand. as shown in Table 17. The distribution of objective
feature probabilities is the same across stimulus structures.

Table 17 Objective feature probabilities
(0 = Dimension; V = Value).
category A category B

01 02 03 04 01 02 03 04
VI 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.60 VI 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.50vo 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.40 vo 0.75 0.50 0.75 0.50

For each brand separately, 4 features were rated for probability of occurrence
on a discontinuous probability scale.

20% 25% 40% 50% 60% 75%

The probability that feature (Xl occurs for brand
[X or.ll is:

x

80%

As in the previous study, the order in which the brands were rated was
counterbalanced across respondents. In the present study, however, the selection
of features was constrained by two requirements (rather than one requirement, as
in the previous study). First, a respondent should rate each brand for being
associated with two features realizing dimensional value 1 and two features
realizing dimensional value O. Second, a respondent should rate at least one feature
at each level of objective probability. By these constraints, there are only 2
appropriate schemes for feature selection. These are summarized in Table 18. The
application of the schemes was counterbalanced across respondents, so that scheme
1 was used for half of the respondents and scheme 2 for the other half. A
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respondent rated both brands on the basis of the same scheme.

Table 18 Schemes for feature selection.

01 02 03 04

1
2

1
o

o
1

o
1

1
o

Altogether, then, there were 4 control factors in the design (category naming
---amtpositi:on.i:ng,-orderorC1lte~-nes and feature selection scneme for prooab1tity- ._-

rating). Crossed with 2 experimental factors, full replication would yield 64 unique
cells. In view of the limited number of participants, a fractional design was
developed by eliminating the odd cells associated with the sixth-order interaction
effect (see Edwards, 1985). This elimination implied that, in analyzing the
probability rating data, the main effect of one experimental factor would be
confounded with the fifth-order interaction between the other experimental factor
and the control factors and, further, that the second-order interaction between the
experimental factors would be confounded with the fourth-order interaction
between the control factors.

§ 2.4.3. Results

The results are presented for each of the three tasks in tum. For each of the
two classification tasks, the results are presented in two separate parts. The first
part is reserved for investigating the accuracy of classification performance, thus
testing hypothesis B (pertaining to the learning performance) and hypothesis C
(pertaining to the transfer performance). The second part is reserved for
investigating the constraints on classification performance through model fitting,
thus testing hypothesis A. For the probability rating task, only the accuracy of
performance is investigated (thus testing hypothesis D). In testing the various
hypotheses, converging evidence is sought if possible.

Learning performance: accuracy
Exactly SO% of the entire sample met the learning criterion. If the categories

were linearly separable, 62.5 % of the respondents in the experimental condition
(LSEXP) met the learning criterion against 54.2% in the control condition
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(LSCON). If the categories were not linearly separable, 37.5 % of the respondents
in the experimental condition (NLSEXP) met the learning criterion against 45.8 %
in the control condition (NLSCON).

Mean number of runs are presented in Table 19, broken down by structural
and contextual condition.

Table 19 Mean number of runs required for learning.

EXP CON

LS 14.63 17.54 16.08

NLS 18.63 17.46 18.04

16.63 17.50 17.06

The number of runs required for learning were submitted to an analysis of
variance (ANOVA), including structural condition (LS versus NLS) and contextual
condition (EXP versus CON) as between-subject factors. The main effect of the
LSNLS factor was significant (F (1, 92) = 5.52, MSc = 16.69, p < 0.05),
whereas the main effect of the EXPCON factor was not (F (1, 92) = 1.10, P >
0.10). There was also a significant LSNLS by EXPCON interaction effect (F (1,
92) = 6".oo;p < 0.05).--"-

Tests for simple main effects of structural condition revealed that learning
under presence of context required a significantly smaller number of runs in the
LS task than in the NLS task (F (1, 46) = 10.07, MS. = 19.07, P < 0.01).
There was no significant difference, however, under absence of context (F < 1).

Tests for simple main effects of contextual condition revealed that learning the
LS task required a significantly smaller number of runs under presence than under
absence of context (F (1, 46) = 4.35, MS. = 23.47, P < 0.05). There was no
significant difference, however, in learning the NLS task (F (1, 46) = 1.65, MSc

= 9.90, P > 0.10).
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Mean number of errors made during learning are shown in Table 20, broken
down by structural and contextual condition.

Table 20 Mean number of errors during learning.

EXP CON

LS 35.58 48.58 42.08

NLS 50.33 43.46 46.90
- ,-z-:-g-o- 1t6--:-02- -.pr.--4~-

In an analysis of variance, only the LSNLS by EXPCON interaction effect t

was significant (F (1, 92) = 6.97, MSc = 340.03, P < 0.01). .
Tests for simple main effects of structural condition revealed that learning

under presence of context resulted in significantly fewer errors for the LS task
than for the NLS task (F (1, 46) = 7.87, MS. = 331.59, p < 0.01). There was
no significant difference, however, under absence of context (F < 1).

Tests for simple main effects of contextual condition revealed that learning the
LS task resulted in significantly fewer errors under presence than under absence
of context (F (1, 46) = 4.89, MS. = 415.08, P < 0.05). There was no significant
difference, however, in learning the NLS task (F (I, 46) = 2.14, MS. = 264.99,
p > 0.10).

Whether the measure of learning accuracy is the number of runs required for
learning or the number of errors made during learning, the conclusions are
basically the same. First, learning performance in the LS task was more accurate'
under presence than under absence of the city traffic context and the reverse was
true for learning performance in the NLS task. This finding is consistent with
hypothesis B. Second, the facilitation effect of linear separability on learning under
presence of the city traffic context was greater than the interference effect oflinear
separability on learning under absence of the context. Third, the facilitation effect
of the general context on learning the LS task was greater than the interference
effect of the context on learning the NLS task.

Whereas the number of runs measure revealed no noticeable difference in
learning accuracy between the NLSCON and LSCON condition, the number of
errors measure would suggest the following, descending order of conditions with
regard to learning accuracy: LSEXP > NLSCON > LSCON > NLSEXP. The
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number of runs measure would further suggest that, apart from the interaction
between structural and contextual condition, structural condition contributed
independently to the differences in learning accuracy between conditions.

Learning perfonnance: constraints
The principles of conceptual representation and classification processing

underlying the differential accuracy of learning performance were investigated by
fitting the RPROTO, RCONTEXT and RMIXED model (see Appendix 2.5., 4.
and 5.) to the probabilities of correct classification responses during learning, for
each respondent separately. Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates are
presented in Table 21, broken down by classification model and learning
condition.

Table 21a Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates:
LSEXP condition (learning data).

Model RMSO PV W1 W2 W3 W4

RCONTEXT 0.123 0.528 0.294 0.220 0.264 0.222
RPROTO 0.107 0.613 0.367 0.229 0.304 0.100
RMIXEO 0.102 0.653 0.312 0.238 0.301 0.149

Model PE PP PG

RCONTEXT 0.891 - 0.109
RPROTO 0.879 0.121
RMIXEO 0.363 0.509 0.128
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Table 21b Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates:
LSCON condition (learning data).

Model RMSD PV WI W2 W3 W4
RCONTEXT 0.129 0.526 0.332 0.240 0.306 0.122 , ~., .i:.'~RPROTO 0.108 0.548 0.392 0.227 0.258 0.123
RMIXED 0.101 0.605 0.368 0.227 0.272 0.133
Model PE PP PG

----RCON'l'-BX-'!'------e.82-7----e-.H3- - ---- -
RPROTO 0.744 0.256
RMIXED 0.414 0.403 0.183

._-----' - --

Table 21c Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates:
NLSEXP condition (learning data).

Model RMSD PV WI W2 W3 W4
RCONTEXT 0.118 0.702 0.377 0.354 0.140 0.130
RPROTO 0.117 0.699 0.291 0.211 0.300 0.198
RMIXED 0.075 0.863 0.267 0.232 0.314 0.187
Model PE PP PG
RCONTEXT 0.931 - 0.069
RPROTO 0.811 0.189
RMIXED 0.375 0.497 0.127
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Iable 21d Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates:
NLSCON condition (learning data).

Model RMSD PV Wl W2 W3 W4

RCONTEXT 0.107 0.722 0.301 0.314 0.231 0.154
RPROTO 0.137 0.583 0.309 0.254 0.270 0.167
RMIXED 0.072 0.842 0.266 0.289 0.252 0.193
Model PE PP PG

RCONTEXT 0.948 - 0.052
RPROTO 0.861 0.139
RMIXED 0.496 0.378 0.126

The PV measures were submitted to an analysis of variance, including
structural and contextual condition as between-subjects factors and classification
model as within-subjects factor.P) In order to facilitate interpretation of the
results. the mean PV measures are graphically displayed in Figure 5. (The
annotations of the graphs are convenient for comparing the present results to those
of Study 3 and are explained elsewhere.)

12 The variances of proportions obtained from samples drawn from different
binomial populations can be expected to be equal Dilly if the means of the
proportions can be expected to be equal for those samples (Edwards, 1985; see
also Winer, 1971). In order to stabilize the variances of the PV measure, then,
each observation Was submitted to an arcsin transformation (Edwards, 1985;
Winer, 1971) before being used in an analysis of variance.
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Figure Sa Mean PV measures: learning data.
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Across classification models, the PV measures were considerably higher in the
NLS tasks (M = 0.735) than in the LS tasks (M = 0.593). The main effect of the
LSNLS factor was highly significant (F (I, 92) = 11.90, MS. = 0.73, P <
0.001). The main effect of the EXPCON factor and the LSNLS by EXPCON
interaction effect were insignificant (F < 1).

Across learning conditions, the PV measures were considerably higher for the
RMIXED model (M = 0.740) than for the RCONTEXT model (M = 0.620) and
the RPROTO model (M = 0.611). The main effect of the model factor was highly
significant (F (1.42, 130.72) = 23.16, MS. = 0.14, P < 0.001). Since the
RCONTEXT model and the RPROTO model are both nested within the RMIXED
model, this result suggests that the present account of classification performance
is markedly more accurate if a model assumes both exemplar processing and
prototype processing rather than either one of these.
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There was also a highly significant LSNLS by model interaction effect (F
(1.42, 130.72) = 8.59, p < 0.(01). As can be seen in Figure Sb, this result
basically suggests that the present data are better accounted for by the RPROTO
model than by the RCONTEXT model in the LS tasks and that the reverse is true
in the NLS tasks.

Figure Sb Mean PV measures in structural conditions:
learning data.
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A similar tendency emerges in case the learning data are broken down by
contextual condition. Figure Sc suggests that the data are better accounted for by
the RPROTO model than by the RCONTEXT model if the city traffic context is
present and that the reverse is true if it is absent. Nonetheless, the EXPCON by
model interaction effect was insignificant (F (1.42, 130.72) = 2.21, P > 0.10).

Figure 5c Mean PV measures in contextual conditions:
learning data.
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The analysis suggested no LSNLS by EXPCON by model interaction effect
(F < 1).

As already reported, the RMIXED model can account for 74 rc of the variance
in the data by assuming a mixture of exemplar processing. prototype processing
and guessing. Given the consistent superiority of the RMIXED model to the
models it incorporates, the major findings concerning conceptual representation
and classification processes can be comprehensively discussed in relation to the
parameter estimates for this model. Disregarding the fact that the model fits the
data considerably for the NLS tasks than for the LS tasks; the estimates of the
parameters PE, PP and PG indicate relevant differences between the various
conditions. In order to facilitate the interpretation of Table 21, the relative reliance
during learning on exemplar processing, prototype processing and guessing in each
condition is graphically displayed in Figure 6.

RCONTEXT RMIXED
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Figure 6 Relative reliance on exemplar processing (PE),
prototype processing (PP) and guessing (PG):
learning data.
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The major findings are:

1. PP (EXP) > PE (EXP) and PP (CON) < PE (CON). Regardless of linear
separability, the reliance on prototype processing was greater than the reliance on
exemplar. processing if context was present and the reverse was true if context was
absent. This finding supports hypothesis A. Previous analyses revealed that the
greater reliance on prototype processing enhanced accuracy of learning
performance if the categories were linearly separable and reduced accuracy of
learning performance if the categories were not linearly separable, thus supporting
hypothesis B.

2. PG (LSEXP) ... PG (NLSEXP) ... PG (NLSCON) < PG (LSCON). As
in Study I, the amount of guessing involvedin learning the LS task was greater
under presence than under absence of context. The increase in accuracy of
learning performance predicted by hypothesis B would, therefore, seem
attributable both to an increased reliance on prototype processing and to a
decreased reliance on guessing. In contrast, the amount of guessing involved in
learning the NLS task was roughly the same under presence and under absence of
context. The decrease in accuracy of learning performance predicted by hypothesis
B would. therefore, seem attributable primarily to an increased reliance on
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prototype processing.

Transfer perfonnance: accuracy
As suggested in § 2.2.4., two measures of transfer accuracy may be used: the

ratio of average within-cluster proximity to average between-cluster proximity (R)
and the representability of the major clusters in a onedimensional space. A joint
application of these measures may provide converging evidence with regard to
differences in transfer accuracy between conditions.

The average within-cluster proxirnities (W), average between-cluster
proximities (B) and W to B ratios (R) resulting from the clustering analyses
(CLlISIER) are presented_in_Table_22,- broken-doWl'l--b}'--tl"aasf-e~GOnd.~ion.-~--- __

Table 22 Internal and external structure of clusters:
transfer data.

Condition W B R

LSEXP 0.202 0.803 0.251
LSCON 0.295 0.731 0.404
NLSEXP 0.371 0.646 0.575
NLSCON 0.292 0.710 o.vi i

Using the ratio of average within-cluster proximity to average between-cluster
proximity (R) as a measure of transfer accuracy, general context enhanced transfer
accuracy in the LS task and reduced transfer accuracy in the NLS task (consistent
with hypothesis C). Furthermore, this measure suggests the following, descending
order of conditions with regard to transfer accuracy: LSEXP > LSCON >
NLSCON > NLSEXP.

The scaling analyses (MDSCAL) minimized the STRESS. measure and further
used the weak monotonicity criterion together with-the primary approach to tied
proximities. Table 23 presents the amount of stress associated with a
representation of the proximity matrices in a three-, two- and onedirnensional
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space, assuming the Euclidean metric for computing interstimulus distances.P)

Table 23 Badness-of-fit (STRESS1): transfer data
represented in an n-dimensional space.

Condition

LS NLS

n EXP CON EXP CON
3 0.010 0.036 0.064 0.027
2 0.010 0.066 0.128 0.090
1 0.010 0.117 0.219 0.164

The scaling solutions obtained for the LSEXP condition are marked by a high
degree of degeneracy (see the twodimensional representation of the LSEXP
proximities in Figure 7a). Inspection of the data matrix revealed that the
proximities within the major clusters were smalJer than any of the proximities
between these clusters. When proximity data are structured in this way,
degeneracy is very likely to arise (Coxon, 1982; Shepard, 1974). The scaling

23 In order to ensure attainment of global numma, various solutions were
sought for three-, two- and onedimensional spaces, comprising either city-block
or Euclidean distances, by starting the MDSCAL procedure with dozens of
random configurations. The Euclidean metric was most successful. There is no
need, however, to give a substantive interpretation of this finding. First, problems
oflocal minima are particularly severe in case of non-Euclidean Metrics (Shepard,
1974). It is possible that optimal solutions would obtained for spaces with city-
block distances after trying many more start configurations. Second, nonmetric
analyses are extremely inefficient, at best, in determining whether the proximity
data for a total set of sixteen stimuli (see § 2.1.1.) conform with the city-block
metric or the Euclidean metric (Shepard, 1974). The reason is that the rank order
of interstimulus distances for the Euclidean metric (though divided into more
levels) differs, at most, by a reversal of one pair of adjacent values from that for
the city-block metric (Shepard, 1974). Thus, the metrics should represent the
current data about equally well even if the city-block metric were correct.
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procedure is able to condense the points within the clusters or, in the extreme
case, collapse the points upon a single position and then to minimize stress simply
by maximizing the distance between the positions of the clusters (Coxon, 1982).
Thus, a substantial amount of structural information may be lost in the spatial
solution. In the extreme case, the only thing to be learned is that the stimuli cluster
into some groups while nothing is learned about either the relationships among
these groups or the relationships among the stimuli within any of these groups
(Shepard, 1974; see also § 2.2.4.).

Figure 7a. Twodimensional representation
__ ----=o-=fLSEX~ p.!oxirnit=i=e=s.... _

I I t I
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The scaling solutions obtained for the NLSEXP condition are poor, probably
due to errorful data; at least three dimensions are required in order to attain an
acceptably low stress.Tt is quite possible, however, that three dimensions are not
strictly necessary for-a substantively meaningful interpretation of the proximity
data. The scaling procedure may take advantage of the extra degrees of freedom
provided by additional dimensions in order to attain a better fit to the random
fluctuations in the data (Shepard, 1974). A twodimensional representation of the
NLSEXP proximities is provided in Figure 7b.
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Figure 7b. Twodimensional representation
of NLSEXP proximities.
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In view of the working assumption that classification performance under
standard instructions relies more heavily on correspondent cue processing than on
independent cue processing (see § 2.3.1.). it is particularly interesting to compare
the scaling solutions obtained for the LSCON and NLSCON condition. When
dimensionality increases, stress decreases by 0.081 in the LSCON condition
against 0.137 in the NLSCON condition. Initially, stress is lower in the LSCON
condition than in the NLSCON condition. Eventually, however, the reverse is
true. Going beyond a single dimension, then, seems more critical for an adequate
representation of the proximity data in the NLSCON condition than in the LSCON
condition. The twodimensional representation of the LSCON proximities (see
Figure 7c) and NLSCON proximities (see Figure 7d) may clarify this. The transfer
stimuli are less obviously clustered with the learning stimuli in the NLSCON
condition than in the LSCON condition. In the NLSCON condition, most of the
transfer stimuli are scattered throughout the central region of the twodimensional
space. Going beyond a single dimension seems critical for an adequate
representation of the scatter brought about by the transfer stimuli.
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Figure 7c. Twodirnensional representation
of LSCON proxirnities.
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Figure 7d. Twodirnensional representation
of NLSCON proximities.
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Disregarding the multidimensional structures in the proximity data and using
the representability of the major clusters in a onedimensional space as a measure
of transfer accuracy, general context enhanced transfer accuracy in the LS task and
reduced transfer accuracy in the NLS task (consistent with hypothesis C).
Furthermore. this measure suggests the following, descending order of conditions
with regard to transfer accuracy: LSEXP > LSCON > NLSCON > NLSEXP.

The previous measures. then, provided converging evidence with regard to
differences in transfer accuracy between conditions. The question may arise.
however, whether these differences are inductively meaningful or not. A test of
significance for differences in configurational representations of aggregate
proximity matrices may be conducted after Homa and his associates (Hartley &
Homa, 1981; Homa, Rhoads & Chambliss, 1979). The first step is to calculate a
ratio of average within-cluster distance to average between-cluster distance (R) in
multidimensional space for each stimulus in each condition separately. The second
step is to treat these ratios as observations, with stimuli as random variable. in a
factorial design. This procedure was followed using the twodimensional
representations, thus trying to ensure that for each condition at least a reasonable
fit was attained in a substantively meaningful way.

In the analysis of variance, the main effect of the LSNLS factor was highly
significant (F (1. 60) = 26.52. MS. = 0.03. P < 0.001), suggesting that transfer
performance was more accurate in the LS tasks (M = 0.141) than in the NLS
tasks (M = 0.354). The main effect of the EXPCON factor was also significant

. (F-(t; (0) == 5.26; p .< 0.05), suggesting that transfer performance was more
accurate under presence (M = 0.200) than under absence (M = 0.295) of context.
Finally. there was a significant LSNLS by EXPCON interaction effect (F (1.60)
= 6.74. P < 0.05). suggesting that transfer performance in the LS task was more
accurate under presence (M = 0.040) than under absence (M = 0.242) of context
and that transfer performance in the NLS task was more accurate under absence
(M = 0.347) than under presence (M = 0.360) of context.

Tests for simple main effects of structural condition revealed that transfer
performance under presence of context was significantly more accurate in the LS
task than in the NLS task (F (I, 30) = 54.02, MS. = 0.02, p < 0.001).
Accuracy of transfer performance under absence of context did not vary with
structural condition (F (I. 30) = 2.26. MS. = 0.04, P > 0.10).

Tests for simple main effects of contextual condition revealed that transfer
performance in the LS task was significantly more accurate under presence than
under absence of context (F (1. 30) = 14.97, MS. = 0.02, p < 0.001). Accuracy
of transfer performance in the NLS task did not vary with contextual condition (F
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< 1).
Altogether, then, the converging evidence with regard to differences in·

transfer accuracy between conditions seems to be inductively meaningful.

Transfer perfonnance: constraints
The principles of conceptual representation and classification processing

underlying the differential accuracy during transfer may be investigated by
deriving the goodness-of-fit between the data and the classification models.

The goodness-of-fit between the transfer data and each non parametric model
is presented in Table 24, broken down by transfer condition. The distance models
have-been -titted-both-with a-).j.neaf-{1.)-arul-with-an-expenential--~deeay-fu.nct-ien-. --
The results presented in parentheses are discussed further on.

Table 24 Goodness-of-fit (PV): transfer data.
Model LSEXP LSCON
SFREQ 0.356 (0.076) 0.382 (0.091)ASPROB 0.359 (0.078) 0.385 (0.091)MSPROB 0.850 (0.640) 0.841 (0.647)
CVFREQ 0.369 (0.082) 0.395 (0.098)CVPROB 0.369 (0.081) 0.396 (0.095)RFREQ 0.577 (0.228) 0.616 (0.272)RPROB 0.581 (0.233) 0.621 (0.275)
UAVDIS(L) 0.359 (0.078) 0.385 (0.091)
UPROTO(L) 0.622 (0.341) 0.660 (0.401)
WAVDIS(L) 0.457 (0.140) 0.476 (0.157)
WPROTO(L) 0.774 (0.539) 0.776 (0.564)
UAVDIS(E) 0.592 (0.250) 0.621 (0.287)
UPROTO(E) 0.702 (0.465) 0.678 (0.457)
WAVDIS(E) 0.661 (0.362) 0.663 (0.385)WPROTO(E) 0.911 (0.791) 0.875 (0.746)

Regardless of contextual condition, the WPROTO model (incorporating an
exponential decay function for relating distance to similarity) produced the best fit
to the transfer data if the categories were linearly separable (accounting, on the
average, for 89 % of the variance), whereas the RFREQ and RPROB model
produced the best fit if the categories were not linearly separable (each accounting,
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on the average, for 70% of the variance}. In the LS tasks, then, transfer
performance may be a function of assessing similarity to the prototypes of the
respective brands while attending to the configuration of features and weighting
the dimensions according to diagnosticity. In the NLS tasks, transfer performance
may be a function of assessing the frequency or probability with which features
and feature compounds are associated with the respective car brands.

Table 24 (continued)

Model NLSEXP NLSCON
SFREQ 0.423 (0.106) 0.299 (0.060)
ASPROB 0.428 (0.099) 0.302 (0.055)
MSPROB 0.646 (0.252) 0.508 (0.194)
CVFREQ 0.433 (0.109) 0.312 (0.064)
CVPROB 0.434 (0.099) 0.312 (0.056)
RFREQ 0.775 (0.395) 0.624 (0.275)
RPROB 0.781 (0.384) 0.627 (0.260)
UAVDIS(L) 0.428 (0.099) 0.302 (0.055)
UPROTO(L) 0.564 (0.300) 0.351 (0.105)
UAVDIS(E) 0.627 (0.274) 0.460 (0.160)
UPROTO(E) 0.463 (0.039) 0.272 (0.000)

The results of the STEPIT analyses are presented in Table 25, together with
the goodness-of-fit between the transfer data and the parametric models (see
Appendix 2.5., 4. and 5.). The results presented in the bottom entries are
discussed further on.

The CONTEXT model produced an excellent fit to the transfer data in each
condition and the MIXED model did not appear to provide a meaningful
improvement in goodness-of-fit. The PROTO model was generally inferior to the
CONTEXT model in producing goodness-of-fit, although the degree of inferiority
was strongly dependent on structural and contextual condition.
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Table 25a Measures of fit and parameter estimates:
LSEXP condition (transfer data).

Model RMSD PV W1 W2 W3 W4 PE PP
CONTEXT 0.038 0.991 0.373 0.261 0.236 0.131 -

0.061 0.964 0.372 0.267 0.240 0.121 -
PROTO 0.052 0.983 0.383 0.307 0.249 0.062 -

0.069 0.954 0.380 0.314 0.250 0.056 -
MIXE-E)--G-dB-7-()-;-9-9~0-.3-51.-G-.2-e-S-O-.--z38 O.-H3-6-;-7-7-2-0.-228

0.059 0.966 0.353 0.299 0.239 0.109 0.698 0.302

Table 25b Measures of fit and parameter estimates:
LSCON condition (transfer data).

Model RMSD PV W1 W2 W3 W4 PE PP
CONTEXT 0.063 0.968 0.295 0.276 0.229 0.200 -

0.082 0.900 0.308 0.269 0.221 0.202 -
PROTO 0.108 0.910 0.373 0.278 0.272 0.077 -

0.115 0.800 0.369 0.271 0.267 0.093 -
MIXED 0.063 0.969 0.290 0.275 0.232 0.202 0.954 0.046

0.080 0.903 0.294 0.270 0.229 0.207 0.886 0.114

The results obtained for the LS tasks were similar to those obtained in Study
1. By assuming abstraction of prototypes rather than representation of exemplars,
fit decreased by 0.8% in the experimental condition against 5.8% in the control
condition. In the NLS tasks, goodness-of-fit diverged more severely across
contextual conditions. By assuming abstraction of prototypes rather than
representation of exemplars, fit decreased by 27 % in the experimental condition
against 44% in the control condition. These results attest to the asymmetrical
relation between the CONTEXT model and the PROTO model (see § 2.2.4.). The
CONTEXT model can account for prototype effects considerably better than the
PROTO model can account for configural effects. Thus, the measures of fit for
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these models converge if the categories are discriminable by a weighted
combinationof prototype information (in the LS tasks) but diverge if the categories
are discriminable only by attending to a good deal of configural information (in
the NLS tasks).

Table 25c Measures of fit and parameter estimates:
NLSEXP condition (transfer data).

Model RMSD PV WI W2 W3 W4 PE PP
CONTEXT 0.054 0.965 0.262- 0.208 0.268 0.262 -

0.084 0.792 0.275 0.178 0.258 0.289 -
PROTO 0.156 0.694 0.389 0.240 0.245 0.125 -

0.140 0.415 0.394 0.251 0.202 0.153 -
MIXED 0.044 0.976 0.264 0.224 0.254 0.258 0.878 0.122

0.079 0.814 0.282 0.201 0.233 0.284 0.862 0.138

Table 25d Measures of fit and parameter estimates:
NLSCON condition (transfer data).

Model ..RMSD PV ..WI W2 W3 W4 PE PP
CONTEXT 0.074 0.959 0.249 0.269 0.188 0.293 -0.088 0.886 0.260 0.280 0.164 0.296 -
PROTO 0.243 0.524 0.459 0.256 0.238 0.047 -0.223 0.265 0.479 0.294 0.178 0.049 -
MIXED 0.074 0.959 0.249 0.270 0.188 0.293 1.000 0.000

0.087 0.887 0.259 0.284 0.160 0.297 0.966 0.034

The adaptability of the CONTEXT model to prototype processing is of
considerable importance for an appropriate evaluation of the MIXED model.
Although the MIXED model could not provide a quantitatively better account of
the transfer data than the CONTEXT model, its major contribution might rather
be qualitative in nature. Whereas the CONTEXT model blurs the distinction
between exemplar and prototype processing, the MIXED model is designed to
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adequately discriminate between these processes by estimation of the parameters
PE and PP.

The estimates of the parameters PE and PP in the MIXED model would
suggest that. in each transfer condition. classification performance relied heavily
on exemplar processing. Regardless of linear separability, however, the reliance
on prototype processing was greater under presence than under absence of the
city traffic context. This finding supports hypothesis A. The various measures of
transfer accuracy suggested that the greater reliance on prototype processing
enhanced accuracy of transfer performance if the categories were linearly
separable and reduced accuracy of transfer performance if the categories were not

---lineaFl-y--separable,~thus-supp&rting-hypethesis-&.- - - ~ ~ - - - - - --- -

An alternative procedure for model fitting
The analyses of the transfer data are necessarily at an aggregate level. For

investigating the accuracy of transfer performance, the data have been organized
in the form of proximity matrices; for investigating the constraints on transfer
performance. the data have been organized in the form of probability matrices. In
the following, I point out the differences between both ways of organizing the
transfer data and the advantages of working with proximity matrices rather than
probability matrices. Moreover, I propose a procedure for fitting classification
models to proximity matrices and discuss the results of applying this procedure to
the present data.

Both types of matrices contain aggregate data. To obtain probability matrices,
nominal responses are averaged across subjects for each stimulus. In this
procedure. the information about how each stimulus is assigned at the individual
level is preserved but the information about how stimulus assignments relate to
each other is thrown away. To obtain proximity matrices, nominal dissimilarity
measures are averaged across subjects for each pair of stimuli. In this procedure,
the information about how stimulus assignments relate to each other at the
individual level is preserved but information about how each stimulus is assigned
is thrown away. The latter procedure of organizing the data has two major
advantages over the former one. First, many more observations are made at the
individual level: 120 in comparison to 16. This means that the data can incorporate
more individual differences and that the potential relevance of any analysis
increases. Second, the information that is lost at the individual level can in the
latter case be recovered at the aggregate level without making assumptions
concerning conceptual representation and classification processes (for example. by
use of clustering and scaling subroutines). This is not possible in the former case.
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Particularly the consideration that proximity matrices preserve more individual
differences than probability matrices makes it worthwile to find a way of fitting
the classification models to these data arrays. I propose the following rule for
predicting each out of 120 observations in a (lower-triangular and off-diagonal)
proximity matrix:

P(Xi<>Xj) = [p(Ali) * p(Blj») +
[P(B i) * P(A j»), (2/15)

where i < j. In this equation. P(Xi< >Xj) is the probability that stimulus i and
j are assigned to different categories and, for example. peA I i) is the probability
that stimulus i is assigned to category A. Note that peA I i) and peA Ij), in the
right term of equation (2/15). are the predictions previously used for fitting the
classification models to probability matrices.

The classification models were fitted to the proximity matrices by use of the
prediction rule in equation (2/15).

For the nonparametric models in Table 24, the results are reported in
parentheses. Clearly, there was more variance to be accounted for than in previous
analyses: goodness-of-fit dropped from 52 % to 23 % (averaged across models and
conditions). The alternative fitting procedure finished off with virtually any
nonparametric model. Only the MSPROB model and the WPROTO model
(exponential decay) produced a reasonably good fit and only if the categories were

.~<,..-~,·,,'·'linea1'i-y'separable. The fitof-the-ncnparametric models was particularly bad if the
categories were not linearly separable.

For the parametric models in Table 25, the results of the alternative fitting
procedure are reported in the bottom entries. Goodness-of-fit dropped from 91 %
to 80% (averaged across models and conditions). With exclusive reference to the
MIXED model, the decrement in fit was minimal in the LSEXP condition (2.6%)
and maximal in the NLSEXP condition (16%). with the LSCON condition (6.6%)
and the NLSCON condition (7.2%) in between these extremes. Assuming that
these decrements in model fit were due to individual differences, it would seem
that transfer performance was most homogeneous in the LSEXP condition and
most heterogeneous in the NLSEXP condition. With reference to the CONTEXT
and PROTO model, the divergence in goodness-of-fit further increased if the
categories were not linearly separable. Averaged across contextual conditions, fit
decreased by 12 % for the CONTEXT model in comparison to 27 % for the
PROTO model.

To summarize, the proposed procedure for fitting classification models to
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transfer data seems relatively successful in preserving information about individual
differences and discriminating between various accounts of transfer performance.

Probabillty rating
Perhaps the simplest measure of rating accuracy is the Hit Rate (HR) or the

number of features rated correctly by a respondent for probability of occurrence
(cf, Alba et al., 1980; Green, 1984, 1986, 1988; Hasher & Chrorniak, 1977).
Mean HR measures are presented in the first column of in Table 26, broken down
by structural and contextual condition.

---TibTe2rAccuracyof probabflity ratings.- ---------

RMSD
Regression Parameters

Condition HR No Yes PV a b
LSEXP 2.542 0.152 0.121 0.552 0.154 0.696
LSCON 1.750 0.190 0.155 0.370 0.226 0.548
NLSEXP 2.000 0.194 0.139 0.378 0.267 0.446
NLSCON 1.958 0.186 0.145 0.349 0.246 0.494

A major disadvantage of using the HR measure of rating accuracy is that it
destroys a good deal of information. Rather than counting the number of exact
correspondences between SUbjective and objective probability, then, one may
consider the degree of correspondence (or noncorrespondence). After Hintzman
& Stem (1978), the Root of the Mean Squared Deviation (RMSD) between
subjective and objective probability may be used for measuring rating accuracy.
Mean RMSD measures are presented in the second column of Table 26.

A major disadvantage of using the RMSD measure of rating accuracy is that
it is sensitive to irrelevant differences in rating behavior. Suppose, for example,
that subjective and objective probability are perfectly related by aU-shaped
function for both respondent A and respondent B but that the function iis
comparatively flat for respondent A. In this situation, one may favor ihe
conclusion that the respondents are equally insensitive to the ascending order of
feature probabilities and, therefore, equally inaccurate at probability rating. Most
probably, however, the RMSD measures for the respondents are not equal (with
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the inequality relationship being dependent on the minima of the U-shaped
functions). One may arrive at the conclusion of equal insensitivity by minimizing
the root of the mean squared deviation from a linear relation between subjective
and objective probability (thus obtaining the best-fitting linear function relating
subjective and objective probability; cf. Hays, 1981) and using the slope of the
linear function as a measure of rating accuracy (cf. Barsalou & Ross. 1986;
Erickson & Gaffney, 1985; Jonides & Naveh-Benjamin, 1987; Naveh-Benjamin
& Jonides, 1985, 1986). A slope of zero, as would be found for both respondent
A and respondent B, would suggest absolutely inaccurate rating performance; a
slope of unity would suggest perfectly accurate rating performance. Mean RMSD
measures after being minimized by linear regression and mean intercepts (a) and
slopes (b) of the best-fitting linear functions are presented in Table 26. Also
presented are the mean PV measures after linear regression; these are equivalent
to to the squared product-moment correlations.

A path analysis was conducted for testing hypothesis D. while adopting the
working assumption that the effect of condition on accuracy of probability rating
would be mediated by accuracy of learning performance (see § 2.2.3.). A
respondent's rating accuracy was assessed with the slope of the best-fitting linear
function relating subjective and objective probability, whereas his learning
accuracy was expressed in terms of the polar opposite of the errors made during
learning.

Based on the correlations between the respondents' condition (X), his
classification accuracy (Y}"and his rating accuracy (Z), the path coefficients were
computed. It should be noted that rvx and rzx were multiple correlation
coefficients, resulting from the regression of Y and Z, respectively, on three
independents: the structural condition, the contextual condition and the interaction
between structural and contextual condition.

Incontrast with Study 1, condition did have an effect on rating accuracy: Pzx
= 8zx.y = 0.216 (F (3.91) = 3.37, MS. = 0.01, P < 0.05). Condition also had
an effect on learning accuracy: pyx = Bvx = 0.303 (F (3, 92) = 3.09. MS. =
340.03, P < 0.05). In support of hypothesis D, learning accuracy had an effect
on rating accuracy: Pzy = 6z.y.x = 0.361 (F (1,91) = 27.90. MS. = 0.01, P <
0.001). The total indirect effect of the respondents' condition on rating accuracy
was (rzx - Pzx) = 0.109.
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§ 2.4.4. Swnmary and Discussion

Learning perfonnance
Consistent with hypothesis B, learning performance in the LS task was more

accurate under presence than under absence of the city traffic context and the
reverse was true for learning performance in the NLS task. This was evidenced
by the number of runs required for learning and the number of errors made during
learning. Furthermore, fewer runs were required for learning the LS tasks than for
learning the NLS tasks.

Whereas the number of runs measure revealed no noticeable difference in
leamin&---a~~tween the.-NLSCill'LandlSCObLcondilion. the numbeLD~ __
errors measure suggested the following, descending order of conditions with
regard to learning accuracy: LSEXP > NLSCON > LSCON > NLSEXP.
However, the difference in learning accuracy between the LSCON and NLSCON
condition was unreliable. There was merely a tendency, then, that learning
performance under standard instructions was more accurate in the NLS task than
in the LS task. Though consistent with the findings in other studies (see § 2.3.1.),
it was merely a tendency.

The purpose of subsequent analyses was to identify the principles of
conceptual representation and classification processing underlying the differential
accuracy of learning performance.

Three models were tested. The RCONTEXT model assumed direct storage of
exemplars, whereas the RPROTO model assumed abstraction of prototypes along
the stimulus dimensions. In addition to guessing, these models assumed that the
classification of a stimulus depended on an assessment of similarity to exemplars
and prototypes (respectively) through a multiplicative combination of information
on the stimulus dimensions. The RCONTEXT and RPROTO model were nested
within the RMIXED model, thus entailing a mixture of exemplar processing,
prototype processing and guessing. Across learning conditions, the RMIXED
model provided a considerably better account of the data than did either the
RCONTEXT model or the RPROTO model alone. In addition, the relative
adequacy of the classification models was a function of learning condition. The
data were better accounted for by the RPROTO model than by the RCONTEXT
model in the LS tasks and the reverse was true in the NLS tasks. Similarly, there
was a. tendency that the data were better accounted for by the RPROTO model
tban by the RCONTEXT mode! if the city traffic context was present and that tbe
reverse was true if it was absent.

The parameter estimates for the RMIXED model were in support of
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hypothesis A. Regardless of linear separability, the reliance on prototype
processing was greater than the reliance on exemplar processing if context was
present and the reverse was true if context was absent. In support of hypothesis
B, the greater reliance on prototype processing enhanced accuracy of learning
performance if the categories were linearly separable and reduced accuracy of
learning performance if the categories were not linearly separable.

The parameter estimates for the RMIXED model would further suggest that
the slight (and unreliable) advantage of the NLS task over the LS task under
absence of context was attributable both to a greater reliance on exemplar
processing and to a smaller reliance on guessing in the NLSCON condition than
in the LSCON condition.

Transfer perfonnance
Three measures of transfer accuracy were used in this study: (1) the ratio of

average within-cluster proximity to average between-cluster proximity for a
clustering solution, (2) the representability of the major clusters in a
onedimensional scaling solution and (3) the mean ratio of average within-cluster
proximity to average between-cluster proximity for a twodimensional scaling
solution. Consistent with hypothesis C, these measures suggested that context
enhanced accuracy of transfer performance in the LS task and reduced the
accuracy of transfer performance in the NLS task. Furthermore, the three
measures suggested the same inequality relationship between conditions: LSEXP
> LSOON> NLSCON' '~·-NI:.SEXP. Measure (3) suggested that, apart from the
interaction between structural and contextual condition, structural condition and
contextual condition contributed independently to this inequality relationship.

There was no reliable difference in transfer accuracy between the LSCON and
NLSCON condition. When using measure (I), there was no noticeable difference
between these conditions. When using either measure (2) or measure (3), there
was a tendency that transfer performance was more accurate in the LSCON
condition than in the NLSCON condition. Assuming that classification
performance under standard instructions would rely more heavily on correspondent
cue processing than on independent cue processing, it was difficult to anticipate
any difference in transfer accuracy between the LSCON and NLSCON condition
(see § 2.3.1.): the learning stimuli of the NLS structure would be easier to classify
than those of LS structure, whereas the transfer stimuli of the NLS structure
would be harder to classify than those of the LS structure. The balance seemed to
tip in favor of the LS task rather than the NLS task. Whereas learning
performance tended to be more accurate in the NLSCON condition than in the
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LSCON condition, then, transfer performance tended to be less accurate in the
NLSCON condition than in the LSCON condition.

As an alternative to the usual practice of fitting classification models to
probability matrices, a procedure was developed for fitting these models to
proximity matrices. The alternative procedure proved relatively successful in
preserving information about individual differences and discriminating between
various accounts of transfer performance.

The non parametric models were very poor at accounting for the data in the
proximity matrices. Only the MSPROB model and the WPROTO model
(incorporating an exponential decay function for relating distance to similarity)

- -produced a.reasonably. good-f!t-an<Lonl¥-if-th~at.eg()ries-wer-e-l*near-l-y-sepllfable.
Regardless of contextual condition, classification performance in the LS tasks was
best accounted for by the WPROTO model (exponential decay). The fit of the
nonparametric models was particularly bad if the categories were not linearly
separable.

A reason for the poor account of the transfer data may be found by taking a
careful look at Table 24. Model fit generally decreases if the context is presented
in conjunction with the LS categories whereas it increases if the context is
presented in conjunction with the NLS categories. Apparently, model fit varies
with transfer accuracy: when the accuracy of transfer performance goes up, the
fit of the nonparametric models goes down. This reveals a general limitation,
characterizing these models, of not being able to deal with varying levels of
classification accuracy. Particularly, the nonparametric models can provide no
adequate account of highly accurate performance (that is, many proximities near
zero or one). To state this differently, the nonparametric models are inadequate
to the extent that the ratio rule represents deterministic responses rather than
probabilistic responses (see § 2.1.1.).

Among the three parametric models that were tested, the CONTEXT model
provided an excellent account of the data in the proximity matrices and the
MIXED model did not appear to provide a quantitatively better account. The
PROTO model was genera'uy inferior to the CONTEXT model in accounting for
the data, with the degree of inferiority being related to the degree of configural
processing in a transfer condition. These results clearly attest to the asymmetrical
relation between the CONTEXT model and the PROTO model, in that the
CONTEXT model can account for prototype effects considerably better than the
PROTO model can account for configural effects. The adaptability of the
CONTEXT model to prototype processing implies that the MIXED model might
provide a qualitative improvement of the current account of the data. Whereas the
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CONTEXT model blurs the distinction between exemplar and prototype
processing, the MIXED model is designed to adequately discriminate between
these processes.

The parameter estimates for the MIXED model suggested that, in each
transfer condition, classification performance relied heavily on exemplar
processing. Regardless of linear separability, however, the reliance on prototype
processing was greater under presence than under absence of the city traffic
context. This finding supports hypothesis A. The greater reliance on prototype
processing enhanced accuracy of transfer performance if the categories were
linearly separable and reduced accuracy of transfer performance if the categories
were not linearly separable. This finding supports hypothesis C.

Accuracy of transfer performance in the LS task should be an increasing
function of reliance on prototype processing relative to reliance on exemplar
processing. As noted earlier, transfer accuracy tended to be more accurate in the
LSCON condition than in the NLSCON condition. The parameter estimates for the
MIXED model would suggest that the slight (and unreliable) advantage of the LS
task over the NLS task under absence of context was attributable to a greater
reliance on prototype processing in the LSCON condition than in the NLSCON
condition.

Probability rating
Rating accuracy varied with classification accuracy. Thus, hypothesis D was

'supported; In'contrast with Study I, however, rating accuracy also varied directly
with the respondents' condition. There is an explanation for this.

In the present study, the respondents' condition was specified by stimulus
structure in addition to general context. Rather than with contextual condition,
classification accuracy was expected to vary with the interaction between structural
and contextual condition. And, according to the various measures used in this
study, it did. The measure of "classification accuracy" used in the analysis of the
rating data was a derivative of the number of classification errors made during
learning. And, according to this measure, the effect of the experimental
manipulations was entirely located in the interaction component. However, another
measure of classification accuracy (the number of runs required for learning)
suggested also an independent effect of structural condition. This effect would
seem closely connected with the finding that there were substantially more learners
in the LS tasks than in the NLS tasks. Most probably, these differences in the final
state of learning yielded differences in accuracy of task performance after learning.
Structural condition actually had an independent effect on the accuracy of transfer
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performance and it would seem conceivable that it also had an independent effect
on the accuracy of rating performance. The explanation for the direct effect of the
respondents' condition on rating accuracy is, then, that the number of classification
errors made during learning did 1101 independently vary with structural condition.
A methodological suggestion for the following study is, therefore, to ensure that
the final state of learning is optimal in each condition.
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§ 2.5. INTRODUCTION TO STUDY 3

In Study 2, the general context enhanced accuracy of classification
performance in response to the LS structure and reduced accuracy of classification
performance in response to the NLS structure. In this study, it is argued that the
reverse may be true if another relationship among features is made salient by a
general context. This would strongly argue against the ability of current models
of classification to specify constraints on classification performance across contexts
(see also § 2.1.3.). Specifically, it would argue against the common assumption
underlying these models that features are neat elements without any internal and
external structure and that concepts are the complex structures holding these
features together. Rather, features are concepts themselves and conceptual
relationships among features may be a major determinant of the relative adequacy
of elementaristic models in specifying constraints on classification performance.

§ 2.5.1. Correlational structure and not linearly separable categories

Suppose that the stimulus structures in Figure 4 (see § 2.3.1.) are realized by
the following features (each of which is a realization of a dimensional value 1 or
0, respectively): sufficient and insufficient ventilation (01), four and two seats
(02), presence and absence of head-rests (03) and large and small size (04). If
"comfortableaess" were presented as a general context to the stimulus structures,

•• >~ •• ,." one would expect a similar interproperty relationship to be established as in the
previous studies: a relationship in which the general context serves as a common
factor to every feature in the stimulus structure (see § 2.1.3.). Thus, one would
expect to obtain similar results to those obtained in Study 2: enhanced accuracy
of learning performance in the LS task and reduced accuracy of learning
performance in the NLS task due to an increased reliance on prototype processing.
It is subsequently argued, however, that the reverse may be true if the general
context is augmented to one that establishes relationships among co-occurring
features.

Within category B of the NLS structure, dimension 2 and 4 are perfectly
correlated. If dimension 2 is valued I, then dimension 4 is valued 0 and vice
versa. Thus, a car of brand B either has four seats and a small size or has two
seats and a large size. Within category B of the LS structure, however, each
combination of values occurs with chance level probability, implying a zero
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correlation between the dirnensions.P) Suppose that the general context is
augmented to one that establishes relationships among co-occurring features: the
manufacturer of the relatively less comfortable cars exclusively produces
minicoopers and delivery vans. To the extent that a minicooper adequately
references a car with four seats and a small size and a delivery van adequately
references a car with two seats and a large size, one would expect that the
augmented context reduces accuracy of learning performance in the LS task and
enhances accuracy of learning performance in the NLS task.

It is relevant to note, however, that the augmented context does not trivialize
the NLS task: exclusive attention to the perfectly correlated dimensions does not

-ensur~perfcnmance. -Although this-stf3tegy--Geff~t+y--ineludes -all--stiml1li- --
of category B as members of their target category, it does not correctly exclude
stimuli A4 as a nonmember. Therefore, other conceptual evidence is not
superfluous. Performance can readily become perfect, however, by also counting
characteristic features on dimension 1 and 3. If ventilation is sufficient and head-
rests are present, a car belongs to the comfortable brand (A); if either ventilation
is insufficient or head-rests are absent, a car belongs to the uncomfortable brand
(B).

The idea is that prototype processing is superseded by configural processing
if the comfortableness context is augmented by the context of mini coopers and
delivery vans and that, accordingly, the accuracy of learning performance is
reduced the LS task but enhanced in the NLS task. While using the very same
stimulus structures as in Study 2, then, the expectations concerning the accuracy
of learning performance are the reverse of those in Study 2. Wattenmaker et al.
(1986; experiment 3) also have attempted to demonstrate an increased reliance on
configural processing due to context. It is subsequently argued, however, that their
findings are inconclusive.

For the experiment under consideration, stimulus structures were designed by
dividing a total set of stimuli (defined by three binary dimensions) into two equal-
sized categories. No care was taken, however, that the (relative) frequency with
which each feature was associated with either category was the same for the LS
task and the NLS task. In the LS structure, the characteristic features were
associated with their category with a 75 % probability. In the NLS structure,
however, there were no characteristic features whatsoever; each feature was

24 Note that, within category A, the combinations of values on dimension 2 and
4 are the same for both stimulus structures.
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associated with either category with SO % probability. The result was that both the
general class of independent cue models and the general class of correspondent cue
models suggested an overall advantage for the LS task over the NLS task. To
illustrate the configural advantage, there were six cases of high within-category
similarity and six cases of high between-category similarity for the LS task while
there were four cases of high within-category similarity and eight cases of high
between-category similarity for the NLS task. Given the suggestion of an overall
advantage for the LS task over the NLS task, the advantageous effect of
incorporating correlated dimensions apparently could not offset the
disadvantageous effect of incorporating twice as many cases of high between-
category similarity as cases of high within-category similarity. Not surprisingly,
the LS categories were easier to learn than the NLS categories under absence of
the experimental context. Nonetheless. the reverse was true under presence of the
experimental context. But this is not surprising either. The experimental context
trivialized the NLS task: exclusive attention to the perfectly correlated dimensions
ensured perfect performance. No additional knowledge was required. Altogether,
then. Wattenmaker et a1. have not demonstrated an increased reliance on
configural processing due to context.

Assuming that prototype processing is superseded by configural processing if
the comfortableness context is augmented by the context of minicoopers and
delivery vans, accuracy of transfer performance in the LS task should be reduced.
The augmented context interferes with the strategy to attend to conjunctions of

., .."_." .. characteristie feetures on diagnostic'dimensions. Due to this interference. it is
relatively difficult to classify both the learning stimuli and the transfer stimuli. The
facilitation effect of the augmented context on learning performance in the NLS
task does not directly generalize, however, to a facilitation effect on transfer
performance. The reason is that the augmented context facilitates accurate
classification of the learning stimuli but interferes with accurate classification of
the transfer stimuli. Classification of the transfer stimuli in the NLS structure is
complicated by conflicting evidence incorporated in most of the transfer stimuli.
Consider, for example, stimulus 1'2 in Figure 4b. The evidence on dimension 2
and 4 points to category A, since the configurality of the features on these
dimensions references neither a minicooper nor a delivery van. The evidence on
dimension 1 and 3. however. points to category B, since there is no conjunction
of features characteristic of a comfortable car. It can be verified that conflicting
evidence is also incorporated in stimulus TI, T4, T5 and T6. Altogether, then. the
augmented context both facilitates and interferes with accurate transfer
performance in the NLS task. Due to these opposing tendencies, it is difficult to
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formulate a directional hypothesis concerning the effect of the augmented context
on transfer accuracy in the NLS task.

The present study does formulate two hypotheses concerning the difference
in classification accuracy between the LS and NLS task under presence of the
augmented context. During learning, the NLS task should be easier than the LS
task. The configural cue given by the context highlights correlated dimensions in
the NLS structure but uncorrelated dimensions in the LS structure. Performance
in the NLS task can be optimized by using the configural cue and attending in
addition to conjunctions of characteristic features on the non-cued dimensions.
Performance in the LS task can be optimized by ignoring the configural cue and

____ attendillg instead to conjunctions oLsharacterist~tur~ on~iagnostic _
dimeasions.P) During transfer, however, the NLS task should be harder than the
LS task. In the NLS task, the configural cue given by the context reinforces the
strategy that facilitates accurate classification of the learning stimuli but interferes
with accurate classification of the transfer stimuli. In the LS task, the configural
cue given by the context interferes with the strategy to attend to conjunctions of
characteristic features on diagnostic dimensions. The critical difference between
the NLS task and the LS task is, however, that the complications are unique to the
transfer phase in the NLS task but common to the learning phase and transfer
phase in the LS task. The complications arising in the NLS task have to be
attacked during transfer, whereas those arising in the LS task have already been
attacked during learning.

Under presence of the augmented context, then, learning should be less
accurate in the LS task than in the NLS task but transfer should be more accurate
in the LS task than in the NLS task.

§ 2.5.2. Fishbein: subjective prominence of features

Again the hypothesis is tested that a person's accuracy in grving clues
concerning the probability that features are associated with the car brands changes
with his accuracy of classification performance. Due to the fact that, as in the
previous studies, the person goes through only one run of the total set of stimuli
during transfer, the working assumption has again to be adopted that the accuracy
of probability rating varies with the accuracy of learning performance (see §

25 Note that this requires a drastic switch, since the dimensions highlighted by
the configural cue are the dimensions that are least diagnostic.
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2.2.3.}. The validity of this assumption. however. may be limited. particularly in
the present study. It is expected that the accuracy of classification performance
may be dependent on the task that is being performed: relative accuracy during
learning may go together with relative inaccuracy during transfer and vice versa.
In such a situation, it seems particularly necessary to incorporate both learning
accuracy and transfer accuracy as mediators of rating accuracy in the analytical
design. Omission of transfer accuracy may seriously reduce the power of the
analysis.
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§ 2.6. STUDY 3

§ 2.6.1. Hypotheses

A. If the comfortableness context is augmented by the context of minicoopers
and delivery vans, prototype processing is superseded by configural
processing. ~

B. The induction of configural processing reduces the classification accuracy
during learning if the categories are linearly separable and enhances the
classification accu~_QuringJea_rn!rtg if the cate~ries are not linearly separable.
(In ANOV A terminology, an interaction effect involving thetSEXP and LSCOW---
condition, on the one hand, and the NLSEXP and NLSCON condition, on the
other hand.)

C. The induction of configural processing implies that learning performance
is less accurate in response to the linearly separable categories than to the not
linearly separable categories. (In ANOVA terminology, a simple main effect
involving the LSEXP and NLSEXP condition.)

D. The induction of configural processing reduces the classification accuracy
during transfer if the categories are linearly separable. (In ANOV A terminology,
a simple main effect involving the LSEXP and LSCON condition.)

E. The induction of configural processing implies that transfer performance
is more accurate in response to the linearly separable categories than to the not
linearly separable categories. (In AN OV A terminology, a si mple main effect
involving the LSEXP and NLSEXP condition.)

F. The accuracy of probability rating varies with the accuracy of classification
performance.

26 Hereafter, "configural processing" IS shorthand for configural exemplar
processing.
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§ 2.6.2. Method

The meth<X'was basically the same as in Study 2. Only the modifications are
reported here.

Stimuli
The stimulus structures were the same as those in Study 2 (see Figure 4 in §

2.3.1.). In the present study, however, the features realizing dimensional value 1
and value 0, respectively, were: sufficient or insufficient ventilation (01), four or
two seats (02), presence or absence of head-rests (03) and large or small size
(04).

Procedure

(1) Learning performance. In each classification condition, respondents were
advised that this part of the experiment might be easier if they would bear in mind
that cars of brand B were less comfortable than cars of brand A. In the
experimental conditions (LSEXP and NLSEXP), the instruction contained the
additional information that this was so because the manufacturer of brand B
exclusively produced minicoopers and delivery vans.

Training continued until a respondent had either reached the maximum of 30
runs or met a learning criterion. Until the twentieth run. the criterion was 2

, "';,eonsecutive"ertotless runs (strong criterion). After the twentieth run. however, the
criterion was relaxed to a maximum of 1 error in each of 2 consecutive runs (weak
criterion).

(2) Transfer performance, The directions with regard to speeded responding
were removed from the instructions. since the latency measures proved to be
unreliable throughout the previous studies. Consequently, there was no dot written
on the screen between the various trials.

In each classification condition, respondents again were advised to bear in
mind that cars of brand B were less comfortable than cars of brand A and the
instruction for the experimental conditions (LSEXP and NLSEXP) again contained
the additional information that this was so because the manufacturer of brand B
exclusively produced minicoopers and delivery vans.

(3) Probability rating: The directions with regard to speeded responding were
removed from the instructions. since the latency measures proved to be unreliable
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in the previous studies. Consequently, there was no dot written on the screen
between the various rating scales.

§ 2.6.3. Results

The results are presented for each of the three tasks in turn. For each of the
two classification tasks, the results are presented in two separate parts. The first
part is reserved for investigating the accuracy of classification performance, thus
testing hypothesis B and C (pertaining to the learning performance) and hypothesis
D and E (pertaining to the transfer performance). The second part is reserved for
investigating the constraints on classification performance through model fitting, _
thus testing hypothesis A. For the probability rating task, only the accuracy of
performance is investigated (thus testing hypothesis F). Tn testing the various
hypotheses, converging evidence is sought if possible.

Learning perfonnance: accuracy
Learners may be defined either by the strong or by the weak criterion. The

proportions of learners according to either criterion are presented in Table 27,
broken down by learning condition.

Table 27 Proportions of learners: STRONG criterion.

EXP CON

LS 0.500 0.542 0.521

NLS 0.667 0.542 0.604

0.583 0.542 0.563

Proportions of learners: WEAK criterion.

EXP CON

LS 0.875 1.000 0.938

NLS 1.000 0.875 0.938

0.938 0.938 0.938
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Fifty-six percent of the entire sample met the strong criterion. Thirty-eight
percent of the entire sample succeeded in meeting the weak criterion after failing
to meet the strong criterion. Ninety-four percent of the entire sample eventually
met the weak criterion, implying that the final state of learning was optimal for
most respondents.

Mean number of runs required for learning are shown in Table 28, broken
down by structural and contextual condition. In an analysis of variance (ANOV A),
including structural condition (LS versus NLS) and contextual condition (EXP
versus CON) as between-subject factors, only the LSNLS by EXPCON interaction
effect was significant (F (1. 92) = 9.84. MS. = 43.18, P < 0.01).

Table 28 Mean number of "runs required for learning.

EXP CON

LS 19.04 15.79 16.08

NLS 14.88 20.04 17.42

16.96 17.92 17.44

Significant results were obtained in the tests for simple main effects of
structural condition. Learning under presence of the augmented context required
a smaller number of runs in the NLS task than in the LS task (F (1. 46) = 4.28,
MS. = 48.64, P < 0.05). Learning under absence of the augmented context
required a smaller number of runs in the LS task than in the NLS task (F (I, 46)
= 5.75, MS. = 37.72, P < 0.05).

Tests for simple main effects of contextual condition revealed that learning the
NLS task required a significantly smaller number of runs under presence than
under absence of the augmented context (F (1, 46) = 7.32, MS. = 43.77, P <
0.01). Learning the LS task required a smaller number of runs under absence than
under presence of the augmented context. This effect approached significance (F
(1. 46) = 2.98, MSc = 42.59, P < 0.10).
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Mean number of errors made during learning are shown in Table 29, broken
down by structural and contextual condition.

Table 29 Mean number of errors during learnin~.

EX~ CON

LS 37.00 29.17 33.08

NLS 24.13 42.75 33.44
~ - - --3-0-.-S~ - 35--9-L "-33 _2L _

In analysis of variance, only the LSNLS by EXPCON interaction effect was
significant (F (I, 92) = 11.06. MS~ = 379.72 P < 0.01).

Significant results were again obtained in the tests for simple main effects of
structural condition. Learning under presence of the augmented context resulted
in fewer errors for the NLS task than for the LS task (F (1. 46) = 5.91, MSe =
336.58, p < 0.05). Learning under absence of the augmented context resulted in
fewer errors for the LS task than for the NLS task (F (I, 46) = 5.24,MS~ =
422.87, P < 0.05).

Tests for simple main effects of contextual condition revealed that learning the
NLS task resulted in significantly fewer errors under presence than under absence
of the augmented context (F (I, 46) = 9.66, MS. = 430.81, P < 0.01). There
was no significant difference in learning the LS task (F (1, 46) = 2.24, MSe =
328.64, P > 0.10).

Whether the measure of learning accuracy is the number of runs required for
learning or the number of errors made during learning, the conclusions are
basically the same. First, learning performance in the LS task was more accurate
under absence than under presence of the augmented context and the reverse was
true for learning performance in the NLS task. This finding is consistent with
hypothesis B. Second, the facilitation effect of linear separability on learning under
absence of the augmented context Was approximately as large as the interference
effect of linear separability on learning under presence of this context. Third, the
facilitation effect of the augmented context on learning the NLS task was
considerably greater than the interference effect of this context on learning the LS
task. Fourth, learning performance was less accurate in the LSEXP condition than
in the NLSEXP condition. This finding is consistent with hypothesis C. Fifth, both
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measures suggest the following. descending order of conditions with regard to
learning accuracy: NLSEXP > LSCON > LSEXP > NLSCON.

Learning perfonnance: constraints
The principles of conceptual representation and classification processing

underlying the differential accuracy of learning performance were investigated by
fitting the RPROTO. RCONTEXT and RMIXED model (see Appendix 2.5 .• 4.
and S.) to the probabilities of correct classification responses during learning. for
each respondent separately. Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates are
presented in Table 30. broken down by classification model and learning
condition.

Table 30a Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates:
LSEXP condition (learning data).

Model RMSD PV W1 W2 W3 W4
RCONTEXT 0.127 0.591 0.333 0.071 0.259 0.338
RPROTO 0.113 0.654 0.448 0.121 0.258 0.174
RMIXED 0.111 0.681 0.351 0.099 0.266 0.285
Model PE PP PG

..RCONTEXT 0.994 - 0.006
RPROTO 0.962 0.038
RMIXED 0.642 0.344 0.014
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Table 30b Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates:
LSCON condition (learning data).

Model RMSD PV W1 W2 W3 W4

RCONTEXT 0.124 0.597 0.291 0.070 0.285 0.353
RPROTO 0.086 0.768 0.431 0.110 0.255 0.204
RMIXED 0.083 0.795 0.363 0.107 0.293 0.238
Model PE PP PG

- ---RGON~EX'l'-0.-9-7 &-- 0_..D22 -~--~RPROTO 0.971 0.029
RMIXED 0.567 0.424 0.009

Table 30c Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates:
NLSEXP condition (learning data).~)

Model RMSD PV Wl W2 W3 W4

RCONTEXT 0.100 0.720 0.444 0.249 0.149 0.158
RPROTO 0.174 0.499 0.241 0.187 0.308 0.264
RMIXED 0.060 0.864 0.249 0.232 0.271 0.248

Model PE PP PG

RCONTEXT 0.980 - 0.020
RPROTO 0.953 0.047
RMIXED 0.590 0.376 0.034

27 The mean PV measures for this condition are based on 23, rather than 24,
cases. One respondent completed an errorless session, implying zero variance. The
PV measure, however, is not defined for observations with zero variance.
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Table 30d Mean measures of fit and parameter estimates:
NLSCON condition (learning data).

Model RMSD PV Wl W2 W3 W4
RCONTEXT 0.136 0.667 0.614 0.243 0.073 0.070
RPROTO 0.110 0.785 0.315 0.170 0.296 0.219
RMIXED 0.070 0.884 0.319 0;160 0.313 0.208
Model PE PP PG

RCONTEXT 0.979 0.021
RPROTO 0.911 0.089
RMIXED 0.318 0.604 0.077

The PV measures were submitted to an analysis of variance. including
structural and contextual condition as between-subjects factors and classification
model as within-subject factor. In order to facilitate interpretation of the results,
the measures are graphically displayed in Figure 8.

Figure 8a Mean PV measures: learning data.
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Across classification models, the PY measures were higher under absence (M
= 0.750) than under presence (M = 0.650) of the augmented context. The main
effect of the EXPCON factor was significant (F (1,91) = 9.83, MSo = 0.52, P
< 0.01). The main effect of the LSNLS factor and the LSNLS by EXPCON
interaction effect were insignificant (F < 1).

Across learning conditions, the PY measures were considerably higher for the
RMIXED model (M = 0.796) than for the RPROTO model (M = 0.670) and the
RCONTEXT model (M = 0.634). The main effect of the model factor was highly
significant (F (1.45, 132.27) = 27.54, MSo = 0.18, P < 0.001). As in Study 2,
then, the analysis of classification performance is markedly more accurate if a

- - -model incorporates-bo.tlLexempla4rocessin~ .pmtot)'pe precessing ratherthan _
only one of these processing types.

The LSNLS by model interaction effect was highly significant (F (l.45,
132.27) = 13.53, P < 0.001). As in Study 2, it is suggested that the data are
better accounted for by the RPROTO model than by the RCONTEXT model in the
LS tasks and that the reverse is true in the NLS tasks (see Figure 8b).

Figure 8b Mean PV measures in structural conditions:
learning data.
Proportion of ..arience eccounrBd foro.g~--=.-~~--,-,-~..;.,.;...~-=----- ---,
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The EXPCON by model interaction effect was also highly significant (F (1.45,
132.27) = 12.55. P < 0.001). As can be seen in Figure Sc, this result basically
suggests that the data are better accounted for by the RCONTEXT model than by
the RPROTO model under presence of the augmented context and that the reverse
is true under absence of this context.

Figure 8c Mean PV measures in contextual conditions:
learning data.
Proilortion of '4tience 8CCOUltOO (orO.~r-----~~=-:,:,=--=-----------.
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Finally, the LSNLS by EXPCON by model interaction effect was significant
(F (1.45, 132.27) = 5.92, P < 0.01). The interpretation of this result may be
facilitated by comparing the annotated graphs in Figure Sa to those in Figure Sa.

The IC and CC labels indicate whether Independent Cue processing (e.g.,
abstraction of prototypes) or Correspondent Cue processing (e.g., attention to
correlated features) are assumed to be enforced in a particular condition. ~ The
plus and minus signs indicate whether the type of processing enforced can be
regarded as optimal or suboptimal for classification performance in the learning
condition.

AOCHTEXT RMIXED

21 The LSCON and NLSCON condition of Study 2 are labeled CC- and CC +,
respectively. This is due to the working assumption that performance in a
standard-instruction classification task relies more heavily on correspondent cue
processing than on independent cue processing (see § 2.3.1.).
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Most apparent is that the IC-, IC+ and CC- graphs are remarkably similar,
both within and between studies, but that the CC+ graph is the major deviant. The
point is that the RPROTO model breaks down in goodness-of-fit in case configural
processing optimizes performance. In Study 2, configural processing was optimal
for learning the NLS task under absence of general context. Thus, in fact, there
was only structural enforcement of configural processing and, as may be recalled,
the three-way interaction effect was not significant. In this study, however,
configural processing was optimal for learning the NLS task under presence of the
augmented context. Thus, there was a simultaneous enforcement of configural
processing by structural and contextual factors and this may account for the

--signifiGant-three-way-i-nteraettan-effect-.-- - -- ~ ~~ - - ~-
The major findings concerning conceptual representation and classification

processes may be discussed in relation to the estimates of the parameters PE, PP
and PG for the RMIXED model. In order to facilitate the interpretation of Table
30, the relative reliance during learning on exemplar processing. prototype
processing and guessing in each condition is graphically displayed in Figure 9.

Figure 9 Relative reliance on exemplar processing (PE),
prototype processing (PP) and guessing (PG):
learning data.
Rliletl"" relience on processn1r-~~--~~~---------------- -,
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For the NLS task. the reliance on exemplar processing was greater than the
reliance on prototype processing if the iiugmchte~1context was present and the
reverse was true if it was absent. This finding supports hypothesis A. Previous
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analyses revealed that the increased reliance on exemplar processing enhanced
accuracy of learning performance, thus supporting hypothesis B.

For the LS task, the reliance on exemplar processing was greater than the
reliance on prototype processing under presence and under absence of the
augmented context. This is surprising, particularly when considering that the
reliance on prototype processing was apparently greater when being detrimental
for classification performance (in the NLSCON task) than when being beneficial
for classification performance (in the LSCON task). Nonetheless, the reliance on
exemplar processing in learning the LS task was greater under presence than under
absence of the augmented context. This finding supports hypothesis A. Previous
analyses revealed that the increased reliance on exemplar processing reduced the
accuracy of learning performance, thus supporting hypothesis B.

The increased reliance on configural processing further implied that learning
performance was less accurate in the LSEXP condition than in the NLSEXP
condition, thus supporting hypothesis C.

Transfer perfonnance: accuracy
As in Study 2. three measures of transfer accuracy may be used: (1) the

overall R for a clustering solution, (2) the representability of the major clusters in
a onedimensional scaling solution and (3) the mean R for a twodimensional scaling
solution.

The average within-cluster proximities (W), average between-cluster
proximities -(B) and W to B ratios (R) resulting from the clustering analyses
(CLUSTER) are presented in Table 31, broken down by transfer condition.

Table 31 Internal and external structure of clusters:
transfer data.

Condition W B R

LSEXP 0.202 0.811 0.249
LSCON 0.152 0.846 0.180
NLSEXP 0.301 0.719 0.418
NLSCON 0.286 0.725 0.395

Using the overall R for a clustering solution as a measure of transfer
accuracy, the augmented context reduced transfer accuracy (though slightly) in the
LS task (consistent with hypothesis D). Furthermore, transfer performance was
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more accurate in the LSEXP condition than in the NLSEXP condition (consistent
with hypothesis E). Finally. this measure suggests the following, descending order
of conditions with regard to transfer accuracy: LSCON > LSEXP > NLSCON
> NLSEXP.

The scaling analyses (MDSCAL) minimized the,STRESS I measure and further
used the weak monotonicity criterion together with' the primary approach to tied
proximities. Table 32 presents the amount of stress associated with a
representation of the proximity matrices in a three-, two- and onedimensional
space, assuming the Euclidean metric for computing interstimulus distances.

TabTe~~Oness-of-tlt (STRESS1) :transfer data-
represented in an n-dimensional space.
Condition
LS NLS

n EXP CON EXP CON

3
2
1

0.010
0.010
0.010·

0.010
0.010
0.028

0.039
0.052
0.145

0.057
0.075
0.144

The scaling solutions obtained for the LSEXP and LSCON condition are
marked by a high degree of degeneracy, basically suggesting that the proximities
can be adequately represented by two compact clusters along a single dimension.
The STRESS I measure for n = 1 suggests that the representability along a single
dimension is slightly greater in the LSEXP condition than in the LSCON
condition. Inspection of the twodimensional plots representing the LS.gXP
proximities (see Figure lOa) and LSCON proxirnities (see Figure lOb) reveals that
some stimuli tend to dissociate from the compact clusters in the LSCON condition.
whereas such dissociative tendencies are not apparent in the LSEXP condition.
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Figure lOa. Twodimensional representation
of LSEXP proximities.
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Figure lOb. Twodimensional representation
of LSCON proximities.
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The scaling solutions for the NLSEXP and NLSCON condition are highly
similar both with regard to the amount of stress associated with a onedimensional
space and with regard to the amount of stress that is lost by increasing the
dimensionality of the space. Inspection of the twodimensional plots representing
the NLSEXP proximities (see Figure l Oc) and NLSCON proximities (see Figure
IOd) reveals that most of the transfer stimuli are scattered throughout the central
region of the twodimensional space in both conditions but that the clusters in
space, mainly constituted of learning stimuli, are more compact in the NLSEXP
condition than in the NLSCON condition.

Figure lOco Twodimensional representationof NLSEXP proximities. - - ~ -
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Figure lOd. Twodimensional representation
of NLSCON proximities.
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Using the representability of the major clusters in a onedimensional space as
a measure of transfer accuracy, transfer classification was more accurate in the LS
tasks than in the NLS tasks, regardless of contextual condition. This finding is in

.. conflict.with hypothesis D but consistent with hypothesis E.
Finally, the mean R for a twodimensional scaling solution may be used as a

measure of transfer accuracy. Inferential tests of the simple main effects specified
by hypothesis D and E were performed by calculating a ratio of average within-
cluster distance to average between-cluster distance in twodimensional space for
each stimulus separately and treating these ratios as observations, with stimuli as
random variable, in two analyses of variance.

In the analysis contrasting the LSEXP and LSCON condition, the simple main
effect of the EXPCON factor was significant (F (1, 30) = 8.82, MSo = 0.01, P
< 0.01), suggesting that transfer classification was more accurate in the LSEXP
condition (M = 0.038) than in the LSCON condition (M = 0.161). This finding
is in conflict with hypothesis D.

In the analysis contrasting the LSEXP and NLSEXP condition, stimulus type
(learning versus transfer) was added as a factor to the design. Following the
argument put forward in § 2.5.1.. one would anticipate an interaction effect
between stimulus type and transfer condition such that stimulus type has much
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stronger effect on transfer accuracy when the categories are linearly separable than
when the categories are not linearly separable. The main effect of the transfer
condition was highly significant (F (1, 28) = 22.50, MS. = 0.03, p < 0.001),
suggesting that classification was considerably more accurate in the LSEXP
condition (M = 0.039) than in the NLSEXP condition (M = 0.313). The main
effect of stimulus type was also significant (F (1, 28) = 8.88, p < 0.01),
suggesting that classification was more accurate for the learning stimuli (M =
0.094) than for the transfer stimuli (M = 0.281). Finally, the interaction effect
between transfer condition and stimulus type was significant (F (1, 30) = 8.37,
P < 0.01). In the LSEXP condition, classification was practically as accurate in
respollSe-toJeaming-stimuli-{M =-- O.036f-as-in-response-to-t{"ansfet'-St~muli--(M-=- - --
0.042). In the NLSEXP condition, however, classification was considerably more
accurate in response to learning stimuli (M = 0.152) than in response to transfer
stimuli (M = 0.519). This finding is consistent with hypothesis E and the
argument leading to its formulation.

Transfer perfonnance: constraints
The principles of conceptual representation and c\assi fication processing

underlying the differential accuracy during transfer may be investigated by
deriving the goodness-of-fit between the data and the classification models.
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The goodness-of-fit between the transfer data and each nonparametric model
is presented in Table 33, broken down by transfer condition. (In this study, only
the results of fltting classification models to proximity matrices are discussed.
Results obtained for probability matrices are reported in order to preserve
comparability across studies.)

Table 33 Goodness-of-fit (PV): transfer data.

Model LSEXP LSCON

SFREQ 0.349 (0.060) 0.333 (0.053)
ASPROB 0.353 (0.075) 0.337 (0.067)
MSPROB 0.836 (0.643) 0.830 (0.611)
CVFREQ 0.360 (0.069) 0.341 (0.060)
CVPROB 0.361 (0.080) 0.342 (0.071)
RFREQ 0.571 (0.205) 0.536 (0.175)
RPROB 0.577 (0.232) 0.542 (0.200)

UAVDIS(L) 0.353 (0.075) 0.337 (0.067)
UPROTO(L) 0.594 (0.306) 0.621 (0.321)
WAVDIS(L) 0.457 (0.139) 0.441 (0.126)
WPROTO(L) 0.771 (0.526) 0.751 (0.484)

UAVDIS(E) 0.583 (0.241) 0.559 (0.215)
UPROTO(E)~, ,0.653...(0.395) 0.725 (0.476)
WAVDIS(E) 0.667 (0.360) 0.653 (0.335)
WPROTO(E) 0.886 (0.745) 0.899 (0.742)

As in Study 2, the nonparametric models were very poor at accounting for the
transfer data. Averaged across models and conditions, 21 % of the variance was
accounted for. Regardless of context, the WPROTO model (incorporating an
exponential decay function for relating distance to similarity) produced the best fit
to the transfer data if the categories were linearly separable (averaged across
contextual conditions, the model accounted tor 74 % of the variance). If the
categories were not linearly separable and the augmented context was present, the
RFREQ and RPROB model produced the best fit (accounting for 22 % and 21 %
of the variance, respectively). If the categories were not linearly separable and the
augmented context was absent, however, the UPROTO model (incorporating an
exponential decay function for relating distance to similarity) produced the best fit
(accounting for 41 % of the variance). It does not seem warranted, however, to
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draw far-reaching conclusions from these results, since the goodness-of-fit of the
relatively successful models is still embarrassingly low.

Table 33 (continued)

Model NLSEXP NLSCON
SFREQ 0.261 (0.042) 0.342 (0.071)
ASPROB 0.264 (0.039) 0.346 (0.071)
MSPROB 0.404 (0.050) 0.640 (0.332)
CVFREQ 0.272 (0.045) 0.349 (0.073)

-CVPROB 0~7r\O;o4O ) 0.350 (0.072) ---

RFREQ 0.558 (0.218) 0.638 (0.287)
RPROB 0.560 (0.209) 0.642 (0.288)
UAVDIS(L) 0.264 (0.039) 0.346 (0.071)
UPROTO(L) 0.382 (0.119) 0.626 (0.366)
UAVDIS(E) 0.393 (0.105) 0.532 (0.206)
UPROTO(E) 0.336 (0.000) 0.651 (0.406)

The results of the STEPIT analyses are presented in Table 34, together with
the goodness-of-fit between the transfer data and the parametric models (see
Appendix 2.5.,4. and S.).

The STEPIT subroutine did not converge to an optimal solution by
specification of the MIXED model for the LS tasks. The estimated reliance on
exemplar processing was zero in both contextual conditions. The results in Table
34a suggest that this solution is clearly suboptimal in the LSEXP condition (by
assuming abstraction of prototypes rather than representation of exemplars, fit
decreased by 8.1 %). The results in Table 34b suggest, however, that the solution
of zero seems more reasonable in the LSCON condition (particularly in view of
the asymmetrical relationship between the CONTEXT and PROTO model; by
assuming abstraction of prototypes rather than representation of exemplars, fit
decreased only by 0.8%).
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Table 34a Measures of fit and parameter estimates:
LSEXP condition (transfer data).

Model RMSD PV W1 W2 W3 W4 PE PP

CONTEXT 0.087 0.956 0.293 0.334 0.167 0.206 -
0.098 0.913 0.294 0.332 0.168 0.206 -

PROTO 0.116 0.928 0.404 0.195 0.337 0.063 -
0.136 0.832 0.402 0.202 0.327 0.068 -

Table 34b Measures of fit and parameter estimates:
LSCON condition (transfer data).

Model RMSD PV W1 W2 W3 W4 PE PP

CONTEXT 0.077 0.974 0.474 0.213 0.132 0.181 -
0.098 0.933 0.494 0.200 0.132 0.174 -

PROTO 0.084 0.978 0.390 0.191 0.296 0.122 -
0.104 0.925 0.391 0.193 0.293 0.123 -

The CONTEXT model produced an excellent fit to the transfer data in each
condition and the MIXED model did not appear to provide a meaningful, if any,
improvement in goodness-of-fit. The PROTO model was generally inferior to the
CONTEXT model in producing goodness-of-fit. although the degree of inferiority
was strongly dependent on structural and contextual condition.

By assuming abstraction of prototypes rather than representation of exemplars.
fit decreased. as noted previously. by 8.1 % in the LSEXP condition against 0.8 %
in the LSCON condition; more dramatically. fit decreased by 73 % in the NLSEXP
condition against 42 % in the NLSCON condition. Regardless of linear
separability, then, the reliance on exemplar processing was greater under presence
than under absence of the augmented context (as also evidenced by the estimates
of the parameters PE and PP in the MIXED model obtained for the NLS tasks).
This finding supports hypothesis A.
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Table 34c Measures of fit and parameter estimates:
NLSEXP condition (transfer data).

Model RMSD PV W1 W2 W3 W4 PE PP
CONTEXT 0.060 0.973 0.200 0.229 0.214 0.358 -

0.088 0.902 0.200 0.230 0.194 0.375 -
PROTO 0.272 0.457 0.357 0.315 0.200 0.127 -

0.255 0.174 0.349 0.344 0.167 0.141 -

M-IHB-----e-.e-4-6--e.98-5-{b 2-oo---e-.2-620.191 O. 34T- 0-;B-65-Qoi.-3-S-- -- -
0.081 0.917 0.200 0.253 0.175 0.371 0.888 0.112

Table 34d Measures of fit and parameter estimates:
NLSCON condition (transfer data).

Model RMSD PV Wl W2 W3 W4 PE PP
CONTEXT 0.074 0.956 0.222 0.177 0.296 0.305 -

0.091 0.875 0.214 0.178 0.295 0.314 -
PROTO 0.196 0.700 0.343 0.231 0.220 0.206 -

0.191 0.458 0.325 0.225 0.226 0.225 -
MIXED 0.043" 0.985 0.238 0.214 0.261 0.287 0.745 0.255

0.073 0.920 0.228 0.211 0.262 0.298 0.765 0.235

The three measures of transfer accuracy did not provide converging evidence
with regard to the difference in transfer accuracy between the LSEXP and LSCON
condition. The most convincing evidence was, however, that transfer accuracy was
significantly more accurate in the LSEXP condition than in the LSCON condition,
thus disconfirming hypothesis D.

The various measures of transfer accuracy did provide converging evidence,
however, with regard to the difference in transfer accuracy between the LSEXP
and NLSEXP condition: the greater reliance on exemplar processing implied that
transfer performance was more accurate in the LSEXP condition than in the
NLSEXP condition, thus confirming hypothesis E.
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Probability rating
Mean measures of rating accuracy are presented in Table 35, broken down by

structural and contextual condition.

Table 35 Accuracy of probability ratings.
RMSD
Regression Parameters

Condition HR No Yes PV a b
LSEXP 2.625 0.152 0.126 0.548 0.148 0.695
LSCON 2.667 0.144 0.116 0.585 0.131 0.696
NLSEXP 3.042 0.135 0.110 0.631 0.122 0.747
NLSCON 1.708 0.192 0.143 0.377 0.215 0.525

A path analysis was conducted for testing hypothesis F. Rating accuracy was
assessed with the slope of the best-fitting linear function relating subjective and
objective probability, whereas learning accuracy was expressed in terms of the
polar opposite of the errors made during learning.

Based on the correlations between the respondents' condition (X), his learning
accuracy (Y)'Uld his rating;,accuracy (Z), the path coefficients were computed.

Condition had an effect on rating accuracy: Pzx = 6zx.y = 0.250 (F (3, 91)
= 4.50, MSc = 0.01. P < 0.01). It also had an effect on learning accuracy: PYx
= 6vx = 0.351 (F (3, 92) = 4.30, MSc = 379.72, P < 0.01). In support of
hypothesis F, learning accuracy had an effect on rating accuracy: PZy = 6zy x =
0.193 (F (I, 91) = 8.09, MSc = 0.01, P < 0.01). The total indirect effect of the
respondents' condition on rating accuracy was (rzx - Pzx) = 0.068.

§ 2.6.4. Swnmary and Discussion

Learning perfonnance
Nearly the entire sample met the relaxed learning criterion, according to

which it was sufficient to make maximally one error in each of two consecutive
runs to be a learner. The only nonlearners were recorded for the LSEXP and
NLSCON condition.

Consistent with hypothesis B, learning performance in the LS task was more
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accurate under absence than under presence of the augmented context and the
reverse was true for learning performance in the NLS task. Consistent with
hypothesis C, learning performance was less accurate in the LSEXP condition than
in the NLSEXP condition. This was evidenced by the number of runs required for
learning and the number of errors made during learning. Furthermore, both the
number of runs and the number of errors measure suggested the following,
descending order of conditions with regard to learning accuracy: NLSEXP >
LSCON > LSEXP > NLSCON.

The purpose of subsequent analyses was to identify the principles of
conceptual representation and classification processing underlying the differential
accuracy of.Ieaming.performance, _

Across learning conditions, the RMIXEO model provided a considerably
better account of the data than did either the RCONTEXT model or the RPROTO
model alone. In addition, the relative adequacy of the classification models was a
function of learning condition. The data were better accounted for by the
RCONTEXT model than by the RPROTO model in the NLS tasks and the reverse
was true in the LS tasks. Similarly, the data were better accounted for by the
RCONTEXT model than by the RPROTO model if the augmented context was
present and the reverse was true if it was absent. Finally, the account that was
provided by the RPROTO model was worse in the NLSEXP condition than in any
other condition.

The parameter estimates for the RMIXED model were in support of
hypothesis A. Regardless of linear separability, the reliance on exemplar
processing was greater under presence than under absence of the augmented
context. In support of hypothesis B, the greater reliance on exemplar processing
reduced the accuracy of learning performance in the LS task and enhanced the
accuracy of learning performance in the NLS task. In support of hypothesis C, the
greater reliance on exemplar processing implied that learning performance was less
accurate in the LSEXP condition than in the NLSEXP condition.

Transfer perfonnance
Three measures of transfer accuracy were used: (1) the overall R for a

clustering solution, (2) the representability of the major clusters in a
onedimensional scaling solution and (3) the mean R for a twodimensional scaling
solution.

Measure (1) suggested that the augmented context reduced transfer accuracy
(though slightly) in the LS task (consistent with hypothesis D) and that the linear

,separability of the categories enhanced transfer accuracy under presence of the
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augmented context (consistent with hypothesis E). Furthermore, this measure
suggested the following, descending order of conditions with regard to transfer
accuracy: LSCON > LSEXP > NLSCON > NLSEXP. Within this ordering, the
largest inequality relationship was observed for the LSEXP and NLSCON
condition. Measure (2) suggested that, regardless of contextual condition, transfer
performance was more accurate in the LS tasks than in the NLS tasks. The
findings obtained with this measure, then, were in conflict with hypothesis D but
again consistent with hypothesis E. Finally, measure (3) suggested that the
augmented context enhanced transfer accuracy in the LS task (again inconsistent
with hypothesis D) and that the linear separability of the categories enhanced
transfer accuracy under presence of the augmented context (again consistent with
hypothesis E).

The model fitting results suggested a major discrepancy between structural
conditions: the reliance on prototype processing was considerably greater in the
LS tasks than in the NLS tasks. Within these conditions, however, the effect of
context was in support of hypothesis A: reliance on exemplar processing was
greater under presence than under absence of the augmented context. The
increased reliance on exemplar processing enhanced rather than reduced transfer
accuracy in the LS task, thus disconfirming hypothesis D. The increased reliance
on exemplar processing implied that transfer performance was more accurate in
the LSEXP condition than in the NLSEXP condition. thus confirming hypothesis
E.

The' question might arise why hypothesis D was not confirmed. Inspection of
Figure lOa and lOb revealed that some stimuli tended to dissociate from the
psychologically compact clusters in the LSCON condition, whereas such
dissociative tendencies were not apparent in the LSEXP condition. It should first
be noted that relatively compact clusters were formed in the LSEXP condition,
whereas attention to the augmented context would imply otherwise. Many
respondents in this condition, howewer, reported during debriefing that they had
abandoned their strategy of attending to the minicooper and delivery van context
in the course of the learning task (for not making any sense) and that they had not
adopted this strategy again in the transfer task. Yet, the parameter estimates in the
MIXED model suggested that the augmented context induced relatively strong
reliance on exemplar processing in this condition. Perhaps the respondents in the
LSEXP condition exchanged the configural strategy that was ineffective for
another strategy that was more effective in using configural information in the LS
structure. It should also be noted that the relatively strong reliance on prototype
processing in the LSCON condition did not imply formation of clusters that were
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as compact as those formed for the theoretically equivalent condition in Study 2
(see Figure 7a). I see no possible explanation for this discrepancy.

Probability rating
Rating accuracy varied with classification accuracy. Thus. hypothesis F was

supported. As in Study 2, rating accuracy also varied directly with the
respondents' condition.

In the previous study. the direct effect of the respondents' condition on rating
accuracy might have been due to differences in final state of learning between
classification conditions (see § 2.4.4.). In the present study, however. this

___ -Lpossibility has been largely ruled out by optimizing the final state of learning in
each classification condition (see § 2.6.3.). Instead, the direct effect of the
respondents' condition on rating accuracy might be due to a basic shortcoming of
the analytical design: the omission of transfer accuracy as a mediator of rating
accuracy.

Due to the limited amount of data collected for each respondent in the transfer
task, the working assumption had to be adopted that the accuracy of probability
rating would vary with the accuracy of learning performance (see § 2.2.3.). This
assumption, however, may have limited validity, particularly in the present study:
relative accuracy during learning may go together with relative inaccuracy during
transfer and vice versa (see § 2.5.2.). In such a situation, it seems particularly
necessary to incorporate both learning accuracy and transfer accuracy as mediators
of rating accuracy in the design. In the present study, omission of transfer
accuracy seems to have reduced the power of the analysis: fourteen percent of the
variance in rating accuracy could be accounted for, against 30% in Study 1 and
24% in Study 2. A suggestion for future research is, then, to collect a larger
amount of data for each respondent in the transfer task so as to enable the
assessment of transfer accuracy at the individual level. Apart from being valuable
in the analysis of rating accuracy, this would be beneficial for the assessment of
transfer accuracy in its own right and for the investigation of constraints on
transfer performance.
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§ 2.7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 2

In the seventh and final section, the theoretical and empirical investigations
constituting Chapter 2 are summarized and discussed in the light of the three
central objectives mentioned in the beginning of this chapter.

§ 2.7.1. Developing a general theory of stimulus meaning

Fishbein's learning theory, underlying his well-known multi-attribute model,
assumes that attitudes are learned in conjunction with concept formation. Within
the learning theory, concept formation is defined as the process of forming an
association between a common response and a set of stimuli and other concepts.
As viewed by the learning theory, the "common response" is the object toward
which an attitude is being learned and the "set of stimuli and other concepts" are
its features. According to the learning theory, a concept is not described by a set
of singly necessary and jointly sufficient features (defining features) but is rather
described by a set of features that are probabilistically associated with the object
being represented (characteristic features). Features are unequal in terms of the
probability that they are associated with the object and it is in this sense that
concepts are "belief hierarchies". A belief hierarchy as viewed by the learning
theory is a summary description of an object by features, each of which is
accompanied by the probability of being associated with the object. Within the

.leami.ng ..tboory •.an aUit~is defined as the evaluative aspect of a total meaning
response. The learning theory suggests that the evaluative aspect of the total
meaning response to an object is transferred from the evaluative aspects of the
features associated with the object proportional to the associative strengths between
features and object.

The learning theory defines concept formation as the process of forming an
association between a common response and a set of stimuli and other concepts.
Accordingly, the association in the definition refers to a "feature-to-concept"
association. The present contention is that classification performance should be
defined as the process of forming an association between a common response and
a set of stimuli and other concepts. Accordingly, the association in the definition
refers to an "instance-to-category" association. With this contention, we return to
the basic observation that people tend to associate genuinely different stimuli (for
example, car designs) with one common response (for example, "Mitsubishi R) and,
similarly, tend to associate genuinely different stimuli with another common
response (for example, "Mazda"). As already pointed out in § 1.4.2., a key
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premise is that such classification performance is possible because people have
concepts (one of "Mitsubishi-ness" and another of "Mazda-ness") and that the
stimuli belonging to the one category are most meaningful with reference to the
concept of Mitsubishi ,¥bil~ the stimuli belonging to the other category are most
meaningful with reference to the concept of Mazda. Viewed in this way, the term
"concept" is a protoscientific term awaiting explication (Hofstadter, 1986a).
Scientific research aimed at explication of the term usually proceeds by
formulating assumptions as to how concepts are formed and bow concepts are used
and predicting classification performance on the basis of the assumptions
formulated.

____ ---=In=-=th~cha~ter, various principles of conceptual representation (the way
concepts are formed) and classification processing (the way concepts are used)
have been identified. From the present point of view, these principles COnstitute
various accounts of how people give meaning to stimuli in some stimulus
structure.

Adopting the elementaristic perspective, four general types of stimulus
meaning have been formalized. The taxonomy has been obtained by considering
two aspects of meaning: configurality and context-dependency. In view of the
elementaristic assumption that stimulus meaning is a function of feature salience,
the taxonomy basically contains four general classes of principles for relating
stimulus meaning to feature salience. With regard to the aspect of configurality,
the classes are different in assuming either that stimulus meaning is a function of
the salience of independent cues (features in isolation) or that it is also a function
of the salience of correspondent cues (features in combination with one another).
With regard to the aspect of context-dependency, the classes are different in
assuming either that the salience of cues is a function of the prominence of the
cues in the focal concept (the concept with reference to which the meaning of the
stimulus is being appraised) or that it is also a function of the contextual relevance
of the cues. The salience of cues may be a function of relevance in effective
context (diagnosticity) or of relevance in general context (selectivity). Fishbein'S
learning theory. belongs to the general class of principles specifying nonconfigural
and context-independent meaning. This general class of principles is adequate to
the extent that stimulus meaning isa function of the prominence of independent
cues in the representation of the focal concept.

The theoretical developments at the elementaristic level have broadened the
scope on the issue of stimulus meaning beyond the learning theoretical viewpoint
by identifying various principles of conceptual representation and classification
processing. In addition, the developments have yielded theoretical parsimony by
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assigning the various principles to a taxonomy specified by two aspects of stimulus
meaning: configurality and context-dependency.

The in ..estigations at the elementaristic level have not fleshed out possible
contingencies between types of stimulus structure and principles according to
which stimulus meaning is appraised. In the terminology of Homa (1984), the
investigations have exclusively focused on deterministic categories (there .exists a
rule, however complex, that allows for perfect classification of the stimuli in the
structure) with a finite population (there is a total set of stimuli comprised by four
binary dimensions) and without invariant elements (there are no defining features).
Homa conjectures on the basis of empirical findings reported by Medin and his
associates (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Medin & Schwanenflugel, 1981; Medin &
Smith, 1981) that this type of stimulus structure favors exemplar models of
classification. The present findings obtained for standard-instruction classification
tasks are grossly consistent with this conjecture, even though two qualifications
must be made. First, the particular type of stimulus structure specifically seems
to favor a configural exemplar model. Second, two SUbtypes of deterministic
categories have been identified: those categories that are linearly separable and
those that are not. To the extent that classification performance can be accounted
for by a configural mixed model assuming a trade-off between exemplar and
prototype processing, the present findings seem to suggest that the reliance on
exemplar processing is relatively strong in response to not linearly separable
categories. Following the suggestion by Homa (1984), then, future research may

·..·flesh out possible'contingetrcies between types of stimulus structure and constraints
on classification performance.

One more determinant of feature salience has been identified in this chapter:
the discriminability of features on the stimulus dimensions. It has been argued that,
if an elementaristic model modifies feature salience according to discriminability
of the features on the stimulus dimensions, the model recognizes its potential
limitations in treating features as meaning elements. If features were neat elements
of stimulus meaning. anyone element should simply be "different" from another.
If it is recognized that features may be more or less different to one another.
however. it is basically conceded that features are concepts rather than neat
elements. It may be possible to completely capture the implications of conceptual
relationships among features for stimulus meaning by modifications of feature
salience. In these cases, the elementaristic model functions technically, albeit with
a major unknown. It has been argued, however, that, in other cases, it may be
insufficient to assume quantitative changes in feature salience and that it may be
necessary to assume qualitative changes of conceptual representation and
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classification processing to fully capture the implications of interpropterty
relationships for stimulus meaning.

Beyond the elementaristic taxonomy with the four general types of stimulus
meaning, then, it has been argued that whether or not a certain elementaristic
principle adequately specifies how stimulus meaning is related feature salience may
be dependent on the interproperty relationships that are incorporated in a concept
or that are established due to context. To the extent that this is true, an
elementaristic model is either inadequate in specifying principles according to
which stimulus meaning is appraised or is adequate only by virtue of incorporating
structural isomorphisms to interproperty relationships.

-----AA.-GEcenkal---issue--ia-this--Ghapter-has-been the speci*ation-ef-oonstr~nts-OD----
classification performance when some interproperty relationship is assumed to be
established due to general context, a research strategy previously suggested by
Estes (1986b). In Study 1 and 2, the implications have been investigated of an
interproperty relationship in which a general context serves as a common factor
to every feature in the stimulus structure. In Study 3, the implications have been
investigated of an interproperty relationship in which a general context serving as
a common factor to every feature in the stimulus structure is augmented to one
also underlying relationships among co-occurring features. In Study I, general
context has been 'varied while holding stimulus structure constant. In Study 2 and
3, stimulus structure has been varied orthogonally to general context. These
studies have been designed to test specific notions concerning constraints on
classification performance due to general context. In addition. these studies have
investigated the implications of the constraints for the accuracy of classification
performance in response to some stimulus structure. As a novelty in this research
paradigm, the studies have also investigated the implications of the accuracy of
classification performance for the accuracy with which persons give clues
concerning the probability that the features in some stimulus structure are
associated with the categories in that structure. In § 2.7.3 .• the experimental
studies are summarized and discussed.

§ 2.7.2. Defining the attitude and image construct

Within the general theory 0'( stimulus meaning developed in this chapter, an
attitude has been defined as stimulus meaning appraised independent of context and
an image has been defined as stimulus meaning appraised dependent on context.
The appraisal of context-independent meaning has been defined as a meaning
response to a stimulus that is triggered only by the focal concept (the concept with
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reference to which the meaning of the stimulus is being appraised), whereas the
appraisal of context-dependent meaning has been defined as a meaning response
to a stimulus that is also triggered by other (nonfocal) concepts. If these nonfocal
concepts are representations of objects that are perceived as alternatives to the
object that is represented by the focal concept, stimulus meaning has been said to
be dependent on effective context. If the non focal concepts are extraneous to
effective domain, stimulus meaning has been said to be dependent on general
context.

It is interesting that, roughly twenty years ago, investigators working in the
field of multidimensional scaling have raised issues that closely touch upon my
distinction between attitude and image.

Green and his associates (Green & Carmone, 1971, 1972; Green, Maheshwari
& Rao, 1969; Green & Rao, 1972) have raised the issue to what extent a
conceptual space would be invariant or variant across changes in composition of
stimulus set and changes in "scenarios" or problem solving situations. This clearly
relates to the question whether people form "attitudes" or "images" as a function
of effective context and general context.

More specifically, Wish and his associates (Wish, 1971; Wish, Deutsch &
Biener, 1970) have raised the issue to what extent multidimensional representations
of a stimulus domain would change if people were asked to view the stimuli in the
domain from various perspectives. According to Wish et al. (1970), it would be
worth while to identify the major types of perspectives on the stimuli in the
domain, to investigate how much variation there is as a function of perspective and
to investigate what factors lead to one or another type of perspective to be
dominant. This relates to such questions as whether people form "attitudes" or
"images" as a function of general contexts, to what extent stimulus meaning is
shifted across contexts if people fonn images instead of attitudes and why one
context brings about greater shifts than another context.

Similarly, Sberman (1973) has raised the issue to what extent
multidimensional representations of a stimulus domain would change as a function
of informational context. In addition, Sherman (1972) has suggested that the spatial
solutions may change as a function of the personality type of the people. As
already noted in § 1.4.3., the demarcation of the attitude and image construct
proposed in this chapter may to a certain extent subsume a demarcation in terms
of independency versus dependency of stimulus meaning on psychographic factors
(personality characteristics, personal values, a person's self-concept and so forth).
The one subsumes the other to the extent that psychographic factors are not
already incorporated in the focal concepts.
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It might be insightful to indicate when it would be necessary to allow for a
restructuring of conceptual space and when this would be unnecessary. Suppose
we have coffee, tea and milk represented in a beverage space and suppose also that
coffee and tea are closer to one another than to milk. Changing typicality of the
beverages with regard to changing contexts might be due to shifting focal points
(Roth & Shoben, 1983). The "refocusing" principle does not imply changes in
structural relationships among the beverages. It does imply that, whenever coffee
is the most typical example of a beverage in some context, tea must be a better
example of a beverage in that context than milk. This seems to be true for a
"secretary enjoying her morning break" context but not for a "truck driver
enjoying his doughnut" context (Roth & Shoben, 1983). Alternatively, then, the
changing typlcahty of tllelieverages WIth regard to the chang 109contexts rrughTbet=----
due to shifting ideal points (Medin & Shoben, 1983). The ore-idealizing" principle
does not imply changes in structural relationships among the beverages, while
being more powerful than the refocusing principle. 'In the secretary context, the
ideal point might be somewhere between coffee and tea; in the truck driver
context, the ideal point might be somewhere coffee and milk. The re-idealizing
principle does imply that, when these relationships are established, tea and milk
cannot be more similar to one another in some context than coffee and milk. This,
however, seems not to be true for a "tea break" context (Medin & Shoben, 1988).
In order to capture the complete set of changes, then, it seems necessary to allow
for a reorganization of conceptual space.

At ih~ elernentaristic level, :~organization has usually been substantiated by
a "dimensional-weighting" principle. Thl;~; changing typicality of the beverages
with regard to changing contexts is due to changi:!~ psychological weights of the
dimensions spanning the space. As Shepard (1964b) il:-g~es, "a given individual
can adopt different attitudes, frames of mind, or points of view', and each such
state may have its own associated system of weights" (p. 276-277). The '::'t"rent
proposal is to speak of images when the meaning that the individual gives to the
beverages derives from such reorganizations and to speak of attitudes otherwise.

The demarcation of attitude and image iii terms of context-independency
versus context-dependency of stimulus meaning may be useIu: for investigators of
consumer behavior (either in the applied or in the fundamental field). A choice
alternative is often perceived in the context of its competitors. Furthermore. choice
alternatives are often perceived in the context of promotional campaigns ~,~th
selling propositions. The consumer has an attitude toward a choice alternatlve if
he appraises its meaning only with reference to the conceptual knowledge about
the choice alternative itself; the consumer has an image of the choice alternative
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if he appraises its meaning also with reference to the conceptual knowledge about
its competitors andlor the selling propositions.

It seems rather straightforward to specify effective context in terms of the
Revoked set" (see § 2.1.1.) of choice alternatives for some domain. In specifying
general context, however, an investigator of consumer behavior has considerably
more freedom. For example, the marketing researcher may evaluate optional
selling propositions for some choice alternative in terms of their efficacy in
restructuring the conceptual space of the choice domain as required by the
promotional objectives. More specifically, the marketing researcher may evaluate
optional selling propositions aimed at certain segments in the consumer market (cf.
Verhallen, van Onzenoort & Barzilay, 1989). The market may be subdivided in
homogeneous groups according to the relative importance assigned to goals in life
(the so-called terminal values) and ways of behaving in reaching these goals (the
instrumental values). In each consumer segment, various selling propositions
stressing values that are found most important by that segment may be evaluated
in terms of their efficacy in restructuring the conceptual space of the choice
domain as required by the promotional objectives. The structure of the conceptual
space relating to some choice domain may also be investigated for various
"scenarios" in which the choice alternatives may be functional (Green & Carmone,
1971. 1972; Green et aI., 1969; Green & Rao, 1972). This sort of investigation
may readily be integrated with segmentation research based on the domain-specific
segmentation model adopted by Verhallen et al. (1989).

Surely, the notion of general context seems to contain quite a lot and the
question may arise where to locate "general context" on a scale from feature to
universe (Poiesz, personal communication). In the present state of development,
the theory excludes no concept or set of concepts extraneous to the effective
domain as a candidate for serving as general context. It is conceivable. however,
that future development of the theory indicates the usefulness of distinguishing
between certain types of general context.

The permission of any concept or set of concepts extraneous to the effective
domain as a candidate for serving as general context may seem to undertnine the
distinction between attitudes and images in terms of context-independency versus
context-dependency of stimulus meaning. It is possible that the "general context"
is an element of a conceptual feature that has escaped detection or explication (van
Veldhoven, personal communication). Is it possible to maintain the distinction
between attitudes and images if the general context is an element of the concepts
with reference to which meaning is appraised? The answer is yes and the answer
remains yes even if it is not the undetected or unexplicated element but the
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conceptual feature itself that is serving as a general context. If, for example,
"catalyser" would be added as a contextual clue to the car designs in Figure 1, it
would most probably boost the salience of the catalyser dimension. According to
the definitions adopted in this dissertation, images rather than attitudes would be
appraised: the meaning of the car designs with reference to a focal concept (either
the concept of brand A or the concept of brand B) would be inherently appraised
with reference to the nonfocal concept of "catalyser", It is perfectly well possible,
then. to maintain the distinction between attitudes and images if the general context
is an element of the concepts with reference to which meaning is appraised.

The proposal to demarcate the attitude and image construct in terms or
-context~dependency--¥ersus--context..dependenC¥-Of-stimuluS-meaning is-viable-to- --

the extent that it is legitimate to assume that enduringly stable representations of
objects exist in a memory system - representations that are well-specifiable and
well-separable from one another. The legitimacy of this assumption is
controversial. As Barsalou (1989) points out, Parallel Distributed Processing
(PDP) theories go against the traditional view on cognition by assuming that the
representation of an object is a particular state of activation of the entire memory
system. Representations of different objects correspond to different states of
activation in the same memory system. No component of the memory system
corresponds to a particular feature or concept. Instead, both features and concepts
are assumed to be particular states of activation distributed over all components
of the system. As Barsalou further points out, the PDP theories assume that a
range of similar states represent the same concept and that any context drives the
entire system into a unique state representing that concept. Concepts, in this view,
are inherently unstable, thus undermining the notion of context-independent versus
context-dependent meaning as developed in this dissertation.

§ 2.7.3. Testing implications of the general theory of stimulus meaning

The three studies reported in this chapter have tested specific notions
concerning the constraints on classification performance when interproperty
relationships are established due to general context. In addition, these studies have
investigated the implications of these context-bound constraints for the accuracy
of classification performance in response to some stimulus structure and,
furthermore, the implications of the accuracy of classification performance for the
accuracy with which persons give clues concerning the probability that the features
in some stimulus structure are associated with the categories in that structure.

In each study, two categories were constructed from a total set of stimuli
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comprised by four binary dimensions. These categories represented various designs
of two car brands.

The central notion to Study 1 was that. when a general context would serve
as a common factor to every feature characterizing the car brands in the effective
domain. it would induce a summing strategy in which the car brands would be
optimally discriminated from each other with regard to the common factor
underlying the features. Accordingly. the general context would favor models
representing a summation of conceptual evidence on the dimensions spanning
psychological space weighted according to their diagnosticity; specifically. it would
favor distance models incorporating (1) dimensional weights for diagnosticity, (2)
a city-block metric for assessing distances and (3) a linear function for
transforming distances into similarities. One of the models assumed assessment of
average distances to exemplars. whereas the other model assumed assessment of
distances to prototypes. The appraisal of so-called singular images of the car
designs would capitalize on the linear separability of the categories and would.
thus. enhance the accuracy of classification performance (both during learning and
during transfer). Furthermore. the accuracy of probability rating would vary with
the accuracy of classification performance.

The findings suggested that the general context induced a conjunctive strategy.
The general context favored multiplicative models assuming representation by
exemplars. prototypes or feature probabilities. The multiplicative formulations of
the exemplar and prototype model in this subset were formally equivalent to
distanee-medels-incorperatirrg (1) a city-block metric for assessing distances and
(2) an exponential function for transforming distances into similarities. In joint
operation. aspect (1) and (2) implied that conceptual evidence was assessed
according to a multiplicative rule. The most parsimonious interpretation of the
findings appeared to be that classification performance relied largely on a mixture
of exemplar and prototype processing and that the general context induced a
relatively strong reliance on prototype processing. Accuracy of classification
performance (both during learning and transfer) was enhanced by the general
context. To the extent that variation in the accuracy of probability rating could be
accounted for. it varied with the accuracy of classification performance.

Study 1 thus suggested that the meaning appraised of the car designs induced
by the general context was qualitatively different from the meaning appraised
without general context. Rather than that the general context induced an increased
reliance on a summation of conceptual evidence optimally projected onto a single
dimension, however. it induced an increased reliance on conjunctions of
characteristic features in a mixture of exemplar and prototype processing. The
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study further suggested that the general context enhanced the ease of appraising
the meaning of the car designs and that this mediated an enhancement in the ease
with which clues were given concerning the probability of association between
features and car brands.

Central to Study 2 were the following notions: (1) that, when a general
context would serve as a common factor to every feature characterizing the car
brands in the effective domain, it would induce a relatively strong reliance on
conjunctions of characteristic features in a mixture of exemplar and prototype
processing and (2) that this would lead to the appraisal of clear images of the car
designs in case discrimination of the car brands on the basis of a common factor

-was possible--(-that-is,in &ase the-brand-eategeries wer~lineaily--separable)~but
would lead to the appraisal of fuzzy images of the car designs incase
discrimination of the car brands on the basis of a common factor was impossible
(that is, in case the brand categories were not linearly separable). Thus, contextual
condition would interact with structural condition in producing accuracy of
classification performance (both during learning and during transfer). Furthermore,
the accuracy of probability rating would vary with the accuracy of classification
performance. The findings confirmed the hypotheses.

While using the very same stimulus structures as in Study 2, the final study
in this chapter aimed at the psychological implications of an interproperty
relationship in which a general context serving as a common factor to every
feature in the stimulus structure would be augmented to one also underlying
relationships among co-occurring features. Study 3 itself had two interesting
features. First, the expectations concerning the accuracy of learning performance
were the reverse of those in Study 2. Second, the expectations concerning the
accuracy of learning performance were different from those concerning the
accuracy of transfer performance (which was not the case in Study 1and 2).

Central to Study 3, then, were the following notions. The augmented context
would induce a relatively strong reliance on configurations of features in a mixture
of exemplar and prototype processing. In response to the car designs encountered
during learning, this would lead to the appraisal of fuzzy images in case the
categories were linearly separable (though highly indiscriminable by configural
cues) and to the appraisal of clear images in case the categories were not linearly
separable (though highly discriminable by configural cues). In response to the car
designs only encountered during transfer, however, it would lead to the appraisal
of fuzzy images in both structural conditions. In case of the linearly separable
structure, this was expected simply due to the high indiscriminability of the
categories by the configural cues. In case of the not linearly separable structure,
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this was expected due to the "narrowness" of the configural knowledge about the
car brands that would be acquired during learning: the knowledge would not be
applicable to most of the car designs only encountered during transfer.

The implications of the preceding considerations were as follows. Contextual
condition would interact w;th structural condition in producing accuracy of
learning performance, with the directions being reversed to those in Study 2. In
case the categories were linearly separable, the augmented context would reduce
transfer accuracy. (In case the categories were not linearly separable, the
"narrowness" of the configural knowledge about the car brands would offset an
enhancement of transfer accuracy.) It was further expected that, under presence
of the augmented context, learning performance would be less accurate while
transfer performance would be more accurate in response to the linearly separable
categories than in response to the not linearly separable categories. Finally, it was
expected that the accuracy of probability rating would vary with the accuracy of
classification performance.

The findings grossly confirmed the hypotheses, except that transfer
performance in response to the not linearly separable categories appeared to be
more accurate with augmentation of the general context than without. This could
partly be explained by noting that many respondents had learned not to attend to
the augmentation of the general context and might have capitalized on other
configural information in the stimulus structure instead.

Altogether, then, the three studies reported in this chapter have demonstrated
qualitative changes in constraints on classi fication performance when interproperty
relationships are established due to general context. The qualitative changes have
largely been captured by a configural model assuming a mixture of exemplar and
prototype processing. The model literally states that a person represents an object
(for example, a car brand) twice: once by abstracting out a prototype and once by
directly storing a set of exemplars. Double representation seems strange in terms
of cognitive economy. The model has not been interpreted this literally. however,
by its originators. According to Medin et a1. (1984), the model states that basically
two types of category-level information are being processed during classification:
one is information concerning which features are most prominent and one is
information concerning which configurations of features are prominent. These
investigators have argued that the exemplar component is not antithetical to
abstraction and, actually, implies more abstraction than the prototype component
in the sense that higher-order information is being preserved. This amounts to
conceding, however, that the mixed model is essentially a model of classification
processing and is almost silent about conceptual representation. The most
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successful model of these studies, then, remains far removed from an explication
of the term "concept".

In addition, the three studies have demonstrated implications of the context-
bound constraints on classification performance for the accuracy of classification
performance. In response to the very same stimulus structure, relative accuracy
in one context (indicating appraisal of relatively clear images of the stimuli) could
change into relative inaccuracy in another context (indicating appraisal of relatively
fuzzy images of the stimuli). Furthermore, the studies have demonstrated
implications of the accuracy of classification performance for the accuracy of
probability rating. The accuracy with which persons could give clues concerning
the probabilit¥-that-the-features in- a-stimulus-struc-t-ure-weftHlSSooiateEl-with-the-- ~ _
categories in that structure varied with the accuracy with which the persons
previously assigned stimuli to the categories. In itself, this finding is not world-
shaking. In view of the qualitative changes in constraints on classification
performance, however, it does challenge the straightforward implication of
Fishbein's learning theory that changes in probability ratings represent quantitative
changes in belief hierarchies.

The empirical tests reported in this chapter have been rather specific and many
directions for future research may be given in order to assess the generalizeability
of the present findings. In rounding off this chapter, I mention those that readily
come to mind.

Metathetic dimensions can be supplemented by prothetic dimensions for
stimulus construction (see § 2.1.1.). The total set of stimuli can be enlarged by
increasing the number of dimensions andlor the number of dimensional values. In
relation to this, the effective domain can be enlarged by increasing the number of
categories.

The mode of presentation of the stimuli can be changed from verbal into
pictorial (cf. Medin et aI., 1983). In relation to this, category-level information
contained by the stimuli in the effective domain can be supplemented by
information that is idiosyncratic to these stimuli (cf, Medin et aI., 1983).

The presentation of the general context can be delayed until learning has
proceeded until a certain level. Active learning in a classification task can be
replaced by passive learning in an observation task, thus establishing procedural
similarities with the "implicit learning" paradigm (see Gordon & Holyoak, 1983;
Reber & Allen, 1978).

With these and other modifications, future research would not only assess the
generalizeability of the present findings but also enhance the external validity of
the study of context-bound stimulus meaning in a laboratory setting.
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CHAFfER 3

THE APPRAISAL OF ATTITUDE AND IMAGE: A SURVEY STUDY

In Chapter 2, we have studied the appraisal of stimulus meaning within a
classification paradigm. The stimuli were car designs and the responses were
assignments of the car designs to either one of two categories representing car
brands. The key premise underlying the three laboratory studies has been that
respondents would form concepts of the car brands through the experience with
the car designs and would assign a car to the brand with reference to whose
concept it would be most meaningful (that is, to whose concept it would bear most
evidence). The appraisal of stimulus meaning has mainly been studied by testing
various principles of conceptual representation and classification processing against
one another in terms of their power to predict probabilities with which a certain
classificatory response would be elicited by the stimuli.

The respondents in the laboratory studies have not been asked to indicate how
meaningful the various stimuli were with reference to a certain category. As in the
Rosch & Mervis (1975) studies involving artificial categories, however, the
learning task and transfer task may be succeeded by a typicality rating task in
which respondents indicate the extent to which the various stimuli correspond to
the "idea or image" that they have of a certain category. I) Typicality should be

. an increasing function of the conceptual evidence in favor of the category. That
is, the E(X I t) component in equation (2/1) should be predictive of the typicality
responses elicited by the stimuli. Theoretically, the analysis of classificatory
responses and the analysis of typicality responses should yield converging evidence
as to how concepts are formed and how concepts are used.

In this chapter, we proceed the study of stimulus meaning with three prior
requirements. The first requirement is to use real-life stimuli instead of artificial
stimuli. The second requirement is to use brands instead of product designs as
stimuli concerning which instance-to-category inferences are generated. With the

1 Evidently, such a rating task allows respondents to assess the meaningfulness
of stimuli with reference to any type of conceptual representation - not necessarily
a prototype representation. The term "typicality", then, refers in this context to
"goodness-of-example" (see Roth & Shoben, 1983) or "goodness of membership
in a category" (see Rosch, 1978) rather than "prototypicality".
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replacement of product design-to-brand inferences by brand-to-product class
inferences, the research focus shifts from the meaning of product designs to the
meaning of brands. The third requirement is to consider one important aspect of
stimulus meaning that has escaped our theoretical and empirical investigations thus
far: the evaluative aspect.

In Chapter I, we have encountered various multi-attribute models specifically
developed for the analysis of evaluative responses to stimuli. Whether or not
personal relevance was explicitly incorporated into the models (that is, whether or
not a functionalist view on stimulus meaning was adopted), the principles of
learning theory were assumed to apply to the formation of evaluative aspects of
stimulus meaning. In Chapter 2, however, we have encountered various
inadequacies of the learning theory as a general theory of stimulus meaning. It h-as-.--
been pointed out that the learning theory is inadequate to the extent that stimulus
meaning is dependent on (1) the context in which some stimulus is perceived by'
a person, (2) the configurality of the attributes characterizing the stimulus and 0)
the structural complexity of the attributes themselves.

In this chapter, we are going to study the appraisal of stimulus meaning within
the multi-attribute paradigm. In doing this, we adopt the simplifying assumption
that, as suggested by the learning theory, concepts are represented as belief
hierarchies. We thus accept potential inadequacies of our investigation by ignoring
that stimulus meaning may be dependent on (2) and (3) - that is, by adopting a
strictlyelementaristic, independent cue perspective on stimulus meaning. Although
we follow the learning theory in its view on how concepts are formed, however,
we don't follow the theory in its view on how concepts are used. Instead, we
explicitly acknowledge the possibility that stimulus meaning may be dependent on
(1) - that is, the distinction between context-independent meaning (attitude) and
context-dependent meaning (image) is developed within the multi-attribute
paradigm. Furthermore, it is pointed out how evaluative responses and typicality
responses can be analyzed within the multi-attribute perspective on stimulus
meaning. Finally, the empirical power of a revised and generalized multi-attribute
paradigm is assessed in a survey study.

When excluding the functionalist models from present consideration (see §
1.4.3.), there essentially remains a class of multi-attribute models constituted by
the Fishbein formulation (see equation [111)) and modifications' of this formula.
The theoretical developments in the present chapter (see also Scholten & Faia
Correia, in press) are based on this specific class of multi-attribute models.
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§ 3.1. FOOTNOTES TO FISHBEIN

Inthis section. potential misapplications of the Fishbein model are pointed out.
A first misapplication may arise when only salient beliefs about the object are
included into the multi-attribute model (where "salient beliefs' are those above
some ~rbilfatY threshold; see § 1.2.1.). But even if this potential misapplication
is ruled out by doing away with the threshold notion of salience and specifying it
accordh,ig)o the learning theoretical notion of a belief hierarchy. difficulties may
remain1 ~pecifically, a second misapplication of the model may arise when the
salience of beliefs about an object not only depends on the prominence of attributes
in the rep~tation of the object but also on their diagnosticity (relevance in
effect context), .their selectivity (relevance in general context) or both. This point
is basically lJ restatement of the theoretical developments in § 2.1. within a strictly
elementaristic:independent cue perspective on stimulus meaning. A third
misapplication of the Fishbein model may arise when the (evaluative) meaning of
objects in an effective context is framed by some general context. This point is
basically a restatement of the argument, already put forward in § 1.4.1., that the
learning theory underlying the Fishbein model is not only a theory of stimulus
evaluation but also, implicitly, a theory of stimulus identification. The argument
implies that, when analyzing object evaluation with regard to some general
context, identification of the object should be supplemented by identification of the
general context and an assessment of similarity between the object and the general
context.•. -

§ 3.1.1. Stimulus dimensions and stimulus attributes

Consider the following probability distributions In an individual's
representation of brand X on four binary dimensions:

Brand X

01 02 03 04
V1 0.80 0.60 1.00 0.60
VO 0.20 0.40 0.00 0.40

In the individual's representation of brand X, each dimension has two
categories or attributes (in abstract denoted by 1 and 0) and these attributes
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provide mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive characterizations of the
brand. Suppose we are dealing with the representation of some car brand,
characterized by the following attributes: small and large size (01), catalyser and
no catalyser (02), five and four doors (03) and two side mirrors and one side
mirror (04). Consistent with the learning theory of attitudes, there is a probability
between 0 and 1 that an attribute is associated with the brand and there is a
probability of 1 that either the one or the other attribute on a dimension is
associated with the brand. Thus, for example, the belief hierarchy represents the
individual's belief that cars of brand X are small with 80% probability and large
with 20 % probability.
_ ~ven though it seems.safe.to assume.that the strength of.hellef.involving.one.L; __
attribute (BX\) is inversely related to the strength of belief involving the other
attribute on a dimension (Bxo), the assumption of probabilistic symmetry (that is,
Bx\ = 1 - Bxo> may be too strong (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). The learning theory
of attitudes, however, does not account for systematic departures from
probabilistic symmetry. In what follows, then, I shall simply assume that the
assumption is correct.

The purpose of this subsection is to demonstrate that Fishbein's suggestion to
include only salient beliefs about the object into the multi-attribute model (where
"salient beliefs" are those above some arbitrary threshold) may lead to inaccurate
prediction of the attitude toward the object. I discuss model construction based on
individual salient beliefs and model construction based on modal salient beliefs in
succession.

Inclusion of individual salient beliefs
When constructing a model unique for each individual, Ajzen & Fishbein

(1980) suggest the use of bipolar scales for measuring evaluative aspects and
unipolar scales for measuring belief strengths, ~ Thus, the evaluation of the object
(AJ and the evaluation of the attributes (a) may be me-cured on seven-point scales
ranging from -3 ("extremely unattractive") to +3 ("extremely attractive"); the
belief strengths may be measured on continuous scales ranging from 0% to 100%
likelihood that the attributes are associated with the object or, alternatively, on
four-point scales ranging from 0 ("not at all likely") to +3 ("extremely likely").

Prior to scale construction, however, the individual elicits his beliefs about the

2 See Kaplan & Fishbein (1969), however, for measuring belief strengths on
bipolar scales while constructing models based on individual salient beliefs.
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object. Given the belief hierarchy in the above example, the individual would
certainly not elicit the belief that cars of brand X "have four doors" and it would
be extremely unlikely that he would elicit the belief that cars of brand X "have a
large size". In contrast, the belief that cars of brand X "have five doors" and the
belief that cars of brand X "have a small size" would most probably be among the
salient beliefs and would, therefore, be included into the model.

What are the implications of this measurement procedure for the prediction
of the individual's attitude toward brand X? Let us concentrate on the size
dimension. If the individual indicates a +2 evaluation of "small size" cars and an
80% probability that cars of brand X are of "small size", this increases the
predicted evaluation of brand X by (0.80 ... (+2» = 1.60 units. But what about
the individual's belief that cars of brand X are of "large size" with a 20%
probability? Since this belief is not among the salient ones, it is not included into
the model. But if the individual has a nonneutral attitude toward "large size" cars,
his nonsalient belief should nonetheless have an effect on the predicted evaluation
of brand X. Assuming that the individual's evaluation "large size" cars is the polar
opposite of his evaluation of "small size" cars (that is, 80 = -al)' the predicted
evaluation of brand X should decrease by 0.40 units. This decrement in brand
evaluation fails to manifest itself, however, if we follow Fishbein's guideline to
include the salient belief only.

Inclusion of modal salient beliefs
When constructing a model for an entire sample of individuals, Ajzen &

Fishbein (1980) suggest the use of bipolar scales for measuring evaluative aspects
and belief strengths. Most typically, belief strengths are measured on seven-point
scales ranging from -3 ("extremely unlikely") to +3 ("extremely likely"). The
rationale for measuring belief strengths on bipolar scales is that an individual may
actually disbelief a statement that he has not elicited himself. As we shall see in
the following, however, the measurement of belief strengths on bipolar scales
raises more problems than it solves.

But let us first check out why it is problematic to use unipolar scales for
measuring the strengths of modal salient beliefs. The individual in our example
believes for sure that cars of brand X "have five doors" (as would be indicated by
+3 on a unipolar four-point scale). If he evaluates cars with "five doors" as
extremely attractive (as indicated by +3 on a bipolar seven-point scale), his belief
should increase the predicted evaluation of brand X by 9 units. But suppose that
he is in the minority with his belief: the entire sample of individuals so strongly
beliefs that cars of brand X "have four doors", that only this belief is eventually
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included into the model. The implication is that, even though the individual has the
opportunity to indicate his strongly held belief that cars of brand X do not "have
four doors". he has 110 opportunity to indicate his strongly held belief to the
contrary: that cars of brand X actuaJly "have five doors". The use of unipolar
probability scales would imply, then, that the predicted evaluation of brand X
remains unaffected rather than that it increases by 9 units.

In an attempt to solve this problem, Ajzen & Fishbein (1980) suggest to
measure the strengths of modal salient beliefs on bipolar scales. In an earlier
work. Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) point out that responses toward the negative pole
of the probability scale should not be regarded as dissociations (negative
associations).,--Since -the leaming-theot¥---Of-attitudes--permits onLy-positi¥e,---
associations. If, in response to the belief statement "0 is j", an individual chooses
a position toward the negative pole of the probability scale, this means for the
learning theorist that the individual rather believes that "0 is (not j)". Viewed in
this way, the bipolar scale is not truly a bipolar scale: it is a composite of two
unipolar scales - one for attribute j and one for attribute (not j).

One problem with this solution, as also recognized by Fishbein & Ajzen, is
that it works if and only if the evaluations of j and (not j) are equally polarized in
opposite direction (that is, a, = - 80). However, neither the learning theory of
attitudes nor common sense dictates this evaluative symmetry. The individual in
our example may evaluate cars with "fours doors" as quite attractive (as indicated
by +2 on the scale) because such cars are easy to enter for passengers, whereas
he may evaluate cars with "five doors" as extremely attractive (as indicated by +3
on the scale) because such cars combine ease of entry with ease of loading and
unloading goods.

Evaluative asymmetry may lead to dramatically inaccurate predictions when
using bipolar probability scales. Given the strengths of belief that brand X has
either attribute, we should arrive at the prediction that the individual's evaluation
of brand X increases by (0 * (+ 2» + «+ 3) * (+ 3» = 9 units. That is, the
attribute of which he believes that it is "not at all likely" to be associated with
brand X adds nothing at all to the predicted evaluation and the attribute of which
he believes that it is "extremely likely" to be associated with the brand adds 9
units to the predicted evaluation. When using bipolar scales, however, we obtain
«-3) • (+2» = -6. Thus, we arrive at the prediction that the individual's
evaluation of brand X decreases by 6 units rather than that it increases by 9 units.

Another problem with the use of bipolar probability scales, as also recognized
by Fishbein & Ajzen, is that these scales provide relative rather than absolute
measures of belief strengths. That is, a bipolar probability scale does not provide
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an unambiguous measure of either the belief that "0 is j" or the belief that NO is
(not j)"; rather. a response on a bipolar probability scale is best viewed as a
function of the strength of the individual's two unipolar beliefs. When confronted
with the statement that cars of brand X "have a small size". the individual in our
example may comprise his belief that it is quite certain that cars of brand X will
"have a small size" with his belief that it is slightly certain that cars of brand X
will "have a large size" by responding on the bipolar scale that it is only slightly
certain that cars of brand X will "have a small size". This ambiguity in
measurement may further interfere with an accurate prediction of the individual's
attitude toward brand X: a compromise strength of belief is paired with the
evaluation of only one of the two attributes believed to be associated with the
brand.

The present argument against the use of bipolar probability scales can be taken
one step further by raising the question: when will an individual choose the neutral
position on such a scale? Assuming, as I have been doing throughout this
discussion. that the object is represented along binary dimensions. the most
reasonable answer seems to be: when the individual considers it equally probable
that the object is associated with either the one or the other attribute on a
dimension. But this runs counter to the learning theoretical view on the bipolar
probability scale. which is that it is a composite of two unipolar scales. According
to this view. the neutral position on the scale indicates that the individual believes
that neither the one nor the other attribute is associated with the object. The

+conclusion is again that the measurement procedure may interfere with an accurate
prediction of the individual's attitude toward brand X: regardless of how attractive
or unattractive the attributes are to the individual, the prediction of his attitude
toward brand X remains unaffected.

A final problem with the use of bipolar probability scales is that this
measurement procedure may confound attribute possession with probability of
attribute possession whenever the representation of an object along a dimension is
differentiated into more than two categories or attributes; that is, the procedure
may confound what the individual believes with how strongly the individual
believes what he does (see also Ahtola, 1975). Suppose that the individual's
representation of brand X along the number of doors dimension is differentiated
into four categories: cars of brand X may have two, three, four or five doors.
When confronted with the statement that cars of brand X "have four doors" , there
are many response strategies he could adopt. I mention only two relatively simple
ones. One strategy is to reserve the "four doors" category for the positive end of
the scale, to join the remaining categories on the negative end and to provide a
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probability rating as if the dimension had only two categories. Another strategy
is to select the category that is most strongly associated with brand X and to assign
it to a location on the scale that best indicates the relative number of doors. It is
in such case that probability of attribute possession gets confounded with attribute
possession. In either case. however, it seems doubtful whether one will arrive at
an accurate prediction of the attitude toward brand X.

Conclusion
All operational problems discussed in this subsection basically arise from

Fishbein's suggestion to use only "salient beliefs' about the object (that is. those
- - - above some-aroitnry-threshold}-f{}f-model-const-ruetion.-it-seems-safe-t6-e0nelude, -- --

then. that his suggestion actually interferes with an appropriate application of the
model. Especially the use of modal salient beliefs together with bipolar probability
scales seems problematic. Given that Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) have recognized at
least some of the problems discussed here. it may seem surprising that Ajzen &
Fishbein (1980) adhere to this research strategy. But. in fact, it is hard to figure
out what position the authors take on this issue. On the one hand, they contend
that the most accurate predictions are likely to result when estimates of belief
strength and evaluation for multiple categories on dimensions are obtained
(Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975, p. 84). On the other hand. they doubt whether a
consideration of multiple categories would greatly increase the predictive power
of the model (Fishbein & Aj zen , 1975. p. 103). It has been demonstrated by
Ahtola (1975). however, that a consideration of multiple categories does greatly
increase the predictive power of the multi-attribute model (see the following
section).

§ 3.1.2. Attribute salience and its determinants

It has been argued in § 2.1.1. that the learning theory does not provide any
rationale for treating salience in a discontinuous way and does, therefore, not
provide a nonarbitrary threshold above which attributes are "salient- and below
which attributes are "nonsalient". It has also been argued that the learning theory
may be insufficient in specifying factors that determine attribute salience on a
continuous scale.

A brand is usually not the only object in the psychological domain: there are
alternatives in an individual's evoked set}. A context of alternatives to an object
in some domain we call the effective context of that object. Consider the following
probability distributions in an individual's representation of car brand X and car
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brand Y on four binary dimensions:

Brand X Brand 'f

D1 D2 D3 D4 D1 D2 D3 D4
V1vo 0.80 0.60 1.00 0.60

0.20 0.40 0.00 0.40
V1
VO

0.25 0.50 0.25 0.25
0.75 0.50 0.75 0.75

Brand Y is the effective context of brand X and vice versa.
It follows from the learning theory of attitudes, that, after learning the brand

concepts, each attribute would be associated with each brand with a particular
probability. For example, the belief hierarchy would represent the knowledge that
cars of brand A are small with 80% probability and large with 20 % probability,
whereas cars of brand B are small with 25 % probability and large with 75 %
probability. The strength of association between an attribute and a brand is
referred to as the prominence of the attribute in the representation of the brand.

However, attribute prominence may not be the only determinant of attribute
salience. The prominence of catalyser and two side mirrors in the representation
of brand X is of equal magnitude. A significant difference in salience between both
attributes cannot be accounted for by the learning theory. There is a fair
possibility, however, that a significant difference in salience is going to arise due
to the prominence of these attributes in the representation of brand Y. Consider
the following excerpt:

D2 D4

x x
0.60V1 0.50 Vl 0.250.60

0.75vo 0.40 0.50 vo 0.40

It becomes apparent that the side mirror dimension (D4) is more relevant in
discriminating brand X from brand Y than the catalyser dimension (D2). The
relevance in effective context is referred to as the diagnosticity of a dimension.
The differential diagnosticity of the dimensions may increase the salience of two
side mirrors relative to the salience of catalyser.
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In a similar vein, the above logic can account for the fact that, even though
four doors and large size are equally prominent in the representation of brand Y,
dimensional diagnosticity may increase the salience of four doors relative to the
salience of large size. This becomes apparent from the following excerpt:

01 03

x y x y

V1 0.250.80 Vl l.00 0.25

-- 0.00 0.75VO I- 0.20

The diagnosticity principle may not reach far enough, however, in accounting
for differential salience of attributes, especially if it is recognized that individuals
often encounter choice alternatives in the context of promotional campaigns.
Suppose, then, that some campaign for brand X stresses "suitability for city
traffic"; the attributes that are most characteristic of brand X (small size,
catalyser, five doors and two side mirrors) make a car more suitable for city
traffic than those that are characteristic of brand Y (large size, four doors and one
side mirrorr.') Such context outside the effective domain is referred to as general
context. Suppose also that the individual's representation of a car that is suitable
for city traffic is as follows:

V1
VO

Hypothetical car

D1 D2 03 .... 11u-.

1.00 0.50 0.60 0.75
0.00 0.50 0.40 0.25

It becomes apparent that the probability distribution on the size dimension (Di)
departs much more from a chance level distribution than the probability
distribution on the number of doors dimension (D3). In this sense, D 1 has a much

3 Along the catalyser dimension. none of the attributes is most charil~!ej:;!jc of
brand Y.
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greater relevance in the general context than D3. The relevance in general context
is referred to as the selectivity of a dimension.

The diagnosticity principle and the selectivity principle may influence the
relative salience of attributes in opposite directions. In the present example,
diagnosticity boosts the salience of four doors relative to the salience of large size
and selectivity does the opposite. This becomes apparent from the following
excerpt:

D1 D3
HC X Y HC X Y

Vl ffiE 0.80 0.25 VI ffiE 1.00 0.25

VO 0.00 0.20 0.75 VO 0.40 0.00 0.75

More specifically, the excerpt suggests that, in the present example, the influence
of the selectivity principle may overcome the influence of the diagnosticity
principle and that the salience of large size may be considerably greater than the
salience of four doors. This may be intuitively verified as follows. The probability
distributions in the representation of brand Yare the same on both dimensions
(25% to 75%). The probability distribution on 01 in the representation of the

., hypothetical car is the same as the probability distribution on D3 in the
representation of brand X (100 % to 0%). However, the distribution on D3 in the
representation of the hypothetical car (60% to 40%) tends more toward chance
level than the probability distribution on D1 in the representation of brand X (80%
to 20%). It thus appears that the selectivity of 01 relative to the selectivity to D3
is greater than the diagnosticity of 03 relative to the diagnosticity of D 1.

Altogether, it may be concluded that, to the extent that attribute salience is
determined by other factors than attribute prominence. the learning theory of
attitudes is inadequate. The multi-attribute perspective on stimulus meaning may
gain adequacy by specifying multiple factors as determinants of attribute salience
and, consequently, of stimulus meaning: the prominence of attributes in the
representation of a stimulus. the relevance of stimulus dimensions in effective
context (diagnositicity) and the relevance of stimulus dimensions in general context
(selectivity).
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§ 3.1.3. Stimulus identification and stimulus evaluation

In its current state of development, the Fishbein model cannot readily be used
for analyzing object evaluation with regard to some general context. It has been
argued in § 1.4.1. that the learning theory underlying the Fishbein model is not
only a theory of stimulus evaluation but also, implicitly, a theory of stimulus
identification. This has an important implication for modeling context-bound
stimulus evaluation.

The Fishbein model assumes that the evaluation of an object is conditioned on
the evaluative aspects of its attributes to the extent that the attributes are prominent
in~presentation of...th~ohj.ec.Lor.~'lalently-, to.the.extent.that the.attributes _
are functional for the identification of the object. For analyzing context-bound
object evaluation, this logic requires a straightforward extension. Now it is not
only the object but also the general context that must be identified. After
identification of both entities, the similarity relationship between the entities must
be assessed. The guiding principle may that the entities are similar to the extent
that attributes that are prominent in the representation of one entity are also
prominent in the representation of the other entity and that the entities are
dissimilar to the extent that attributes that are prominent in the representation of
one entity are not prominent in the representation of the other entity. After
assessment of the similarity relationship between object and general context,
context-bound object evaluation is conditioned on the evaluative aspects of the
attributes to the extent that the attributes are prominent in the representation of the
general context. To the extent that an object is similar to a positively evaluated
context or dissimilar from a negatively evaluated context, it is positively evaluated;
to the extent that an object is similar to a negatively evaluated context or dissimilar
from a positively evaluated context, it is negatively evaluated.

§ 3.1.4. Conclusion

In this section, potential misapplications of the Fishbein model have been
pointed out. The aim of the following section is to examine whether the various
modifications of the Fishbein modei that have already been advanced in the multi-
attribute literature rule out these misapplications. From the examination it becomes
apparent that none of the existing modifications guards us against all potential
misapplications simultaneously.
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§ 3.2. MODIFICATIONS OF THE FISHBEIN MODEL

§ 3.2.1. Modification 1: the Ahtola model

Ahtola (1975, 1980) has modified the Fishbein model by incorporating
multiple attributes on stimulus dimensions:

n n,
E E (Boij * aij)'

i=l j=l
(3/1)

where Ao is the evaluation of object 0, Boij is the probability that object 0 is
associated with attribute ij (the strength of belief that object 0 is associated with
the jth category on dimension i), aij is the evaluation of attribute ij (the jth category
on dimension i), n is the number of dimensions and n, is the number of categories
(attributes) on dimension i.

The Ahtola model is the straightforward solution to all difficulties with the
Fishbein model pointed out in § 3.1.1., in that it identifies a set of mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive (and, therefore, not necessarily salient)
attributes on stimulus dimensions. As already noted, Fishbein & Ajzen (1975)
doubt whether such modification would greatly increase the predictive power of
the model. The results obtained by Ahtola (1975) would clearly suggest otherwise:
the Ahtola model outperformed the Fishbein model with an average fit of 0.714
to 0.332.

Apart from this considerable improvement, the Ahtola model inherits all
limitations of the Fishbein model with regard to the determination of attribute
salience (see § 3.1.2.). Only prominence is specified as a determinant of salience
in the prediction of object evaluation; additional factors, such as diagnosticity and
selectivity, are not incorporated into the model. Both the Fishbein model and the
Ahtola model, then, are adequate to the extent that stimulus meaning can be
considered context-independent.
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§ 3.2.2. Modification 2: the Wyer model

Wyer (1970) has advanced a model that incorporates multiple attributes on
stimulus dimensions and a component representing the relevance of the dimensions
to the evaluation of the stimulus:

n n,
A.. = 1: 1: (R.,; * Bolj * aij),

i=l j=l
(3/2 )

where A" is the evaluation of object 0, R.,; is the relevance of dimension i to the
evaluatloil OfObJecto, Boij IS tOe prooaDi1ilythat oOject()isassocmoo-witlJ-~--
attribute ij, Il;j is the evaluation of attribute ij, n is the number of dimensions and
n, is the number of attributes on dimension i.")

What Wyer means by "relevance to the evaluation of the object" can be
clarified with his suggestion that attributes on a dimension of "morality" may be
more relevant to the evaluation of a priest than to the evaluation of a window-
cleaner. That is, whether "moral" or "immoral" is specified as an attribute has a
greater effect on the evaluation of a priest than on the evaluation of a window-
cleaner. This differential relevance to the evaluation of an object is represented by

4 Fishbein & Ajzen (1972, 1975) erroneously refer to the Wyer model as being
of the form:

n
1: (Wi * Boi * ad I

i=l
(3/3)

where Ao is the evaluation of object 0, Wi is the importance of attribute i to the
person, Boi is the probability that object 0 is associated with attribute i, a; is the
evaluation of attribute i and n is the number of attributes associated with object o.

There are obvious differences between both formulations: (1) the Wyer model
considers multiple categories along dimensions, whereas the mode! in equation
(3/3) only considers single attributes; (2) the Wyer model assigns weights to the
dimensions according to their relevance to the evaluation of an object, whereas the
model in equation (3/3) assigns weights to the concepts according to their
importance to the person.
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the R". component.
When may the object-specific relevance component add to the predictive

power of the multi-attribute model? A possibility is that the usefulness of such
component goes up when the dimensional commonality among the objects in the
effective domain goes down. That is, the relevance component may be useful to
the extent that the objects in the effective domain cannot be identified along the
same dimensions. Viewed in this way, the R". component regulates the entry of
dimensions to the model. In case of multiple objects, Fishbein would select out
dimensions for each object separately according to an all-or-none criterion and
prior to model testing. With the Wyer model it is possible to select out dimensions
according to a continuous criterion and during model testing.

Apart from enhancing the flexibility of the model in predicting the evaluation
of multiple objects, however, the Wyer model has the same limitations with regard
to the determination of attribute salience as the Ahtola model.
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§ 3.2.3. Modification 3: the Haclanan & Anderson model

According to Hackman & Anderson (1968), the evaluation of an object may
not be stable across contexts. In order to obtain flexibility across contexts, a
component is incorporated into the Fishbein formula that represents the relevance
of a belief to an external criterion. Belief relevance is defined as the "degree to
which a particular belief is important to a subject in evaluating an attitude object
when a specific criterion is used" (p. 56).

n
~=~-~-*~i=l

where A.x. is the evaluation of object 0 with regard to a specific criterion c, R,,; is
the relevance of attribute i to the specific criterion c, Boi is the probability that
object 0 is associated with attribute i, a, is the evaluation of attribute i and n is the
number of attributes associated with object 0.5)

The Hackman & Anderson model incorporates a component that represents
belief relevance in general context or selectivity of beliefs. It is recognized that the
attributes associated with an object may be of differential relevance to some
specific criterion and that the evaluation of the object with regard to that criterion
may be generated accordingly.

In spite of the adaptability of the model to general contexts in accounting for
object evaluation, the present perspective suggests three limitations of the
Hackman & Anderson proposal. Two of these limitations are directly inherited
from the Fishbein paradigm. One is that the model fails to consider multiple
categories on dimensions. Another is that, although the model deals with belief
selectivity (relevance in general context), it fails to consider belief diagnosticity

5 The model in equation (3/3) has widely been referred to as the Hackman &
Anderson model (see Anderson, 1970; Cohen et al., 1972; Fishbein & Ajzen,
1972, 1975; Kaplan & Fishbein, 1969). This, however, amounts to a complete
reformulation of the Hackman & Anderson model: A.:o is replaced by A" and R,,;
is replaced by Wi' Thus, the essentials of the Hackman & Anderson proposal are
thrown away: that the attributes associated with an object may be of differential
relevance to some specific criterion and that the evaluation of the object with
regard to the criterion is generated accordingly.
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(relevance in effective context).
One may circumvent these limitations rightaway by advancing the following

model:

n nl
A... = 1: :E ( WI * Boij W au)'

i=l j=l
(3/5)

where Aoo is the evaluation of object 0 with regard to general context c, Wi is the
weight of dimension i, Boij is the probability that object 0 is associated with
attribute ij, au is the evaluation of attribute ij, n is the number of dimensions and
Il; is the number of attributes on dimension i. The dimensional weight Wi is
assumed to incorporate an aspect of relevance in effective context (a diagnosticity
weight d~ and an aspect of relevance in general context (a selectivity weight s~,
perhaps to be specified according to the formula Wi = (d, ... s..).

The model in equation (3/5), however, would leave yet another limitation of
the Hackman & Anderson proposal untouched: the model only incorporates
identification of the object, whereas it has been argued in § 3.1.3. that the analysis
of context-bound evaluative responses toward an object requires a model that
incorporates (1) identification of the object, (2) identification of the general context
and (3) an assessment of the similarity between object and general context.
Without incorporating these aspects of context-bound stimulus evaluation into the
model, a straightforward extension of the multi-attribute paradigm to the study of
such meaning responses fails. In the following section, then, I discuss a model that
may be more appropriate for dealing with context-bound stimulus meaning.
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§ 3.3. THE CONTRAST MODEL OF ATTITUDE AND IMAGE

§ 3.3.1. Model specification

Basic models
According to the present perspective, a model that has to account for context-

bound stimulus meaning has to incorporate principles for (1) identifying the
stimulus, (2) identifying the context and (3) assessing the similarity between
stimulus and context.

A potential candidate is Tversky's (1977) contrast model of stimulus
similaritY. This model accounts for ~chological similaritL<>ftwo stimuli by
assuming an attribute-matching process. Similarity is expressed as a linear
combination, or contrast, of attributes common to both stimuli and attributes
distinctive of either one of the stimuli. By assuming that common attributes
increase and distinctive attributes decrease the psychological similarity between
two stimuli, the model accounts for the observation that an apple is more similar
to a watermelon than to an olive.

Smith and his associates (Smith, 1989, 1990; Smith & Osherson, 1984; Smith
et aI., 1988) have adopted the contrast model in order to account for the
psychological typicality of one stimulus with regard to another. Typicality
relationships can be seen as similarity relationships between two stimuli
represented at different levels of abstraction; a typicality relationship is a similarity
relationship between an instance of a category and the category. Thus, an apple
is more or less "similar" to a watermelon and a more or less "typical" example of
fruit. In the formulation proposed by Smith and his associates, the contrast model
accounts for the typicality of an instance with regard to its category by assuming
a process in which frequency distributions on dimensions are matched with one
another. The greater the commonality and the smaller the distinctiveness in
frequency distributions when matching the instance and the category, the more
typical is the instance with regard to its category. By assuming this, the model
accounts for the observation that an apple is a more typical example of fruit than
is a watermelon.

The present purpose is to develop a model that embodies a straightforward
extension of the multi-attribute paradigm to the study of context-bound stimulus
meaning. The model should account for meaning responses to objects in some
psychological domain (effective context) with regard to some general context.
Here, as elsewhere in the discussion (see § 3.1.2.), general context is conceived
of as some hypothetical object corresponding to the psychological domain. An
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interesting possibility is to develop a model that represents typicality relationships
either between objects and a context or between objects and an evaluated context,
depending on whether the meaning responses to be analyzed are typicality
responses or evaluative responses.

For the analysis of typicality responses, we may adopt the contrast model as
applied by Smith et al. (1988) while replacing the frequency distributions by
probability distributions.

n nj
T...= I: Wi * [I: e * min ( Bc:iil Boij) -

i=l j=l a * (Bcij Boij) -
B * ( Boij B";j) ] • (3/6)

In this equation, Teo is the typicality of object 0 with regard to general context c,
Wi is the weight of dimension i,Bcij is the probability that general context c is
associated with attribute ij, Boij is the probability that object 0 is associated with
attribute ij, n is the number of dimensions and II; is the number of attributes on
dimension i.

For explanatory convenience, suppose that dimension i is binary-valued.
Along this dimension, there is a probability of 0.80 that attribute it is associated
with the general context c (Bc:il = 0.80) and a probability of 0.60 that this attribute
is associated with object 0 (Boil = 0.60). Assuming probabilistic symmetry (see
§ 3.1.1.), then, there is a probability of 0.20 that attribute iOis associated with the
general context c (Bril = 0.20) and a probability of 0.40 that this attribute is
associated with object 0 (BoiO = 0.40).

In equation (3/6), min (Bcij, Boij) represents associative strength that is
common to c and o. For attribute il this is 0.60 and for attribute iO it is 0.20.
Furthermore, (BQj • Boi) represents associative strength that is distinctive of c.
For attribute i1 this is 0.20 and for attribute iO it is 0.00. Finally, (Boij . B";j)
represents associative strength that is distinctive of o. For attribute it this is 0.00
and for attribute iO it is 0.20.

The typicality model in equation (3/6) sets up a contrast between commonality
and distinctiveness: associative strength common to c and 0, hereafter referred to
as (c () 0), is contrasted with associative strength distinctive of c, hereafter
referred to as (c), and associative strength distinctive of 0, hereafter referred to
as (0). Consistent with the original proposal by Tversky (1977), (c () 0) adds to
the typicality of 0 with regard to c, whereas (c) and (0) subtract from the typicality
of 0 with regard to c. The parameters e, a and B in equation (3/6) represent the
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weight assigned to each component in setting up the contrast.
An illustrative example of how the typicality model functions is provided in

the following subsection.
According to present perspective, context-bound evaluative responses are

typicality responses to objects with regard to an evaluated context. An adequate
model of context-bound stimulus evaluation should arrive at the prediction that an
object is positively evaluated to the extent that it is a typical example of a
positively evaluated context or a nontypical example of a negatively evaluated
context" whereas an object is negatively evaluated to the extent that it is a typical
example ofa negatively evaluated context or a nontypical example of a positively
evaluated context.

For the analysis of evaluative responses, then, we may adopt the contrast---
model as applied by Smith et a1. (1988) while modifying it in the following ways:
(1) replacing frequency distributions by probability distributions and (2)
conditioning the evaluative aspect of the object-in-context on the evaluative aspects
of the attributes to the extent that the attributes are associated with the context.
Thus, the resulting model treats context-bound stimulus evaluation as a composite
response: it is constituted of both a typicality response and an evaluative response.

n ni

A... = 1; Wi * [1; aij * [0 * min ( Ba), Boij) -
i=l j=l a * ( Baj Boij) ] -

13 * ( Boij Baj) 1 • (3/7 )

In this equation, A.:o is the evaluation of object 0 with regard to general context c
and ll;) is the evaluation of attribute ij. The remaining components are defined as
in equation (3/6).

As in the typicality model specified by equation (3/6), (c n 0) adds to the
typicality of 0 with regard to c, whereas (c) and (0) subtract from the typicality
of 0 with regard to c. In forming an evaluation of 0 with regard to c, however,
the evaluation model specified by equation (3/7) further assumes that the
evaluation of 0 with regard to c is conditioned on the evaluative aspects of the
attributes to the extent that the attributes are associated either with both c and 0,

as indicated by (c no), or with c alone, as indicated by (c).
An illustrative example of how the evaluation model functions is provided in

the following subsection.
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Modifications of the basic models: prediction
In equation (3/6) and (3/7) appears the component Wi' the weight assigned to

dimension i. The various models to be tested for predictive power specify this
component in different ways. Of substantive interest is whether those determinants
of attribute salience that have not been specified in the learning theory of attitudes
and that have been specified in the general theory of stimulus meaning
(diagnosticityand selectivity; see § 3.1.2.) add to the power of the contrast model
or not.

In the "attitude models" (referred to as the B model if typicality is predicted
and as the BA model if evaluation is predicted). there is no differential weighting
of dimensions. That is,

for all i.
In the "image models", there is differential weighting of dimensions. In the

BE model and the BAE model, the dimensions are weighted according to their
diagnosticity or relevance in effective context. In the BG model and the BAG
model, the dimensions are weighted according to their selectivity or relevance in
the general context. In the BEG model and the BAEG model. the dimensions are
weighted according to both their diagnosticity and their selectivity.

Given that the probability distribution along a dimension can be represented
by -'8' distribution of 100 points along a constant sum scale (cf. Ahtola, 1975;
Wilkie & Pessemier, 1973). the diagnosticity and selectivity weights may be
derived as follows.

Derivation of diagnositicity weights (dJ. For each dimension i, a Chi Square
is computed on an n, (number of objects) by n, (number of attributes on dimension
i) table. Although the number of objects is. of course. invariant across dimensions,
the number of attributes is probably not. In this study. for example, the number
of attributes varies from 2 to 7. Since the Chi Square statistic is dependent on the
number of levels of the factors constituting a table, a dimensional weight may be
derived by means of Cramer's (1971) v statistic (see also Smith et aI., 1988). The
v statistic is the square root of the Chi Square that is obtained for the dimension
divided by the maximal Chi Square that can be attained for that dimension:

di = v' [ChiSqr (n,; n.) / (g * min « no - 1) I (n, - 1») J I

where g is the grand total of points (g = n, ...100). The measure d, expresses the
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extent to which the assignment of points to the attributes on dimension i differs
across the objects in some effective context.

Derivation of selectivity weights (sJ. For each dimension i, a Chi Square is
computed on a 1 by OJ (number of attributes on dimension i) table, containing the
associative strengths between the attributes on dimension i and some hypothetical
object representing the general context. A dimensional weight is, again, derived
by taking the square root of the Chi Square that is obtained for the dimension
divided by the maximal Chi Square that can be attained for that dimension:

Si = vi (ChiSqr (nd / (100 * (n, - 1»].

The measure s, expresses the extent to wnlch the assignment of points to the-
attributes on dimension i for the hypothetical object departs from a chance level
distribution of points across the attributes on dimension i.

The rationale underlying the selectivity measure is as follows. Suppose, for
example, that D; = 4. If, at one extreme, all attribues on dimension i receive 25
points, th.is indicates that none of the attributes stands in a particularly strong
relationship with the general context; the selectivity of the dimension is, therefore,
minimal. If, at the other extreme, one attribute on dimension i receives all 100
points, this indicates that one attribute is associated with the general context to the
exclusion of the other three attributes; the selectivity of the dimension is,
therefore, maximal.

In the BE model and the BAE model,

n
Wj = dj / 1: dj•

i=l

In the BG model and the BAG model,

n
Wj = Si / 1: Sj'

i=l

In the BEG model and the BAEG model,

n
Wi = (dj * Sj) / 1: (dj * Sj).

i=l
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Two additional models to be tested for predictive power are the BS model and
the BAS model. These models incorporate subjective weights for the emphasis put
on the various dimensions during the assessment of typicality and attractiveness of
the objects in the effective context with regard to the hypothetical object
representing the general context. The differential weight assigned to the various
dimensions may be represented by a distribution of 100 points along a constant
sum scale (cf. Heeler, Okechuku & Reid, 1979; Lehmann, 1985; Perreault &
Russ, 1977; Day, 1972; Wilkie & Pessemier, 1973). In the BS model and BAS
model, then,

Wi = el / 100,

where e. is the subjective weight for the emphasis put on dimension i. The
subjective weighting models do not make a priori assumptions concerning the
dimensional weights: the principle according to which the dimensions receive their
weights is treated as a major unknown. These models thus allow for the possiblity
that the relevance of the dimensions in assessing typicality and attractiveness is,
partly or entirely, determined by other factors than those specified by the general
theory of meaning. One possible factor is, of course, the importance of dimensions
to the person, as would be suggested by a functionalist view on stimulus meaning
(see Chapter 1).

.""." .Modirrattions of the basie models: diagnosis
Testing the previous modi fications of the basic models against one another for

predictive power basically amounts to testing various linear composites of overall
contrast sets against one another. Specifically, linear models incorporating equal
weights are tested against linear models incorporating differential weights (where
all weights are bounded by 0 and 1).

Technically, the weakness of these tests is that the predictive power of linear
models is relatively insensitive to changes in weights, provided that no changes in
sign are involved (Dawes, 1979). Specifically, the predictive power of linear
models is fairly insensitive to substitution of equal weights by differential weights
(regardless of whether" these weights are optimal in the statistical sense of
minimizing least squares in multiple regression analysis or suboptimal; see Dawes
& Corrigan, 1974). It may be that the problem of weighting the elements in a
model is subsidiary to problem of including the most salient elements into the
model; that is, once the most salient elements are included, the weighting of the
elements may be of minor importance (Dawes, 1979; Dawes & Corrigan, 1974;
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Einhorn & Hogarth. 1975; Wainer. 1976; see also Moinpour & MacLachlan,
1971).

Psychologically, the weakness of testing various linear composites against one
another for predictive power is that it may be misleading to exclusively deal with
the integration, at the expense of the selection, of information. In general, persons
are better at selecting information than at integrating it (Dawes. 1979). In the
present study, respondents may be better at selecting the most salient dimensions
than at integrating all dimensions by assigning weights for their salience.

With regard to the contrast between information-selection and information-
integration, it is interesting to mention that McGuire (1985; 1986) has advanced

-a~onstruction-by--characteristic "-notion-as-an.dtemative-to-currellt formutations- ---
of multi-attribute models. McGuire suggests that a person may successively
evaluate the objects in a domain on each object's most salient characteristic,
proceeding to subsequent characteristics only as long as to reach a sufficiency
criterion in terms of the variability, stability. etcetera of the composites. According
to McGuire (1986). it would be useful "to identify dispositional and situational
variables that determine characteristic salience and those that determine the
sufficiency criterion for terminating consideration of further dimensions" (p. 112).
In the present study. the former line of pursuit is followed.

The previous discussion leads to the question whether the power in specifying
salient dimensions for prediction of a criterion is different for various
modifications of the basic models in equation (3/6) and (3/7). In consumer
behavior research on multi-attribute models. this has been referred to as diagnostic
power (Bass & Wilkie. 1973; Wilkie & Pessemier, 1973). In the present study.
the diagnostic power of multi-attribute models is assessed by a stepwise entry of
dimensions (in the order of decreasing weights) and comparison of the various
models with regard to goodness-of-fit to a criterion (by assuming equal weights)
throughout the successive levels of dimension entry. The models tested in this
study for diagnostic power share the assumption that the dimensions are selected
according to their salience or ease of accessibility. The models are different.
however, in specifying factors determining salience. Following the discussion of
the salience construct in § 3.1.2 .• three typicality models and three evaluation
models may be formulated.

According to the BI model and the BAI model (representing "attitude"). salient
dimensions are those whose attributes are above some arbitrary threshold and
nonsalient dimensions are those whose attributes are below the threshold. Thus,
following Fishbein (1967b). these models treat salience in an ali-or-none fashion.

Cronen & Conville (1975) have shown that the predictive power of the
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Fishbein model is significantly increased by applying a temporal, rather than a
numerical, threshold. That is, the predictions of the Fishbein model are more
accurate when attribute listings are constrained in time by an empirically optimal
cut-off point than when attribute listings are unconstrained in time and then
submitted to a attribute selection procedure using a numerical cut-off point. ')

Since the Cronen & Conville procedure was followed in the present study, the
Bi and B~ model would simply suggest that all dimensions should be equally
salient in the formation of a meaning response to some object k. That is,

Wit = 1 / n

for all i. Throughout the successive levels of dimension entry, then, these models
randomly select i dimensions (where i increases from 1 to n),

According to the Bo. model and the BAOI model (representing "attitude"),
the salience of a dimension is function of the associative strength between its
attributes and an object. Assuming that Fishbein's (l967b) learning theory is
adequate, these models suggest that the salience of a dimension increases with
increasing prominence of its attributes in the representation of an object.

Derivation of weightsfor attribute prominence (paJ. For each object k, a set
of n (number of dimensions) Chi Squares is computed. Each Chi Square is
computed on a 1 by D; (number of attributes on dimension i) table, containing the
associative strengths between the attributes on dimension i and object k. A

... ,-,'. -dimensioaahveight is, again;'derived 'by taking the square root of the Chi Square
that is obtained for the dimension divided by the maximal Chi Square that can be
attained for that dimension:

Pit =...; [ChiSqr" (nj) / (100 * (n, - 1»].

6 According to Cronen & Conville (1975), 75 seconds is the optimal cut-off
point. (See Malt & Smith, 1982, for also using this temporal threshold in feature
listing tasks.) This cut-off point is optimal in the sense that it takes comparatively
long before respondents come up with more features after the first 75 seconds.
Provisional as it may be, this cut-off point has (as yet) more empirical support
than the numerical thresholds (ranging from 5 to 9) suggested by Fishbein (l967b)
and referred to by Ajz.en & Fishbein (1980) and Fishbein & Ajz.en (1975) as
"merely a rule of thumb- for attribute inclusion (see § 3.1.3.).
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The measure Pit expresses the extent to which the assignment of points to the
attributes on dimension j for object k departs from a chance level distribution of
points across the attributes on dimension i.

The rationale underlying the prominence measure is as follows. Suppose,
again, that Do; = 4. If, at one extreme, all attributes on dimension i receive 2S
points, this indicates that none of the attributes stands in a particularly strong
relationship with object k; attribute prominence is, therefore, minimal. If, at the
other extreme, one attribute on dimension i receives all 100 points, this indicates
that one attribute is associated with object k to the exclusion of the other three
attributes; attribute prominence is, therefore, maximal.

--------~lB~tbe~~~~nA.,----------------------------------

n
Wit = Pik / 1: Pik.

i=i1

Throughout the successive levels of dimension entry, these models select i
dimensions with the highest values of Wik• Cases of tied values are resolved by
randomized entry (cf. Wilkie & Weinreich, 1972).

According to the BOEG. model and .the BAOEG, model (representing
"image"), the salience of a dimension is function of attribute prominence (p.,J,
dimensional diagnosticity (d) and dimensional selectivity (s) simultaneously.
Specifically, the salience of a dimension increases as the product of 1>-11:' di and Si

increases. In the BOEGi and BAOEGi model, then,

n
wit = (Pit * di * Si) / 1: (Pik * di * sd·

i=l

Throughout the successive levels of dimension entry, these models select i
dimensions with the highest values of Wik• Cases of tied values are resolved by
randomized entry.

At level n of dimension entry, the typicality and evaluation models test:d for
diagnostic power produce the same predictions as the B model and the BA model,
respectively.
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§ 3.3.2.. Illustrative examples or model functioning

The contrast model is best viewed as a multi-attribute model of greater
complexity than those usually encountered in consumer behavior literature.
Evidently, one should test multi-attribute models on an object set that is
cognitively complex enough to match the structural complexity of the models
(Nakanishi & Bettman, 1974). It was felt that this requirement would be met by
choosing newspapers as the object set.

Suppose. for convenience, that the typicality and attractiveness of real
newspapers (W, X, Y and Z) with regard to a hypothetical newspaper with a high
sociability value (HSV) is assessed only along an amount of gossip dimension
(implying that n = 1). Consider, then, the following Boj and Be:;scores:

w y zx
very much

75 100

25 50

SO 50

SO

much
fairly much

fairly little
little

very little
none

HSV

75

25

For predicting typicality, each real newspaper is contrasted with the
hypothetical newspaper according to equation (3/6). In a simplified form, this
equation states that

7
T..,=I: «Cno)j-(c)j-(oh)'

j=l

Given the above Boj and Be:;scores, the contrasts sets (CSj) are derived as follows.
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(W, HSV)

0 0 0 0
.75 0 0 .75
.25 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a
0 a a a

(Y, HSV)

a a 0 a
0 .75 a -.75

.25 a .25 a
0 a .50 -.50
0 a 0 a
a a a a
0 a a a

(X, HSV)

a a a a
0 ..., " -.75• , oJ V

a .25 a -.25
0 0 .50 -.50
a a .50 -.50
0 a a a
a o 0 a

---------

(Z, HSV)

0 a a 0
.75 0 .25 .50
a .25 a -.25
0 0 0 0
0 0 a 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

By summing the contrast sets across j, the following predictions are obtained.
(Standardized predictions 'are given in parentheses.)

W 1.00 ( 1.265)
X -2.00 (-1.265)
Y -1.25 (-0.632)
Z 0.25 ( 0.632)

According to the above derivations, W should be the most typical example and X
should be the least typical example of a paper with a high sociability value. In the
intermediate range, Z should be a more typical example of a paper with a high
sociability value than Y.

For predicting evaluation, each real newspaper is contrasted with the
hypothetical newspaper according to equation (317). in a simplified form, this
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equation states that

7
A... E (aj * «c () O)j - (C);) - (o)j).

j=1

Obviously, Ii; scores are required for predicting evaluation. When treating
evaluation as a unipolar construct, the differential evaluation of the various
attributes on a dimension may be represented by a distribution of 100 points along
a constant sum scale (cf. Haley & Case, 1979; Lehmann, 1985). Consider the
following aj scores assigned to each amount of gossip:

much

0

20

80

0

0

0

0

very much

fairly much

fairly little

little

very little

none

Given the above Boi, Be;and aj scores, the contrasts sets are derived as follows.

(W, HSV) (X, HSV)

0 0 0 0
15 0 0 15
20 0 0 20
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 15 0 -15
0 20 0 -20
0 0 .50 -.50
0 0 .50 -.50
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
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(Y, HSV) (Z, HSV)

0 0 0 0
0 15 0 -15
20 0 .25 19.75
0 0 .50 -.50
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
15 0 .25 14.75
0 20 0 -20
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a
a a a a

----------

By summing the contrast sets across j, the following predictions are obtained.

W 35.00 ( 1.402)
X -36.00 (-1.402)
Y 4.25 ( 0.188)
Z -5.25 (-0.188)

According to the above derivations, W should be most attractive and X should be
least attractive with regard to sociability value. In the intermediate range, Y should
be more attractive with regard to sociability value than Z.

It is worth noting that the inequality relationship between Y and Z in terms
of attractiveness is the reverse of the one in terms of typicality. Whereas Z is a
more typical example of a paper with a high sociability value than Y, the
derivations suggest that Y is a more attractive paper with regard to sociability
value than Z. The reversal is intuitively plausible because Y matches HSV on a
highly attractive attribute and mismatches the hypothetical paper on an attribute of
relatively low attractiveness, whereas Z matches HSV on an attribute of relatively
low attractiveness and mismatches the hypothetical paper on a highly attractive
attribute.

It may also be instructive to compare the predictions derived from the contrast
model of stimulus evaluation (see equation [3/7]) with those derived from a multi-
attribute model that incorporates only the identification of the object while failing
to incorporate the identification of the context and an assessment of the typicality
relationship between object and context (see equation [3/5]). Such a model deals
with context-dependency only by differentially weighting the n dimensions
according to their relevance in context. Ifn = 1, however, R, = 1 by definition.
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In its simplified form, then, equation (3/5) states that

7
A.,., = 1: (Bcj * aj).

j=l

Given the above Be;and 8:i scores, the following product scores are obtained.

(W) (X)

0 0
15 0
20 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

(Y) (Z)
0 0
0 20

40 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

By summing these product scores across j, the following predictions are obtained.

W 35.00 ( 0.723)
X 0.00 (-1.526)
Y 40.00 ( 1.044)
Z 20.00 (-0.241)

A comparison of the standardized predictions derived from the contrast model and
those derived from the multi-attribute model reveals critical differences for W and
Y. Whereas the contrast model in equation (3/7) predicts that W is considerably
more attractive with regard to the context than Y, the multi-attribute model in the
equation (3/S) predicts that Y is slightly more attractive with regard to the context
than W. The contrast model arrives at its prediction by recognizing that attractive
attributes increase context-bound stimulus evaluation to the extent that they are
common to both the stimulus and the context and that they decrease context-bound
stimulus evaluation to the extent that they are distinctive of the context. The multi-
attribute model, however, arrives at its prediction by assuming that attractive
attributes increase context-bound stimulus evaluation regardless of the typicality
relationship between stimulus and context.
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§ 3.4. SI'UDY 4

§ 3.4.1. Prestudy

The purpose of the prestudy was to obtain an object set and a attribute set for
questionnaire construction. To this end, free elicitation tasks were administered.

§ 3.4.1.1. Method

Respondents
- -One---hundced-and---thtfty-six-students-participated in this-prestudy;--The--- -
participants were economy and psychology students following a seminar on
consumer behavior. Before starting off with one of the lectures, the students were
asked to participate in a research on the perception of daily newspapers and
weekly opinion magazines among students. The entire session lasted about 20
minutes.

Stimuli
In the attribute elicitation tasks, the respondents were presented with a

preselected set of 6 major Dutch newspapers (Algemeen Dagblad,
NRC/Handelsblad, Parool, Telegraaf, Trouw and Volkskrant) and 4 major Dutch
opinion magazines (Elsevier, Groene Amsterdammer, HP/De Tijd and Vrij
Nederland) with nation-wide distribution.

Procedure
Each respondent received a booklet contatrung a general instruction, an

instruction for each of the two main tasks of the session (elicitation of an object
set and elicitation of attribute sets) and the tasks themselves. The general
instruction was that the session consisted of 2 main tasks and that an instruction
preceding each of the tasks would explain what precisely should be done. It was
stressed not to speak during the session, since the responses would be useless in
case of reciprocal influences. Even if an instruction would be not entirely clear,
the respondents were requested not to pose questions and to complete the task at
personal discretion. If a task would be completed prematurely, the respondents
were requested not to speak or compare own responses with those of others.

Hereafter, the two main tasks are described in tum.
(1) Elicitation of object set. The respondents were informed that the first task

should be completed within 75 seconds (see § 3.3.1). After the sign to start would
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be given, the respondents were asked to tum to page, to read the task and to write
down the responses. After the sign to stop would be given, the respondents were
asked to stop writing immediately (even if a response were not completed yet).
The task was to write down all newspapers and opinion magazines that could be
brought to mind.

(2) Elicitation of attribute sets. The respondents were informed that the second
task consisted of 10 subtasks and that each subtask was to write down, within 7S
seconds, anything that could be brought to mind with regard to some newspaper
or magazine. Of the particular newspaper or magazine that would be printed at the
top of each consecutive page, the respondents were asked to write down all
attributes, characteristics and qualities that could be brought to mind. It was
stressed that the responses should not necessarily be confined to "real" attributes,
but that &JlY impression would be worth mentioning. The only limitation would be
that the attributes should describe the newspaper or magazine at the top of the
page. In case a particular attribute would be applicable to several newspapers or
magazines, the respondents were asked to write down that attribute for each
newspaper or magazine to which it was felt to be applicable. The respondents were
further requested not to tum a page until a sign would be given to do so and not
to consult preceding pages while writing down the attributes. The instructions
concerning the timing of a task were the same as before.

With regard to the presentation order of the newspapers and magazines (across
respondents), blocks of 10 random orderings were constructed under the following
constraints: '

- across the 10 orderings, each object should appear once in each of the 10
positions and
- to each of the 45 object pairs should apply that, across the 10 orderings, the one
object appears 5 times before and 5 times after the other object.

Minor deviations from these constraints arose due to the fact that 136 (rather than
140) respondents were available and that, therefore, the fourteenth block could not
be completed.

§ 3.4.1.2. Results

Elicitation of object set
The frequency and probability of elicitation of the major newpapers and

opinion magazines with nation-wide distribution are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1 Frequency (F) and probability (P) of elicitation
of newpapers and opinion magazines.

Object F P
Volkskrant 126 0.926

Telegraaf 119 0.875
Algemeen Dagblad 113 0.831

NRC/Handelsblad 105 0.772
Elsevier 100 0.735

HP/De Tijd 90 0.662
~G\1W- 72 <h-5-29

Parool 66 0.485
Vrij Nederland 55 0.404

Groene Amsterdammer 25 0.184

As will be seen shortly, the respondents elicited responses along a rather large
amount of dimensions. In order to obtain a questionnaire of manageable length,
it was decided that only the newspapers with a probability of elicitation of 50% or
higher were accepted for questionnaire construction: Volkskrant, Telegraaf,
Algemeen Dagblad, NRC/Handelsblad and Trouw (see Table 1).

Elicitation of attribute sets
After relisting and tallying all responses, the following types of responses

were excluded from further consideration.

(1) Idiosyncratic responses.
(2) Evaluative responses with regard to a paper (Wan attractive paper", Wan
interesting paper", "a high-quality paper", etcetera).
(3) Comparative responses with regard to several papers ("paper X is comparable
to paper Y·, "paper X is more attractive than paper Y", "paper X is more
interesting than paper Y", "paper X is more of a high-quality paper than paper Y· ,
etcetera).
(4) Responses concerning extrinsic attributes of a paper:

- the price of a paper ("an expensive paper"):
- the time of appearance Ca paper that appears in the morning", "a paper that
appears in the afternoon"):
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- the circulation of a paper ("a paper with a large circulation", "a paper with
a high availability", etcetera);
- the readers of a paper ("a paper read by students", "a paper read by
businessmen", etcetera);
- the city where a paper is issued; and
- the journalists or editors that are associated with a paper.

Responses in the remaining list were assigned to various content-specific
dimensions. The frequency of elicitation of responses along these dimensions are
presented in the first column of Table 2.

Table 2 Frequency of elicitation of responses along
content-specific dimensions (F) and number of
categories appearing on selected dimensions (N).

F

Amount of gossip 275 *
Level of informational quality 245 *
Level of complexity 243 *
Progressiveness .---'". 157 *
Level of surveyability 132 *
Amount of sport news
Quality of sport news

92 *
41

Amount of supplements
Quality of supplements

71 *
14

Amount of photo material
accompanying the editorial news
Quality of photo material
accompanying the editorial news

69 *
9

Amount of financial news
Quality of financial news

65 *
42

N

7

6

6

5

6

7

7

4

7
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Table 2 (continued)
F N

Size of headlines
above the editorials 62 * 4
Religiosity 34 * 2
Amount of editorial news 34 * 4

--Amoun-t--O-f--cultU-l:'a-l---newa-- 3-2-* 1-Quality of cultural news 13
Amount of advertisements 31
Amount of political news 22 * 7Quality of political news 1
Amount of cartoons 12
Quality of cartoons 21 * 4

Amount of columns 8Quality of columns 10

Table 2 contains 24 dimensions. In order to obtain a questionnaire of
manageable length, some dimensions should be excluded from further
consideration.

Sixteen dimensions in Table 2 can be grouped into 8 couples, each consisting
of one dimension specifying the quantity and one dimension specifying the quality
of something. For the dimensions dealing with photo material accompanying the
editorial news. sport news, financial news, political news, cultural news and
supplements, the number of responses concerning quantity clearly outweighted the
number of responses concerning .quality, Granting the considerable loss of
information, only the quantity dimension was in each case accepted for
questionnaire construction. For the dimensions dealing with cartoons, the number
of responses concerning quality clearly outweighted the number of responses
concerning quantity. Only the quality dimension was in this case accepted for
questionnaire construction.
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For several reasons, both dimensions dealing with columns were excluded
from further consideration: (1) the number of responses concerning quantity was
virtually equal to the number of responses concerning quality, (2) the number of
responses was very small whatsoever and (3) most of the very few responses were
basically references to the particular journalists writing them.

Finally, the dimension specifying the amount of advertisements was also
excluded from further consideration. It was felt that, of all dimensions in Table
2, this one was least intrinsic to a newspaper.

Thus, there remained 15 dimensions for questionnaire construction. These
dimensions are indexed by a star in Table 2. The second column of this table
contains the number of categories appearing on the selected dimensions.

§ 3.4.2. Method

Respondents
One hundred and twenty undergraduate students participated in this study. The

participants were solicited through a short announcement of a questionnaire
research on national newspapers before the coffee break of introductory economy
and psychology courses. During the break, those who wished to participate were
enabled to sign up for the research. Sixty volunteers were randomly assigned to
lout of 2 contextual conditions (see Stimuli). A session lasted about 1 hour,
including debriefing. The respondents were paid 10 guilders for participating.

Stimuli
All respondents were presented with the 5 real newspapers and the 15

dimensions selected in the prestudy. Furthermore, the respondents were presented
with a hypothetical newspaper. For one half of the respondents, this was "a paper
with a high sociability value- (hereafter referred to as the SOCI condition). For
the other half of the respondents, it was "a paper with a high suitability as a body
of reference- (hereafter referred to as the SUIT condition).

Procedure
The 2 dimensions dealing with political orientation were always presented

after one another and always in the same order (progressiveness and religiosity,
respectively). Likewise. the 3 dimensions dealing with aspects of the editorial
news were always presented after one another and always in the same order
(amo,uot of photo material accompanying the editorial news, size of headlines
above the editorials and amount of editorial news, respectively). Thus. there
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effectively remained 12 dimensions of which the presentation order should be
randomized across respondents. To this end,S blocks of 12 random orderings
were constructed under the following constraints:

- across the 12 orderings, each dimension should appear once in each of the 12
positions and
- to each of the 66 pairs of dimensions should apply that, across the 12 orderings,
the one dimension appears 6 times before and 6 times after the other dimension.

Orthogoniii'to this, the presentation order of the real newspapers was randomized
across respondents. LOL!his-Pllrpose. 6 blocksof, 10_.random.orderingawere. __
constructed under the following constraints:

- across the 10 orderings, each paper should appear twice in each of the 10
positions and
- to each of the 10 pairs of papers should apply that, across the 10 orderings, the
one paper appears 5 before and 5 times after the other paper.

Each of the 60 uniquely structured questionnaires was presented in either
contextual condition to yield a total of 120 questionnaires.

The respondents received a booklet containing a general instruction,
instructions for the tasks (if necessary) and the tasks themselves. The general
instruction for the respondents was that they participated in a research on students'
perceptions of newspapers. The respondents were informed that the questionnaire
consisted of 5 main tasks and that the entire session would last about 1 hour. It
was stressed that this was a conservative estimate and that they should, therefore.
complete the questionnaire at a calm pace and consider each answer carefully. The
general instruction proceeded by noting that the questionnaire, while completing
it, might seem overly repetitious, but that this was not the case: each task was
designed to "tap" something other tasks would fail to do. It was stressed again
that, for this reason, each answer should be considered carefully and close
attention would be necessary throughout the entire session. Finally, the
respondents were requested neither to consult preceding pages nor to glance at
following pages.

In each task, the respondents were presented with constant sum scales and
were asked to divide 100 points along each scale. The 5 main tasks are described
in tum.
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(1) Attribute attractiveness (aJ. In this task, the respondents were asked to
indicate how attractive they would find it if a newspaper would have certain
attributes on a dimension. The principle of a constant sum scale was explained in
three examples.

The first example dealt with the case in which one attribute would be
extremely attractive and any other attribute entirely nonattractive. It was suggested
to assign all 100 points to the only one attractive attribute. The second example
dealt with the case in which two attributes would be equally attractive and any
other attribute entirely nonattractive. It was suggested to assign 50 points to either
one of the attractive attributes. The third example dealt with case the in which one
attribute would be fairly attractive, one attribute would be less attractive, one
attribute would be even less attractive and any other attribute would be entirely
nonattractive. It was suggested to assign 55,35 and 10 points, respectively, to the
attractive attributes. In connection with the third example, the suggestion was
added to search for a distribution of points that would intuitively represent one's
judgement of the various attributes best. It was stressed to take care that the points
would add to hundred.

Finally, the respondents were informed that there were no objective standards
to decide how large an amount of a dimension should be in order to consider it as,
for example, ·very much" or how small an amount of a dimension should be in
order to consider it as, for example, "very little". The respondents were left to
free to decide to which amount of a dimension an attribute would refer.

The''respondents then completed the set of 15 scales.
(2) Associative strength between attributes and real newspapers (B,,;). In this

task, the respondents were asked to indicate how probable it was according to
them that certain attributes on a dimension would be applicable to various
newspapers. The examples provided to explain the principle of a constant sum
scale were analogous to those in the previous instruction, with the obvious
adaptation that the 100 points were divided according to the associative strength
between attributes and newspaper rather than the attractiveness of attributes.

The respondents then completed a set of 15 scales for each of the 5 real
newspapers.

(3) Associative strength between attributes and hypothetical newspaper (Bq).
In this task, the respondents were requested to forget the real newspapers for a
while and to focus on a hypothetical newspaper instead. In the SOCI condition, the
instruction was to imagine a paper with a high sociability value. In the SUIT
condition, the instruction was to imagine a paper with a high suitability as a body
of reference. In both conditions, the respondents were asked to indicate how
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probable it was according to them that certain attributes on a dimension would be
applicable to the hypothetical newspaper. It was noted that the procedure in this
task was exactly the same as in the previous task.

The respondents then completed the set of 15 scales for the hypothetical
newspaper.

(4) Newspaper typicality and attractiveness with regard to the hypothetical.
newspaper (l'"" and AeJ. The repondents were informed that this task was
subdivided into two subtasks. It was noted that the first sub task would be self-
explanatory, whereas the second subtask would be preceded by an instruction.

In the first subtask, the respondents were asked to indicate to what extent the
__ image the,)'Jta~oLeacaoflha[eaLnawspapers....corresponded-to_theimagelhe}'-haL __

of [a paper with a high sociability value I a paper with a high suitability as a body
of reference] and to divide 100 points accordingly.

In the second subtask, the respondents were asked to indicate the attractiveness
of each of the real newspapers with regard to its [sociability value I suitability as
a body of reference]. It was stressed that newspaper attractiveness with regard to
[sociability value I suitability as a body of reference] rather than newspaper
attractiveness in general was asked for. The instruction proceeded by explaining
that this subtask was not only concerned with the extent to which the image of
each of the real newspapers corresponded to the image of a newspaper with [a
high sociability value I a high suitability as a body of reference]; rather. it was
concerned with the attractiveness of each of the real newspapers with regard to its
[sociability value I suitability as a body of reference]. As an example. it was
supposed that the image of a real newspaper closely corresponded to the image of
a newspaper with [a high sociability value I a high suitability as a body of
reference]. If one would find a high [sociability value I suitability as a body of
reference] attractive. one should assign many points to the newspaper. If.
however, one would find a high [sociability value I suitability as a body of
reference] nonattractive, one should assign few points to the newspaper. It was
noted that it wouldbe allowed to consult the responses in previous subtask if
necessary.

The respondents then performed the second subtask.
(5) Emphasis put 011 dimensions (eJ. Following the suggestion by Scott &

Wright (1976), the task of reporting the emphasis put on the various dimensions
was performed immediately after finishing the object rating task. Thus, the
respondents were simply asked to indicate how much emphasis they had put on the
various dimensions in the previous task and to divide 100 points accordingly. On
the scale presented to the respondents. progressiveness and religiosity were
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comprised to a political orientation dimension.
During debriefing, the respondents were asked whether there were newspapers

among the 5 real ones that they were unfamiliar or virtually unfamiliar with. If so,
this information was registered.

§ 3.4.3. Results

Newspaper familiarity
The frequency and percentage of respondents having no or virtually no

familiarity with either of the 5 real newspapers are reported in Table 3.
(Hereafter, the real newspapers are referred to by the codes also presented in
Table 3.)

Table 3 Frequency (F) and percentage (P) of respondents
having no or virtually no familiarity with the
real newspapers.

Object Code F P

Algemeen Dagblad AD 10 0.083
NRC/Handelsblad NRC 23 0.192

Telegraaf TF 9 0.075
Trouw TW 100 0.833

Volkskrant V 13 0.108

As is evident from Table 3, there was an exceptionally high percentage of
respondents baving no or virtually no familiarity with TW. Unfortunately,
typicality ratings are subject to familiarity effects (Malt & Smith, 1982) and the
same may apply to ratings of attractiveness. This, in combination with the fact that
the models tested in the present study cannot account for familiarity effects, forces
us to exclude TW from forthcoming analyses.
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Newspaper typicality with regard to the hypothetical newspaper
Mean typicality ratings are presented Table 4, broken down by newspaper and

contextual condition.

Table 4 Mean typicality ratings.

PaEer

Cond,i,tion AD NRC TF TW V

SOCI 31.4 9.6 35.7 5.4 17.9 ----SUIT 18.8 39.3 4.7 8.3 28.9

Before proceeding, it should be observed that, in comparison to the more familiar
papers, the mean ratings for TW are least different between contextual conditions
and that these ratings are low. Most probably, this is due to the low familiarity of
TW (cf. Malt & Smith, 1982). Among the more familiar papers, the mean ratings
in the SOCl condition would suggest that TF and AD were the most typical
examples and NRC was the least typical example of a paper with a high sociability
value. V"had an intermediate typicality with regard to this hypothetical paper. The
mean ratings in the SUIT condition would suggest that NRC was the most typical
example and TF was the least typical example of a paper with a high suitability
as a body of reference. In the intermediate range, V had a higher typicality with
regard to this hypothetical paper than AD.

After Wyer (1970) and Nakanishi & Bettman (1974), the predictions made by
the typicality and evaluation models discussed in § 3.3.1. were, for each
respondent separately, correlated with the appropriate criterion (either typicality
or attractiveness ratings) across 4 papers (AD, NRC, TF and V) and model
comparisons were made in repeated measures analyses of variance. In order to
save free parameters for obtaining a linear fit between predictions and
observations, it was assumed that e = a = 6 = 1 (see equation [3/6] and [317]).
Before being used in the analyses of variance, the Pearson correlation coefficients
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were submitted to a Fischer Z transformation. '1)

Models of typicality: predictive power
Mean measures of fit for the SOCI condition, the SUIT condition and the

entire sample are presented in Table 5, broken down by typicality model.')

Table 5 Mean measures of model fit (typicality)•
Typicality model

Condition B BE BG BEG BS
SOC! 0.793 0.794 0.810 0.803 0.769
SUIT 0.777 0.801 0.799 0.815 0.750

Entire sample 0.785 0.798 0.805 0.809 0.759

In two analyses of variance, equal weighting and differential weighting were
compared with regard to predictive power.

Comparison of the B, BE, BG and BEG model. This analysis included weights
for relevance in effective context (present or absent) and weights for relevance in
general context (present or absent) as within-subjects factors and contextual

.;,,,condition (SOCI or SUIT)··as a between-subjects factor. The effect of the general

1 The Pearson correlation coefficients were transformed according to the
formula:

fz = 0.5 * In «1 + r) / (1 - r»,
while replacing any r > 0.995 by r = 0.995 and any r < -0.995 by r = -0.995.

8 Here and hereafter, the mean measures of fit reported are mean Fisher Z
coefficients transformed back to Pearson correlation coefficients, according to the
formula:

r =
2 * fz

(e
2 * fz

-l)/(e +1).
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context factor was significant (F (1, 118) = 7.16, MSo = 0.03, P < 0.01).
suggesting that model fit was slightly better under presence (M = 0.807) than
under absence (M = 0.792) of weights for relevance in general context. No other
effects were significant.

Comparison of the Band BS model. This analysis included subjective weights
for emphasis put on the dimensions (present or absent) as a within-subjects factor
and contextual condition (SOel or SUln as a between-subjects factor. There were
no significant effects.

Models or typicality: diagnostic power
- --M.easures-ef-fit--{)"f-the--B;.-BOj1lftd -BeEGy-model-througbout the --1-5 --levels-of----
dimension entry are graphed in Figure 1, averaged across the entire sample.

Figure 1 Stepwise inclusion of dimensions
to the basic typicality model.
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Of a priori interest is (1) whether diagnostic power is gained by entering

dimensions according to differential prominence of attributes and resolving cases
of nondifferential prominence by random entry (BO; model) rather than entering
dimensions randomly whatsoever (B, model) and (2) whether diagnostic power is
gained by entering dimensions according to differential prominence of attributes,
differential relevance of dimensions in effective context and differential relevance
of dimensions in general context (BOEG; model) rather than entering dimensions
according to differential prominence of attributes only (BO; model).
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Pairwise comparisons of typicality models throughout the IS levels of
dimension entry were made in two analyses of variance, each including typicality
model (fM) and level of dimension entry (LDE) as within-subject factors and
contextual condition (SOCI or SUIl) as a between-subjects factor. In both model
comparisons, the main effect of contextual condition and the interaction effects
including this factor were insignificant (all F's < 1). The main effect of the LDE
factor was higbly significant in both analyses, suggesting that model fit varied with
levels of dimension entry. However, the main effect of the LDE factor does not
indicate between-model differences in diagnostic power and is, therefore, not
considered any further.

Comparison of the B, and BO, model. The main of effect of the TM factor was
insignificant (F < 1), as was the TM by LDE interaction effect (F (9.12,
1075.98) = 1.46, MS. = 0.32, P > 0.10).

Comparison of the BO, and BOEG, model. The main effect of the TM factor
was higbly significant (F (1, 118) = 29.74, MS. = 0.73, P < 0.001), suggesting
that the fit was better for the BOEGI model (M = 0.745) than for the BOI model
(M = 0.667). The TM by LDE interaction effect was also highly significant (F
(6.16, 727.43) = 3.92, MSc = 0.20, P < 0.001). The graphs in Figure 1 would
suggest that the BOEGI model was superior to the BO; model at level 1 through
10 of dimension entry and that model fit was roughly the same throughout higher
levels of dimension entry (with exactly the same fit being produced, of course, at
level 15).

ConcTus;ollS. First, the BOI model did not add to the diagnostic power of the
B, model by incorporating a component for prominence of attributes. No diagnostic
power was gained, then, by considering differential prominence of attributes if
attribute prominence was already above some threshold. Thus, a model that treated
salience according to Fishbein's (1967b) learning theory had no greater diagnostic
power than a model that treated salience in an all-or-none fashion. Second, the
BOEGj model added significantly to the diagnostic power of the BOI model by
incorporating components for diagnosticity and selectivity of dimensions,
particularly at the initial levels of dimension entry. This finding would suggest that
diagnostic power was gained by considering both differential relevance of
dimensions in effective context and differential relevance of dimensions in general
context in addition to the prominence of attributes on these dimensions. Thus, a
model that treated attribute salience according to the general theory of meaning :
bad a greater diagnostic power than a model that treated attribute salience
according to Fishbein's learning theory.

The graph for the BOEGI model in Figure 1 would suggest that the major
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improvements in the prediction of typicality responses were obtained until level 2
of dimension entry. The model's power in specifying relevant dimensions would
seem optimal, then, at level 2 of dimension entry.

Newspaper attractiveness with regard to the hypothetical newspaper
Mean attractiveness ratings are presented Table 6, broken down by newspaper

and contextual condition.

Table 6 Mean attractiveness ratings.

Paper

Condition AD NRC TF TW V

socr
SUIT

28.2 12.2 28.9 8.7 22.0
17.0 39.7 3.3 10.2 29.9

It should again be observed that, in comparison to the more familiar papers, the
mean ratings for TW are least different between contextual conditions and that
these ratings are low. Among the more familiar papers. the mean ratings in the
SOCI condition would suggest that TF and AD were most attractive and NRC was
least attractive with regard to sociability value. V had an intermediate
attractiveness with regard to this context. The mean ratings in the SUIT condition
would suggest that NRC was most attractive and TF was least attractive with
regard to suitability as a body of reference. In the intermediate range, V had a
higher attractiveness with regard to this context than AD. Altogether. then, the :
attractiveness criterion reveals roughly the same differentiation in meaning of the
papers as the typicality criterion.
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Models of evaluation: predictive power
Mean measures of fit for the SOC! condition, the SUIT condition and the

entire sample are presented in Table 7, broken down by evaluation model.

Table 7 Mean measures of model fit (evaluation) •

Evaluation model

Condition BA BAE BAG BAEG BAS

SOCI 0.428 0.439 0.437 0.432 0.311
SUIT 0.609 0.639 0.622 0.650 0.593

Entire Sample 0.525 0.547 0.536 0.550 0.464

In two analyses of variance, equal weighting and differential weighting were
compared with regard to predictive power. Neither the analysis comparing the BA,
BAE, BAG and BAEG model nor the analysis comparing the BA and BAS model
revealed significant effects.

The results in Table 7 would suggest that the predictive power of the basic
evaluation model was slightly suppressed when equal weights (BA model) were
substituted by subjective weights for emphasis put on the dimensions (BAS model).
Similarly, 'Hackman & Anderson (t96"Srfdltnd that the power of the multi-attribute
model in equation (3/4) was slightly, and insignificantly, suppressed when equal
weights (R.; = 1 for all i) were substituted by subjective weights for relevance of
attribute i to criterion c. Finally, Wyer (1970) found that the power of the multi-
attribute model in equation (3/2) was slightly but significantly suppressed when
equal weights (R.. = 1 for all i) were substituted by subjective weights for
relevance of dimension i to the evaluation of object o.
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Models or evaluation: diagnostic power
Measures of fit of the BA;, BAOIand BAOEGi model throughout the 15 levels

of dimension entry are graphed in Figure 2, averaged across the entire sample.

Figure 2 stepwise inclusion of dimensions
to the basic evaluation model.
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Of a priori interest is (1) whether diagnostic power is gained by entering

dimensions according to differential prominence of attributes and resolving cases
of nondifferential prominence by random entry (BAa, model) rather than entering
dimensions randomly whatsoever (BAi model) and (2) whether diagnostic power
is gained by entering dimensions according to differential prominence of attributes,
differential relevance of dimensions in effective context and differential relevance
of dimensions in general context (BAOEGi model) t..ther than entering dimensions
according to differential prominence of attributes only (BAOi model).

Pairwise comparisons of evaluation models throughout the IS levels of
dimension entry were made in two analyses of variance, each including evaluation
model (EM) and level of dimension entry (LDE) as within-subject factors and
contextual condition (SOCr or SUIT) as a between-subjects factor. The main effect
of the LDE factor was highly significant in both analyses, suggesting that model
fit varied with levels of dimension entry. However, the main effect of the LOE
factor does not indicate between-model differences in diagnostic power and is.
therefore, not considered any further.

Comparison of the HAl and BAOI model. The main effect of contextual
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condition was insignificant (F (1, 118) = 1.99, MS. = 20'.49, P > 0'.10'), as was
the context by LOE interaction effect (F (5.52, 651.15) = 1.46, MS. = 1.46, P
> 0.10'). There was a significant context by EM interaction effect (F (1, 118) =
8.47, MS" = 1.15, P < 0'.0'1), suggesting that the fit was better for the BA; model
(M = 0'.339) than for the BAOI model (M = 0'.264) in the SOCI condition but
that the fit was better for the BAOI model (M = 0'.528) than for the BA; model
(M = 0.432) in the SUIT condition. Finally, there was a significant context by
EM by LOE interaction effect (F (8.82, 1041.20') == 2.04, p < 0'.0'5).
Comparison of the graphs obtained for each contextual condition reyealed that the
B~ model was clearly superior to the BAO. model only at level 1 through 6 of
dimension entry in the SOCI condition and that the reverse was true in the SUIT
condition. -

The main of effect of the EM factor was insignificant (F < 1), as was the
EM by LOE interaction effect (F < I).

Comparisonof th« BAO, and BAOEGj model. The main effect of contextual
condition approached significance (F (1, 118) = 3.82, MS" = 26.06. P < 0'.10).
suggesting that the fit tended to be better in the SUIT condition (M = 0'.568) than
in the SOCI condition (M = 0.303). However. the main effect of contextual
condition does not indicate between-model differences in diagnostic power and is.
therefore, not considered any further. The interaction effects including contextual
condition were insignificant (all F's < 1).

The main effect of the EM factor was significant (F (1,118) = 9.64, MS. =
.--,-,. D~93,P' <'" O~Ol)~suggesting that the fit was better for the BAOEGi model (M =

0'.485) than for the BADImodel (M = 0.404). The EM by LDE interaction effect
was also significant (F (5.60', 660'.96) = 2.60', MS" = 0'.22, P < 0.0'5). The
graphs in Figure 2 would suggest that the BAOEG. model was superior to the
BAD. model at level 1 through 8 of dimension entry and that model fit was
roughly the same throughout higher levels of dimension entry (with exactly the
same fit being produced, of course. at level 15).

Conclusions. First, the BAOI model added to the diagnostic power of the BA;
model in one contextual condition and detracted from the diagnostic power of the
BA; model in another contextual condition, particularly at the initial levels of
dimension entry. Across contextual conditions, however, no differences in
diagnostic power were observed. Second. the BADEG. model added significantly
to the diagnostic power of the BAOi model by incorporating components for
diagnosticity and selectivity of dimensions. particularly at the initial levels of
dimension entry. Again, a model that treated attribute salience according to the
general theory of meaning had a greater diagnostic power than a model that treated
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attribute salience according to Fishbein's learning theory.
The graph for the BAOEGi model in Figure 2 would suggest that the major

improvements in the account of attractiveness responses were obtained until level
3 of dimension entry. The model's power in specifying relevant dimensions would
seem optimal, then, at level 3 of dimension entry.

§ 3.4.4. Swnmary and Discussion

The survey study reported here was concerned with the analysis of meaning
responses to newspapers as framed by effective and general context. By adopting

---a-strietly-elementafistic, -independent-eue-perspecti-ve-on-stimuhts-meaning;- the---
multi-attribute paradigm was revised and generalized so as to incorporate (1)
multiple factors determining attribute salience (prominence, diagnosticity and
selectivity) and (2) principles for identifying the stimuli in the effective context,
identifying the general context and assessing the typicality relationship between
stimuli in the effective context and the general context. The critical question was
whether a generalized view on attribute salience would enhance the power in
analyzing meaning responses to stimuli elicited in context. Two types of responses
were analyzed: typicality responses and attractiveness responses.

The results suggested no meaningful improvement in predictive power by
changing the Fishbein view on salience into a generalized one. The power in
predicting typicality and attractiveness responses was slightly greater when
substituting equal weights by weights for diagnosticity or by weights for selectivity
or by weights for both diagnosticity and selectivity, but the improvements in
predictive power were largely insignificant.

The study also tested the predictive power of subjective weighting models; that
is, models in which the weights assigned to the dimensions were those according
to the respondent's self-insight. By establishing weights a posteriori and thus
allowing for the possibility that the relevance of the dimensions in assessing
typicality and attractiveness was, partly or entirely, determined by other factors
than diagnosticity and selectivity, these models might attain a relatively great
power in prediction. Perhaps surprisingly, then, substitution of equal weights by
subjective weights revealed a slight", and insignificant, suppression of power in
predicting typicality and attractiveness.

Previous tests of modified formulas against the Fishbein formula also revealed
suppressor effects when substituting equal weights by subjective weights (Hackman
& Anderson, 1968; Wyer, 1970). The tendency of subjective weights to reduce
rather than to enhance predictive power is possibly due to the cognitive complexity
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involved in assessing the relative contribution of several components to the
impressions formed of several stimuli (cf. Scott & Wright, 1976). This may
particularly apply to the present study, in which the subjective weighting task
involved no less than 14 components (progressiveness and religiosity were
comprised to a political orientation dimension; see § 3.4.2.) and S stimuli.
Together with the fact that the subjective weighting task finished off the session
and was, therefore, especially prone to error as a result of fatigue, suboptimal
rating behavior on the part of the respondents would not seem very surprising.

It might be premature, however, to ascribe suppressor effects to a lack of self-
insight on the part of the respondents. An interesting suggestion. put forward by
Reilly & Doherty (1989), is that it might be more appropriate to require
recognition rather than production of dimensional weights from the respondents.
In addition to producing weights themselves, then, respondents might be asked to
recognize "their" set of weights among several sets of weights obtained according
to several principles. If respondents do not reliably recognize an optimal set of
weights, one might infer that there is a lack of self-insight on the part of the
respondents; if, however, the set of optimal weights is reliably recognized,
requiring production of weights simply seems requiring too much. This is worth
pursuing in future research.

As argued in § 3.3.1., the analysis may be technically more sensitive and
psychologically more realistic if dimensions would be selected rather than
integrated according to their salience weights. The analysis may, therefore, focus
on tbtntiagnostic power rather' than-the predictive power of a model. The results
of this study suggested a substantial, and significant, improvement in diagnostic
power by adopting a generalized view on attribute salience. In the diagnosis of
both typicality and attractiveness responses, a model specifying diagnosticity and
selectivity as determinants of salience in addition to prominence outperformed one
dealing only with prominence. And, interestingly, a model specifying only
prominence as a determinant of salience (thus substantiating Fishbein's learning
theory) was no more diagnostic than a model treating dimensions as equally salient
(thus substantiating Fishbein's threshold notion of salience). By adopting the
generalized view on salience, then, the greatest diagnostic power was obtained.

With regard to the distinction between context-independent and context-
dependent meaning, the results suggested that respondents tended to appraise
images rather than attitudes. When assuming that dimensional salience determined
the integration of dimensions during the appraisal of meaning, it was merely a
tendency; when assuming that dimensional salience determined the selection of
dimensions during the appraisal of meaning, the results were convincingly in
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support of this conclusion. From the present perspective, then. the meaning of any
real newspaper was not appraised only with reference to its target concept before
being contrasted with the meaning of the hypothetical newspaper; rather, the
meaning of any real newspaper was inherently appraised with reference to the
nontarget concepts in the effective and general domain before being contrasted
with the meaning of the hypothetical newspaper. This conclusion would seem
warranted for the appraisal of nonevaluative meaning (typicality responses) and
evaluative meaning (attractiveness responses).

In spite of the support for the general framework developed in this chapter,
several reservations are in place. To begin with, there were considerable
discrepancies in empirical power between the typicality models and the evaluation
models. The power of the BAEG model in predicting attractiveness responses (M
= 0.550) was much smaller than the power of the BEG model in predicting
typicality responses (M = 0.809) and. across levels of dimension entry, the power
of the BAOEGi model in diagnosing attractiveness responses (M = 0.485) was
much smaller than the power of the BOEGi model in diagnosing typicality
responses (M = 0.745). Why these discrepancies? There are at least two plausible
reasons.

The first reason may be that the attractiveness data contain more error than
the typicality data due to greater task complexity. Rating the relative attractiveness
of objects with regard to some general context may be rather difficult. If the
elementaristic analysis presented in this study correctly specifies what people are
doing (or are trying to do), the task complexity actually seems overwhelming:
identifying the objects in the effective context, identifying the general context,
assessing the typicality relationship between each object in the effective context
and the general context while conditioning the evaluative aspect of the object-in-
context on the evaluative aspects of the attributes to the extent that the attributes
are associated with the general context and. finally, estimating an attractiveness
score for each object in the effective context relative to the attractiveness scores
for the other objects in the effective context. An attractiveness rating task seems
more difficult than a typicality rating task in that composite responses are required:
each response is constituted of both a typicality response and an evaluative
response. The difference in task complexity may be increased to the extent that
attractiveness is inversely related to typicality: an object that attains a relatively
low typicality score may attain a relatively high attractiveness score and vice versa
(see § 3.3.2.). Greater task complexity may lead to.more deterioration on the part
of the respondent and thus to more error in the data.

The second reason may be that evaluation has been treated as a unipolar
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construct in the operational analyses; that is, it has been scaled in terms of
"attractive" and "not attractive". The motive for using unipolar scales was to
standardize the format of the various rating tasks in the questionnaire as much as
possible and thus to simplify matters for the respondents. Since subjective
prominence of attributes and relative emphasis put on dimensions were assessed
on constant sum scales, it seemed straightforward to assess attribute evaluation and
context-bound stimulus evaluation in the same fashion. Psychologically. however,
it might have been more appropriate to treat evaluation as a bipolar construct; that
is, to scale it in terms of "attractive", "neither attractive nor unattractive" and
"unattractive". Under unipolarity, an object is attractive to the extent that it is a
typical example of an attractive context. Under bipolarity, however, an object is
attractive to the extent that it is a typical example of an attractive context or a
nontypical example of an unattractive context and an object is unattractive to the
extent that it is a typical example of an unattractive context or a nontypical
example of an attractive context (see also § 3.l.3.and § 3~3.l.). By-treating
evaluation as a unipolar construct, then, the contrast model might not have had
opportunities enough to arrive at the right prediction or diagnosis of context-bound
evaluation of stimuli. Replication of the present study with bipolar evaluative
scales may be put forward as a recommendation for future research.

Due to the particular form of the evaluation model in equation (317), however.
future research should be concerned with remaining problems imposed by the
component representing attribute evaluation: the problem of the origin of the

-'-evaluative scales and the'problern of the range of those scales.
A general requirement for testing multiplicative models is that the components

entering into the product are measured on scales with a true ratio zero point
(Anderson & Shanteau, 1977; Bettman et al., 1975a, 1975b; Laroche, 1978;
Lehmann. 1985; Schmidt, 1973; Schmidt & Wilson. 1975). Measurement of
model components on constant sum scales seems comparatively effective in
meeting this requirement (Lehmann, 1985), particularly when measuring the
components representing the subjective probability of association between object
and attributes (cf. Schmidt, 1973) and the relative emphasis put on dimensions.
When measuring attribute evaluation on bipolar scales. however, the measurement
seems to be at interval level at best; when arbitrarily assigning a zero value to the
"neither attractive nor unattractive" response category on. for example, a seven-
point Likert scale ranging from -3 to +3, the zero point may incidentally
correspond to the true point of indifference but not necessarily to the true ratio
zero point (Schmidt, 1973; Schmidt & Wilson. 1975). Absence of a true ratio zero
point for at least one of the components being multiplied means that the product
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cannot be considered theoretically meaningful; by changing the arbitrary zero
point, the correlation between predictor and criterion can be manipulated (Schmidt,
1973; Schmidt & Wilson, 1975).

If an intra-individual design is used for model testing, as in the present study,
the ~ component in equation (3/7) is constant across objects, serving as data
points in the regression analyses. If, in addition, the aij component would be
multiplied with every other component in the model, the value of an attribute's
evaluation could simply be added to the constant indicating the numerical zero
point from the true ratio zero point. The resulting constant would not change the
correlation between predictor and criterion. This does not work, however, with the

_evaluation model in equation WI). due to the fact that the B;j component is not
multiplied with the (B";j • Beij) component.

The fact that the aij component is not multiplied with the (Boij • Bei)

component raises the additional problem that the correlation between predictor and
criterion can also be manipulated by arbitrarily choosing a certain range for the
evaluative scales (for example, a five-point scale ranging from -2 to +2 or a
seven-point scale ranging from -3 to +3 or an eleven-point scale ranging from -5
to +5) and thus affecting the relative contribution of the (Bou • Bei) component
and the term aij '" (min (Beij, Boij) - (Beij • Boij»' The correlation between predictor
and criterion cannot be manipulated by changing the range of the Wi component,
due to the fact that this component is multiplied with any other component in the
evaluation model. Furthermore, it seems legitimate to assume that both thew,
component and the three components representing belief strength range from 0 to
1.

If the &;j component in equation (3/7) is measured on scales of which the
numerical zero point may fail to correspond to the true ratio zero point and the
numerical range may fail to correspond to the true range, then. the measures of
~ are of the form (x'" aij + y), with x and y as unknown parameters. Following
the suggestion by Laroche (1978), x and y may be estimated from the data
together with the regression parameters optimizing the fit between predictor and
criterion.

The theoretical and operational analyses in this study have been based on the
strong assumption that the general context is identified along the same dimensions
as the" objects in the effective context. It may be necessary to relax this
assumption. Suppose that an attribute elicitation task had been performed with
regard to "a paper with a high sociability value". The frequency of eliciting
attributes along the progressiveness dimension might have been near zero with
regard to this hypothetical paper, whereas the frequency of elicitation was very
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high with regard to the real papers (see Table 2). The converse may also be true.
The frequency of eliciting attributes along the amount of columns dimension and
the quality of columns dimension might have been very high with regard to the
hypothetical paper, whereas the frequency of elicitation was so low with regard
to the real papers (see Table 2) that the dimensions were rejected for questionnaire
construction. To the extent that the general context is not identified along the same
dimensions as the objects in the effective context, an analysis of stimulus meaning
based on the present formulation of the contrast model bogs down.

Another strong assumption has been that the general context is represented in
memory rather than constructed on the spot. It has been assumed, for example,
that respondents have a concept of a "newspaper with a high sociability value". In
doing so, we may have thrown away a considerable part of the conceptual
combination problem other investigators grapple with (for example, see Medin &
Shoben, 1988; Murphy. 1988; Smith & Osherson, 1984; Smith et al., 1988).
Assuming that people only have a concept of "newspaper" and a concept of
"sociability" , the problem is how the combination of these two concepts is formed.
It is easy to speculate that, even though both concepts are probably represented
along entirely different dimensions, the attributes of "newspaper" are somehow
functionally related to the attributes of "sociability". The principles underlying
such conceptual mapping process, however, are obscure.

To date, it is only for rather simple combinations as "red apple" and "brown
apple" that the principles have been specified. Smith and his colleagues (Smith &

. Osherson, 19M; Smith erat., 1988) assume a joint operation of a prominence shift
and a selectivity boost. When forming the combination "red apple", the estimates
concerning the prominence of the attributes on the color dimension are shifted to
the attribute "red" and the selectivity weight of the color dimension is boosted.
Similarly, the combination "brown apple" is formed by shifting the- estimates
concerning the prominence of the attributes on the color dimension to the attribute
"brown" and boosting the selectivity weight of the color dimension. The contrast
model is then used for predicting the typicality of a red apple and a brown apple
with regard to either "red apple" or "brown apple". The model has been supported
in its prediction that a red apple is more typical of "red apple" than is a brown
apple and that, vice versa, a brown apple is more typical of "brown apple" than
is a red apple.

But the analysis soon bogs down again. Suppose one forms combinations of
"small spoon" and "large spoon" by assuming prominence shifts along the size
dimension and a selectivity boost of that dimension. If, as Medin & Shoben (1988)
have argued, a metal spoon is a better example of "small spoon" than is a wooden
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spoon, then it must also be a better example of "large spoon". The reason is, of
course, that the conceptual combination processes have involved only the size
dimension and not the material dimension. In conflict with this prediction,
however, empirical findings obtained by Medin & Shoben suggest that a metal
spoon is a psychologically better example of "small spoon" than is a wooden spoon
but that a wooden spoon is a better example of "large spoon" than is a metal
spoon. Apparently, the independent cue processing assumption has been too strong
and changing the size of the spoon has also changed the perceived material of the
spoon. It thus appears that the exclusion of correspondent cue processing may
curtail the appropriateness of the contrast model for the analysis of context-bound

----l!siUtimu1US-Jneanin8--~ _
Yet another strong assumption has been that the meaning of the attributes does

not change across contexts. For example, the contrast model treats attributes on
a material dimension (such as brass. gold and silver) as meaning elements in
determining context-bound stimulus meaning. As a result of this elementaristic
perspective, there should be an invariant similarity relationship among these
attributes across contexts. When going beyond an elernentaristic perspective by
recognizing that attributes are concepts themselves, hovvever. the meaning of
attributes, and thus the similarity relationship among them, may change across
contexts. Thus, brass and gold may be most similar in association with "candle-
holder" encountered in a "kitsch" context but gold and silver may be most similar
in association with "candle-holder" encountered in a "luxury" context. The
attributes on the material dimension may themselves be characterized along such
dimensions as color, value, etcetera. The "kitsch" context may boost the selectivity
of the color dimension relative to that of the value dimension and the reverse may
be true for the "luxury" context. This reversal may account for the changing
similarity relationships across contexts. As has already been pointed out in §

9 This does not imply, of course, that the exclusion of configurality is
appropriate for the analysis of context-free stimulus meaning. Findings reported
by Malt & Smith (1984) suggest that attributes of natural categories occur in a
systematic relation to one another and that particularly salient relations among
attributes influence the perceived typicality of instances with regard to these
categories. Although the Malt & Smith study is silent on the nature of the
particular relations (for example, functional relationships among attributes or co-
occurrences of attributes), it demonstrates ilia potential inappropriateness of
excluding configurality from the analysis of context-free stimulus meaning.
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1.4.4., even concepts may exert a contextual effect on the meaning of attributes
they are characterized by. Empirical findings obtained by Medin & Shoben suggest
that brass and gold may be most similar in association with "railing" but. that gold
and silver may be most similar in association with "coin". Analogous to the
previous example, the "railing" concept may boost the selectivity of the color
dimension relative to that of the value dimension and the reverse may be true for
the "coin" concept. This reversal may account for .the changing similarity
relationships among attributes.

The limitations of an elementaristic perspective also become apparent when
turning to the evaluative aspects of attributes. In the formation of an evaluative
response to the object, the evaluation of attributes appears as a major independent
variable. However, the evaluation of attributes may not be that invariant. For
example, the evaluation of "sweet" may be different when associated with soft
drinks than when associated with liquors (cf. Ahtola, 1975; Lutz & Bettman,
1977). Furthermore, the evaluation of "sweet" may be different when encountered
in a "refreshment" context than when encountered in a "cocktail" context (cf.
Ahtola, 1975; Lutz & Bettman, 1977). Finally, the evaluation of •sweet " may be
different when it co-occurs with •carbonated " than when it co-occurs with
"uncarbonated". Clearly, the dependency of attribute evaluation on the object in
the effective context with which it is associated, on the general context in which
it is encountered and on the attributes with which it tends to go together curtails
the appropriateness of the elernentaristic perspective adopted in multi-attribute

i • research: ,."
While recognizing its inherent limitations, the framework developed in this

chapter may be valuable in consumer behavior research. It offers the investigator
the possibility to assess the meaning of a choice alternative in the context of its
perceived competitors (the effective context) and in the context of a hypothetical
alternative construed for the choice domain (the general context). Developed
within a strictly elementaristic, independent cue perspective on stimulus meaning,
the framework identifies multiple factors determining the salience of attributes and
thus specifies various routes toward the appraisal of the meaning of a choice
alternative. In the present state of development, the framework identifies
prominence, diagnosticity (relevance in effective context) and selectivity (relevance
in general context) as determinants of attribute salience. It thus estimates attribute
salience on the basis of substantive theory rather than that it relies on purely
empirical estimation of attribute salience.

Theory-based estimation of attribute weights is an exception rather than a rule
in consumer behavior research on stimulus meaning. The attribute weights are
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usually estimated on a purely empirical basis, either through self-insight by the
consumer (see also Nakanishi & Bettrnan, 1974; Wilkie & Weinreich, 1972) or
through statistical optimization (see also Bass & Wilkie, 1973; Cohen & Abtola,
1971; Hansen & Bolland, 1971; Moinpour & MacLachlan, 1971; Tuncalp &
Sheth, 1975), and are conceived of by the researcher as "importance" weights"~
Consistent with a functional view on stimulus meaning, this would refer to
"importance to the person" or "personal relevance" and would be represented by
the WI component appearing in numerous multi-attribute models. Statistically
optimal weights, however, may be sensitive to many other factors than to personal
relevance. Self-stated weights, in addition, may contain a lot of noise, due to the

- --problem---that-what-1s-clear to the resealcitet is not-necessarily cleat to the----
consumer who is asked to indicate an answer to the question "how important is
[attribute i] to you?". In another field of research, Ortony et a1. (1985) asked their
respondents to rate the importance of attributes to some object. These authors
reported that this question tended to lead to the counterquestion: "important with
regard to what?". It seems not too far-fetched to suggest that a similar confusion
arises in consumer behavior research. Together with Nakanishi & Bettman (1974).
then. it may be acknowledged that "importance is a very vague stimulus" (p. 20).

The framework developed in this chapter identifies multiple factors
determining of attribute salience. In line with previous observations, a particular
possibility for future development of the framework is to incorporate a
functionalist view on the meaning of choice alternatives. One way is to specify
personal relevance of attributes as an alternative determinant of attribute salience.
The personal relevance of attributes may be estimated in terms of the degree to
which a distribution of points across attributes on a dimension according to the
attributes' attractiveness departs from a chance level distribution (in case constant
sum scales are used) or in terms of the polarity of the attributes' attractiveness
scores (in case bipolar rating scales are used; see also § 1.2.2.). Another, and
perhaps more principled. way of incorporating the functionalist view is to assume
a layered cognitive-evaluative structure in which the person's value system
determines the attributes' attractiveness (see § 1.2.2.).

Another possibility for developing the framework is to incorporate various
principles of affect generation. Transferral of attribute evaluations -may be only
one principle according to which evaluative aspects of meaning responses are

10 See Barich & Kotler (1991) for a recent recommendation of using such
empirical estimates of attribute importance.
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formed. Another principle may be uncertainty reduction. As already argued in §
1.4.2., concepts may include an evaluative aspect by affording a sense of stability
in the environment. Accordingly, evaluative responses to stimuli should be
favorable to the extent that conceptual knowledge about the stimuli reduces the
uncertainty experienced in the environment. Very interesting in this regard is
Ahtola's (1980) proposal to include a component into his multi-attribute model (see
equation [3/1]) that inversely relates evaluative aspects of meaning responses to
the uncertainty with which attributes are associated with stimuli. Ahtola further
suggests to estimate the uncertainty in terms of the degree to which a distribution
of points across attributes on a dimension according to the attributes' probability
of association with some stimulus approaches a chance level distribution. In the
present perspective, Ahtola's proposal amounts to suggesting that cognition and
evaluation are fundamentally intertwined as outcomes of concept formation
processes.

Whereas intensive research efforts characterized the multi-attribute paradigm
during the late sixties and early seventies, constructive contributions to the
paradigm have been scarce throughout the past two decades. In their initial
enthousiasm for multi-attribute models, consumer behavior researchers tended to
adopt models without considering the theoretical roots of the models or to advance
models without adopting a theoretical position that would be formalized by the
models (cf, Calder, 1975; Olson & Mitchell, 1975). Significant in this regard is
the statement, endorsed by Wilkie & Pessemier (1973) in concluding their review
of multi-attribute research, that" Affect = f (affect) isn't much of a model" (p.
439). According to these authors, a broad view would be needed for evaluating the
models being reviewed and developing models in the future. The theoretical view
presented in this dissertation may be valuable in both respects.
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THE MEANING OF CHOICE ALTERNATIVES:

EPll..OGUE

In this dissertation, I have presented a framework for research on the meaning
of choice alternatives .. Given that a choice alternative is often perceived in the
context of its competitors and that choice alternatives are often perceived in the
context of promotional campaigns with selling propositions, the framework centres
on the distinction between context-independency and context-dependency of
meanmg-appnrised-of-choicealternatives. A key aspecruhhe-nameworns-thar----
it treats meaning as equivalent to conceptual evidence or instance-to-category
inference, qualified by Smith (1990) as "a general component of mental life" (p.
48) and identified by Rosch (1978) as something that affects "virtually all of the
major dependent variables used as measures in psychological research" (p. 38).
The framework has been applied to the analysis of the following dependent
variables: the probability with which choice alternatives are identified as a member
of a certain category, the goodness of membership of choice alternatives in a
certain category and the attractiveness of choice alternatives as a member of a
certain category. For what concerns the theoretical developments and the empirical
verifications supplied by this dissertation. it seems most accurate to refer to the
Summary and Discussion of Chapter 2 (see § 2.7.) and Chapter 3 (see § 3.4.4.).
In this Epilogue, I mainly wish to point out the status of Chapter 1 in relation to
what has followed it.

The opening paragraphs of this dissertation have sketched the puzzling state
of affairs that "attitude" and "image" are often treated as equivalent terms in
consumer behavior research on the meaning of choice alternatives but that "attitude
research" and "image research" have emerged as separate fields of study - the
distinction between which seems most clear in terms of the amount of confusion
concerning the definition of the object of study. The purpose of the remainder of
the dissertation has not been to solve this puzzle, although I shall briefly speculate
on a resolution after having made the following point.

One of the opening paragraphs contains a citation of Peterson & Kerin (1983),
roughly stating that a common definition of the image construct is a precondition
for theoretical development in the area. The question that arises when working
according to this agenda is: why is it necessary to define an image construct
anyway? In my view, it is not a good start for a scientific enterprise to answer a
question of the form: "what is ... T", Rather, one should start by specifying .the
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events for which a theoretical account is desired and proceed to develop the
theoretical account while allowing a construct to enter into the theory only if it
adds structure to the events one is trying to account for. Thus, a construct is a
theoretical term rather than something that must be conceptualized and
operationalized in itself before being inserted into a theory.

Basically, Chapter 1has shown that the various answers to the question "what
is an image?" are highly similar to the various answers to the question "what is
an attitude?". After having failed to flesh out a demarcation of the "constructs"
without a comprehensive theory of stimulus meaning, a return has been made, so
to speak, to events that await explanation: why do people say "a" to some
typographical entity rather than "b" (cf, Hofstadter, 1985a, 1985b; Neisser, 1967)
or why do people say "Mitsubishi" to some verbal, pictorial or real entity rather
than "Mazda" (cf, Smith, 1990)? The key assumption has been made that people
have concepts and that the stimuli in the preceding examples bear more evidence
to one concept than to another (or, in other words, have more meaning with
reference to one concept than with reference to the other). The key ingredient to
theoretical development has been the specification of principles according to which
concepts are represented and processed during classification. Within this
theoretical framework, I have contrasted those cases in which the meaning of a
stimulus is triggered only by the focal concept with those cases in which the
meaning of a stimulus is also triggered by non focal concepts. This theoretical
contrast not only yields a parsimonious view on the various formalizations of
stimulus meaning that are available in the field but also specifies two major classes
of psychological responses that can be established empirically. One class may be
referred to as attitudes, the other class may be referred to as images.

Now, why would it be that the image construct is surrounded by considerably
more confusion than the attitude construct? As also maintained in the beginning of
this dissertation, the amount of confusion invoked by the term "image" is largely
reducible to the amount of vacuous suggestions concerning its definition. Why this
tendency to loose track of the substance? I shall avoid the arrogance of suggesting
that the term "attitude" is mainly used by academics whereas the term "image" is
mainly used by practioners. Besides, the attitude construct has encountered a good
deal of academic confusion throughout its longstanding history itself (see McGuire,
1969, for a joyful discussion). In my view, a more interesting speculation is that
the vacuity arises from the discrepancy between the richness of mental life and the
poverty of the theories and models that are advanced as an account of it. Perhaps,
the amount of confusion in "image research" simply indicates the amount of
disappointment with the present state of development of "attitude research".
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In this dissertation, I have interlocked both fields of study with "concept
formation research", This has yielded insight into various limitations of a
theoretical account of attitudes that is most explicit in stating that attitudes are an
outcome of concept formation processes: the learning theory, whose most eminent
proponent is Martin Fishbein. To those who think that I have been bullying
Fishbein too much by fleshing out the potential limitations of his framework, I
wish to respond the following. First, the prominence of Fishbein in this
dissertation basically means that his view on stimulus meaning is clear enough to
be open for an extensive (and, in my opinion, useful) scientific debate. Second,
I have not been concerned with Fishbein but with "Fishbein" - the concept. My

- - con~pt-of-¥ishbein-may-be defi-ned--by--the--feUewing-featu-res~mes---that-a----
concept is a summary description of an object by features, each of which (2)
functions as a meaning element, (3) is accompanied by the probability of being
associated with the object and (4) is accompanied by an evaluative aspect; (5)
suggests, in addition, that the evaluative aspect of a total meaning response to an
object is transferred from the evaluative aspects of the features associated with the
object (6) proportional to the associative strengths between features and object. To
any stimulus that has these features, I say "Fishbein".

It may be noted that my concept of Fishbein is well-defined (can be described
by defining features), whereas it implies that concepts are ill-defined (can merely
be described by characteristic or typical features; see § 2.1.1.). In the tenninoloy
of Smith & Medin (1981), the classical-view description of my concept of Fishbein
conflicts with the probabilistic view on concepts it implies. How to resolve this
conflict?

Following an argument by Smith & Medin, concepts may vary on a continuum
ranging from "prejudiced in favor of the classical view" to "prejudiced against the
classical view", Scientific concepts like "square" or "Fishbein" tend to prejudice
the case in favor of the classical view, since scientists have succeeded in
constructing classical-view descriptions of many concepts they are working with.
Abstract concepts like "love" or "rock-and-roll" tend to prejudice the case against
the classical view, since no scientist has as yet come close to constructing a
classical-view description of such concepts. Concepts of natural objects and human
artifacts are usually located at the intermediate range of the continuum - and it is
to such concepts that "Fishbein" is most often applied. At the surface, the
application seems legitimate. Wittgenstein has argued against the feasibility of
finding classical-view descriptions of concepts at the intermediate range and a
flood of psychological research in the field of concept formation has converged on
the conclusion that such concepts are ill-defined. As Smith & Medin correctly
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point out, however, the assertion that "there are no defining features of concept
X· is equivalent to the assertion that "no one has yet found the defining features
of concept X". The slow rate of progress obtained by adopting the classical view
may be due to the fact that one has been looking for wrong kind of defining
features or, perhaps more likely, that one has been looking for features and not
for relationships among features.

It is tempting to close off a dissertation about stimulus meaning by providing
a colorful replication of the Wittgensteinian argument with a concept like "rock-
and-roll" and thus casting ridicule upon the current state of scientific progress. I
shall resist this temptation by putting forth the proposition that, until science has
proceeded to come closer to a specification of "rock-and-roll", the most sensible
thing to say about it, and I wish to thank Martin Fishbei.i personally for stressing
this point, is whether one likes it - or not. But I like. I like it - yes, I do.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1. THE AVERAGE DISTANCE MODEL

Appendix 1.1. Distance metric
In general, the city block metric is most applicable for scaling psychological

distance along separable Oranalyzable dimensions (Reed, 1972; Shepard, 1964a,
1986). Thus, the average distance of stimulus ~ to the exemplars stored for a
relevant category is given by equation (AI).

diX
Tx

l/Tx 1< [1:
j=l

n
( 1: wk 1< I tik - xj• i ) ] ,
k=l

(Al)

where Tx is the total number of exemplars stored for the relevant category, n is
the number of dimensions that comprise the stimuli, wk is the weight of the kth
dimension (0 ~ wk S 1 ), tikis the value of stimulus ti on the kth dimension and
xjl<is the value of the jth exemplar on that dimension.

Appendix 1.2. Dimensional weights
The UAVDIS model simply assumes that the dimensional weights are equal.

According to the WAVDIS model, however, dimensional weights are sought that
cluster exemplars stored for the same category and simultaneously seperate
exemplars stored for contrasting categories (Sebestyen, 1962). The analytical
problem is to find the linear transformation that maximizes the mean-square
between-category distances while holding constant the sum of the mean-square
between-category and within-category distances. The dimensional weights are
found by computing a matrix B of between-category distances and a matrix T of
distances between exemplars regardless of the categories for which these
exemplars are stored. Matrices B and T are in the form of covariance matrices
with elements blr.land ~I for the kth and lth dimensions, given by equations (A2)
and (A3).
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Tx Ty
blot = 1 / (Tx * Ty) * [I! I! (XiI< - Yjk) * (Xi] - Yjt)] , (A2)

i=l j=l

T T
tlo! = 1 / T * [I! I! (xu: - Yjk) * (xiJ - Yjl)],

i=l j=l
(A3)

where T Sand S = Tx + Ty.
( )
2

The-weights- are found-by--taking-tbe-eigenvoo9J"--C9ffesponding-to the-largese- ---
eigenvalue of the matrix lIB.

Appendix 1.3. Nonnalization of diagnosticity weights
The dimensional weights may be constrained to sum to unity. That is,

The latter constraint is simply a normalizing convention, based on the notion that
only the relative magnitudes of the weights are meaningful in a model (Getty,
Swets, Swets & Green, 1979). The parameters may be normalized by letting

where D is the total distance in psychological space and wk is the weight associated
with dimension k, and letting

W't = Wt / D,

where w' k is the normalized weight associated with dimension k.
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Appendix 1.4. Distance
When dealing with binary-valued, metathetic dimensions, the scale values in

equation (AI) may be arbitrarily set to 0 or 1. Thus, equation (AI) may be
rewritten as

diX
Tx n

l/Tx * [1: (1: wit * dijk)],
j=l k=l

(A4)

where dvt = O. if tu: = xj.; and d;;t = 1, if ~ < > xjk' Substantively speaking, we
are dealing with transformational distance defined solely by substitution (Franks
& Bransford, 1971; Lasky & Kallio, 1978). If the features match, no substitution
is required and the transformational distance is zero. If the features mismatch,
substitution is required and the transformational distance is one.

Appendix 1.5. Similarity
Assuming that similarity is a linear function of distance, the average similarity

of stimulus 1; to the exemplars stored for a relevant category may be given by
equation (AS).

Tx
SiX = l/Tx * [1:

j=l
n

(1: W. * Sij.)]'
k=l

(AS)

In Study 2 and 3, the UA VDIS and WA VDIS model are also tested by
assuming that similarity is an exponential function of distance (cf. Estes, 1986b).
That is,

-(c * diX)

SiX = e

where c is a general sensitivity parameter and diXis defined by equation (A4). For
a parameter-free test of the UAVDIS and WAVDIS model, c may be arbitrarily
set to the transformational distance maximally attainable along nonweighted
dimensions (cf. Nosofsky, 1984, Appendix). Along four dimensions, then, c =
4.
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Appendix 1.6. Parametric models
In Study 1, the following parametric versions of the average distance model

are tested.
- The average distance model (AVDIS model). The probability of assigning

a stimulus to a category is equal to the average similarity of the stimulus to the
exemplars stored for the category, divided by the average similarity of the stimulus
to the exemplars of stored for both categories. The similarity of a stimulus to an
exemplar is determined by an additive combination rule:

s(t,x)
-------------- -------

where WI< = 0, if tl<< > Xk; and Wk = Vk (0 ~ VI< ~ 1), if tk = XI<' Thus, the
AVDIS model has four weighting parameters, each ranging from zero to one and
specifying the perceived weight of two matching features on a dimension. Due to
the normalization of dimensional weights, there are only three free parameters (cf.
Medin et a1., 1983; Medin & Smith, 1981).

- An average distance model that allows for differential reliance on exemplar
evidence and random classification responses or guesses (RA VDIS model). It is
assumed that there is some probability (P) that exemplar information has been
stored in memory, in which case classification of a stimulus is based on
assessment of its average similarity to exemplars. If exemplar information has Dot
been stored, which happens with probability (1 - P), then it is assumed that
respondents guess between both categories. The RAVDIS model has four free
parameters.
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APPENDIX 2. THE PROTOTYPE MODEL

Appendix 2.1. Distance metric
The distance of stimulus tj to the prototype abstracted out for a relevant

category is given by equation (A6).

n
dip = 1: wI< * Itill: - PI< I '

k=l
(A6 )

where n is the number of dimensions, wI<is the weight of the kth dimension (0 ~
Wit ~ 1 ), lu: is the value of stimulus ~ on the kth dimension and PI. is the value
of the relevant prototype on that dimension.

Appendix 2.2. Dimensional weights
The UPROTO model simply assumes that the dimensional weights are equal.

Under the constraint that the dimensional weights sum to unity, then,

W' I< = 1 / n

for all k. If, for example, the stimuli are comprised of four dimensions, all
normalized weights are equal to 0.250.

The WPROTO model assumes that the weights are a function of dimensional
diagnosticity (see Appendix 1.2.).

Appendix 2.3. Distance
For binary-valued, metathetic dimensions equation (A6) may be rewritten as

(A7)

where djpk:= 0, if lu: = l'l:; and djpl<= 1, if tjl<< > Pk.
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Appendix 2.4. Similarity
Assuming that similarity is a linear function of distance, the similarity of

stimulus ti to the prototype abstracted out for a relevant category may be given by
equation (AS).

n
sip ... 1: Wt * sip.'

k=l (AS)

where s-Ipk = 0, if ~ < > Pk; and sipt = I, if til<= Pt.

In Study 2 and 3, the UPROTO and WPROTO model are also tested by
assuming that similarity is an exponential function of distance. That is,

- (c * dip)
sip = e

where c is equal to the transformational distance maximally attainable along
nonweighted dimensions and diPis defined by equation (A6).

Appendix 2.S. Parametric models
In Study I, the following parametric versions of the prototype model are

tested.
- The prototype model (PROTO model). The probability of assigning a

stimulus to a category is equal to the similarity of the stimulus to the prototype
abstracted out for the category, divided by the similarity of the stimulus to the
prototypes abstracted out for both categories. The similarity of the stimulus to a
prototype is determined by an additive combination rule:

n
S(t,p) = 1: Wt•

k=l

where Wt = 0, if tt < > Pk; and wt = vt (0 ~ v~ ~ I), if It = Pt. Thus, the
PROTO model bas four weighting parameters, each ranging from zero to one and
specifying the perceived weight of two matching features on a dimension. Due to
the normalization of dimensional weights, there are only three free parameters.

- A prototype mode! that :;.l!()WS for differential reliance on prototype evidence
and guesses (RPROTO model). It is assumed that there is some probability (P)
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that prototype information has been abstracted out, in which case classification of
a stimulus is based on assessment of its similarity to prototypes. If prototype
information has not been abstracted out, which happens with probability (1 - P),
then it is assumed that respondents guess between both categories. There are four
free parameters.

In Study 2 and 3, the following parametric versions of the prototype model
are tested.

_ The prototype model (PROTO model). The probability of assigning a
stimulus to a category is equal to the similarity of the stimulus to the prototype
abstracted out for the category, divided by the similarity of the stimulus to the
prototypes abstracted out for both categories. The similarity of the stimulus to a
prototype is determined by a multiplicative combination rule:

s(t,p)
n
7C Ski
k=l

where s" = Vt (0 ::;; Vt ::;; 1), if tk < > Pk; and Sll; = 1, if tic = Pk. Thus, the
PROTO model bas four similarity parameters, each ranging from zero to one and
specifying the similarity between two mismatching features on a dimension. There
are four free parameters.

- A prototype model that-allows for differential reliance on prototype evidence
and guesses (RPROTO model). It is assumed that there is some probability (P)
that prototype information has been abstracted out, in which case classification of
a stimulus is based on assessment of its similarity to prototypes. If prototype
information has not been abstracted out, which happens with probability (1 - P),
then it is assumed that respondents guess between both categories. There are five
free parameters.
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APPENDIX 3. IDENTITY RELATIONSHIPS

The predictions made by the UPROTO model (according to equation [A6J) are
identical to those made by the UAVDIS model (according to equation [AI])
whenever (1) stimuli are comprised of binary-valued dimensions (Medin et al.,
1983; Medin & Smith, 1981) and (2) mean prototypes are abstracted out. The
second condition implies that the stimuli should be comprised of prothetic
dimensions. This condition is 1101 satisfied in the studies reported. The predictions
made by the UAVDIS model (according to equation [AI]) are identical to those
made by the ASPROB model (according to equation [2/2]) whenever stimuli are

- --eomprised-of-binarrvalued-dimensi-cmr.11Usconc1itlon is sahsnea-in the studies
reported. For metathetic dimensions, the identity relationship is strictly true; for
prothetic dimensions, however, it is true only by virtue of applying the ratio rule
for summarization of conceptual evidence.

APPENDIX 4. THE CONTEXT MODEL

- The context model (CONTEXT model). The probability of assigning a
stimulus to a category is equal to the sum of the similarities of the stimulus to each
of the exemplars stored for the category, divided by the sum of the similarities of
the stimulus to each of the exemplars stored for both categories. The similarity of
the stimulus to an exemplar is determined by a multiplicative combination rule:

s(t,x)

where s, = Vk (0 ~ Vk ~ I), if tk < > xk; and s, = I, if tk = Xl.' Thus, the
CONTEXT model has four similarity parameters, each ranging from zero to ~ne
and specifying the similarity between two mismatching features on a dimension.
There are four free parameters.

- A context model that allows for differential reliance on exemplar evidence
and guesses (RCONTEXT model). It is assumed that there is some probability (P)
that exemplar information has been stored in memory, in which case classification
of a stimulus is based on assessment of its similarity to exemplars. If exemplar
information has not been stored, which happens with probability (l - P), then it
is assumed that respondents guess between both categories. There are five free
parameters.
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APPENDIX S. THE MIXED MODEL

In Study 1, the following parametric versions of a mixed model are tested.
- A mixed model that allows for differential reliance on exemplar evidence

and prototype evidence (MIXED model). It is assumed that classification of a
stimulus is based on exemplar evidence with probability (P) and on prototype
evidence with probability (1 - P). The exemplar and prototype components are
formalized after the AVDIS model and the additive version of the PROTO model,
respectively. There are four free parameters.

- A mixed model that allows for differential reliance on exemplar evidence,
prototype evidence and guesses (RMlXED model). It is assumed that classification
of a stimulus is based on exemplar evidence with probability (PI) and on prototype
evidence with probability «1 - PI) • P2). If neither exemplar information has been
stored nor prototype information has been abstracted out, which happens with
probability (1 - PI - «1 - PI) ... P2», then it is assumed that respondents guess
between both categories. There are five free parameters.

In Study 2 and 3, the following parametric versions of a mixed model are
tested.

- A mixed model that allows for differential reliance on exemplar evidence
and prototype evidence (MIXED). It is assumed that classification of a stimulus
is based on exemplar evidence with probability (P) and on prototype evidence with
probability (1 - P). The exemplar and prototype components are formalized after
the CONTEXT model and the multiplicative version of the PROTO model,
respectively. There are five free parameters.

- A mixed model that allows for differential reliance on exemplar evidence,
prototype evidence and guesses (RMlXED). It is assumed that classification of a
stimulus is based on exemplar evidence with probability (PI) and on prototype
evidence with probability «1 - PI)'" P2). If neither exemplar information has been
stored nor prototype information has been abstracted out, which happens with
probability (1 - PI - «1 - PI) ... P2», then it is assumed that respondents guess
between both categories. There are six free parameters.
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SAMENV ATTING

(DE BETEKENIS VAN KEUZE-ALTERNATIEVEN:

HOUDINGEN EN BEELDEN)

Consumentengedragsonderzoekers gebruiken veelal twee termen ter aanduiding
van de betekenis die consumenten aan keuze-altematieven verlenen: de houding (of
de "attitude") die een consument ten aanzien van een keuze-altematief heeft en het
beeld-(of--het-"image"j-dat- het-ireuze-atteillatief bij de cmrsument oproept. De
termen worden dikwijls als equivalenten behandeld. Evenwel lijken "attitude-
onderzoek" en "imago-onderzoek" afzonderlijke onderzoeksdomeinen te zijn
geworden. Opmerkelijk is hierbij dat in imago-onderzoek een grotere verwarring
schijnt te heersen met betrekking tot conceptuele en operationele definiering van
het onderzoeksobject dan in attitude-onderzoek.

In deze dissertatie wordt er vanuit gegaan dat de relatief grote verwarring in
imago-onderzoek hoofdzakelijk teruggevoerd kan worden op het relatief grote
aantal ledige imagoconceptualisaties en wordt verder geen antwoord gezocht op de
vraag waarom de term "imago" bevattelijker is voor dergelijke conceptualisaties
dan de term "attitude".

In Hoofdstuk 1 van deze dissertatie wordt beargumenteerd dat, voorzover
substantiele voorstellen tot conceptualisatie in aanmerking worden genomen, de
meeste antwoorden op de vraag "wat is een imago?" een grore gelijkenis vertonen
met antwoorden op de vraag "wat is een attitude?". Vervolgens wordt, uitgaande
van de bestaande conceptualisaties, een aantal mogelijkheden ter afbakening van
het attitudeconstruct en imagoconstruct besproken. In drie van de vier pogingen
tot afbakening blijkt de theoretisohe relevantie van een der constructen aanzienlijk
beperkt te worden. Met de vierde poging wordt de relatief grote nadruk in imago-
ooderzoek op Gestaltpsychologischeaspecten van betekenisverlening in aanmerking
genomen (waarbij opgernerkt dient te worden dat de imago-onderzoekers veelal
nalaten dergelijkeaspecten in operationele termen te vertalen). Een attitude ZOU.ii!S

"elernentaristische" betekenisverlening en een imago zou als "configuratieve"
betekenisverlening gedefinieerd kunnen worden. Het wezenlijke onderscheid IOU

zijn dat, in het eerste geval, de betekenis van de kenmerken van het object
waaraan betekenis wordt verieenu "..... verandert tijdens bet
betekenisverleningsproces en dat, in het tweede geval, de betekenis van de
kenmerken we) verandert. Logisch geredeneerd lijkt een dergeiijkc afbakening
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echter op een kunstmatige tegenstelling tussen psychologische processen neer te
komen. Aan de ene kant definieren of karakteriseren kenmerken de conceptuele
representatie in relatie tot welke een object betekenis krijgt en kunnen zo als
betekeniselementen fungeren; aan de andere kant zijn de meeste kenmerken ook
zelf conceptueel gerepresenteerd en kunnen, als gevolg van conceptuele interacties,
veranderlijk van betekenis zijn.

In veel attitude- en imagoconceptualisaties wordt het evaluatieve aspect van
betekenisverlening benadrukt en wordt een multi-attribuut model van
stimulusevaluatie gepostuleerd. Leertheoretische principes worden verondersteld
op een multi-attribuutprocesvan toepassing te zijn. Het Fishbeinmodel is het meest
expliciet op die principes gebaseerd. Vrij recentelijk verscbijnen twijfels aan de
algemene geldigbeid van de multi-attribuutbenadering in de vorm van een
gesuggereerde tegenstelling tussen stimulusevaluatie als resultante van een
"elementaristisch" multi-attribuutproces en stimulusevaluatie als resultante van een
"configuratief" categorisatieproces. In het eerste geval zou de evaluatie van een
stimulus op een bepaalde wijze samengesteld zijn uit de evaluaties van de
stimuluskenmerken; in het tweede geval zou de evaluatie van een stimulus gelijk
zijn aan de evaluatie van de categorie waaraan de stimulus op basis van zijn
kenmerken wordt toegewezen. De betreffende tegenstelling wordt in deze
dissertatie als zijnde een schijntegenstelling verworpen. Fishbein's leertheorie is
gebaseerd op de assumptie dat een attitude een resultante is van begripsvorming
(of "conceptformatie"), Begripsvorming is een geposruleerd proces ter verklaring

. "van bepaaldmenselijk gedrag, bijvoorbeeeld categorisatiegedrag (het toewijzen van
verschillende stimuli aan een gemeenschappelijke categorie). Het fundamentele
postulaat is dat mensen begrippen (of "concepten") hebben van categorieen en dat
ze een stimulus aan een specifieke categorie toewijzen omdat de stimulus de
meeste betekenis beeft in relatie tot het begrip welke ze van die categorie hebben,

In Hoofdstuk 2 van deze dissertatie wordt gewerkt aan een antwoord op de
vraag "hoeverlenen mensen betekenis aan stimuli?". Aansluiting wordt gezocht
bij begripsvormingsonderzoek, waarin de karakteristieke werkzijze is het
postuleren van principes volgens welke concepten gevormd en gebruikt worden en
het analyseren van categorisatiegedrag op grond van die principes. De diverse
categorisatiemodellen die aldus gestalte hebben gekregen zijn zonder uitzondering
elementaristisch van karakter. Beargumenteerd wordt dat de modellen in vier
hoofdklassen zijn onder te verdelen op basis van twee aspecten van
betekenisverlening: configurativiteiten context-athankelijkheid. Met betrekking tot
het aspect van configurativiteit impliceren de modellen Of dat de saillantie van
onatbankelijke kenmerken (kenmerken in isolatie) betekenis bepaalt 6f dat ook de
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saillantie van corresponderende kenmerken (kenmerken in relatie tot elkaar)
betekenis bepaalt (waarbij opgemerkt dient te worden dat, in een elementaristische
analyse, configurativiteit uiteraard niet naar betekenisverandering van kenmerken
veIWijst). Met betrekking tot bet aspect van context-afhankelijkeid impliceren dat
de modellen 6f dat saillantie van kenmerken een functie is van de "prominentie"
van de kenmerken in het focale begrip (bet begrip in relatie tot welke betekenis
aan een stimulus wordt verJeend) of dat saillantie van kenmerken ook een functie
is van de prominentie van kenmerken in nonfocale begrippen (contextuele
relevantie). Een onderscheid wordt gemaakt tussen relevantie in effectieve context
("diagnosticiteit"), waarbij effectieve context verwijst naar de context van
altemalieve categorieen in een psychoJogisch domein, en relevantie in aJgemene
context\21ectiviteitj.

AlB een verldaring van categorisatiegedrag bJijkt Fishbein's leertheorie
geformaliseerd te worden door modellen behorende tot de hoofdklasse van
principes volgens welke nonconfiguratieve, context-onafhankelijke betekenis wordt
verleend aan stimuli. De potentieel beperkte geldigheid van de multi-
attribuutbenadering wordt zodoende in relatie tot de verklaring van
categorisatiegedrag gespeci ficeerd.

Gegeven dat consumenten een keuze-alternatief veeJal in de context van
concurrende merken, produkten, etcetera waamemen en gegeven dat consumenten
de keuze-alternatieven veelal in de context van promotionele activiteiten
waamemen, wordt de vraag aan de orde gesteld of de betekenis die consumenten
aan een keuze-alternatief verlenen onafhankelijk dan weI afhankelijk is van
context. Voorgesteld wordt om het attitudeconstruct en imagoconstruct in termen
van context-athankelijkheid af te bakenen: een attitude is context-onatbankelijke
betekenisverlening, een imago is context-afbankelijke betekenisveriening. Volgens
dit voorstel specificeren attitudemodellen de wijze waarop betekenis in relatie tot
een focaal begrip verleend wordt en specificeren imagomodellen de wijze waarop
de betekenis in relatie tot het focale begrip en nonfocale begrippen verleend wordt.

Naast prominentie, diagnosticiteit en selectiviteit wordt een vierde determinant
van saiIlantie onderkend: de mate waarin kenmerken op een stimuJusdimensie
onderscheidbaar zijn ("discriminabiliteit"). Beargumenteerd wordt dat deze
determinant het elementaristiscbe principe ondermijnt; kenmerken zijn blijkbaar
niet 6f gelijk 6f ongeJijk aan elkaar, maar zijn in meer of mindere mate ongelijk
aan elkaar. Voorts wordt beargurnenteerd dat conceptuele relaties tussen
kenmerken in sommige situaties kunnen worden gerepresenteerd door kwantitatieve
veranderingen in saillantie, maar in andere situaties slechts door kwalitatieve
veranderingen in de wijze waarop de door die kenmerken gekarakteriseerde
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concepten gevormd en gebruikt worden. Of een elementaristiscb model een
behoorlijke beschrijving geeft van de wijze waarop stimulusbetekenis een functie
is van de saillantie van stimuluskenmerken kan dus atbankelijk zijn van de
conceptuele relaties tussen kenmerken. Indien die relaties contextueel geeliciteerd
kunnen worden is de theoretiscbe consequentie dat elk elementaristisch model een
imagomodel kan zijn door een structurele isomorfie te bieden aan contextueel
geeliciteerde relaties tussen kenmetken.

Centraal in de drie laboratoriumonderzoeken die gerapporteerd worden staat
de specificatie van principes volgens welke concepten gevormd en gebruikt worden
indien bepaalde relaties tussen kenmerken verondersteld worden geeliciteerd te zijn
door algemene context.

In Hoordstuk 3 van deze dissertatie wordt het onderscheid tussen context-
onatbankelijke betekenisverlening (attitude) en context-afhankelijke
betekenisverlening (imago) geincorporeerd in het multi-attribuutparadigma.
Categorisatiegedrag wordt daarbij vervangen door ander criteriumgedrag: bet
verbaliseren van de mate waarin stimuli betekenis hebben in relatie tot een
algemene context (typicaliteitsresponsen) en de mate waarin de stimuli
aantrekkelijk zijn in relatie tot de algemene context (attractiviteitsresponsen). Ter
vereenvoudiging wordt aangenomen dat Fishbein's leertheorie juist is met
betrekking tot de wijze waarop concepten gevormd zijn; de algemene juistheid van
de theorie wordt echter betwijfeld met betrekking tot de wijze waarop concepten
gebruikt worden. Ter verklaring van het criteriumgedrag wordt voorgesteld
gemodificeerde versies.van Fishbein's multi-attribuutmodel van stimulusevaluatie
en Tversky's contrastmodel van stimulussimilariteit te integreren.

Centraal in bet vragenlijstonderzoek dat gerapporteerd wordt staat de
specificatie van principes volgens welke de saillantie van kenmerken
gedetermineerd wordt indien (evaluatieve) betekenis aan keuze-altematieven
verleend wordt in relatie tot algemene context.
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